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Abstract
Mapping Sacred Spaces:
Representations of Pleasure and Worship in Sankei Mandara
Talia J. Andrei
This dissertation examines the historical and artistic circumstances behind the
emergence in late medieval Japan of a short-lived genre of painting referred to as sankei
mandara (pilgrimage mandalas). The paintings are large-scale topographical depictions
of sacred sites and served as promotional material for temples and shrines in need of
financial support to encourage pilgrimage, offering travelers worldly and spiritual
benefits while inspiring them to donate liberally. Itinerant monks and nuns used the
mandara in recitation performances (etoki) to lead audiences on virtual pilgrimages,
decoding the pictorial clues and touting the benefits of the site shown. Addressing
themselves to the newly risen commoner class following the collapse of the aristocratic
order, sankei mandara depict commoners in the role of patron and pilgrim, the first
instance of them being portrayed this way, alongside warriors and aristocrats as they
make their way to the sites, enjoying the local delights, and worship on the sacred
grounds. Together with the novel subject material, a new artistic language was created—
schematic, colorful and bold. We begin by locating sankei mandara’s artistic roots and
influences and then proceed to investigate the individual mandara devoted to three sacred
sites: Mt. Fuji, Kiyomizudera and Ise Shrine (a sacred mountain, temple and shrine,
respectively). For each of the sites, we read the histories (political, religious, economic,
social) and diaries (of pilgrims, monks and warlords), noting upheavals, power dynamics,
and institutional relationships, and how these circumstances and relationships changed

over the course of the 16th and early 17th centuries. We then apply this textual history to a
formal analysis of each of the mandara devoted to the site, studying how the history of
the site and the layout of the shrines and temples and the route to them are expressed in
the pictorial language of the mandara, and we try to imagine how these paintings were
employed and enlivened in etoki performances. Furthermore, by closely studying
similarities and differences in choice and emphasis we show that the mandara, above
their call for pilgrimage and donations, also encode the historical conditions at the time
they were painted, capturing for example the tensions between religious groups and
classes or the changing fortunes of a particular institution over time. This investigation
thus aims to show how reading the artistic language of sankei mandara enlarges our
understanding of a particular moment in Japan’s social and religious history, making
these images valuable primary sources that enhance and supplement research in a wide
range of fields.
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Notes to the Reader

1. All Japanese names are listed with surnames first.
2. The term “sankei mandara” is used for both singular and plural grammatical constructions.
3. All translations are by the author unless otherwise noted.

Chronology
Nara
Heian
Kamakura
Nanbokuchō
Muromachi
Momoyama
Edo (Tokugawa)

xviii

710-794
794-1185
1185-1336
1336-1392
1392-1573
1573-1615
1615-1868

Chapter 1
What is a sankei mandara?

Introduction
By the mid-sixteenth century, after a century of civil war, Japan had experienced
momentous shifts in its social structure.1 The ruling military and aristocratic classes
collapsed and were left drained of their finances while a class of urban commoners
emerged wielding wealth and power, taking over the role of patronage for the upkeep of
Japan’s shrines and temples. Many long-standing traditions and institutions bent to the
tastes of their new patrons and new schools and forms of art developed to give visual
expression to their customs and amusements. Religious institutions opened their doors to
commoners and actively solicited their economic support, spurring energetic and
enthusiastic pilgrimage practices. Sacred spaces that had been accessible only to the
aristocracy and to prestigious religious practitioners were now visited in large numbers
by groups of wealthy commoners.
Accompanying these trends was a short-lived but unprecedented form of painting,
referred to by scholars as sankei mandara 参詣曼荼羅 (pilgrimage mandalas) (Figs. 1.1-

1

The century of discord begins with the Ōnin war (1467-77) and ends roughly with unification around
1568, marked by Oda Nobunaga’s (1534-1582) invasion of Kyoto and completed with the ascendancy of
the Tokugawa family. For more on the century of war see Mary Elizabeth Berry, The Culture of Civil War
in Kyoto (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994). For more on the dynamics of Kyoto’s urban
commoners see Suzanne Gay’s The Moneylenders of Late Medieval Kyoto (Honolulu: University of
Hawai’i Press, 2001). My use of the term “commoners” in this study refers to the class of nonelites living
in medieval Japan. I employ Gay’s use of the term, which she defines as follows: “[the term is used]
primarily in reference to the economic consequences of nonelite status in the medieval hierarchy: clients
were required to pay taxes to their overlords whether they were involved in agricultural or commercial
activities (or both, as was increasingly the case in the medieval village). They are called commoners, as
opposed to the elite recipients of those taxes, including temples, shrines, aristocrats, and warriors.” Gay, 6.
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1.3).2 The images depict the commoner-pilgrims alongside the nobility and military
aristocracy, and other social groups, in and around shrine-temple grounds. Though their
primary purpose was to serve a practical function as temple advertisements, to popularize
pilgrimage and encourage financial contributions, sankei mandara also had the effect of
visually documenting the elevation in status of these new patrons. Sankei mandara thus
chronicle and visualize the dramatic changes in the structures of worship, patronage and
popular culture that took place in late-medieval Japanese society. But sankei mandara
must be read with care. As we will see, they do not provide a precise representation of the
way a particular site appeared at a particular historical moment. However they should not
be dismissed as being unreliable historical sources. The very fact of depicting commoners
in the role of pilgrim, exploring and enjoying sacred grounds together with the nobility
and military aristocracy, reflects the deep socio-economic changes that had taken place.
This dissertation seeks to study sankei mandara as a new form of visual
expression, distinguished from the aristocratic arts, with its own language and sources of
inspiration. I examine the representation of sacred spaces, the architectural and figural
details, and the variety of visual and material culture expressed in sankei mandara as a
source of visual data of popular religious culture of late-medieval Japan. I consider the
use of intervisuality, the shared iconography, how the figures and motifs in sankei
mandara refer to other paintings, contributing to an overall vision of religious landscape

2

Following Nishiyama Masaru’s example in Seichi no sōzōryoku, I refer to the paintings as sankei
mandara rather than shaji sankei mandara. Nishiyama Masaru, Seichi no sōzō ryoku: sankei mandara o
yomu (Kyoto: Hōzōkan, 1998). I divide sankei mandara into two phases, early and late. Sankei mandara of
the early phase date from the 16th to mid-17th centuries; those in the second phase date from the mid-17th
century on. I will only be examining the early phase in this dissertation.
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painting.3 I also look at the social context in which these paintings were used and attempt
to situate the modalities of perception and reception of sankei mandara, considering
associated changes in artistic and institutional patronage and their effect on new forms
and ways of viewing art. I pay close attention to the modes of encountering these
paintings, dependent as they were on human agency to engage and perform them through
narrative recitation (etoki 絵解き). I explore to what degree the sankei mandara also
replaced the physical journey to the site by providing a vicarious pilgrimage experience
through etoki recitation, which induced the viewer to mentally project him- or herself into
the painting and travel through the figures portrayed. In parallel, I consider the social,
political, religious and economic circumstances of the illustrated site and how these
circumstances change over time, and how these circumstances and changes are then
reflected in the mandara as we follow the appearance, and subsequent disappearance of
the sankei mandara genre.
I have selected three sacred sites— Mt. Fuji (Hongū Sengen Shrine and
Murayama Sengen Shrine), the Ise shrines, and Kiyomizudera—to serve as case studies
for my research. Each of these sites has a long and unique history as well as a distinct
devotional cult following.4 Also, each is situated in a geographic location that
3

Max Moerman’s approach to the study of Onsenji engi is particularly germane to this study. On the
similarity between the stories of Gyōki and Xuanzang’s encounter with Yakushi he writes that, “The
narrative is at once fixed and adaptable. The characters are interchangeable but the lesson about insight and
understanding remains the same. There is thus little original about the Origins of Onsenji. Nor is there
meant to be. The tale derives its power not from its originality but rather from its familiarity. Its resonance
depends on the depth of its intertextuality, its thick associative context, its place in a complex discursive
network structured—to use a Mahayana metaphor—like a jeweled net with each narrative node reflecting
and relying on others.” D. Max Moerman, “The Buddha and the Bathwater: Defilement and Enlightenment
in the Onsenji engi,” Japanese Journal of Religious Studies 42.1 (2015), 77. Like engi, sankei mandara
rely on a shared visual language that connects with and builds upon a larger network of landscape and
narrative painting.
4

Cult here is a translation of the Japanese word “shinkō”. There is no precise equivalent in English for
“shinkō,” and I, like many others, have grappled with how to properly translate the term. Kevin Carr
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determines—and enhances—the spiritual authority of the cult to which the site is
dedicated. Yet, despite differences in location and religious practice, the underlying
structure of sankei mandara expression and the way the power of the image was
harnessed to inspire pilgrims and donations for each of these sites remains the same,
making them appropriate representatives for the genre as a whole.
This dissertation is composed of five chapters. This first chapter will introduce the
sankei mandara genre and the historical circumstances that led to its formation in the 16th
century. It will also outline the history of the term sankei mandara, which only dates to
the 1960s, and will review the major scholarship and exhibitions devoted to the subject. I
will provide a broad definition of sankei mandara and will list what I believe are the
necessary characteristics for categorization within the genre. Finally, this chapter will
review the history of narrative painting performances (etoki) in Japan, an essential aspect
of sankei mandara reception.
The second chapter will explore sankei mandara’s pictorial roots. We will review
the prevailing theories on the artistic influences that led to the development of sankei
mandara such as kakefuku engi-e 掛幅縁起絵 (illustrated tales of karmic origins,
hanging scrolls), miya mandara 宮曼荼羅 (shrine mandalas), shaji ezu 社寺絵図

translates shinko as “cult” in the context of Shōtoku Taishi shinkō and justifies his choice as follows: “The
Japanese term might best be thought of as ‘discourse on Shōtoku’ in the realm of texts and images. It has
been more directly translated as “Shōtoku beliefs.” However, these later translations imply that dedication
to Shōtoku was primarily an intellectual matter, whereas “cult” as used here is meant to suggest a
constellation of devotional practices, material culture, and shared narrative communities that was as much
about emotionally satisfying practice as it was about “belief.” He goes on to acknowledge the negative
connotation of the world “cult” as an illegitimate, typically sinister and short-lived religious subculture but
then writes that his study associates “cult” with words like “culture” and its etymological roots in the
“cultivation” of a particular worldview and its concomitant practices. I shall follow Carr’s use of the word
“cult” to translate “shinkō,” with the particular connotations he describes. Kevin Carr, Plotting the Prince:
Shōtoku Cults and the Mapping of Medieval Japanese Buddhism (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press,
2012), 6.
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(diagrams of shrine-temple precincts), rakuchū rakugai zu 洛中洛外図 (screen paintings
of Kyoto) and early-modern genre painting (kinsei shoki fūzokuga 近世初期風俗画), and
will explore the visual and conceptual connections between sankei mandara and each of
these genres.
The third, fourth and fifth chapters will closely examine sankei mandara devoted
to specific sites. Chapter three looks at the paintings that have been designated as sankei
mandara of Mount Fuji, and argues that these are an early form of the genre and a bridge
between the suijaku-miya mandara tradition and sankei mandara. I will show that the
earlier versions of the Fuji mandara were likely displayed in pilgrims’ inns (dōshabō),
used to generate excitement for the upcoming journey to Fuji’s peak and to encourage
donations among travelers for the rebuilding and maintenance of shrines and halls around
the mountain and the services and ceremonies held within. The later versions, I will argue,
functioned much like typical sankei mandara, employed as a visual tool in etoki
performances by traveling priests (oshi) in their effort to spread Fuji shinkō (Fuji
religion/cult) and encourage financial contributions to Ōmiya Sengen Shrine. Moreover, I
will show that when analyzed as a group, the five Fuji mandara reflect the decline of the
Shugendō Murayama Kōbōji and the rise of Ōmiya Shrine over the course of the late 16th
and early 17th centuries.
Chapters 4 and 5 focus on the sankei mandara illustrating the Ise shrines and
Kiyomizudera, respectively, and argue that through unpacking and deciphering the
paintings’ details one can discover clues embedded within the images that allow us to
speculate on issues such as patronage and meaning. In these chapters I propose that
sankei mandara, beyond their primary role as temple advertisements, were also used as a
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platform for the fundraising institutions, typically on the periphery of the religious
hierarchy they served, to visually and orally affirm their status by manipulating the
compositions to highlight their indispensible role in the functioning of the sacred site.
More generally, I argue that sankei mandara, in addition to visually documenting major
shifts in the socio-economic structure of late medieval Japanese society, also chronicle a
fleeting moment in the sacral-social history of the site represented. Again, sankei
mandara are not a window through which to see an objective account of that historical
moment but are instead a source that provides a particular worldview and a particular
vision of the landscape, which supplements and enlarges our understanding of the social
and institutional history and inner workings of the illustrated site.
The aim of this dissertation, beyond introducing the genre and analyzing its
artistic language, will be to show that sankei mandara were highly charged images that
were conceived as an instrument to both spread ideas and influence people (primarily
commoners) to visit and contribute to the illustrated site. They provided images of sacred
sites, telling their stories and describing the roads and landscapes leading to them, and
were used as props in etoki performances. At the same time they were maps and
roadmaps to sacred sites, filled with information and descriptions of the voyage ahead.5
We shall see, however, that these descriptions were manipulated on several levels. As
maps to sacred sites commissioned by monastics, sankei mandara were imbued with a
worldview that elevated them from simple, practical roadmaps and transformed them into
5

I am employing Henry Smith’s capacious definition of maps when I use the term to describe sankei
mandara. According to Smith, “throughout world history maps have typically incorporated pictorial
elements with plans that rely on outlines, words and symbols. Indeed, the most common premodern
Japanese term for maps was ezu 絵図, a compound of ‘picture’ 絵 (e) and ‘chart’ 図 (zu).” Henry D. Smith
II, “Picturing Maps: The “Rare and Wondrous” Bird’s-Eye Views of Kuwagata Keisai,” in Kären Wigen,
Sugimoto Fujiko and Cary Karacas, eds., Cartographic Japan: A history in Maps (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 2016), 96.
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cosmological maps of the sacred universe, superimposed on the underlying terrestrial
map. At the same time, in a subliminal form, sankei mandara were manipulated and used
to visually affirm the interests and agendas of the commissioning institution. So, besides
presenting a detailed analysis of the paintings’ main function as a pilgrimage recruiting
tool, road map and travel guide to the illustrated site, I will show in detail and by what
means artists carried out these subtle manipulations of routes, landscapes and buildings to
both create a numinous cosmology and to convey the partisan views and claims of the
commissioning institutions. I apply Laura Nenzi’s observation of mapmaking under the
Tokugawa government to my analysis. She writes that the “mapping of space is an
endeavor undertaken by and processed through different frames of interpretation, visible
through the prioritization of particular spaces, which reflect particular interests and
agendas.”6 Matthew McKelway’s approach to the study of rakuchū rakugai zu has also
influenced my perspective. He writes that the “relative emphases and omissions in how
the city [Kyoto] is portrayed betray specific points of view and underlying political
impulses in their conception and creation.”7 My theoretical approach to studying sankei
mandara also corresponds with J.B. Harley’s observation that “maps are never value-free
images…Both in the selectivity of their content and in their signs and styles of
representation maps are a way of conceiving, articulating and structuring the human
world which is biased towards, promoted by, and exerts influence upon particular sets of
social relations.”8 In the following chapters I situate sankei mandara into their cultural
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Laura Nenzi, Excursions in Identity: Travel and the Intersection of Place, Gender, and Status in Edo
Japan (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2008), 14.

7

Matthew McKelway, Capitalscapes: Folding Screens and Political Imagination in Late Medieval Kyoto
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2006), 3.
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context, and examine the histories (religious, social, political, economic) and study the
upheavals, power dynamics, and institutional relationships between the shrines and
temples of the represented site and find upon close study that these local struggles for
status and primacy are deftly folded into the details of the mandara. I show how different
institutions map out the same space differently in order to confer legitimacy and convey a
sense of institutional authority, while at the same time diminishing or altogether
removing their institutional rival from the image. Unpacking the embedded imagery in
sankei mandara and deciphering their hidden messages allows us to speculate on issues
such as patronage, period of production, and the relationships within and between
institutions. We may wish to point out here that while maps are always stamped, often
unconsciously, with the cultural points of view of the society in which they are created,
sankei mandara do so deliberately and consciously.
I also frame my analysis of sankei mandara with W.J.T. Mitchell’s theory of
landscape as articulated in Landscape and Power: “[the book] asks that we think of
landscape, not as an object to be seen or a text to be read, but as a process by which social
and subjective identities are formed…Landscape, we suggest doesn’t merely signify or
symbolize power relations; it is an instrument of cultural power, perhaps even an agent of
power that is (or frequently represents itself as) independent of human intentions.”9 This
view of landscape will be useful in further shaping our understanding of sankei mandara
as images that, while appearing natural and objective, present a partisan view of the
social and topographical landscape for the purpose of acquiring economic and social
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J.B. Harley, “Maps, Knowledge and Power,” in idem. The New Nature of Maps: Essays in the History of
Cartography (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2002), 53.

9

W.J.T. Mitchell, ed., Landscape and Power (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2002), 1-2.
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power. Though not necessarily an instrument of cultural power, sankei mandara were
instruments of influence and visual devices that portrayed the aspirational worldview of
the commissioning agent. This dissertation will thus show that sankei mandara, beyond
their primary function as travel guides and religious advertisements, were finely tuned
instruments devised to influence people by portraying and propagating an image of the
landscape that favored particular institutional interests.
Christian Jacob’s “opaque map” paradigm also fits well with my approach to the
study of sankei mandara. In Jacob’s definition, a “transparent map” is “based on a
conception of image and representation as an imitation of an external and objective
reality. It involves a belief in the map as a neutral purely informative device.”10
Considering maps as “opaque”, by contrast, allows us to regard them as “visual artefacts
and to study them from graphic, aesthetic and structural points of view and see in them a
complex architecture of signs.” He continues, “Maps construct their own worlds through
the filtering, translation and hierarchical and taxonomical organization of data. Seeing
maps as opaque demands close scrutiny of the map artefact itself.”11 This scrutiny is
essential to the study of sankei mandara since, as mentioned above, the paintings are a
palimpsest, constructing their own reality on several levels: on the primary level they
appear to be tourist maps and religious advertisements, providing an impression of the
local scenery, the layout of the sacred territory and the rituals and ceremonies of the
represented site. Moreover, the paintings illustrate commoners in the role of patron and
pilgrim, thus reflecting their elevated status in the new social order. But, as we will see,
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Christian Jacob, “Toward a Cultural History of Cartography,” Imago Mundi 48 (1996), 192.
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Jacob, “Toward a Cultural History of Cartography,” 192.
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this pilgrimage map is overlaid with another map, a cosmological map of a sacred
universe and the journey of the pilgrim towards it. The cosmological map is
manufactured through compositional manipulations: the topographical landscape is
altered in order to manufacture the appearance of a sacred world, creating an image of a
landscape that does not exist and cannot be experienced directly. As already mentioned,
there lies another, more worldly manipulation on top of these cosmological manipulations,
betraying a particular worldview and specific institutional interests which allow us to
speculate on patronage and intended meaning. In this manipulation, Jacob’s sociological
approach to the study of maps is particularly germane, the focus of which is “on the
production and the use of maps within a given society or, more precisely, among a
specific social class. The sort of questions raised are: Who were the map makers? What
range of professional activities was represented and which commercial, editorial,
academic, political and religious institutions participated in the processes of map
making?”12 Furthermore, Jacob calls for studying “the morphological differences and
scientific foundation of our maps, the way they were used and for what purposes, and the
way they were perceived.”13 We will be addressing Jacob’s questions and applying his
approach throughout this study, thinking less about the “accuracy” of the representation
of the landscape and more about how and for what intended purpose the mapping agent,
the kanjin (fundraising) monks and nuns, altered, distorted, and influenced the
representation of the sacred site, and we will attempt to reconstruct how the mandara
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Christian Jacob, “Toward a Cultural History of Cartography,” Imago Mundi 48 (1996), 192.
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Jacob, “Toward a Cultural History of Cartography,” 196.
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were used and consumed in their historical context. Finally, this methodological approach
also resonates with Harley’s study of maps. He writes:
“It has been said that ‘What constitutes a text is not the presence of linguistic
elements but the act of construction’ so that maps, as ‘constructions employing a
conventional sign system,’ become texts…Text is certainly a better metaphor for
maps than the mirror of nature. Maps are a cultural text. By accepting their
textuality we are able to embrace a number of different interpretative possibilities.
Instead of just the transparency of clarity we can discover the pregnancy of the
opaque. To fact we can add myth, and instead of innocence we may expect
duplicity.”14
Reading sankei mandara as texts, as objects which were “written” and thus inevitably
imbued with the biases of the writer, allows for a more critical analysis of how the
images “work,” how their details and distortions reveal the goals and agendas of their
authors.
I would like to add a brief note on the scope of this investigation. Sankei mandara
are objects that had particular uses and functions in the religious context of their time. It
is possible that sankei mandara were not considered abstractions of a sacred landscape by
the monastic community—rather, as is often the case in the Buddhist tradition, they were
believed to be the deity itself, not merely its representation. Japanese sacred landscapes
came to be regarded as the deity enshrined within and shrine mandalas (miya mandara)
that represented the landscape of a shrine-temple complex were regarded, by extension,
as the deity. 15 This aspect of sankei mandara, namely the way in which the landscape
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J.B. Harley, “Deconstructing the Map,” in The New Nature of Maps, 159.
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For a detailed discussion of sacred iconography, concluding with the declaration that sankei mandara are
images of the supreme deity (一箇のすぐれた神のイメージ), see Abe Yasurō, “Kamigami no zuzōgaku
no-to—shosha no etoki,” Kokubungaku kaishaku to kanshō 52.9 (1987), 139-145. On the mandalization of
Japanese landscapes, see Allan Grapard, “Flying Mountains and Walkers of Emptiness: Toward a
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and its representation are understood to be one and the same, is beyond the scope of this
dissertation. My focus will be on introducing the genre and the forms of painting which
informed it, and on identifying patronage, meaning and hidden messages through the
close examination and comparison of the sankei mandara illustrating individual sites. We
will nevertheless keep in mind sankei mandara’s range of possible meanings and uses
when we analyze the paintings.

Appearance and Disappearance of Sankei mandara
Sankei mandara typically illustrate a shrine-temple 社寺 (shaji) precinct with
throngs of visiting pilgrims enjoying the spiritual and temporal delights of the site. The
majority of pilgrims so illustrated are not the courtly elite of previous eras but Japan’s
newly emergent commoner class. Their appearance in these paintings signifies a change
in the social dynamics of the late-medieval period and the effects of a new and thriving
market economy.

Definition of Sacred Space in Japanese Religions,” History of Religions 20.3 (February 1982), 195-221,
and The Protocol of the Gods: A Study of the Kasuga Cult in Japanese History (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1992). Specifically Grapard writes that “if a shrine and the area in which it was located
were conceived as the residence of the kami, and if those kami were thought to be hypostases of buddhas
and bodhisattvas enshrined in the adjacent temples, then those areas came to be seen as the abodes of those
buddhas and bodhisattvas, as Pure Land in this World (gense jōdo).” The Protocol of the Gods, 209. On the
use of mandalas, Robert Sharf has written in the context of Mikkyō that, “Like all Buddhist icons, a
Shingon mandala is not so much a representation of the divine as it is a locus of the divine—the ground
upon which the principal deity is made manifest.” (189) And, “If anything, the presence of the mandala—
an eminently visible supernatural being positioned directly in front of the practitioner—does not so much
serve as an aid for visualizing the deity as it abrogates the need for visualization at all.” (191-192). Robert
Sharf, “Visualization and Mandala in Shingon Buddhism,” in Robert Sharf and Elizabeth Horton Sharf,
eds., Living Images: Japanese Buddhist Icons in Context (California: Stanford University Press, 2001),
151-197. Elizabeth ten Grotenhuis also addresses this issue, writing that “For practitioners, mandalas are
embodiments of the sacred, instruments of power that help them realize their essential Buddha natures,
each to become, as Kūkai said, a Buddha in this very body.” Japanese Mandalas: Representations of
Sacred Geography (Hawaii: University of Hawaii Press, 1999), 77.
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The stability, peace and vibrant economy that prevailed after the civil wars
provided the conditions for wealthy commoners to indulge in luxuries such as art and
travel. The same historical conditions, however, left the Court and Japan’s military
government without the funds to maintain the temples and shrines for which they had
been the primary sources of support since at least the Nara period (710-794).16 The
shrines and temples were thus forced to seek new avenues of patronage among the
commoner classes. It is in this context that sankei mandara made their appearance in
sixteenth-century Japan.
Sankei mandara are thought to have been commissioned by fundraising monks,
nuns, mountain ascetics and priests (kanjin hijiri, kanjin bikuni, yamabushi and oshi) in
the service of the temples and shrines, who used them as visual accompaniments to
narrative recitation performances (etoki) as they traveled across the country extolling the
myriad benefits of donating and traveling to the sacred site illustrated in the painting.17
Though we have no concrete proof for sankei mandara having been used in etoki,
16

Even the imperial succession ceremony, which from the middle of the fourteenth century was
orchestrated by the Muromachi shogunate, and was financed through their control of the collection of taxes,
was canceled during the Ōnin War and was not resumed until the 17th century. See Gay, The Moneylenders
of Late Medieval Kyoto.
17

Kanjin refers to fundraising by the monastic community for specific public projects, such as providing
critical aid during famine or following a natural disaster; for the restoration of temple halls, and for rituals
and services; or for public works projects such as the construction or rebuilding of roads and bridges.
Kanjin hijiri 勧進聖 (saints or holy persons) traveled around the country collecting donations from all
levels of society, and their fundraising campaigns became one of the means by which Buddhist monks
spread their teachings, though the monks often referred to themselves as muen, indicating that they did not
belong to any temple. According to Janet Goodwin: “though public campaigns for donations were
conducted occasionally in the Nara period (710-794) and somewhat more frequently throughout the Heian
period (794-1185), they increased in frequency at the end of the eleventh century. Thereafter kanjin
campaigns became a regular means of temple fundraising, expanding in scope and obtaining recognition
and assistance from state authorities.” (2) For a detailed discussion of kanjin, kanjin solicitors and the
Kamakura period kanjin campaigns, see Janet Goodwin, Alms and Vagabonds (Honolulu: University of
Hawaii Press, 1994). For a discussion of early kanjin hijiri practice see James H. Foard, “Ippen and Pure
Land Buddhist Wayfarers in Medieval Japan,” The Pure Land Tradition: History and Development, James
Foard, Michael Solomon, and Richard K. Payne, eds. (California: Berkeley Buddhist Studies Series, 1996),
357-397.
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evidence does point in this direction. The Kimiidera sankei mandara, discovered in the
kokuya 穀屋 (the temple hall where kanjin monks and nuns were based) of Kiimidera
together with a Kanshin jikkai mandara (a painting we know for certain was used in
etoki), was found with texts that are records of fundraising by Kimiidera’s kanjin monks,
the 1449 Kimiidera kongōhōji kanjinjō 紀三井寺金剛宝寺勧進状 and the 1522
Kimiidera saikō kanjinjō 紀三井寺再興勧進状.18 The material evidence also suggests
sankei mandara were used in etoki. Creases in the paper of many extant sankei mandara
indicate they were folded, and the way the Nachi sankei mandara (Fudaraku Temple
version) is mounted, with loops along the top edge for hanging, suggests the image
traveled and was hung using a wood rod (Fig. 1.2). This may not be too surprising since
not only was there precedent for performing etoki for kanjin by monks and priests, as will
be described in more detail below, but the complex and layered imagery in sankei
mandara would have required deciphering by a knowledgeable mediator.
The production of sankei mandara is said to have ceased in the early modern
period—sometime during the Kanbun, Enpō, and Genroku periods (1661-1704)—due
largely to an increase in independent travel made possible by printed pilgrimage guides

18

Moreover, an inscription on the back of the Hōonji sankei mandara 報恩寺参詣曼荼羅 provides a date
and patron/artist for the painting. The inscription reads: 播州印南？報恩律寺七堂図 永禄十一年戊辰
二月十五日 勧進道叡. We learn from this inscription that the Hōonji sankei mandara was painted in
1568 by (or commissioned by) the kanjin monk Dōei. We do not know how he used the painting but it is
likely he used it for kanjin. For a discussion of the Hōonji sankei mandara and the Nachi sankei mandara
(Fudaraku version) and their inscriptions see Shimosaka Mamoru, Egakareta Nihon no chūsei: ezu
bunsekiron (Kyoto: Hōzōkan, 2003), 474-479. Three Chōmeiji sankei mandara were discovered in a box
with two Kanshin jikkai mandara in Chōmeiji’s Kokuyadera. For a close iconographic and material
analysis of the paintings, including the way Chōmeiji’s Kanshin jikkai mandara were hung using a rope
and hooks, and with a conclusion that the Kumano bikuni (nuns) were likely involved with all of the
Kokuyadera kanjin for temples along the Saikoku sanjūsansho see Ogurisu Kenji, “Kumano Kanshin jikkai
mandara no seisaku kōbō: Chōmeiji kokuyadera-bon o chūshin ni,” in Kumano kanjin jikkai mandara
(Tokyo: Iwata Shoin, 2011), 286-299.
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and travel manuals.19 Commoners no longer required the guidance—virtual or actual—of
the kanjin monks and nuns, and their role as such quickly became obsolete; the historical
records indicate that kanjin hijiri 勧進聖 were no longer active from around the Genroku
Period (second half of the 17th century).20 At the same time economic power returned to
the military government with the establishment of the Tokugawa shogunate in 1615 and
with it returned official government patronage to the shrines and temples. Through
various government policies, the high-ranking monks, together with the bakufu and local
feudal domains, severely restricted the kanjin monks’ fundraising activity until they were
no longer able to operate.21

Describing the Genre
A sankei mandara is a schematic visual guide to sacred sites and their environs.
The paintings include the gates and buildings that demarcate sacred and secular spaces,
illustrating the spiritual benefits of visiting the site and the assortment of worldly
pleasures to be experienced in the surrounding area. Within the sacred space one might
find the performance of contemporary rituals, a glimpse of the temple’s icon and scenes
from the engi, the origin history of the site, as well as merrymakers enjoying the beautiful
scenery. Outside of the sacred area, one may find picnickers and sightseers, anecdotal

19

Nishiyama, “Shaji sankei mandara ni tsuite no oboegaki,” Fujiidera-shi kiyo 7 (1986.3), 45; Ōtaka
Yasumasa, Sankei mandara no kenkyū (Tokyo: Iwata Shoin, 2012), 12.
20

Nishiyama Masaru, “Shaji sankei mandara ni tsuite no oboegaki,” 45 and 77.
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Ōtaka, Sankei mandara no kenkyū, 12. As Janet Goodwin has pointed out, “The re-creation of order in
the realm after more than a century of civil war required that boundaries be drawn, or at least the three
unifiers seem to have thought so. Vagabond hijiri were a threat to these boundaries, since traversing them
easily might be seen as a challenge to their validity. I suspect that Nobunaga was well aware of this when
he had so many Kōya hijiri executed as spies.” Alms and Vagabonds, 151.
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scenes from the area’s folklore, local specialties being sold in stalls, brothels, inns and
native kami flying through the air.22 These documents are a tour de force of visual
information, a catalog of material and visual culture produced at a critical moment in
Japanese history.
The detailed and exhaustive illustration of such a small area leaves one with the
impression that the temples were determined to tempt every kind of visitor; there is
something for everyone in these pictures. While the engi served a legitimizing function,
providing the temple with a long and distinguished religious history, the contemporary
rituals advertised the spiritual rewards waiting to be attained at that site and the secular
pleasures appealed directly to the senses.
The primary purpose of sankei mandara was, presumably, to advertise the
represented site and to attract pilgrims and donations. As such, the paintings had to
present the viewer with a relatively clear impression of the landscape, in case the viewer
was inspired to make an actual pilgrimage to the site. A number of scholars have
observed that the layout of the sacred grounds in sankei mandara are portrayed with great
detail, to ensure the image could effectively function as a guide map.23 I too can attest to
the relatively workable representation of sacred grounds in sankei mandara. I visited a
number of the temples along the Saikoku sanjūsan kasho pilgrimage circuit and climbed

22

There is a more nuanced distinction between sacred and secular—namely, the difference between sacred
and secular is not so stark—that I am not addressing here for the purpose of clarity. As Reader and
Swanson have noted, “the two categories are at the very least indistinct or overlapping in Japanese terms: a
mountain peak that may be sacred to one person may be the setting for another’s worldly hobbies, as with
places such as Mt. Ontake in Japan, the focus of the devotions and pilgrimages of adherents fo the religious
group Ontake-kyō, but also the aim of mountain hikers and tourists who view the same location in a rather
different manner.” Ian Reader and Paul Swanson, “Editors Introduction: Pilgrimage in the Japanese
Religious Tradition,” Japanese Journal of Religious Studies, Vol. 24, No. 3/4 (Fall 1997), 228-229.
23

Iwahana Michiaki, Nishiyama Masaru, Shimosaka Mamoru, Ueno Tomoe, among others.
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Mount Fuji and was able to use the relevant mandala to navigate through the grounds.
The paintings are also instructive: the viewer follows the pilgrims through the mandara
as they pray before different halls and participate in rituals and ceremonies, learning from
them the appropriate etiquette for visiting the site. As already mentioned, sankei mandara
also provided a conduit for a virtual trip for those who wished to accrue the karmic
benefits of pilgrimage but were unable to travel. The pilgrims in the painting could
therefore also serve as a visual proxy for the viewer on his or her virtual tour through the
painting.
While the sacred territory is given a great amount of space and detail, the
pilgrimage road leading to the site is usually compressed and distorted, its shape altered
to fit the confined space of the painting. Nishiyama Masaru points out that the pilgrimage
routes in sankei mandara are often portrayed as winding, which he believes was a
pictorial device used to elongate the visual experience of traveling to the sacred site, thus
allowing the viewer to shed the impurities of the secular world before entering into the
sacred.24 Shifting one’s consciousness through the process of walking was an essential
aspect of medieval Japanese pilgrimage; the elongated road therefore provides the
viewer-pilgrim with a more authentic virtual pilgrimage experience.
Elongating the road also gives the artist more space to paint local sites, scenery
and commercial activity. Illustrated along the pilgrimage road and in the town outside the
sacred gates are the local shops, delicacies and specialties of the area, which could only
be enjoyed in that particular locale (the tea made from the healing water of
Kiyomizudera’s Otowa falls, or the specialty combs made in the town of Okamoto, for
24

Nishiyama Masaru, “Gisō no ‘fūkei’—Kiyomizudera sankei mandara o tekusuto ni shite,” Geinō 30.7
(1988), 12.
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example). Sankei mandara are thus infused with a local flavor and energy that captured
the life of the area, further enticing the viewer to make an actual trip to the site and enjoy
its unique delights.
Stylistically, sankei mandara share many common features: 1) they are largescale paintings usually executed on mulberry paper using low quality mineral pigments;
2) the background is often painted with a deep ochre color, which Takeda Tsuneo
believes is a substitution for the gold leaf ground used in more high-end commissions;25
3) punctuating the image is a variety of seasonal blossoms, and similar figural and
architectural features are found in the majority of examples, as if the painters were
drawing from a standard model book such as those produced in the Kano workshops; 4)
figures one can expect to encounter ambling along the pilgrimage path include biwa
hōshi (blind lute playing priest), Kōya hijiri (itinerant monks from Mt. Kōya), saru
mawashi (monkey trainer), a pair of female pilgrims, and a low ranking samurai; 5)
episodes from the temple’s origin history or local folklore are often folded into the lively
activities.
Compositionally, too, we note a common framework. 1) Sankei mandara are
typically foregrounded by a body of water and crowned by distant mountains; 2) the sun
and moon float on clouds in the upper corners of the painting;26 3) nestled between

25

Takeda Tsuneo, “Shaji sankei mandara to sono haikei,” in Koezu, exhibition catalogue (Kyoto: Kyoto
National Museum, 1968), 74.

26

Many scholars have grappled with interpreting the meaning of the sun and the moon iconography. The
most comprehensive study is by Michele Louise Bambling, in her dissertation entitled Illuminating Japan’s
sacred geography: The Kongo-ji Sun-Moon Landscape Screens. Columbia University, 2001. According to
Bambling, the sun-moon iconography was adopted in the late Kofun period (AD 250-600) from Chinese
and Korean art and used in sacred contexts—mortuary, imperial, Daoist, Buddhist and Shinto. The
iconography was employed in a variety of artistic traditions and the iconographic meaning changed
according to the context and period of production. For example, in the Asuka period, sun-moon
iconography was utilized as a ‘symbol of immortality and paradise with the context of tomb decor’ (42).
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mountain and sea is the temple or shrine complex, the pilgrimage road leading to it and
the town outside the sacred gates. Nishiyama refers to this compositional structure as the
“mountain-sacred place-sea” spatial axis model; and Abe Yasurō describes it as a
complete universe.27 This spatial configuration typically does not reflect the actual
topography of the area (though the natural elements are usually identifiable), but it
creates an overall impression of sanctity and of a numinous cosmology beyond the realm
of the viewer. It also largely follows the compositional organization of miya mandara
(shrine mandalas), a genre of painting we shall discuss in detail in the following chapter.
The compositional effect of depicting a body of water in the foreground is to
create a barrier that must be crossed—visually, mentally, or physically. The water
The sun-moon symbolism was also used in Buddhist art and interpreted in different ways depending on the
Buddhist sect, period and placement in the composition: the sun and moon could relate to symbolically
entering a Buddhist paradise or they could represent the transition between this world and the next. In Nara
period Buddhist art the sun-moon appeared primarily ‘as alluring symbols of Buddhist paradise,
appropriated on either side of Mt. Sumeru’ (69). After the Nara period, sun and moon iconography was
relegated primarily to attributes held by deities. With the introduction of esoteric Buddhism in the 9th
century the sun and moon became an important element of esoteric painting and the iconographic
significance of the sun and moon developed significantly. For a thorough discussion of the symbolic
meaning of the sun-moon iconography in different social and religious contexts see Bambling’s dissertation,
particularly chapter 2, “Sun-Moon Iconography,” pp. 36-115. Other interpretations of the sun and moon
iconography have been proposed by scholars. Elizabeth ten Grotenhuis suggests one way of understanding
the iconography as it appears in sankei mandara is as “the light that will guide pilgrims to their destination,
both by day and by night, light that is emblematic of the benefits that devotees will receive in this world
and in the world beyond.” Japanese Mandalas, 172-173. Max Moerman describes the appearance of the
sun and the moon in the Nachi sankei mandara “like the flourishing variety of trees—cryptomeria, cherry,
and plum—indicates an auspicious but unspecified temporality.” Localizing Paradise: Kumano Pilgrimage
and the Religious Landscape of Premodern Japan (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Asia Center,
2005), 33. And Ishida Mosaku believes the presence of the sun and moon in miya mandara illustrating a
sacred mountain, temple or shine signifies a kind of world, believed to be a Buddha’s Pure Land, and
therefore connects with the deeper meaning of peacefulness and harmony in traditional mandala. Ishida
Mosaku, “Honji suijaku setsu no kigen to hatten,” in Suijaku bijutsu (Tokyo: Kadokawa Shoten, 1964), 10.
Shunshō Manabe explains the significance of the sun-moon iconography in sankei mandara as expressing
the passage of time, while Takeda Tsuneo regards them as symbolizing this worldly benefits. Iwahana
Michiaki prefers understands them as symbolizing the heavenly otherworld (天上他界). Shunshō Manabe,
Mandara no sekai (Osaka: Toki Shobō, 1984); Takeda Tsuneo, “Shaji sankei mandara to sono haikei,” in
Koezu, exhibition catalogue (Kyoto: Kyoto National Museum, 1968); Iwahana Michiaki, “Saikoku reijo no
sankei mandara ni miru kūkan hyōgen,” In Jinbun chirigaku no shiken, ed. Ichirō Suizu (Tokyo: Taimeidō,
1986), 354.
27

Nishiyama Masaru, Seichi no sōzō ryoku, 60; Abe Yasurō, “Kamigami no zuzogaku no-to,” 144.
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symbolizes a demarcation between the sacred site and the secular world from which the
viewer-pilgrim has come. Crossing the water via bridge or boat signifies a passage, and a
cleansing and renewal, leaving behind the present world and worries, much as one would
on an actual pilgrimage journey, and entering into another realm, both the realm of the
painting and the realm of the spiritual. This way of framing sankei mandara was a
compositional choice that compounded the symbolic meaning and transformative effect
accompanying the physical, and virtual, act of crossing over a body of water at the start
of one’s virtual pilgrimage. Also other features of the landscape are often employed in
sankei mandara to signify progressively higher spiritual levels. Waterfalls, pools and
rivers, for example, evoke purification, while gates (torii and mon) indicate the thresholds
of the sacred.28
The canopy of mountains in the background further heightens the sacred
impression of the landscape. One can usually identify the mountains illustrated in sankei
mandara but the artist often had to bend reality to make them conform to artistic
convention. The three mountains illustrated at the top of the Kiyomizudera sankei
mandara, for example, have been identified by Nishiyama as Ryōzen, Kiyomizu yama,
and Amida yama (from left to right; Fig. 5.1). Nishiyama has pointed out that from the
perspective we are given in the painting (looking down from above from south to north),
the three mountains should be lined up vertically, not horizontally (the view of the
mountains is from west to east).29 Positioning the mountains in this way, he argues,
suggests a Buddhist triad, and thus endows the painting with shōgon 荘厳 (devotional
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Nenzi, Excursion in Identity, 28.
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Nishiyama, “Giso no fūkei,” 10.
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ornamentation). He believes the artist deliberately changed the direction of the mountains
in order to enhance the sacred appearance of the mandara. The combination of
perspectives in sankei mandara, therefore, “functioned in the larger theological goals of
the patron temples.”30

Categorization
Scholars have divided the corpus of sankei mandara into three broad categories.
The largest category illustrates temples along the Saikoku sanjūsan kasho Kannon reijō
pilgrimage circuit 西国三十三ヶ所観音霊場 (the thirty-three sacred places dedicated to
the bodhisattva Kannon in the Western Provinces).31 Though believed by many to have
been established in the Heian period (794-1185) by Emperor Kazan (r. 984-986), the
route was actually established in the early medieval period by the Chief Administrator of
Onjōji, Kakuchū 覚忠 (1119-1177).32 The Saikoku pilgrimage is comprised of temples
devoted to the bodhisattva Kannon; the number thirty-three corresponds to Kannon’s
thirty-three forms, as described in the twenty-fifth chapter of the Lotus Sutra. Another

30

Nenzi, Excursions in Identity, 29.

31

The sankei mandara illustrating Saikoku sanjūsan kasho Kannon reijō pilgrimage sites are: Nachi 那智,
#1, 35 examples; Kimiidera 紀三井寺 #2, one example; Kokawadera 粉河寺, #3, two examples; Sefukuji
施福寺, #4, three examples; Fujiidera 葛井寺, #5, one example; Mimurotoji 三室戸寺, #10, one example;
Kiyomizudera 清水寺, #16, two examples; Yoshiminedera 善峯寺, #20, 1 example; Nakayamadera 中山
寺, #24, one example; Nariaiji 成相寺, #28, one example; Matsuodera 松尾寺, #29, one example;
Chikubushima 竹生島, #30, two examples; Chōmeiji 長命寺, #31, five examples. Grouped in this way by
Tokuda Kazuo (among others), Ekatari to monogatari (Tokyo: Heibonsha, 1990).
32

Samuel Crowell Morse, “Pilgrimage for Pleasure: Time and Space in Late Medieval Japanese Painting,”
in Alice Walker, ed. Negotiating Secular and Sacred in Medieval Art: Christian, Islamic and Buddhist
(Vermont: Ashgate, 2009), 180.
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category illustrates temples that are not included on the Saikoku pilgrimage route.33
Sankei mandara depicting shrine precincts form a third category.34
Shimosaka Mamoru divides the group of sankei mandara slightly differently. His
three categories are: temple sankei mandara, shrine sankei mandara and sacred mountain
sankei mandara.35 He observes that mandara dedicated to shrines depict in great detail
the town outside the shrine fences but portray little of the pilgrimage route leading to the
site (he gives Atsutasha sankei mandara and Tagasha sankei mandara as examples; Fig.
1.4). Temple sankei mandara, by contrast, include detailed depictions of pilgrims and
locals walking along the road leading to the temple. The reason for the difference, he
argues, lies in the style of pilgrimage taken. The majority of temples depicted in sankei
mandara were part of a larger circular pilgrimage route (shūkaigata 周回型), while
shrines were typically visited individually (ōfukugata 往復型). Sacred mountain sites,
such as Fuji or Hakusan, were like shrines, usually the sole pilgrimage destination, but
Shimosaka adds a progressive, vertical accumulation of the sacred to this mode of
pilgrimage.36 In the Fuji mandara, for example, the composition moves vertically from

33

Sankei mandara illustrating temple sites are: Kongōshōji 金剛證寺 (1), Jimokuji 甚目寺 (1), Chūsonji
中尊寺 (3), Rokudō Chinkōji 六道珍皇寺 (1), Higashi Kannonji 東観音寺 (1), Dokyōji 道脇寺 (1),
Hōrinji 法輪寺 (1), Hōraiji 鳳来寺 (1), Hōonji 報恩寺 (1), Myōkokuji 妙国寺(1), Myōyōji 明要寺 (1),
Ryōanji 龍安寺 (1), Tateyama 立山 (43), Zenkōji 善光寺 (1) Yasaka Hōkanji 八坂法観寺 (1), Sumadera
須磨寺 (1), Senkōji 千光寺 (1), Kōyasan 高野山 (4), Semuiji 施無畏寺 (1). According to Ōtaka
Yasumasa’s designation in Sankei mandara no kenkyū, 26-32. Ōtaka includes Tateyama in his study of
sankei mandara; I have chosen not to include Tateyama mandara since the paintings date to after the
historical boundaries I have established for my investigation.
34

Sankei mandara illustrating shrines are: Atsutasha 熱田社 (2), Ise Jingū 伊勢神宮 (4), Kitanosha 北野
社 (on silk, 1), Gionsha 祇園社 (1), Tagasha 多賀社(3), Nikko-san 日光山 (1), Fuji 富士 (Asama Sengen
Shrine, silk, 6), Masumidasha 真清田社 (1), Yoshino 吉野 (1). According to Ōtaka Yasumasa’s
designation in Sankei mandara no kenkyū, 26-32.
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Shimosaka Mamoru, Sankei Mandara, Nihon no bijutsu, v. 331 (Tokyo: Shibundō, 1993), 48-49.
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bottom to top, with the sacred accumulating as you climb. This schematic construction of
space is a compositional device also found in other sankei mandara devoted to mountain
sites.37

Authorship
Sankei mandara have been attributed to town painters (machi eshi), a category of
typically anonymous artists not associated with the traditional painting schools, such as
the Tosa and Kano, bound to upper-class patronage.38 The social and economic changes
following the civil wars of the Muromachi period led to a surge of painters who, no
longer able to rely on the patronage of the aristocratic and military classes, catered to the
tastes of the newly emergent commoners. Many of these painters were trained in the
Kano workshops, which is why we find so many stylistic similarities in sankei mandara
and Kano painting of the period.39

37

Nishiyama Masaru makes a similar argument for the vertical accumulation of the sacred in the Ise sankei
mandara (Fig. 4.1), though in this painting the vertical accumulation happens in two stages, first on the
side of the Gekū, as the viewer-pilgrim makes their way up through the composition and reaches the
Amano Iwato in the top right corner of the painting and then again on the side of the Naikū, as they climb
up through the space and eventually reach Kongōshōji in the top left corner of the painting. He makes this
argument in his chapter “Taikon ryōbu sekai no tabihito: Ise sankei mandara,” in idem., Seichi no sōzō
ryoku, 147-173.
38

Tokuda Kazuo has speculated that sankei mandara were produced in studios near Kyoto by Buddhist
painters and in large painting studios associated with temples in Nara. Ekatari to monogatari (Tokyo:
Heibonsha, 1990), 30. Nishiyama Masaru believes the studios that produced sankei mandara were not
based in Kyoto but in the surrounding areas and were not traditional painting studios but craftsmen painting
workshops that produced large quantities of paintings to order. See “Shaji sankei mandara ni tsuite no
oboegaki,” Fujiidera-shi kiyo 7 (1986.3). See also Fukuhara Toshio, “Gaisetsu,” Shaji sankei mandara
(Osaka: Osaka Shiritsu Hakubutsukan/Heibonsha, 1987), 219-220.
39

For more about the Kano workshop system see Karen Gerhart and Brenda Jordan’s chapters, “Talent,
Training, and Power: The Kano Painting Workshop in the Seventeenth Century,” and “Copying from
Beginning to End? Student Life in the Kano School,” respectively, in Copying the Master and Stealing his
Secrets: Talent and Training in Japanese Painting (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2003).
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There is no documentation on the process for commissioning sankei mandara, nor
is there any information on the studios that produced them. We must therefore turn to the
paintings themselves for clues. Shimosaka Mamoru has examined stylistic peculiarities
(such as the representation of figures, buildings, clouds and trees) in a range of examples
and has divided the paintings into three groups, which he believes correspond to three
painting workshops active in sankei mandara production.40 Focusing on the figures alone
one can distinguish between Shimosaka’s three workshops. In Studio 1, the male figures
are rendered with prominent cheekbones and are angular and sturdy, while the females
figures have a more rounded, gentle appearance. All of the details are carefully painted,
particularly the fingers and toes, delineated with black ink. Studio 1 also paints the
clothing of its figures with great detail, layering robes and even including hems. Also
characteristic of this studio is the exaggerated rendering of billowing hakama. The
figures slouch forward and walk on their toes. Examples from Studio 1 include: Nachi
sankei mandara (Tōkei shrine, private collection), Yasaka Hōkanji sankei mandara,
Sefukuji sankei mandara (A version), Yoshiminedera sankei mandara, Nariaiji sankei
mandara, and Dōkyōji sankei mandara (Fig. 1.5). One does not find the same amount of
figural detail in the sankei mandara produced by Shimosaka’s Studio 2. The faces of the
male and female figures are gently curved but without the solemn expression of Studio
1’s male figures. The hands and feet are delineated but not as carefully or consistently as
they are in Studio 1, and the clothing is not painted with as much detail. The figures
painted in Studio 2 also stand up straight. Examples from Studio 2 are Kiimidera sankei
mandara, Nachi sankei mandara (private collection), Ise sankei mandara (Jingū
40

For a detailed description of each of the painting studios, including period of activity, see Shimosaka’s
Egakareta Nihon no chūsei: ezu bunsekiron, 474-491.
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Chōkokan), Kiyomizudera sankei mandara (both versions), and Higashi Kannonji sankei
mandara (Fig. 1.6). The figures in Studio 3 are similar to those in Studio 2. What most
distinguishes this studio is its representation of the Kōya hijiri, whose robes (the hem,
sleeve, embroidery, and collar) are delineated with thick black lines (Fig. 1.7).
Shimosaka also notes the more patterned or design-like quality of the sankei mandara
produced by this studio, visible in much of the natural scenery such as the outline of the
clouds, and the shape of the waves (青海波 seigaiha) and trees (each formed like three
flames). Examples from Studio 3 include Kongōshōji sankei mandara and Chōmeiji
sankei mandara (private collection and Chōmeiji version; Figs. 4.7, 1.1).

Function
While we do not know exactly how sankei mandara were used, the material
evidence—namely a grid-like trace of lines indicating that the paintings were folded, the
vast amount of visual information and the lack of soot from votive lights, a sign they
were not used in Buddhist ritual—has led scholars to conclude that they served as the
visual component in narrative etoki performances, the verbal and visual combining to
yield a vivid representation of the pilgrimage site and the route leading to it.41 Employed
by itinerant monks and nuns in their effort to entice new visitors and contributions to
their temples and shrines, the mandara are though to have been folded up and carried in
zushi (miniature shrines) or oi (wooden backpacks) to towns and festivals and used in
41

Tokuda Kazuo has pointed out that the embedded stories would not be understood without the aid of a
narrator deciphering the contents of the painting. Tokuda Kazuo, “Etoki to monogatri kyōju,” Bungaku 54
(1986), 192. Moreover, while there are no surviving scripts of sankei mandara etoki, there are etoki scripts
for paintings such as the Kanshin jikkai mandara and the Tateyama mandara and these are filled with vivid
details. See for example Caroline Hirasawa’s “The Inflatable, Collapsible Kingdom of Retribution: A
Primer on Japanese Hell Imagery and Imagination,” Monumenta Nipponica 63.1 (2008) and Akai Tatsurō,
Etoki noi keifu (Tokyo: Kyōikusha Shuppan Sābisu, 1989).
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recitation performances in which the worldly and soteriological benefits of donating and
traveling to the site were vividly described.42 Unlike traditional narrative painting on
handscrolls, where a story unfolds in a linear way, often with accompanying text, such as
the Genji monogatari emaki or the Kiyomizudera engi-e, sankei mandara have no
singular narrative. Instead they have multiple narratives and temporal layers that the
narrator may pick up and tailor to the audience, making the individual listener a potential
hero of his or her own pilgrimage story. Fusing together image and narrative, the
performer would stand before an audience and point out with an etoki stick the wonders,
material and spiritual, to be experienced along the pilgrimage road and on the site’s
sacred grounds. Numerous strands might be woven into the narrative performance: the
origin history of the site, the rituals performed there, the area’s folklore, the beautiful
sites and scenery to be enjoyed throughout the year, and the local specialties and earthly
pleasures awaiting in the towns outside the temple gates. The trip thus taken through the
painting may also have induced the listener-viewer to undertake a virtual trip to the
sacred site by mentally projecting into the painting, accumulating for him- or herself the
karmic merit that came with actual travel to the site.43 At the same time, these “performed”
paintings had the potential, both visually and orally, to reify particular institutional
narratives, positions and agendas, as will be discussed further in later chapters.
It is surprising that no script survives of a sankei mandara recitation from the latemedieval period. We may conclude from this that performances were improvised, that the
42

For a description of the etoki toolkit for sankei mandara see Akai Tatsurō’s chapter, “Fudasho no sankei
mandara,” in idem., Etoki noi keifu, 284-297.
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There is precedent for this virtual travel, recorded in Fujiwara Kanezane’s (1149-1207) diary about a trip
through the Kasuga miya mandara to the Kasuga Shrine. 「今日神斎、依明日可奉拝図絵御社也」「自
奈良僧正許、被奉図絵春日御社一鋪」. Entries for 5th month, 16th and 17th days, Juei 3 (1184), in Kujō
Kanezane, Gyokuyō, vol. 2, Imaizumi Teisuke, ed. (Tokyo: Kokusho Kankōkai, 1906-1907), 212.
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paintings were narrative instruments to a performance that was adapted to suit the
composition of the audience.44 For example, if there were more women in the audience
the narrator might tailor the virtual tour to emphasize what they believed would be of
interest to a female pilgrim, perhaps a ritual for safe childbirth; if there were more
merchants in the crowd, the narrator might emphasize the local crafts and specialties of
the area. This is another explanation for why sankei mandara include such a rich variety
of details and temporal layers: these provide the etoki performer with an assortment of
narrative threads that can be drawn out and deciphered in numerous ways.
The relationship between the figures illustrated in the paintings and the viewers
experiencing the narrative performance is therefore an important point of interest. The
depiction of figures from various social groups indicates the desire to cast a wide net of
viewers, allowing virtual pilgrims to project into the painting and travel through the
figure with whom they most identify. Sankei mandara often include what scholars have
referred to as “narrative markers” (etoki no hyōshiki 絵解きの標識), figures, usually
commoner-pilgrims, that are repeated at major points along the route to help guide the
narrator and the viewer through the painting.45 This seems to suggest, again, that the
primary audience for these recitation performances consisted of commoners. And yet, as
we will see in our close analysis of the Ise sankei mandara and the Kiyomizudera sankei
mandara, there are also large numbers of figures from other classes illustrated in these
paintings (mountain ascetics, warriors, etc), some repeated as narrative markers in
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Tokuda Kazuo discusses the relationship between story, image, and performance and how each of these
forms was changed and adapted, and how they exerted mutual influence upon one another in “Etoki to
monogatari kyōju,” 191-204.
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Nishiyama Masaru uses this expression, among others.
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various spots along the route. We will investigate the appearance of these figures,
questioning how their representation affects our general understanding of the relationship
between the pilgrims depicted in sankei mandara and the audience of viewers for these
paintings. As will be argued in chapters four and five, close examination of the figures
depicted in sankei mandara can provide a more nuanced and textured understanding of
the circumstances surrounding the production of these paintings. More generally, one of
the aims of this investigation will be to demonstrate that sankei mandara are not passive
representations of reality but rather strategic representations of an idealized reality.

Terminology
Let us now shift the discussion in a different direction and address the use of the
term “mandara” (a transliteration of the Sanskrit term “mandala”) to describe these
paintings. There is no documentary evidence to suggest these paintings were referred to
as “mandara” at the time they were produced. Surviving inscriptions and diaries refer to
paintings used in etoki as “ezu” (絵図) or “kozu” (古図). Nevertheless, in the Kamakura
period the meaning of the word “mandara” was expanded to include any kind of diagram
describing something religious.46 An entry in Emperor Hanazono’s 花園天皇 (12971348) diary from Shōchū 2 (1325) declares that paintings illustrating Kasuga’s precincts
were called “mandara”. The Emperor goes on to remark in this entry that everyone has a
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See James H. Foard, “In search of a Lost Reformation: A Reconsideration of Kamakura Buddhism,”
Japanese Journal of Religious Studies 7, no. 4 (Dec. 1980): 261-291.
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mandara these days and uses it for rituals and as a substitute for visiting Kasuga. 47 In this
sense, “mandara” is an appropriate designation for the genre in the very strict sense of
the term. The designation is also appropriate when viewed in the larger sense. If we
consider the relationship of sankei mandara to traditional esoteric mandala, we perceive
an overlap in the complex functionality of these visual objects.48 Both are diagrammatic
representations of sacred geography, earthly and cosmic, respectively: sankei mandara
map out sacred sites and are overlaid with a sacred cosmography, while mandala map out
the Buddhist cosmos.49 Both objects call for a narrator or guide. For the novice monk,
mandala require the guidance of a meditation instructor, while sankei mandara require an
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「以春日曼荼羅図画社頭気色、 以是号曼荼羅、近年毎人所 持物也、擬社頭之儀、致供物等
種々之儀」正中二年（1325）十二月廿五日条 (12th month 25th day). Hanazono Tennō (1297-1348),
Hanazono Tennō shinki, vol. 3 (Tokyo: Zoku Gunsho Ruijū Kanseikai, 1982-1986), 163.
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Cynthea Bogel describes Mikkyō mandala as “not only a pictorial image but also a visual efficacy. It is
both a representation of a matrix of divinities and the realization of truth in their perfect assembly.
Mandalas are at once fixed and fluid, symbolic of the truth and truth itself, the non-duality of dual concepts
of form and formlessness. Mandalas are a material support to ritual and the conceptual basis for ritual, and
they structure the worldview of the adherent. Mandalas are a visual synthesis of the system of ritual
practices developed in the Mikkyō tradition and their structure is always present, overtly or not, in all that
occurs in praxis. The full title to Kūkai’s magnum opus, Treatise on the Ten Abiding Stages of the Mind
According to the Secret Mandalas, conveys the rich meaning of “mandala” as a blueprint of the universe,
which is in turn the structure of ritual and body of the deity. Mandala are made, seen, performed,
contemplated, and conceptualized.” With a Single Glance, 208. According to Elizabeth ten Grotenhuis
“The Sanskrit word “mandala” suggests a circle, disk, or sacred center (la) that is marked off, adorned or
set apart (mand). The mandala, a kind of cosmic ground plan or map, lays out a sacred territory or realm in
microcosm, showing the relations among the various powers active in that realm and offering the devotees
a sacred precinct where enlightement takes place.” Japanese mandalas, 2.
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Robert Sharf describes the commonly understood definition of mandala as “the often complex geometric
arrays of divinities which functioned as aids for visualization practices… Such practices, which are
purportedly the mainstay of Tantric Buddhist meditation, are understood as exercises in which the
practitioner attempts to construct an image of the “principal deity” (J: honzon 本尊) associated with a given
rite in the “mind’s eye”. Accomplishment at visualization is regarded as an essential step in the realization
of the ultimate identity of the practitioner and the principal deity.” Sharf goes on to argue that this widely
held view of the way mandala were used is unsubstantiated in the manuals and oral commentaries of
Shingon mikkyō and attributes this understanding to late nineteenth and twentieth century anthropologists’
discourse that “privileges inner experience over public performance”. Robert Sharf, “Visualization and
Mandala in Shingon Buddhism,” in Robert Sharf and Elizabeth Horton Sharf, eds., Living Images:
Japanese Buddhist Icons in Context (California: Stanford University Press, 2001), 151-197. For the
purpose of my comparison, I will continue to use the more widely understood model of mandala.
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etoki performer to bring the object to life before an audience. How far then does this
similarity extend? Mandala are a means to follow Buddhist practice, utilized by
monastics to attain a union with the buddhas and bodhisattvas through meditation and
visualization. They were conceived as visual aids for meditation with the purpose of
achieving advanced states of consciousness, the adherent by force of imagination
projecting him- or herself into the represented space. As already suggested, sankei
mandara probably also functioned in this way, replacing the physical journey to the
sacred site with a vicarious pilgrimage experience. Although the primary purpose of the
sankei mandara was, presumably, to inspire a physical journey to the site, these mandara
likely provided an alternative for those who were unable to take the trip, thus extending
the mandala paradigm to pilgrimage and allowing the lay community to accumulate merit
through envisioning, and virtually visiting, the sanctified space.50 If so, the similarity
between mandara and mandala goes beyond the linguistic to the conceptual.51 This
dissertation will further investigate this conceptual relationship between mandala and
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The Muromachi period story, Kumano no honji, distributed by Kumano nuns, concludes: “If you read
this story once, it means you have made a pilgrimage to Kumano once. If you read it twice, you will have
gone twice. If you read it five times, it is the same as if you had gone to Kumano so many times. You
should read it many times….If you put a copy of this story in your home, then the Kumano deities will
enter your house and protect it. You should read this honji to those who cannot read and have them listen to
it, so that by hearing it they will be guided both in this world and the next, and will not go to hell.” Barbara
Ruch, “Medieval Jongleurs and the Making of a National Literature: Toward the Reconstruction of a
Theoretical Framework,” in John W. Hall and Toyoda Takeshi, eds. Japan in the Muromachi Age
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1977), 302. The concluding lines of the Kumano honji articulate
how objects and stories were understood to represent or embody sites, and how hearing or reading a story
about a particular site was believed to be tantamount to a visit to that site. Sankei mandara were part of a
toolkit that typically included other paintings, such as engi emaki and hell paintings, which the wayfaring
kanjin solicitors used to create an audio-visual virtual travel experience.
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The use of the term “mandara” first came into use in Japan in the ninth century and is a transliteration of
the Sanskrit “mandala”. For a discussion of the different forms and uses of Japanese mandalas, see ten
Grotenhuis, Japanese Mandalas,
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sankei mandara, with the hope of establishing a more concrete connection between
vicarious pilgrimage and sankei mandara.

Etoki in Japanese History
As we know, sankei mandara are believed to have been created to accompany
etoki performances (etoki literally translates to deciphering or explaining 解き pictures
絵). Ikumi Kaminishi defines etoki in this context as a “pictorial sermon,” a method of
preaching with visual aids.52 An explanation of etoki and its history in Japan is therefore
essential to our study of the genre.
Etoki has been practiced in Japan from at least the tenth century. The word “etoki”
refers both to the act of explaining pictures and to the person who does the explaining.53
The earliest etoki were performed by high-ranking clergy for the emperor and members
of the aristocracy within temple buildings, typically before wall paintings or shōhekiga
障壁画 (paintings on wall partitions).54 Diaries and journals of the nobility, as well as
temple records, document these early etoki encounters. Prince Shigeakira’s 重明親王
(906-954) diary, the Rihō ō ki 吏部王記, describes a temple etoki during a visit to Jōganji
in Kyoto in Jōhei 1 (931):
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Ikumi Kaminishi, Explaining Pictures: Buddhist Propaganda and Etoki Storytelling in Japan (Honolulu:
University of Hawaii, 2006), 5.
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Akai, Etoki noi keifu, 248.
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Akai Tatsurō’s chapter entitled “Edō to edenba,” in Etoki no keifu provides a detailed history of early
etoki practice (pp. 73-102).
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After praying to the Buddha at the Yoshifusa Daijōdaijin Hall of Jōganji, Prince
Nakatsukasa [Shigeakira’s older brother] and I looked at the pictures of the Eight
Phases (Hassō) painted on pillars. The abbot elucidated their meaning. Prince
Nakatsukasa presented two rolls of cotton and intoned the scripture. I myself
donated 2,000 sen and intoned a prayer.55
Fujiwara no Yorinaga’s 藤原頼長 (1120-1156) diary, Taiki 台記, describes an
etoki experience on the twenty-second day of the tenth month of Kōji 2 (1143) at
Shitennōji in present day Osaka as follows:

…A certain Gonjōza-ranked priest of the temple, touching the painting with a
pointer (suwae 楚), expounded the meaning [of the Pictorial Biography of Prince
Shōtoku].56

We learn from these descriptions by members of the aristocracy that the
deciphering of pictures occurred indoors, during tours of temple grounds. The casualness
of the description and the use of a tool, an etoki pointer, suggest this kind of picture
narration was not uncommon.
References to rewarding etoki performers with gifts and donations are found in
aristocratic diaries. Prince Shigeakira’s entry, quoted above, includes the amount of
cotton and money he and his companions contributed to Jōganji following an etoki
55

Kaminishi, Explaining Pictures, 20. Also cited in Hayashi Masahiko, Etoki mangekyo: Hijiri to zoku no
imajineshon (Tokyo: Sanichi Shobo, 1993), 91. Shigeakira (906-954), Rihō ō ki, eds. Yoneda Yūsuke and
Yoshioka Masayuki (Tokyo: Zoku Gunsho Ruijū Kanseikai, 1974), 56; 「又共過貞觀寺、入正堂禮佛、
次禮金剛界堂、次禮胎蔵界堂、次登樓見鐘及禮塔下佛、次禮（藤原）良房太政大臣堂佛、觀楹繪
八相成道、寺座主説其意、中務卿親王以綿二連修諷誦、余又以錢二千同修、」
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Fujiwara Yorinaga (1120-1156), Taiki, v. 1 (Kyoto: Rinsen Shoten, 1966), 225-226. Kaminishi,
Explaining Pictures, 24. Yorinaga was prime minister of the interior, naidai-jin, when he wrote this entry.
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performance at the temple. And Nakanoin Michihide’s 中院通秀 (1428-1494) diary from
Bunmei 12 (1480) describes rewarding an etoki performer at the imperial court with a
royal cup.57 As pointed out by Kaminishi, donating to the temple through etoki laid the
foundation for the later custom of alms collecting by wayfaring monks.58
Around the 13th century, the weakened economic power of the aristocracy
compelled Buddhist institutions to solicit new patronage from the warrior and commoner
classes. The institutions thus harnessed the power of etoki to entertain and educate
audiences, widening the scope of etoki in order to appeal to a new base of supporters.
Whereas the earlier etoki was spontaneous, didactic and only for the elite, the new etoki
was more performative in nature, conceived for larger audiences with a prepared
narrative.59 While high-ranking priests continued to perform the occasional etoki for
noble audiences, we find evidence around this time of low-ranking monks performing
etoki for socially diverse audiences.60 These etoki hōshi 絵解き法師 (“picture explaining
priests”) played an essential role in the popularization of Buddhism and from the
Muromachi period they traveled the country performing in public places such as festivals,
marketplaces, bridges, ports, and in the homes of warriors and aristocrats.61 They
entertained audiences with their lively explanations of Buddhist stories and doctrine,
57

三日、參番、見繪解、賜天盃、極樂寺來臨、仍談了。Eighth month. “Third day. On duty at court. I
saw an etoki. The performer received a wine cup. He came from Gokurakuji.” Nakanoin Michihide (14281494), Jūrin’in Naifu ki (Tokyo: Zoku Gunsho Ruijū Kanseikai, 1972), 39.
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deciphering the complex contents of paintings in order to propagate Buddhist tenets. An
entry from Prince Fushimi no Miya Sadafusa’s 貞成親王 (1372-1456) diary from Eikyō
5 (1433) describes his first etoki experience as disappointing and unimpressive because
the performance was “too comical”.62 For a member of the refined nobility this kind of
entertainment may have seemed unimpressive but one can imagine it was effective in
communicating to large audiences of less sophisticated, less educated commoners.
The early artistic component for etoki consisted of wall paintings and handscrolls.
Wall paintings are structurally fixed, and handscrolls are small in size, necessarily
limiting the number of viewers at any one time. From the medieval period, though
handscrolls continued to be used in small etoki performances, their contents were also
transferred to large hanging scrolls, allowing for both easy transport and for larger
audiences to participate comfortably in the audio-visual etoki experience.63
The subject matter of paintings used in etoki varies widely. Hayashi Masahiko has
classified them by narrative genre to: 1) Narrative paintings (setsuwaga) based on
Buddhist scriptures and doctrines (Taima mandara, Hokkekyō mandara zu, Jikkai zu,
Rokudō-e, etc.); 2) Narrative paintings illustrating the life of Shakyamuni Buddha
(Butsuden zu, Shaka hassō zu; 3) Hagiographies of historical figures and Buddhist monks
(Shōtoku taishi eden, Kōbō daishi eden, Hōnen shōnin eden); 4) Origins of the foundation
of holy mountains and temples (sankei mandara are included under this heading); 5) War
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「三日、晴、岡殿帰寺、絵解参、未聞之召令解、更無感気、甚比興事也、小禄扇等賜退出」.
Gosukōin (Prince Sadafusa, 1372-1456), Kanmon nikki, vol. 4 (Tokyo: Kunaichō Shoyūbu, 2002-2014),
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tales; 6) Popular legends.64 As Kaminishi has pointed out, these categories (except for
category 5) represent nearly the entire body of narrative religious paintings studied in
Japanese art history, indicating that a large number of religious paintings were used in
etoki as didactic or promotional images.65
The Ōnin war, followed by the sustained and relentless internecine strife
throughout the country caused a gradual deterioration in the economic and political
authority of the military government and aristocracy. From the late 15th century, the
temples and shrines relied almost entirely on donations from the public for the
maintenance and renewal of their grounds and to support the rituals and ceremonies held
within. Sankei mandara first appear under these circumstances and are unique in the way
they illustrate sacred grounds filled with figures from all classes enjoying the many
spiritual and temporal pleasures the sites had to offer. Though etoki performers used
sankei mandara to target a wide range of potential donors and visitors, the most
represented class in these paintings is commoners, leading scholars to conclude that the
primary target of sankei mandara etoki was the well-to-do commoner.
We shall now return to our discussion of sankei mandara and explore the history
of sankei mandara studies and the salient characteristics the genre.

History of the Term Sankei mandara
The field of sankei mandara studies is relatively recent. The term “sankei
mandara” itself is a modern designation, first used by Takeda Tsuneo for the Kyoto
64
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National Museum’s 1968 Koezu exhibition when he grouped all shrine and templerelated paintings under the heading shaji sankei mandara (shrine-temple pilgrimage
mandalas).66 Prior to this exhibition, paintings we now consider sankei mandara were
variously categorized under suijaku bijutsu (art representing kami and Buddhas as
manifestations of the same deity), miya mandara (shrine mandala) and koezu (old
maps).67
By the simple act of extracting and placing these paintings under one umbrella
term a new field was born. Scholars turned their attention to these paintings, studying
them from a wide range of perspectives such as geography, religious studies, history, art
history, folklore studies, Japanese literature, and architectural history.68 Since the figures
66

Labels, inscriptions and diaries suggest these paintings were referred to in the late-medieval period as
“ezu” 絵図 (picture-chart/diagram) or “kozu” 古図 (old chart/diagram). For a discussion of the different
labels secured to the back of sankei mandara, see Ōtaka, Sankei mandara no kenkyū, 38-39, and Shimosaka,
Egakareta Nihon no chūsei, 474-479. Nishiyama Masaru proposed dropping the “shaji” (shrine-temple) in
shaji sankei mandara because the paintings illustrate either a temple, shrine or sacred mountain. Nishiyama,
Seichi no sōzō ryoku. Ōtaka points out that for the Koezu exhibition Kageyama Haruki initially grouped the
works related to shrines as sangū mandara zu and those related to temples as sankei mandara zu but
Takeda Tsuneo decided to put the categories together and call the group shaji sankei mandara. Ōtaka,
Sankei mandara no kenkyū, 10. The Koezu exhibition included the following paintings: Chōmeiji sankei
mandara (Private Collection), Kiyomizudera sankei mandara (Nakajima version), Kitanosha sankei
mandara, Yoshino mandara (Nyoirinji version), Yasaka hōkanji sankei mandara, Ise sankei mandara
(Mitsui, Hiroshi Sugimoto, and Jingū Chōkokan versions), Tagasha sankei mandara, Fuji sankei mandara
(Fuji Hongū Sengen Shrine A and B versions, and the Nara Yadawara Daisan-Nōka Kumiai and Takeuchi
versions), Gionsha ōmandokoro, Nachi sankei mandara (Nachi taisha version), Nariaiji sankei mandara,
Sefukuji sankei mandara.
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heading koezu (old chart/diagram pictures): Fuji sankei mandara, Atsutasha sankei mandara,
Masumidasha sankei mandara, Tagasha sankei mandara, Myōyōji sankei mandara and Nachi sankei
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For example, from the field of Japanese folklore and religion, Fujisawa Takako published “Sankei
mandara no seiritsu” and “Saikoku sanjūsansho junrei jiin ni okeru sankei mandara zu no seiritsu to Nachi
sankei mandara”; from the field of Japanese literature Hayashi Masahiko published “Nihon no etoki—
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represented in sankei mandara are differentiated between sex, occupation and social rank,
the paintings are also useful for scholars as primary documents for the study of the
history of manners and customs, clothing, work habits, religious practices and
entertainment. We learn from this history of sankei mandara studies how identifying and
categorizing details and observations can engender fundamental cognitive changes in the
way we perceive and understand a given observed object by offering limits and
parameters for thought.
And yet we may need to reconsider the way we currently define the term “sankei
mandara”. According to the established theory, sankei mandara were produced only for a
short period of time, from the late medieval to early modern periods, the 16th to 17th
centuries, and then production ceased.69 The prevailing opinion is that following the Ōnin
war (1467-77) and the loss of the economic foundation of the shrines and temples, we
suddenly find the regular inclusion of fundraising monks and nuns in paintings of shrinetemple grounds.70 Sankei mandara are believed to have been created specifically for
these fundraisers, to be used as a visual accompaniment in their efforts to raise money for
the shrines and temples. Once political and economic stability was restored in the Edo
period, funds were once again directed to the sacred sites by the newly formed Tokugawa
government, bolstered through their danka seidō policy 檀家制度 (Buddhist parish
system), making it no longer necessary for the temples to actively appeal to the populace

shiryō to kenkyū”; the historian Nishiyama Masaru published three articles entitled “Shaji sankei mandara
ni tsuite no oboegaki” and Kuroda Hideo, also a historian, published “Kumano Nachi sankei mandara o
yomu.”
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for support.71 But of the 154 extant paintings with the sankei mandara designation (this
number includes Tateyama mandara), nearly a third were produced after the 17th century,
and were still being produced well into the 18th and 19th centuries.72 One can even find
paintings that resemble sankei mandara being produced today.73 This abundance of
examples can make a study of the genre unduly laborious and overwhelming. Since the
artistic language that was created for a specific purpose survived on its own long after the
economic circumstances that led to its creation were no longer there, I suggest the genre
be defined both by the artistic language per se—locating an internal coherence within the
paintings themselves—and by the historical boundaries that served to launch it. An
important question, then, is how to most effectively define and frame these objects?

Salient Characteristics of Sankei mandara
To address this task, we begin by asking what makes a sankei mandara? What
differentiates sankei mandara from engi-e or miya mandara (genres we will discuss in
more detail in the following chapter)? According to Tokuda Kazuo, it is a shared style of
a unique type of painting particular to late medieval culture.74 Tokuda lists the following
characteristics as necessary for categorization within the sankei mandara genre: (i) large
71
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hanging scroll painted with colorful mineral pigments, typically on paper, (ii) influenced
by the honji, suijaku, honjaku or miya mandara of the site represented, (iii) the painting
was itself an object of worship, (iv) the temple-shrine precincts and its surrounding area
are depicted from an elevated perspective, (v) illustrated along the pilgrimage road are
pilgrims going about their day (has the character of a guide map and pleasure map), (vi)
often includes the events, festivals, rituals and ceremonies held at the shrine-temple
together with the lively town outside the gates, (vii) the origin history or miraculous
events associated with the site are often illustrated, giving the painting the character of an
engi e, monogatari e and setsuwa ga, (viii) created for the purpose of etoki.75
I generally agree with these eight categories; the majority of paintings categorized
as sankei mandara typically illustrate some combination of these features. Many of the
paintings, however, do not include one or both of Tokuda’s sixth or seventh categories
(“often includes the events, festivals, rituals and ceremonies held at the shrine-temple
together with the lively town outside the gates”; “the origin history or miraculous events
associated with the site are often illustrated”). Moreover, those illustrating temple
precincts often do not illustrate the pilgrimage road (his fifth category).
Furthermore, I believe the third category, “the painting was itself an object of
worship,” should be carefully considered. In some cases, such as the Mitsui Bunko’s Ise
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Ibid., 24-25. Tokuda’s list is as follows:
１．大幅（掛け軸形式）の画面に泥絵具で彩色している（ほとんどが紙本）
２．明らかに先行の本地、垂迹、本迹の各図像曼荼羅や宮曼荼羅の影響下にある
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sankei mandara, we know from an inscription on the outer box that the paintings were
used in the 19th century by an Ise kō (an association of adherents to the Ise faith) as the
honzon (principal image) in their New Year’s ceremony.76 Worshiping the paintings in
this way, they believed, was equivalent to physically visiting the site.77 In this context,
the Ise sankei mandara was certainly an object of worship. But would experiencing an
etoki performed by yamabushi (mountain ascetics) using such paintings to spread Ise
faith also be considered worship? One could argue that traveling through a painting of a
sacred site, a spiritual act believed to be the equivalent of an actual visit, does indeed
constitute worship. While there are no records describing what the viewer experienced or
believed they were experiencing during a sankei mandara etoki, I prefer to think of the
painting in this context as a vehicle through which one travels to the sacred site and, once
there, worships the deity. The image itself is not being worshiped here (unless, in the
mind of the viewer the image is identified with the actual sacred site and therefore is
itself sacred). Unlike in the case of the Mitsui paintings where the images are used as the
honzon in a ritual that accrues the equivalent merit of actually traveling to Ise, the Ise
sankei mandara used in etoki is a device that is traveled through, aiding the viewer’s
virtual journey, like a traditional mandala. In both cases the viewer gains the same merit,
but the experience of the painting, the way it was utilized and perceived, is slightly
different. A critical question one must ask then is what was considered to be sacred when
visiting a temple or shrine? Was it the land, the structures, the image of the deity? Was it
76
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the experience of traveling to the sacred place? The intention to travel? Or was it a
combination of all of these things? In the Japanese context, the projection of a mandara
onto the physical geography of a particular place, what Allan Grapard calls the
“mandalization of space,” suggests the entire site is sacred.78 So would a representation
of the sacred site automatically be sacred too? Miya mandara, which closely resemble
sankei mandara, were used in rituals and worshiped, and believed to embody the
represented site (as we know from Fujiwara Kanezane’s diary describing Kasuga miya
mandara).79 Would the etoki of a sankei mandara also be considered a ritual? The answer
probably depends more on the individual experiencing the etoki, and how they perceived
the mandara and the etoki. This issue of worship is nuanced and complex, and highly
personal. I think therefore it is better not to speculate or generalize how the viewerlistener experienced these objects and be cautious about including this category in the list
of sankei mandara characteristics.
In Sankei mandara no kenkyū, Ōtaka Yasumasa provides only two requirements
for sankei mandara categorization: i) the painting’s contents invite pilgrims to visit the
represented site and ii) the painting is a guide map to the sacred site.80 Since the term, and
concept, “sankei mandara” did not exist at the time these paintings were made, our
definition of what constitutes a sankei mandara should perhaps be more in line with
Ōtaka’s open description. Still, for this study I think it is useful to establish a set of
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guidelines for the kinds of paintings under investigation. I propose therefore the
following flexible list of features for sankei mandara categorization.
A sankei mandara is (i) a large hanging scroll painted with colorful mineral
pigments, usually on paper (those on silk probably represent an early form of the genre)81,
(ii) depicting the shrine-temple precincts and the surrounding area from an elevated
perspective, (iii) including figures (pilgrims, priests or locals; sometimes all are there)
exploring the grounds, (iv) and local scenery, activity and seasonal flora, (v) created for
the purpose of etoki (usually itinerant etoki, which is visible from creases in the paper,
evidence that the painting was folded) , (vi) produced between the early 16th century and
mid-17th century. I regard the sankei mandara produced during this period as the first of
the genre, the mandara produced afterwards, but which still contain some of the artistic
language and were created to be used in etoki for fundraising and to spread a particular
doctrine, I consider part of the later phase of the genre. Sankei mandara may also include
episodes from the origin history of the site (engi), the local folklore of the area and the
rituals and festivals of the shrine-temple. Of course, there are paintings that are not
included here that may be designated as sankei mandra by someone else’s definition. The
term itself has no historical currency and is useful only as an organizational aid and as a
heuristic category for scholars to think about the social, historical and political moment
that led to the creation of this new form of artistic expression. The paintings likely
developed organically from a variety of influences, and it would probably be more
constructive to think of sankei mandara on a flexible continuum.
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Those painted on silk are: Atsutasha sankei mandara (one example), Kitanosha mandara (one example),
Koyasan mandara (two examples), Hakusan mandara (two examples), Nachi sankei mandara (three
examples), Fuji sankei mandara (three examples).
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Nevertheless, for the purpose of this investigation we will loosely follow the
requirements outlined above. We shall then exclude Tateyama mandara from the
category of sankei mandara since all examples date to after the 17th century, which is
after the medieval period kanjin activity had ceased and therefore beyond the historical
boundaries we have established for this study. The Tateyama mandara do, however,
contain many of the salient features we have designated for the sankei mandara genre.
They were created as a visual tool for etoki, employed by oshi (low-ranking shrine
priests) on their mission to raise money and spread Tateyama faith. Like sankei mandara,
Tateyama mandara were used to advertise Tateyama as a sacred destination and simulate
pilgrimage for those who were either physically unable to make the journey or restricted
by the circumstances of their birth—women were forbidden from undertaking the climb.
The paintings, often on four separate hanging scrolls, portray Tateyama’s precincts from
a distant vantage point and include an assortment of conventional imagery associated
with religious painting: pilgrimage scenes, engi-e, suijaku ga, raigō zu (welcoming
approach of Amida and his attendants), rokudō-e (six realms of transmigration) and
jigoku-e (hell painting). The Tateyama mandara appear to have been informed by sankei
mandara and were used by Tateyama affiliates to achieve similar ends—donations,
pilgrimage and new converts.82 For the present study, I would therefore categorize the
Tateyama mandara as part of the afterlife or later phase of sankei mandara, though many
scholars have categorized them as sankei mandara.83
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History of Sankei mandara Studies
As mentioned, the study of sankei mandara is relatively recent, and the majority
of scholarship is in Japanese and by historians and anthropologists. The first wave of
scholarly attention to sankei mandara occurred after the 1968 Koezu exhibition and
Takeda Tsuneo’s designation of the genre.84 The second, more concentrated and rigorous
wave came after the 1986 Osaka exhibition, Shaji sankei mandara, devoted exclusively
to the genre, and the publication a year later of a large catalog reproducing fifty-six color
images of the sankei mandara that were exhibited.85 The curator of the exhibition,
Fukuhara Toshio, a cultural anthropologist and a specialist of Japanese folklore and
festivals, wrote detailed and substantive descriptions and analyses of each of the
paintings as well as a lengthy essay describing the genre and its pictorial antecedents.
Fukuhara’s catalog has been a critical source for scholars of the sankei mandara genre, a
springboard for all subsequent studies of the paintings reproduced and discussed there.

Nihon no bijutsu, v. 331. Ōtaka Yasumasa includes Tateyama mandara in his study of the genre in Sankei
mandara no kenkyū.
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by Naniwada Tōru. Koezu, Kyoto Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan, Exhibition catalog (Kyoto: Kyoto Kokuritsu
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“Shaji sankei mandara zu no seiritsu to sono haikei,” in Koezu, Nihon no bijutsu, v. 72 (Tokyo: Shibundō,
1972), 31-49; Fujisawa Takako, “Sankei mandara no seiritsu,” Kinki chihō o chūshin to suru reijō jiin no
sōgōteki kenkyū (1985), 59-65; Fujisawa Takako, “Saikoku sanjūsansho junrei jiin ni okeru sankei mandara
zu no seiritsu to Nachi sankei mandara,” Gangōji bunkazai kenkyūjo-hen 24 (1986), 3-7; Nishiyama
Masaru’s “Shaji sankei mandara ni tsuite no oboegaki” series published in Fujiidera-shi kiyo 7, 8, and 11
(1986-1990); and Tokuda Kazuo, “Etoki to monogatari kyōju,” Bungaku 54.12 (1986), 191-204.
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The limited scholarship in English on sankei mandara uses the paintings as a
point of departure for a discursive investigation into a particular sacred. And many of
these studies provide an answer to Allan Grapard’s call for scholars to focus on the
religious practices and institutions as they developed at individual sacred sites, moving
past broad, overarching sectarian affiliations. Max Moerman’s Localizing Paradise, for
example, addresses this call and uses Nachi sankei mandara as a point of entry into a
detailed study of the larger spiritual world of Nachi.86 Moerman reads the Nachi sankei
mandara as a primary document to examine Nachi’s pilgrims, rituals, buildings and local
history, and together with contemporary literature, reconstructs the religious landscape of
Kumano.
Among the Japanese scholars who have published on the genre, Fujisawa Takako,
a historian of Japanese folklore and religion, was one of the first scholars to investigate
the pictorial origins of the genre.87 She examines the relationship between miya mandara
and sankei mandara but argues that sankei mandara’s roots lie in Kamakura period
hanging scrolls of jisha engi-e, and that sankei mandara developed as a type of jisha
engi-e.88 She closely inspects a number of shaji engi-e, miya mandara and sankei
mandara and concludes that a necessary condition for categorizing a painting as a sankei
mandara is that its contents emphasize what is important to the pilgrim.
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Iwahana Michiaki approaches sankei mandara from the perspective of religious
geography, using the paintings as primary documents that can be read, processed and
understood like written documents.89 Other scholars from the field of Japanese history,
such as the Kuroda Hideo and Shimosaka Mamoru, have attempted to understand the
relationship between pilgrimage and sankei mandara, mining them for clues about
pilgrimage activity in the late 15th and 16th centuries and the effect the etoki performers
had in stimulating pilgrims to travel.90 Shimosaka also attempts to date the mandara of
particular sites by looking for records of kanjin activity following destruction to the site
caused by nature (such as earthquakes) or by man (war), studying the appearance of the
landscape and architecture and comparing it to other historical documents.91
Others, such as Tokuda Kazuo in Ekatari to monogatari, have investigated sankei
mandara as part of a larger investigation into the relationship between text and image in
medieval Japanese art.92 Tokuda examines both literary and painting history, and the way
a variety of fields (such as religious history, folklore studies, geography, etc) handle the
unification of word and image, narrative and painting. As a scholar of classical literature,
89
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Tokuda focuses on the narrative aspects and on the ways of pictorializing stories in
sankei mandara, exploring how the abstract word, both written and oral, translates into a
concrete, painted image. He pays particular attention to sankei mandara as paintings that
were orally transmitted, described, and elucidated through narrative recitation.
Tokuda is also interested in the recurring figures and motifs that appear across a
variety of examples of sankei mandara, something Samuel Morse has addressed in his
article “Pilgrimage for Pleasure.”93 Both scholars, in different ways, draw out these
figures and motifs, identifying their roles within the paintings and their origins in
medieval Japanese literature, history and art. In his article, Morse also examines the
blurring of sacred and secular realms in sankei mandara, and the combining of past and
present, religious and literary, features he identifies as particular to late chūsei culture.
Nishiyama Masaru, a historian of medieval Japanese history, has written
extensively on sankei mandara.94 His numerous books and articles delve into the
historical and pictorial roots of sankei mandara, how the paintings were used, and
examining the iconographical details in individual mandara. Nishiyama has also
identified the recurrence of figures in sankei mandara, tracing their origins from
emakimono to kinsei shoki fūzokuga (early modern genre painting).
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Akai Tatsurō explores the etoki context of sankei mandara in Etoki no keifu.95 He
brings together both material and literary evidence for sankei mandara etoki practice, and
then contextualizes it with a detailed explanation of etoki in history.
Another approach from the field of etoki studies may be found in Ikumi
Kaminishi’s Explaining Pictures.96 She examines etoki practices and Buddhist
propaganda, focusing on the relationship between the image and its ‘deciphering’ actor
and their connection to Pure Land proselytization between the 10th and 19th centuries.
She is particularly interested in the act of didactic storytelling and in the role images
played when communicating to the illiterate and semi-literate masses. Her primary
concern is on the performance itself and the way in which performed images can confirm
or make real intangible ideas by giving them visual form and verbal expression.
The most recent research on sankei mandara comes from the field of religious
history, Ōtaka Yasumasa’s Sankei mandara no kenkyū, published in 2012.97 After a
comprehensive introduction to the genre, Ōtaka devotes individual chapters to specific
sites: Nachi sankei mandara, Tagasha sankei mandara, Kokawadera sankei mandara,
Jōfukuji sankei mandara, Kimiidera sankei mandara, Fuji sankei mandara, and
Tateyama sankei mandara. He argues that the motivation for creating sankei mandara for
each sacred site was different so we must look closely at each set of mandara and
understand them on their own terms. For each set of mandara, Ōtaka analyzes the
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internal structure of the paintings, the iconography, how the shrine or temple is depicted,
and the representation of kanjin activity.
My research is rooted in and builds upon the work of these scholars. I carry out a
multipronged study: as an art historian concentrating on the sankei mandara genre, my
approach begins with formal and iconographical analysis of the images, with a focus on
compositional structure and motifs. I then contextualize the formal elements within the
history of Japanese painting, attempting to understand the pictorial antecedents of the
genre and the influences on its development. In parallel, I combine a detailed analysis of
the religious, social, political, and economic history of a particular site together with a
close examination of each of the sankei mandara devoted to illustrating it. I note all of
the similarities as well as the subtle differences among the mandara with the purpose of
understanding not only what motivated the individual production and expression of each
of the paintings but also what motivated the differences among them based on the unique
history of the site. I thus obtain a well-rounded picture of the art of sankei mandara, its
purpose and the role it played in its historical context, uncovering its overt and covert
messages and how these were delivered. In particular, understanding the historical
circumstances of a represented site has led me to conclude that the differences between
the individual mandara are intentional and meant to transmit subtly the interests and
conceits of, what I argue is, the institution responsible for the creation of the mandara.

Sankei mandara Exhibitions
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Two major exhibitions have been dedicated to sankei mandara. As mentioned
above, the 1987 Osaka Municipal Museum’s Shaji sankei mandara exhibition was the
first occasion a large group of sankei mandara was displayed together. The
accompanying catalog, with its color images and essays by the exhibition’s curator,
Fukuhara Toshio, has become an essential tool for students of the genre.98 The second
exhibition, Sankei mandara to shaji engi, was held at the Wakayama Municipal Museum
in 2002.99 Together with the paintings themselves, this exhibition also contextualized the
medieval pilgrimage experience by including pilgrimage accoutrements, maps, prints,
and engi painting. In the years since, sankei mandara have been included in numerous
exhibitions as part of the visual culture of the medieval religious sphere, deftly
illustrating the combinatory nature of Japanese religion during that period (shinbutsu
shūgo; combination of Shinto and Buddhism).100

Now that we have established a definition for the genre and reviewed the history
of the term, we turn to the paintings themselves. The next chapter will explore the origins
of sankei mandara in a variety of painting genres including kakefuku engi-e, suijaku
mandara, koezu and fūzoku kaiga.
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Chapter 2
Sankei mandara’s origins

Introduction
All forms of artistic expression are a reflection of the cultural and societal
circumstances of a particular moment in human history, the product of the myriad forms
of expressions and experiences that came before it. And so, before we can have a
substantive discussion of the genre of painting commonly referred to as sankei mandara,
it is necessary to consider the historical and economic contexts of the genre’s creation
and the kinds of paintings that preceded it and which directly influenced its development.
Among the forms of painting that informed the genre, kakefuku engi-e (illustrated
tales of karmic origins, hanging scrolls), miya mandara (shrine mandalas), suijaku
mandara (manifestation mandara), koezu (old picture maps), rakuchū rakugai zu (screen
paintings of Kyoto), and kinsei shoki fūzokuga (early-modern genre painting) had a
particularly strong impact on both the formal features and conceptual framework of
sankei mandara.101 In the following pages, we will consider each of these genres and
their relationship to sankei mandara. As the historical circumstances surrounding the
emergence of sankei mandara are essential to our understanding of the genre, we will
begin by briefly summarizing them.
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Historical Background
The political fragmentation caused by the turbulence and wreckage of the civil
wars of the late 15th and 16th centuries led to an unprecedented change in Japan’s social
fabric. The aristocracy remained powerless and penniless as before, but now also the
military government became insolvent and financially overextended. The urban
merchants of Kyoto emerged as holders of great economic power and, until Oda
Nobunaga 織田信長 (1534-1582) occupied the capital in 1568, they also exercised
political control over city government. New forms of artistic expression appeared,
catering to the tastes and interests of this new elite and reflecting its new role as the
economic mainstay of society. Among the new forms of art was sankei mandara, a genre
of painting representing a specific sacred site, conceived to be the visual component in
narrative recitation performances (etoki) in public spaces by itinerant monks and nuns,
who used them to promote the virtues of the represented site. Designed to inspire
pilgrimage and financial contributions, the paintings illustrate a sacred site and its
environs with all of the spiritual and temporal benefits one could expect to experience
during an actual or virtual visit. Included along the pilgrimage route are the urban
merchants, as well as other figures from the commoner classes, in the role of pilgrim,
their financial contributions visible in the ritual activity and splendor of the shrine and
temple buildings. Sankei mandara thus record and give visual expression to the dramatic
changes in the socio-economic structure of Japanese society. But one should not consider
these as “photographic” images of the shrines and temples and the activity in and around
them. It may rather be an idealized vision of how the temples and shrines hoped to see
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their grounds, teeming with the lively activity of commoner pilgrims. However, the very
fact that commoners were pictured as pilgrims and patrons provides visual evidence of
the new social order.
Visible in the compositional and conceptual construction of sankei mandara, and
in the many figural and architectural details, is the influence of earlier forms of painting.
The remainder of this chapter will consider each of these influences and their effect on
the sankei mandara genre.

Sankei mandara’s Origins
Scholars have proposed four theories for the pictorial origins of sankei mandara:
1) that they are part of the lineage of medieval kakefuku shaji engi-e 掛幅社寺縁起絵
(illustrated tales of karmic origins of shrines and temples, hanging scrolls);102 2) that they
grew out of early medieval period miya mandara 宮曼荼羅 (shrine mandalas) and
suijaku mandara 垂迹曼荼羅 (mandalas that depict the Buddhist deities as kami);103 3)
that they developed from koezu, specifically shaji ezu 社寺絵図, paintings that represent
shrine-temple precincts for the purpose of defining property lines and estates;104 4) that
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they are closely connected to rakuchū rakugai zu 洛中洛外図 and early-modern genre
painting 近世初期風俗画 (kinsei shoki fūzokuga).105 The following sections will expand
on each of these theories. However, I believe there is no single source for sankei
mandara. Rather, the historical-pictorial phenomenon of sankei mandara is the result of a
combination of all of these influences. The range and diversity of paintings that have
been categorized as sankei mandara indicates that artists were drawing from a variety of
sources; the individual paintings reflect an assortment of artistic influences and are highly
site specific.

Shaji engi-e
An engi 縁起 describes the origins of a temple or shrine (社寺 shaji).106 Although
there was fierce competition between those who advocated for worship of the kami and
those who advocated for worship of the Buddhas in the early 8th century, the kami and
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Journal of Religious Studies 42.1 (2015), 28-29.
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Buddhas were soon combined through a process known by the neologism shinbutsu
shūgō 神仏習合, so although engi is a Buddhist term it also includes kami and shrines.107
These institutional histories first appeared in the Tenpyō period (729-749) when, during
the formation of the ritsuryō polity, the Japanese government began managing Buddhism,
a foreign religion, by requiring temples to submit periodic inventories of their properties
and assets together with a history of the temple’s origins.108 According to the Nihon shoki
日本書紀 (compiled in 720), a clerical census was ordered in 624 by government
officials: “In assessing the temples, monks, and nuns, they recorded in full the conditions
(en 縁) according to which the temples were created, the conditions under which the
monks and nuns entered the Way, and the dates on which they crossed over [into
ordained life].”109
The earliest engi are “stylistically laconic but rhetorically and historically
complex,” and they often involved a degree of fabrication precisely because they were
meant to build up a legitimate history for religious institutions.110 It was not until the
mid-Heian period, however, when the ritusryō laws loosened and temples no longer had
to submit their annual inventories, that engi became the miraculous, fantastical stories we
think of today. With the breakdown of the government system came an end to the
accompanying economic support and shrines and temples suddenly found it necessary to
rely on enterprising donation collectors for financial stability. Competing institutions
107
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promoted their exceptional histories; temples advertised the sacred efficacy of their
principal deity and shrines advertised the numinous qualities and benefits of their
enshrined kami. New engi were written, describing the miraculous and legendary
accounts of the institution’s founding. These accounts follow a common pattern, as
observed by Max Moerman: a wandering holy man, a strange encounter, a divine
revelation, the construction of an image and image hall, even the conversion of the local
deity as temple guardian.111 According to Moerman, “one purpose of such rare and
miraculous histories was to attract popular support by distinguishing the institution in
what surely was a crowded marketplace of pious appeals.”112 New believers offered
luxurious gifts to the Buddhas and kami enshrined in their local temples and shrines and
it was at this time, the late Heian period (12th century), that engi painting (engi-e) first
makes an appearance in Japanese art.
The earliest engi-e were composed on handscrolls (emaki); representative
examples include the Shigisan engi emaki and the Kokawadera engi emaki (Fig. 2.1). The
paintings visually and literally describe the origin history of a sacred site, mixing text and
image in a linear progression of time and space. The long and narrow handscroll format
dictates the viewing experience: its size limits the number of viewers who can participate
in the experience at any one time and the way it unravels provides a sense of narrative
and temporal development. Kevin Carr describes the handscroll as “an intimate medium
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like a personal letter that requires close contact between the viewer and object.”113 As a
medium that demanded such close and sustained attention, the audience for handscrolls
was typically limited to high-ranking warriors and aristocrats.
In the 13th and 14th centuries (Kamakura to Nanbokuchō periods), the contents of
these engi-e handscrolls were transferred to large hanging scrolls, creating a new kind of
painting genre now referred to as kakefuku engi-e; examples include Kotobiki miya engi-e,
Tamadare miya engi-e, Onsenji engi-e, Tōdaiji engi-e, Kankōji engi-e, and Zenkōji
Nyorai eden (Figs. 2.2, 2.3, 2.4). The subject of kakefuku engi-e generally falls into one
of three categories: 1) the story of the establishment of the temple or shrine, 2) the
miracle story of the sacred place or its enshrined deity, or 3) the biography of an eminent
priest. Believed to have been used in narrative recitation performances, likely in the
shrines and temples, these large paintings on silk were meant to be viewed at once, in
their entirety, to captivate an audience of believers and inspire them to donate to the site.
The monk or priest would give a lively performance before the painting, describing the
founding of the shrine or temple and the power of its resident deity. An entry from
Hōtoku 4 (1452) in the Onsen gyōki 温泉行記, the diary of the abbot of Shōkokuji,
Zuikei Shūhō 瑞渓周鳳 (1392-1473), for example, describes a trip to Onsenji to bathe in
the temple’s medicinal hot springs. While there, Zuikei “listened to the history of the
temple while viewing a painting.”114 The painting Zuikei was shown may have been the
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Onsenji engi-e, dating to the late-thirteenth or early-fourteenth century and currently
housed in the Kyoto National Museum (Fig. 2.3).
The composition and purpose of kakefuku engi-e are fundamentally different from
the handscrolls on which they are based: they are meant to dazzle but also to connect to
the viewer on an intimate level and for this reason they are rooted in a particular place
and include vernacular representations not found in their emaki counterparts.115 These
early kakefuku engi-e integrate seasonal and geographic markers, such as the shape and
topography of a mountain or river, and genre elements, such as fishermen and houses, as
well as details of the shrine or temple buildings, that would be instantly recognizable to
the local viewer, tapping into a physical memory and collective sense of place that would
create a psychological bond between the viewer, the narrator, and the sacred site.116
Unlike the clear and linear progression of time found in emaki, these large paintings
simultaneously illustrate various points in time (ijidōzu; different time, same image);
multiple narrative episodes appear on one large surface, in no particular temporal
sequence, surrounded by a contemporary landscape.117 It is important to note that these
episodes are often illustrated in their purported historical location and so there is some
transcribed in Fujiwara’s article, pp. 11-13. See also Moerman, “The Buddha and the Bathwater,” 72. In
his article, Moerman informs the reader that “engi are not unitary or stable entities. They migrate across
time, literary format, and media. They constitute a composite and fluid genre, one in which multiple
narratives and diverse interests are sutured together to formulate a single and singular history.” (73)
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narrative strategy at work. The intended effect of this mixing of past and present was to
inspire the viewer to mentally re-enact the origin story of the site, and to then participate
in the (re)creation of the engi by contributing a donation to the site’s rebuilding efforts.118
Fujisawa Takako divides large format hanging engi-e into three categories:
1) those in which the engi is painted within the landscape of the temple-shrine, such as in
the Kotobiki miya engi-e and the Tōdaiji engi-e (Fig. 2.4); 2) those in which genre scenes
related to pilgrimage are painted within the temple-shrine landscape (sankei fūzoku) such
as in the Zenkōji Nyorai eden (Honshōji Temple), Kankōji engi-e, Shidoji engi-e; and 3)
those made by local painters such as the Zenkōji Nyorai eden (Rengeji Temple) and
Tamadare no miya engi-e (Fig. 2.2). Since all three of these categories exist in sankei
mandara, Fujisawa argues that sankei mandara developed directly from jisha engi-e and
are an aspect or continuation of this earlier form of painting.119
Sankei mandara are certainly informed by kakefuku engi-e. Like kakefuku engi-e,
sankei mandara are large hanging scrolls that were used in etoki recitation and which
often include episodes from the origin history of the site represented. Both genres require
a narrator to unpack the rich and complex compositions. Also common to both is the
depiction of the actual landscape and its vernacular expressions, anchoring and localizing
the painting within a particular place. Sankei mandara, however, focus more on
representing the shrine or temple precincts, and include an enormous amount of
information about popular culture and contemporary worship not found in the earlier
paintings. While kakefuku engi-e illustrate the site’s origin story rooted in a recognizable
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landscape, the contemporary, secular life of the area is rarely included. Sankei mandara
by contrast cast a much wider net, packed with lively illustrations of the local pleasures to
be had and the spiritual rewards that await the viewer’s actual or virtual visit, with
perhaps a scene or two from the site’s engi folded into the scenery. These differences
suggest that kakefuku engi-e were used locally, the etoki performed within the temple
before an audience of local, faithful adherents, while sankei mandara were carried long
distances and used to obtain new visitors and donations. While I agree with Fujisawa’s
argument that kakefuku engi-e had an enormous impact on the development of sankei
mandara, I think it is useful to think of them as two distinct painting genres, each
expressing the needs and sensibilities of their time.
Of the surviving sankei mandara examples, Zenkōji sankei mandara is the most
straightforward combination of the engi-e and sankei mandara genres (Fig. 2.5). The
compositional construction of the Zenkōji sankei mandara is similar to the Taima
mandara (Fig. 2.6), with a large central panel flanked on either side by a vertical row of
scenes. The central panel of the Taima mandara depicts Amida’s Western Pure Land; the
left vertical panel illustrates in chronological order from bottom to top the legend of the
evil Prince Ajātasastru and his mother, Queen Vaidehi, who is taught by Sakyamuni how
to visualize Amida’s Pure Land. The panel on the right depicts the visualizations
described by Sakyamuni, thus imparting the Buddha’s teachings to the viewer while
providing an instructive guide on how to mentally reproduce an image of the central Pure
Land scene (as described by Shandao’s commentary on the Visualization Sutra).120 The
two vertical panels, therefore, may be regarded as a kind of engi, or “origin history,” of
120
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the scene illustrated in the central panel. The Zenkōji sankei mandara contains a similar
visual and conceptual structure. Depicted in the central panel is a sankei mandara of
Zenkōji temple, with all of the figures and activities one expects to encounter in such
paintings. As in the Taima mandara, the two vertical columns depict Zenkōji’s engi
legibly and chronologically, beginning from the top right corner of the right panel and
concluding in the bottom left corner of the left panel.121 Zenkōji sankei mandara is the
only extant mandara with this compositional format and the only one to include such a
detailed account of the represented site’s engi. The formal and conceptual similarity
between the paintings suggests the artist used the Taima mandara as a model when
creating the Zenkōji sankei mandara. An inclusion not typically found in sankei mandara
is the depiction of hell scenes in the Zenkōji sankei mandara. In the lower left section of
the painting, the Blood Pool Hell for women is rendered in close proximity to Jizo’s Sai
no kawara (a hell for young children). These hells correspond stylistically to their
representation in the Kanshin jikkai mandara and Tateyama mandara, paintings that
121
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targeted female audiences by emphasizing the salvation of women and children (Fig. 2.7).
While we have no record of the etoki for the Zenkōji sankei mandara, we can imagine
that together with a description of the temple’s engi was the subject of female
salvation.122

Miya mandara and Suijaku mandara
Another theory identifies sankei mandara’s origins in Shinto mandara, specifically
miya mandara (shrine mandalas) and suijaku mandara (mandalas that depict Buddhist
deities manifesting as kami).123 Painted on silk with high quality mineral pigments, miya
mandara depict shrine precincts within a natural setting viewed from a bird’s eye
perspective. They often represent the site’s honji butsu 本地仏 (the “original form” of
Buddhist deities; these paintings are often referred to as honji butsu mandara) or suijaku
kami 垂迹神 (“trace manifestations” or “local traces” of the original Buddhist deity,
often called suijaku shin mandara), with a sacred mountain crowning the composition
(Figs. 2.8-2.10).124 As Max Moerman has observed, “while traditional tantric and Pure
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Land mandara adhere to the scriptural cosmologies of the sutras and represent utopian
realms independent of any particular earthly place, miya mandara represent a topography
far less abstract, the Buddhist cosmology brought down to earth and reflecting local
priorities.”125 The use of the term “mandara” to describe paintings of shrine and temple
grounds has been traced to the Kamakura period, when the meaning of the word
expanded to encompass almost any image or diagram used to explain something
religious.126 The Kamakura period painting of Gion shrine illustrates this semantic shift
(Fig. 2.11): created as a pictorial record of the shrine’s buildings and compound for
rebuilding purposes, what below we call a shaji ezu, later became a devotional image and
was designated a Gion miya mandala.127
The majority of miya mandara were produced from the late Heian (1185-1336) to
Kamakura periods (1336-1573), when honji suijaku, the theory that unites Buddhas and
kami as two aspects of the same original deity, was at its height. Honji suijaku, or
paintings as Shinto mandara and divides them into two categories: 1) zuzō mandara, the main subject of
which are the kami or honji butsu of the site; and 2) miya mandara, paintings of shrine buildings and
precincts illustrated with an abundance of natural scenery. Ishida Mosaku, Bukkyō bijutsu no kihon (Tokyo:
Tokyo Bijutsu, 1967) and “Honji suijaku setsu no kigen to hatten,” in Nara Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan,
Suijaku bijutsu, exhibition catalogue (Tokyo: Kadokawa Shoten, 1964); Nakano Genzō, “Suijaku mandara
no tenkai,” in Kyoto Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan, Shinto bijutsu: kamigami no bi to sono tenkai, exhibition
catalogue (Tokyo: Kadokawa Shoten, 1976); Kageyama Haruki, Kami gami no bijutsu (Kyoto: Kyoto
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“original forms of deities and their local traces,” explains the kami as emanations or
traces of universal Buddhist deities. Honji suijaku mandara typically depict one of the
four major temple-shrine complexes that flourished during the medieval period: Kasuga,
Kumano, Iwashimizu Hachiman and Hie; Kasuga miya mandara, Kumano miya mandara,
Iwashimizu Hachimangū miya mandara, Hiyoshi sannō miya mandara.128
The primary purpose of miya mandara was for worship, used and viewed only by
those involved in shrine ceremonies, unlike kakefuku engi-e which were used and viewed
widely in etoki performances. Later, with the formation of various kō 講 (association of
faithful practitioners), such as the Hachiman kō and the Sannō kō, the miya mandara
format was popularized and spread, employed in rituals and believed to serve a protective
function.129 In fact, according to the entry from Emperor Hanazono’s (1297-1348) diary
referred to in chapter 1, paintings of Kasuga Shrine were used as a substitute for
attending rituals at the shrine (the Emperor’s circle of acquaintance was presumably
limited to the nobility). In the same entry the Emperor remarks on the popularity of
Kasuga mandara: “these days everyone seems to have one.”130 Miya mandara were also
used for virtual pilgrimage. Fujiwara (Kujō) Kanezane’s diary, Gyokuyō, describes such a
128
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virtual pilgrimage to Kasuga Shrine taken through a Kasuga mandara from his home in
the capital in Juei 3 (1184). Or rather, in Kanezane’s case, the shrine traveled to him.
After a series of elaborate rituals and offerings before the painting, Kanezane declares in
his diary: “I and others confirmed in our dreams that the shrine had come here. It is truly
worthy of belief.”131 Whether it is the viewer or the site that spiritually travels, the
painting serves as a medium or point of access to the sacred place.
Scholars have argued that the paintings related to Kumano religion and those
which illustrate the Kumano shrines, such as the Kamakura period Ippen hijiri-e
(Illustrated biography of the holy man Ippen; executed in 1299), and Kumano suijaku,
honji and miya mandara, influenced the development of the Nachi sankei mandara (Fig.
1.2), which in turn inspired the production of sankei mandara for other shrine-temple
sites.132 For example, in the Ippen hijiri-e, a set of twelve narrative handscrolls
illustrating the life and deeds of the wayfaring monk and founder of the Jishū order of
Pure Land Buddhism, Ippen (1239-1289), we encounter an aerial view of the three
Kumano Shrines (Hongū, Shingū and Nachi Shrine) and Nachi Waterfall that bears a
strong resemblance to the representation of these sites in Kumano miya mandara and in
later Nachi sankei mandara (only Nachi Shrine and Nachi Waterfall are depicted in the
Nachi sankei mandara). In particular, a number of compositional and stylistic similarities
between the Ippen hijiri-e and the Nachi sankei mandara may be noted: Nachi Waterfall
is placed to the right of the shrine and is viewed from a level vantage point while the
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shrine is viewed from above. Both paintings depict these two landmarks in the same
relative location and with a similar spatial relationship within the composition. Moreover,
the section illustrating Kumano Hongū is framed like the Nachi sankei mandara, with a
body of water in the foreground and mountains in the background.
Another Kamakura period example, the Kumano miya mandara in the Cleveland
Museum of Art, depicts the topography and architecture of the three shrines of Kumano
from a birds-eye perspective (Fig. 2.10). While the Ippen hijiri-e presents the shrines and
the region’s topography in a horizontal sequence, appropriate for the handscroll format
and the unfolding development of the narrative, the Kumano miya mandara presents the
same natural and architectural elements along a vertical axis to suit the hanging scroll
format. Framing the composition and horizontally dividing the space into three tiers is the
mountainous terrain of the Kii peninsula. Hovering above each shrine are the resident
Buddhist honji, ensconced in golden discs. Pilgrims and their sendatsu and oshi guides
are portrayed in all three of the shrine compounds. The local activity is also represented:
in the foreground two men paddle a raft down the Nachi River; children play and elderly
pilgrims rest on the side of the road. These paintings of Kumano portray “the sites,
pantheons, the practices and the communities that constituted the Kumano cult.”133
The Nachi sankei mandara offer a similarly totalizing view and bird’s eye
perspective, borrowing some of the conceptual framework and artistic language of the
Kumano miya mandara, but focus solely on the sites, practices, communities and local
scenery of Nachi Shrine (omitting the honji suijaku deities) (Fig. 1.2). The paintings may
have been created to aid in paving new avenues of patronage after the conflicts of the 16th
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century caused a breakdown in the manor (shōen) system that had supported the Kumano
organizations from the late Heian period.134 Proselytizing-fundraising nuns and monks
traveled around the country using the Nachi sankei mandara (together with the Kumano
gongen engi emaki and the Kumano kanshin jikkai mandala) in etoki performances, in
their endeavor to raise money and inspire new converts for the shrines.135
There are thirty-six known examples of the Nachi sankei mandara, far exceeding
the number of sankei mandara for any other individual site. The composition for all
Nachi sankei mandara is more or less the same: Nachi Shrine is presented from an aerial
perspective, framed by Nachi bay in the foreground and a range of mountains in the
background. The pilgrimage route begins in the lower right corner of the painting and
winds up and around, from right to left, and eventually concludes in the upper left corner
of the painting, at the Daishidō, the memorial hall for Kūkai 空海 (Kōbō Daishi, 774835), the founder of Shingon Buddhism. Along the way the viewer-pilgrim encounters an
assortment of figures: monks of various status, warriors, aristocrats, priestesses,
yamabushi, and male and female commoners. We also pass fantastical figures, such as
the Dragon King, the resident deity of Nachi, who emerges from the water beside the
second bridge, Furikasebashi, holding a wish-fulfilling jewel (nyoi hōju). The scene
represents the legend of the retired emperor Kazan’s (r. 984-986) ascetic seclusion at
Nachi and the wish-granting jewel given to him by the dragon deity, described in the
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Genpei seisuiki 源平盛衰記 and the Genkō shakusho 元亨釈書.136 Nachi’s famous
waterfall is depicted on the right side of the painting. In the center of the falls are flames
symbolizing Fudō Myōō; below them, Mongaku Shōnin, the warrior priest from the
Heike monogatari, engages in ascetic practices, supported by Fudō’s attendants, Kongara
Dōji and Seitaka Dōji. In the foreground, a boat with three torii surrounding a wooden
hut with no doors or windows has just set sail for Fudarakusen, believed to be Kannon’s
Pure Land; two small boats filled with well wishers accompany the passenger on the first
part of his journey.137 This form of ritual suicide was not uncommon in the medieval
period. Guiding the viewer and the narrator through the painting is a white-robed couple,
illustrated six times, worshiping at all of the major points along the route. They visually
instruct on the appropriate etiquette for visiting Nachi, and are a proxy for the viewerlistener to undertake a spiritual pilgrimage to Nachi through the mandara.
This brief description covers only a small slice of the rich visual imagery
presented in the Nachi sankei mandara, but it demonstrates how the paintings illustrate
the topographical and legendary landscape of Nachi, combining religious present and
mythical past. It also gives us a sense of how the paintings functioned as a guide or map
to Nachi’s physical and religious spaces, displaying the vibrant spiritual life of the area.
Though informed by earlier Kumano miya mandara, the Nachi sankei mandara illustrates
a more layered and varied view of Nachi’s sacred and temporal landscapes. While the
primary aim of the Kumano miya mandara was to present a sublime view of Kumano’s
shrines and the power of its resident deities for those who already adhered to Kumano
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faith, the Nachi sankei mandara had to attract those who were not part of the Kumano kō,
and who may not have been particularly interested in subscribing to the faith. For them,
the mandara had also to appeal to their desire to travel to a lively, beautiful place and to
entice them with the spiritual benefits and worldly gains offered by the shrine’s deities.
We now return to a more general discussion of the relationship between miya
mandara and sankei mandara. From the examples we have examined, we may discern a
visual connection in the compositional structure of both genres: the shrine-temple
precincts viewed from an elevated perspective, with a route leading the viewer up into the
painted space and with a canopy of mountains in the background (e.g. Kasuga mandara).
Both genres were also used as a vehicle for virtually visiting the represented site.
However, the period of production, use and the class towards which miya mandara and
sankei mandara were directed was completely different. Miya mandara were produced
from the Kamakura to Muromachi periods, and sankei mandara from the late Muromachi
to early Edo periods. Miya mandara catered to the beliefs of the aristocracy,
commissioned for the purpose of being worshiped as a honzon 本尊 (principle image) by
the temples and shrines, and by groups and individuals; those not involved with the
production of the painting did not have the opportunity to see it. Sankei mandara, by
contrast, were produced by temples and shrines, presumably in large numbers, to attract
visitors, primarily the commoner classes, and were intended to be viewed widely.138 As
such, the material quality of sankei mandara is lower than miya mandara: sankei
mandara were painted on paper with inexpensive mineral pigments; miya mandara were
high end, costly commissions, painted on silk with high quality pigments and gold.
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Finally, the compositional movement of miya mandara generally flows along a vertical
axis from bottom to top in a fixed direction. In a sankei mandara, the viewer is typically
led in different directions: the route moves left and right, up then down, and then circles
around (Kiyomizudera sankei mandara, for example; Fig 5.1).
Miya mandara often include honji suijaku elements, such as the honji buddhas of
the site illustrated at the top of the painting. Sankei mandara typically do not represent
these deities. Instead they focus on the priorities of the pilgrim, thus depicting the most
important shrine-temple structures and rituals, together with the beautiful sites to be seen,
the delicious foods to be eaten or the lively town life outside the gates. We may thus
think of sankei mandara as marketing material for the shrines and temples, loaded with
scenes illustrating pleasurable activities and spiritual rewards to be had at the site for the
purpose of increasing the number of visitors and donations. There are examples of miya
mandara that include this kind of sankei fūzoku scenery (ie: the Kumano miya mandara
just discussed), with pilgrims and ascetics on sacred grounds, but the paintings retain a
quiet energy; the sacred site remains a place for silent, contemplative pilgrimage.
There are also examples of paintings categorized as sankei mandara that depict
the honji butsu or suijaku kami of the site represented, such as the Yoshino sankei
mandara (Fig. 2.12), the Kitanosha sankei mandara (Fig. 2.13), and three versions of the
Fuji sankei mandara (Figs. 3.1, 3.3, 3.4). The similarity in appearance between these
paintings and suijaku mandara suggests they were heavily influenced by the suijaku
mandara prototype and should perhaps be regarded not as sankei mandara but as
transitional or hybrid paintings that have elements from both genres. Or, as Ōtaka
Yasumasa has proposed in the case of the Fuji sankei mandara and their inclusion of
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genre elements and their faithful representation of Fuji pilgrims, as a renewal of the
suijaku mandara model.139 Chapter 3 will focus on the Fuji sankei mandara and this
issue of transitional paintings, but let us now take a closer look at the Yoshino sankei
mandara and the Kitanosha sankei mandara.
While the Yoshino sankei mandara (16th century, Nyoirinji) is not a typical
sankei mandara, it has often been categorized and exhibited under the sankei mandara
heading.140 The painting is roughly divided into two sections by a horizontal band of
golden clouds. The upper section depicts a ferocious and enormous Zaō Gongen 蔵王権
現 in his usual pose glaring down at a reverent En no Gyōja 役行者 and his two attendant
demons, Zenki 前鬼 and Goki 後鬼. To Zaō Gongen’s right and left are the Ōmine
Hachidai Dōji (the eight great child attendants of Ōmine) riding clouds; behind them are
the mountains of Kinpusen and Ōmine.141 The lower section of the painting depicts
Yoshino’s grounds alive with pilgrims, yamabushi and locals—many of them familiar
figures—together with the area’s famous cherry trees in bloom. While this lower area
presents as a standard sankei mandara (with a more distant vantage point), the top
portion is drawn directly from earlier and contemporary Yoshino mandara zu, all of
which have been grouped under the suijaku mandara heading (Figs. 2.14, 2.15). The
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union of the two genres in the Yoshino sankei mandara represents what may be an early
stage of sankei mandara development, and it is the only extant example of its type.
Kitanosha sankei mandara combines genres in a more subtle way. Kitano’s shrine
precincts are depicted at the height of spring, with red and white plum blossoms, and with
a cast of figures of varying social status enjoying the grounds. Outside the shrine gate two
men grab the harness of a galloping horse (it is probably a sacred horse; a similar
depiction may be found outside of Yoshino’s shrine gate in the Yoshino sankei mandara).
To the left, an old woman prays before a small shrine inside which a girl crouches in
what appears to be a hole in the ground. According to Shimosaka Mamoru this scene
represents the medieval custom of yuka shita sanrō, or “praying beneath the floor”.142
Inside the main hall (shaden), a large image of Tenjin 天神 (Sugiwara no Michizane,
845-903) is portrayed as a nobleman, dressed in black robes and a courtier’s cap, and
holding a shaku (ritual scepter). At the top of the painting five honji butsu are depicted
inside golden discs.143 The painting appears in the late Edo period compilations, Kitano
kōsō zusho 北野蒿草図書 and Kitano shūyū 北野拾葉 with the title Kitano mandara,
and Takeuchi Hideo introduced the painting as Kitano shato koezu 北野社頭古絵図 in
his 1968 Kitano Tenmangū 北野天満宮.144 Naniwada Tōru was the first to describe the
Kitano painting as a sankei mandara, dating it to the late Muromachi period and placing
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it within the miya mandara lineage.145 Shimosaka agrees with this date and categorization,
identifying the silk ground of the painting as being “Muromachi silk” and referring to it
in his writing as a sankei mandara.146 While the Yoshino mandara brings together two
different modes of painting, with little attempt to incorporate them in a convincing way,
the Kitanosha mandara is essentially a miya mandara with pilgrimage and genre scenes.
I would therefore place the Kitanosha mandara slightly to the left of the Yoshino
mandara on a sankei mandara developmental timeline (with the more typical sankei
mandara to the right). The Kitanosha mandara is still mostly a miya mandara. The
Yoshino mandara, by contrast, appears to be a more deliberate incorporation of the two
genres, which suggests it may have been influenced by sankei mandara-like painting
already in circulation. Still, both paintings anticipate the genre and should be regarded as
an early form of sankei mandara. Since they are both on silk and in good condition, they
probably did not travel with etoki performers but were instead used in the shrines
themselves, much like the miya/suijaku mandara discussed above.

Koezu
Yet another pictorial source for sankei mandara was koezu 古絵図 (old maps),
diagrammatic, cadastral representations of manors 荘園図 (shōenzu), shrines and temples
社寺絵図 (shaji ezu). The images map out the layout of a particular area or sacred
grounds, from a top down perspective, with buildings clearly outlined and often labeled.
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The earliest extant koezu date to the eighth century and record land ownership of temples
and shrines.147 These simple line drawings were used to settle land disputes between
aristocrats, temples and shrines, and by the government to assess land for tax
collection.148 Later, the Kamakura shogunate used koezu to settle property disputes
between landowners and administrators.149 Koezu were also commissioned by temples
and shrines to define property lines in order to prevent neighboring peasants from
entering the grounds to fish and cut down trees.150 Yet another purpose of koezu was to
aid in the restoration and repair of shrine and temple buildings by providing a visual
record of the layout and appearance of the grounds and its halls.
Kageyama Haruki was the first to organize the large group of extant koezu,
dividing them into three broad categories: 1) religious paintings 信仰絵図 (shinkō ezu),
2) economic paintings 経済絵図 (keizai ezu), and 3) architectural paintings 建築絵図
(kenchiku ezu).151 He further subdivided each of the categories: “religious paintings”
include jisha keidai ezu/jiin keidai ezu (paintings of shrine-temple grounds—these were
not produced for faith or worship), jinja mandara ezu/jiin mandara ezu (shrine and
temple mandalas—these were produced for worship but the composition centers around
the architecture of the site and its grounds), and sangū mandara ezu/sankei mandara ezu
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(pilgrimage mandalas—shrine or temple landscapes illustrated with faith-related customs
and stories); “economic paintings” such as shōen kyōkai ezu (boundary paintings of
manors) and shaji ryōbōji ezu (paintings that show the boundaries and territory of shrines
and temples) map out the economic landscape of the site, in particular the landholdings
and income received from manors; architectural paintings such as jinja kenchiku ezu/jiin
kenchiku ezu and minka kenchiku ezu are documents that illustrate the architectural
design of the buildings belonging to the represented area.
In Egakareta Nihon no chūsei, Shimosaka Mamoru builds on Kageyama’s work,
proposing that the group of religious paintings (shinkō ezu) be called jisha ezu
(paintings/diagrams of temples and shrines) and then focusing on jisha keidai ezu 寺社境
内絵図 (paintings/diagrams of temple-shrine grounds), jisha kyōkai ezu 寺社境界絵図
(boundary paintings/diagrams of temples and shrines) and jisha sankei mandara 寺社参
詣曼荼羅 (temple shrine pilgrimage mandalas).152
According to Shimosaka, jisha keidai ezu span the Kamakura to Muromachi
periods and record shrine-temple buildings and their placement for rebuilding purposes.
But unlike jisha sankei mandara and jisha kyōkai ezu, which were conceived for more
mundane purposes (to invite pilgrims and to confirm property boundaries, respectively),
jisha keidai ezu were made to display the power and authority of the sacred site.153 In this
sense, jisha keidai ezu have much in common with miya mandara. Indeed, as noted
above, the Gionsha keidai ezu from 1330, which illustrates Gion’s shrine precincts, was
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later worshiped and designated a shrine mandara (Fig. 2.11). Other examples of jisha
keidai ezu include Hieizan tōtō ezu (Ōmi Province), Usa no miya keidai ezu (Buzen
Province; Fig. 2.16), and Shimogamo jinja keidai ezu (Yamashiro Province; Fig. 2.17).
In appearance, jisha kyōkai ezu appear fairly similar to jisha keidai ezu and were
produced during the same periods, the Kamakura to Muromachi. Jisha kyōkai ezu,
however, emphasize the boundaries and buildings of the represented site for the purpose
of establishing property lines for the ruling authorities (the court or the bakufu). The
paintings served as legal documents and records of the territories that required protection.
Jisha kyōkai ezu typically represent the shrine or temple grounds and buildings, together
with the bridges, roads, rivers and topographical details of the area. The spatial
relationship between the natural and architectural elements is sacrificed in order to
thoroughly document all of the land holdings. Examples include Jingoji ezu (Yamashiro
Province; Fig. 2.18), Kōzanji ezu (Yamashiro Province; Fig. 2.19), Gokurakuji ezu
(Sagami Province; Fig. 2.20), and Shōmyoji ezu (Musashi Province).154
Sankei mandara are related to both jisha keidai ezu and jisha kyōkai zu in their
representation of shrine and temple grounds from an elevated perspective, and in their
ability to function as guides or maps to the represented site. A major difference between
the genres is the appearance of commoners in sankei mandara, a feature that defines the
sankei mandara genre and provides visual evidence that the fundraising efforts were
aimed, at least in part, at these classes.155
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The Masumidasha sankei mandara borrows the visual language and
diagrammatic sensibility of works like the Gionsha keidai ezu (Fig. 2.11), and could be
easily mistaken for a keidai ezu (Fig. 2.21). However, the addition of pilgrims, local
scenery and a festival cart, together with its large size (205 x 148 cm), makes it fit more
comfortably within the parameters we have created for the sankei mandara genre. The
opposite mis-categorization may occur when looking at paintings such as the HiyoshiSannōsha ezu (Fig. 2.22). The painting is almost identical to the Sannō miya mandara but
without the honji suijaku tableau at the top of the image and with a closer view of the
shrine complex. The general composition also has much in common with sankei mandara,
but the subdued palette and the absence of figures and lively activity make the jisha
keidai ezu designation more appropriate. Another example of a painting that at first
glance looks like a sankei mandara but is categorized as a shaji ezu is the Ōyamazumi
jinja keidai ezu (Fig. 2.23). The composition is structured with the grounds of
Ōyamazumi shrine couched between sea (the Miyaura coast) and mountain range—a
compositional arrangement typically used in sankei mandara. Figures wander the
grounds, two boats travel toward the large torii in the left foreground, and sacred deer
frolic at the foot of the mountains. The painting, however, does not have the energetic
activity and bold coloring of a sankei mandara. Rather, the primary focus is on
portraying the shrine territory, the inclusion of figures seems to be of secondary
importance, making the keidai ezu identification more suitable.
These examples of paintings that straddle categorical boundaries remind us that
the categories are fluid and flexible, created in the 20th century by scholars seeking to
establish labels and parameters for the enormous body of Japanese religious painting. The
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frames they constructed aid in our understanding of what these objects are and how they
were used, but should not be adhered to too stringently. As we have seen, not all
paintings fit neatly into the constructed categories, and being too severe with the
taxonomies that have been established can stifle progress and be detrimental to an openminded approach to research. We should also remember that paintings could have been
repurposed, with the addition of pilgrims a miya mandara could be transformed into a
sankei mandara, or compositions copied and modified to suit specific aims. An example
of this may be found in the above-mentioned Kamakura period painting of Gion Shrine,
which began as a record of the compounds for rebuilding purposes but then became a
devotional object and renamed a Gionsha mandara.

Rakuchū rakugai zu
The rich and varied representation of figures in sankei mandara is believed to
have its roots in rakuchū rakugai zu.156 Produced from the early 16th century, rakuchū
rakugai zu depict panoramic seasonal views of Kyoto on large folding screens,
illustrating in great detail the numerous daily activities of the city’s residents (Fig.
2.24).157 Commoners farm their fields, buy and sell goods at the markets, peddle their
wares on the streets and fish in the Kamo river; their workaday life is juxtaposed with
scenes of dancing and drinking sake under blossoming cherry and plum trees, and
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enjoying the festivities of the annual Gion Festival and the whirling excitement of its
parade and gorgeous floats. Alongside this commoner activity, warriors amble through
the streets, aristocrats conduct their ancient ceremonies in the Imperial Palace, and clergy
perform rituals in shrines and temples. Sankei mandara present a similarly detailed view
of Japan’s sacred sites and their surrounds, with figures of all classes engaged in various
activities: locals and clergy go about their daily work routine, while commoner, warrior
and aristocratic pilgrims worship in the sacred halls, admire the seasonal scenery,
participate in the annual festivities or enjoy the local specialties.
The number and variety of figures depicted in rakuchū rakugai zu has been
described by the late-medieval term kisen rōnyaku nannyo (“men and women, old and
young, rich and poor”).158 This cast of characters was drawn from the world of
emakimono and from shokunin scrolls, paintings that depict “people of skill”, an allinclusive term for those who work, such as craftsmen, entertainers and even
prostitutes.159 Examples include monkey trainers (sarubiki), tea vendors (ippuku issen, a
cup for a copper), kanjin hijiri (fundraising monks), biwa hōshi (blind lute-playing priest),
Kōya hijiri (itinerant monks from Mt. Kōya), warriors, aristocrats, female pilgrims and
yamabushi. These figures also appear together in sankei mandara. Indeed, the figures and
activities related to sacred places (and beyond) have essentially been extracted from
rakuchū rakugai zu and inserted into sankei mandara. An example of a figural type that
appears in both genres is the pair of Kōya hijiri. Always depicted in one of two ways, the
Kōya hijiri either walk forward together or one monk walks ahead, pointing his finger
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while looking back at his partner. Nishiyama identifies this stylized rendering as first
appearing in Muromachi period paintings such as the Sannō reigen ki 山王霊験記 and
the Sanjūniban shokunin uta awase 三十二番職人歌合 and follows their migration into
early modern genre paintings, pointing specifically to the Sanjō and Uesugi rakuchū
rakugai zu screens.160 Another example of figures found in both rakuchū rakugai zu and
sankei mandara is the biwa hōshi. Though portrayed a number of ways, Tokuda Kazuo
has focused on the representation of two biwa hōshi being chased by barking dogs,
tracing the standardized rendering from the Kamakura period (13th century) Ippen hijiri-e
一遍聖絵, to the Nanbokuchō (14th century) Boki-e 慕帰絵 and Nezumi zoshi emaki 鼠
草子絵巻, to the late Muromachi-Momoyama period rakuchū rakugai zu (Machida and
Uesugi versions, left screen fourth panel; Fig 2.25) and Teinai yūraku zu 邸内遊楽図
(Sōōji version, right screen left panel), to sankei mandara (Sumadera sankei mandara,
Senkōji sankei mandara, Hōonji sankei mandara).161 Artists of sankei mandara drew
from this lineage of patterned representations, and added yet another layer of
standardization by placing the figures in fixed locations. For example, the Kōya hijiri are
typically depicted outside of the shrine-temple gate, the biwa hōshi is often represented to
the side of a temple hall, usually the hondō.162 According to Iwahana Michiaki, the
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particular placement within the spatial configuration of the mandara reflects the
contemporary class structure and the relationship of the figural type to the sacred space
(ie: how pure, or impure, the figural type was believed to be).163
The influence of rakuchū rakugai zu on sankei mandara seems also to extend in
some cases to composition. The Hōrinji sankei mandara, for example, is essentially an
enlarged segment of a rakuchū rakugai zu (Fig. 2.26). Dominating the composition of the
mandara is a large body of water (the Katsuragawa/Ōigawa) flowing diagonally from
right to left across the painting. The temple itself occupies only the top left corner of the
painting and is represented with very little detail and with no indication of its honzon
(Kokuzō bosatsu) or ritual activities. Still, the essentials for sankei mandara are present:
throngs of pilgrims are depicted walking on the temple’s grounds and even more cross
Togetsukyō Bridge on their way to visit the site. A kanjin hijiri sits at the base of the
bridge, his ladle extended to collect a toll from crossing pilgrims. Depicted in the lower
section of the painting is the main hall and central gate of the Zen temple Rinsenji, as
well as a waterwheel, and pilgrims enjoying the views from the banks of the river.
Loggers on ikada rafts steer down the river together with a boat of pilgrims. The peculiar
composition of the Hōrinji sankei mandara, with its emphasis on the river, is almost
identical to the area illustrating Hōrinji temple (labeled Kokuzō) and the surrounding
landscape in rakuchū rakugai zu such as the Sanjō and Uesugi versions (Fig. 2.27). The
close compositional similarity between the works suggests the artist of the Hōrinji sankei
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mandara was aware of the temple’s representation in rakuchū rakugai zu. Stylistically,
too, the Hōriniji sankei mandara appears indebted to contemporary Kano School painting.
While the quality of materials used (such as gold leaf and the large folding screen
format) and the style of painting displayed in rakuchū rakugai zu identifies them as highend commissions painted primarily by Kano School painters for wealthy patrons, the
similarity in figural representations and, in some cases, composition and stylistic details,
suggests sankei mandara and rakuchū rakugai zu artists were trained in the same
workshops. Fukuhara Toshio has even proposed that the patterned representation of
figures in rakuchū rakugai zu, sankei mandara and early-modern genre painting
(discussed below) indicates that many of these works were produced in the same studios,
the figural types freely used and exchanged.164 An alternative explanation is that sankei
mandara artists were deliberately employing intervisuality in their paintings, drawing
their figures (and their natural and architectural elements) from a shared visual store that
would have been immediately familiar to the viewer. This familiarity may have aided in
the virtual journey through the painting by allowing the viewer to quickly identify and
project into the figure they most closely connected with.
Rakuchū rakugai zu’s artistic sources have been discussed in great detail by
numerous scholars.165 Tsuji Nobuo, for example, has argued that while rakuchū rakugai
zu developed a new artistic language to express the restoration and renewal of Japan’s
capital city in the Momoyama period, this language was ultimately rooted in traditional
164
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yamato-e (“Japanese painting”) on screens and sliding doors.166 These yamato-e paintings
depict panoramic views of poetic landscapes of the four seasons and often include figures
engaged in daily activities (traditional yamato-e themes include meisho-e—pictures of
famous places), shiki-e—pictures of the four seasons), tsukinami-e—pictures of monthly
activities, and nenjū gyōji-e—pictures of annual events). Tsuji also observes that rakuchū
rakugai zu borrow the compositional sensibility of Kamakura period miya mandara in the
way they present a detailed and expansive account of Kyoto’s buildings and their
geographic location from a bird’s eye perspective.167 As we have seen, this compositional
sensibility was also borrowed by sankei mandara artists, and they too include in their
paintings yamato-e subject matter, such as famous places and annual ceremonies awash
in the colors of the seasons.
It is important to address the political, and idealized, nature of this pictorial
account of Kyoto. Rakuchū rakugai zu first appear in the early 16th century, when the city
was still embroiled in chaos and unrest. Yet the screens present a calm, peaceful and
optimistic view of the city. According to Matthew McKelway, “The experience of Kyoto
in the sixteenth century could not be depicted neutrally, making the act of representing
the capital in the early rakuchū rakugai zu screens politically charged and inevitably
partisan.”168 In Capitalscapes, McKelway closely examines the relationships between
people, places and monuments in early rakuchū rakugai zu and finds hidden political
messages embedded beneath the surface. The screens, he writes, are “modulated and
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biased by the desire for political legitimacy and survival.”169 He shows that the Sanjō
screens, for example, present a flattering image of life under the regime of the Ashikaga
shogunate, emphasizing Ashikaga institutions and affiliates, and are particularly
sympathetic to Ashikaga Yoshiharu 足利義晴 (1511-1550) and his circle.170
Here we find another point of intersection between rakuchū rakugai zu and sankei
mandara. Like rakuchū rakugai zu, sankei mandara appear to be neutral representations
of an observable landscape but, as will be argued in later chapters, are in fact highly
politicized views that contain clues about institutional and hierarchical relationships and
the power dynamics at the represented site. By emphasizing particular shrine-temple
buildings or certain figural types, sankei mandara visualize subtle tensions between
religious groups, sects and classes. This is not a unique phenomenon; the mapping of
space is always intrinsically charged with some personal or institutional motivation and
therefore can never present a purely objective view. As Laura Nenzi has written in the
context of Tokugawa period mapmaking, “distinctive frames of interpretation inevitably
tended to prioritize segments of space that reflected individual standards and agendas.”171
Whenever a selection is made and a choice effectuated, taste and agenda enter into the
process.

Kinsei shoki fūzokuga
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Another form of painting that developed in parallel to sankei mandara was kinsei
shoki fūzokuga (early modern genre painting), the subject of which is the representation
of the daily customs, amusements and activities of the contemporary life of various
classes.172 As we know, Japan’s merchant class gained economic power and influence in
the late Muromachi and Momoyama periods, after perpetual warfare had weakened the
economic and political power of the military and aristocratic government. The new age
brought political stability and economic opportunity for the emergent class of urban
commoners, which led to an increase in leisure-related activities such as travel, both near
and far. The commoners’ desire to see their tastes and amusements reflected in art
stimulated the development of a new form of painting, now referred to as fūzokuga (genre
painting).173 Heavily influenced by 16th century rakuchū rakugai zu, fūzokuga, like sankei
mandara, essentially extract and magnify scenes from rakuchū rakugai zu, particularly
those scenes of figures engaged in the pleasures and recreations of everyday life. Typical
subject matter includes picnicking under cherry or maple blossoms, kabuki dancing
(kabuki zu), horse races (keiba zu), festivals (sairei zu), having fun while visiting a
temple or shrine (meisho yūraku zu), paintings of women (fujo zu), and paintings of
young men (wakashū zu).174
Kano Hideyori’s (d. 1557) Maple Viewing at Mt. Takao is an important early
example of fūzoku painting (Fig. 2.28). The six-panel screen depicts members of Kyoto’s
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commoner class spending the afternoon enjoying the autumn foliage of Mt. Takao. To the
right, a lively group of women chat and eat sweets beside a green tea vendor. On the
screen’s left panels, a group of men dance and sing to the beat of hand drums. Kojima
Michihiro has pointed out that this painting theme of drinking and dancing under cherry
or maples trees comes directly from rakuchū rakugai zu.175 Similar scenes of
merrymaking under blossoming foliage may be found in sankei mandara such as the
Kiyomizudera sankei mandara and the Yoshiminedera sankei mandara. In none of these
examples, however, are we presented with a purely secular scene. Illustrated in the upper
section of Maple Viewing at Mt. Takao are Jingoji Temple and the torii of Atago Shrine,
the spiritual and temporal worlds connected by a bridge in the center of the painting.176 In
the case of sankei mandara, the merrymaking typically occurs on sacred grounds and is
therefore inevitably tinged with religious meaning.
Another example, Merrymaking Under the Cherry Blossoms (Fig. 2.29),
attributed to the early-seventeenth century Kano studio, depicts Yasaka and Kamigamo
Shrines (on the right and left screens, respectively) alive with pilgrims, sightseers, and
energetic furyū odori (“dances of the flowing wind”). The viewer is given an aerial
perspective of the grounds. The shrines themselves are subordinated to the upper edges of
the six-panel screens, localizing and contextualizing the scenes while also anchoring
them in the numinous presence of the sacred place. Still, the real subject of the screens,
occupying the majority of the painted space, is the many pleasurable activities of the
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visitors. These include arm wrestling (right screen fifth panel), rowdy dancing (left screen,
second panel from right), sugoroku, a board game resembling backgammon (left screen,
first panel), and sampling tasty foods (right screen, sixth panel).
Sankei mandara share an interest in depicting the many pleasures to be
experienced when visiting a sacred place, but they are even more site specific and
connect the pleasures to unique spiritual benefits one can attain only at the illustrated
place. In the Kiyomizudera sankei mandara, for example, a couple prays before the
hondō and again before the Asakuradō, and a woman with a child on her back prays at
the Koyasutō (“Easy Childbirth Pagoda”; Fig. 5.1). Kiyomizudera is famous for aiding
couples in conceiving a child and praying there while pregnant is believed to bring an
easy and safe childbirth. The Kiyomizudera sankei mandara also illustrates the teahouses
outside the temple gate, where pilgrims may enjoy tea made with the healing water from
the temple’s Otowa falls, and the ‘love stones’ outside of Jinushi Shrine, where pilgrims
test their luck at finding true love by walking with their eyes closed between two stones
set eighteen meters apart (according to temple lore, if they make it across they are
destined to find their true love). We also find examples of pleasures that are not quite so
site specific in sankei mandara, such as the brothels in the Chōmeiji sankei mandara
(Private Collection; Fig. 2.30) and in the Ise sankei mandara (Powers’ Collection; Fig.
2.31).

Summary
This chapter has introduced the genres of painting that influenced the artistic
expression and conceptual framework of sankei mandara such as kakefuku engi-e,
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suijaku mandara, shaji ezu, and rakuchū rakugai zu. As has been argued, the range of
influences on sankei mandara was wide and diverse. Exposed to numerous forms of
painting, sankei mandara artists drew liberally from these sources, combining genres to
appropriately suit their aim—to draw pilgrims to the illustrated site while, sub rosa,
asserting the status of the commissioning institution. Having introduced the main
argument of this dissertation, namely that the differences between the sankei mandara
devoted to an individual sacred site reveal the interests and conceits of the
commissioning institution, and equipped with the art historical background to the genre,
we shall now move on to an in-depth and sustained investigation of the sankei mandara
devoted to individual sites.
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Chapter 3
Fuji sankei mandara

Introduction
Mount Fuji has captured the Japanese imagination since ancient times. Countless
poems extol its awe-inspiring peaks, countless images draw on its beauty and spiritual
power. The 8th century Man’yōshū 万葉集, the earliest collection of Japanese poetry,
describes Fuji’s “burning fires” and its “numinous god”: “In the land of Yamato, It is our
treasure, our tutelary god. It never tires our eyes to look up to the lofty peak of Fuji.”177
The Nara period Hitachi Fudoki 常陸風土記 describes Fuji as a beautiful but coldhearted female kami who would not permit anyone to climb her mountain.178 Beginning
with the 9th chapter of the Heian period Ise monogatari 伊勢物語 and the Sarashina nikki
更級日記, diaries and journals remark on Fuji’s enigmatic qualities, on how its peak
remained covered with snow year-round.179 Fuji was revered as a sacred mountain, the
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abode of a kami who was at once mysterious and menacing, feared and worshiped from a
distance.180
Over time the pantheon of deities venerated on Fuji became more crowded and
complex. The mountain is home to nature deities, legendary kami, Buddhas and
Bodhisattvas. Its eight peaks were thought to provide entrance to various Buddhist
paradises and its base to give access to hell through the hitoana (“human hole”).
The mountain also appeared in many paintings. This chapter will explore a group
of five paintings collectively referred to as Fuji sankei mandara (Figs. 3.1-3.5). This
group does not exhibit all of the characteristics of the typical sankei mandara-type
paintings that traveled with etoki performers—three of the examples are on silk (which
means they were probably not produced in large quantities), they are all smaller than the
standard sankei mandara, and three of the paintings include images of honji butsu. At the
same time the Fuji sankei mandara do share many common features of the typical mature
type: they include genre scenes and pilgrims exploring the shrine-temple grounds, and
they exude the same kind of excitement for the illustrated place found in other sankei
mandara examples.
One of the questions to ask, then, is whether the sankei mandara designation is
appropriate based on the definition we constructed in the first chapter. I will argue that
the Fuji mandara should be considered an early form of the genre, used to showcase the
area and raise money for the shrines and temples at the southern base of Fuji. I will
further argue that the mandara were likely displayed in pilgrims’ inns (dōshabō) around
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Fuji and in the neighboring provinces to generate enthusiasm (and contributions) among
travelers and illustrate the experience they would have at either (or both) Murayama
Sengen Shrine-Kōbōji Temple or Ōmiya Sengen Shrine. As will be explained below, the
dōshabō became very powerful in the 16th century, attracting many pilgrims to Suruga
and contributing much of their profits to the shrines and temples they served, building
and rebuilding shrine-temple halls and supporting the rituals and services held within. I
will claim that the earlier mandara, those on silk produced in the late Muromachi-early
Momoyama period, were commissioned by the dōshabō and that the differences between
the mandara and the highlighting of one area over another reveal which institution the
dōshabō was attached to. In the case of the two early Edo period examples on paper, I
will argue that they are more typical of the genre, made for the purpose of spreading the
faith and encouraging travel to Fuji by itinerant oshi (low-ranking priests) in the service
of Ōmiya Sengen Shrine.
More generally, we will also consider how place affects expression, how the
spatial order of the mountain site determines the composition. The Fuji sankei mandara
are constructed according to the vertical form of the mountain, beginning in the lowest
region with scenes of everyday life (fishermen, salt makers, travelers, pilgrims, etc) and
then ascending progressively to higher levels of holiness until we reach the sacred peak
of the mountain. This religious-spatial construction centered on a spiritual ascent in
which sacrality is accumulated vertically differs from other paintings of religious sites,
such as Ise and Kiyomizudera’s sankei mandara, discussed in the following chapters.
Moreover, we shall observe that the Fuji sankei mandara are defined by the image of the
mountain while the Ise and Kiyomizudera sankei mandara are defined by the
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architectural landscape of the sacred sites. We shall consider how this difference in focus
affects how we process, understand, and derive meaning from the paintings.
This chapter begins with a detailed history of Fuji shinkō (Fuji religion/faith), Fuji
Shugendō (mountain asceticism practiced on Fuji), and the socio-political situation in
Suruga Province in the medieval period. This social and religious-historical context will
help us to better understand the climate that motivated the production of the Fuji sankei
mandara. The historical background will be followed by a brief history of painting Fuji
and how its image as a three-peaked mountain towering over the Suruga landscape
became standardized. We will then examine each of the surviving Fuji mandara and
formulate a theory about how these paintings were used and displayed, how they reflect
the changing socio-political circumstances of Suruga Province, and we will attempt to
identify the institution responsible for each mandara’s production.

History of Fuji and Fuji shinkō
Shrines and temples were established around Mount Fuji, the volcanic mountain
located near the east coast of Honshū, Japan’s main island, to enshrine the various
manifestations of the mountain deity and, in the medieval period, pilgrims’ lodges
(dōshabō) were established to cater to the many pilgrims who visited the mountain. It
was these lodges that likely commissioned the early examples of the Fuji sankei mandara,
for the purpose of raising money for the religious institutions they served. According to
Christian Jacobs, “A map may display a view but it also provides the viewer with a point
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of view, a place in space.”181 This view was formed by the nature of the place, Mount Fuji,
which dictated the particular representation of worship and sacredness in the Fuji sankei
mandara. We will also discuss another view embedded in the paintings, the view of the
commissioning institution, which we shall tease out through a close analysis of the
paintings’ details armed with a knowledge of the social, political, and economic
circumstances of the site.

In ancient times, people settled around a lake at the foot of Mount Fuji and
worshiped the mountain as a kami who provided water and calmed the mountain’s
rumblings, developing a cosmology dedicated to the solemn mountain-father deity and
the generous mother deity from whose womb came life-sustaining milk/water.182 A
number of scholars have described early Fuji shinkō as fundamentally a water religion,
the mountain regarded first as a mountain of life 生命の山.183 These early settlers
established a shrine called Fuchi Jinja 富地神社, which, according to the Fuji scholar
Endō Hideo, referred to the nearby fuchi 淵, or body of water.184 They did not climb the
mountain; they worshiped Fuji from a distance.185
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After a series of violent eruptions in quick succession during the Nara and Heian
periods, however, the earlier vision of Fuji as a calm mountain deity was transformed into
one of a wild, violent kami.186 Fuji shinkō developed from reverence for the generous
kami to awe and fear of the furious outbursts of the temperamental kami. The deity was
given the name Asama Ōkami 浅間大神 (the kami is also referred to as Asama no kami
浅間神 in the Montoku jitsuroku and in the Nihon sandai jitsuroku; the latter text also
refers to the kami as Asama Myōjin 浅間明神) and in Ninju 3 (853) the deity was
granted the imperial rank of Jusanmi 従三位; over the next fifty years the Court
promoted Fuji’s kami two more times, hoping to pacify its eruptions.187 Around this time
a shrine dedicated to calming this unruly manifestation of the kami was established at the
base of Fuji. The earliest formal reference to the shrine is found in the Engi shiki
jinmyōchō 延喜式神名帳 of Enchō 5 (927), where the shrine appears as Asama no jinja
浅間神社 of Suruga kuni; Fuji’s kami is listed here as a daimyōjin 大明神 (great
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kami).188 The ancient Japanese word for volcano was “asama” (not the modern day kazan
火山), which is why the kami of volcanoes is called Asama no Kami and why we find
other Japanese volcanic mountains with the name Asama yama.189
A much later document, the Edo period Fuji Hongū Asamasha ki 富士本宮浅間
社記 (Records of Fuji Hongū Asama Shrine), contains a more detailed (yet largely
spurious) description of the shrine’s history. Here we learn that a shrine, called Fuji
Asama no Miya 富士浅間宮190 (or Fuji Sengen no Miya; the same two Sino-Japanese
characters, 浅間, can be read either “sengen” or “asama”), was first placed at the foot of
Mount Fuji during the reign of the legendary Emperor Suinin (legendary reign dates, 29
BC-AD 70), likely in the same place as Fuchi Jinja, and then moved onto the mountain
by his successor, Yamato Takeru no Mikoto (legendary reign dates, 72-114).191
Enshrined inside was Asama no Ōmikami 浅間大神 (or Asama Daimyōjin, Asama
Ōkami), a female kami charged with controlling the rumblings of Fuji and “extinguishing
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Asama no jinja is listed as number 536 chū (五六二中), between Mitori no Jinja (倭文神社、五六二
上) and Fuchi Jinja (富知神社、五六二下). Nishimuta Takao, Engishiki jinmyōchō no kenkyū (Tokyo:
Kokusho Kankōkai, 1996), 345-346.
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Koneya Masaru, “Fuji no shinkō to sono bijutsu,” in Nihon no kokoro, Fuji no bi, exhibition catalog,
Nagoya City Museum (Nagoya: NHK Nagoya Hōsōkyoku, 1998), 230. There are Asama mountains near
Ise and on the border of Nagano and Gunma prefectures.
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The shrine is referred to by various names, including Asama/Sengen Jinja, but all of the names are more
or less the same. Endō, however, has noted that based on historical documents the most accurate
name/reading is Fuji Asama no miya. Endō, “Fujisan shinkō no hassei to Sengen shinkō no seiritsu,” 20.
Also, according to Endō, the kami was called Asama Myōjin, and the later shrine was called Sengen Jinja.
Endō, “Fuji shinkō no seiritsu to Muramaya Shugen,” 30.
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Endō, “Fuji shinkō no hassei to Sengen shinkō no seiritsu,” 15-17.
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its fires” 鎮火.192 The Fuji Hongū Asamasha ki continues, recording that in Daidō 1 (806)
Asama Jinja was moved by the warrior Sakanoue no Tamuramaro 坂上田村麿 (758-811)
to its current location in present day Fuji no Miya, in Suruga Province, located at the
southern base of the mountain.193 The catalyst for the move was likely the great eruption
of Enryaku 19 (800).194 The new shrine was built around a spring whose water was said
to derive from the melted snow from Fuji’s peak; this was also the place where the
volcano’s lava had stopped flowing.195 The Asama shinkō (Asama faith/religion)
practiced at the shrine was dedicated to pacifying the wild, unruly mountain spirit 荒ぶる
山の鎮196; the kami that embodied Mount Fuji was a beautiful but irascible aragami 荒
神, named Asama Ōkami. The deity enshrined in Asama Shrine was Konohanasakuya
hime (often written in Katakana, コノハナサクヤ姫), a water kami with the ability to
mollify Fuji’s menacing deity.197 Both kami were believed to be female.198 Though
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Documents from the Heian and Kamakura periods also refer to the shrine as Fujinomiya 富士ノ宮. See
Endō, “Fujisan shinkō no hassei to Sengen shinkō no seiritsu,” 18; and Endō, “Fuji shinkō no seiritsu to
Muramaya shūgen,” 29.
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Watanabe Shin, “Sengen taisha no komonosho to Fuji sankei mandara,” Kokubungaku kaishaku to
kyōzai no kenkyū 49.2 (2004), 24. There were many names for Fujisan Hongū Asama/Sengen Taisha in
medieval and modern documents: Fuji Asama Miya, Fuji Hongū, Hongū, Hongū Sengen, Fuji Ōmiya,
Ōmiya, Ōmiya Sengen, Fuji Ōmiya Hongū, etc. For a discussion of the variations in the shrine’s
appellation see Ōtaka Yasumasa, “Fuji sankei mandara saikō: Fuji-san Hongū Sengen Taisha shozō,
Shizuoka-ken shitei-hon o taishō ni,” Etoki kenkyū 18 (2004.3), 1-22. The Fujinomiya shishi questions the
veracity of Tamuramaro’s move, Fujinomiya shishi Hensan Iinkai, ed., Fujinomiya shishi, jōkan (Shizuoka:
Fujinomiya shi, 1971), 277-278.
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Endō, “Fuji shinkō no seiritsu to Muramaya Shugen,” 28.
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Fujinomiya shishi, jōkan, 280; Naruse Fujio, Fujisan no kaigashi (Tokyo: Chuō Kōron Bijutsu Shuppan,
2005), 39. Endō, “Fuji shinkō no seiritsu to Muramaya Shugen,” 10.
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Endō, “Fuji shinkō no seiritsu to Muramaya Shugen,” 25.
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Different sources record different names for Fuji’s deity and the deities enshrined around Fuji’s base.
The earliest reference to Fuji’s kami is in the 853 Montoku jitsuroku 文徳実録, there referred to as Asama
Ōkami, Asama Kami and Suruga Kuni Asama no Kami 駿河国浅間神. In the Nihon Sandai jitsuroku 日本
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purification rites and the reading of Buddhist sutras were assiduously performed to
placate Asama Ōkami, a major eruption occurred in Jōgan 6 (864), destroying both Kai
and Suruga Provinces. Documents detailing the devastation describe the loss of life,
houses and vegetation, of how Lake Motosu filled with lava, killing all of the fish, as
rocks fell like rain from the mountain.199 The governor of Kai, furious with Asama
Shrine’s priests for what he believed to be their lax rituals, erected a second Asama
Shrine in Jōgan 7 (865) in his district of Kai, on the north side of the mountain.200 The
Asama shinkō that developed around Fuji in the Jōgan period (859-877) was devoted
exclusively to pacifying the violent manifestation of Fuji’s deity in order to avoid another
calamitous eruption.201 Endō refers to this pre-Heian period Asama shinkō as the yōhaiki
遥拝期, or period of worshipping Fuji from afar.
The earliest records of ascending to Fuji’s peak are legendary accounts. The
Japanese statesman and patron of Buddhism, Shōtoku Taishi 聖徳太子 (574-622), for
example, is said to have reached Fuji’s summit at the age of 27 by riding on the back of
三代実録, the enshrined deities are called Sengen/Asama Ōkami, Asama Myōjin, and Konohana no
Sakuya Hime no Mikoto. In the Muromachi period, the influence of Buddhism together with the
development of Shugendō brought the belief that Dainichi Nyorai reigned over the entire mountain.
Dainichi was believed to be the honji butsu (Buddhist original) of Asama Ōmikami and the deity became
Asama Daibosatsu. Fujinomiya shishi, jōkan, 282-285; Hisano, “Fuji shinkō to bungei,” 133-134.
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Fujinomiya shishi, jōkan, 283.
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A report issued by the government of Kai is recorded as follows:「貞観六年秋七月十七日辛丑、甲斐
国言、駿河国富士大山忽ち暴火あり。崗巒を焼砕し、草木を焦熱し、土鑠石を流して八代郡本栖
ならびに剗両水海を埋む。水熱して湯の如く、亀鼈みな死す。百姓居宅は海と共に埋み、あるい
は宅有りて人無く、その数記し難し。」A similar description may be found in the Nihon Sandai
jitsuroku, an abbreviated description of the eruption is recorded in the Shoku Nihongi and in the Nihon
kiryaku. For transcriptions see Fujinomiya shishi, jōkan, 272.
200

Ibid., 274. Endō, “Fuji Shinkō no hassei to Sengen shinkō no seiritsu,” 5-6. Endō, “Fuji shinkō no
seiritsu to Murayama Shugen,” 30. Fuji erupted nine times between 781 and 1083.
201

Fujinomiya shishi, jōkan. The word used is actually tamashi 魂, so ‘spirit’ might be a better translation
here than deity—the unruly manifestation of Fuji’s spirit.
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an airborne black horse.202 Though texts such as the Fujisan-ki 富士山記 from Jōgan 16
(875) and the late-8th century Nihon ryōiki 日本霊異記 declare that En no Gyōja 役行者
(~634-700), the legendary founder of Shugendō, was the first human to reach Fuji’s peak,
the latter text explains he did so by flying there each night from Izu, where he lived in
exile, in order to practice austerities.203
The first person reliably attested to have reached Fuji’s summit by foot was the
late Heian period ascetic Matsudai Shōnin 末代上人 (also called Fuji Shōnin), the
historical founder of Fuji Shugendō (though others surely climbed the mountain before
him). Matsudai was part of a larger Heian period movement that involved secluding
oneself in the mountains to undergo numerous physical trials and practice austerities in
order to acquire spiritual powers.204 Little is known about Matsudai’s life; the little that is
known has been cobbled together from various sources. The Kamakura period Jizō
bosatsu reigen ki 地蔵菩薩霊験記 states he was born in Suruga Province and may have
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Shotoku’s ascent is described in the early Heian period Jōgū Shōtoku Taishi den hoketsuki 上宮聖徳太
子伝補闕記, and is visualized in numerous paintings with the title Shotoku Taishi eden. Hisano, “Fuji
shinkō to bungei,” 131.
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An excerpt on En no Gyōja’s feat from the Fuji sanki: 相云、昔有 役居士、得登其（富士山）頂。
From the Nihon ryōiki, jōkan, 28th story, entitled 『孔雀王の呪法を修持ちて異しき験力を得て現に仙
と作り天に飛ぶ縁』we learn about En no Gyōja’s powers of flight:『昼は皇に随ひて嶋に居て行ふ。
夜はするがの富岻の嶺に往きて修す』. Translated into English by Burton Watson with the title “On
Learning the Chant of the Peacock King and Thereby Gaining Extraordinary Power to Become A Saint and
Fly to Heaven in This Life” in Record of Miraculous Events in Japan: the Nihon ryōiki (New York:
Columbia University Press, 2013), 47-49. Similar stories may be found in other texts such as the Konjaku
mongatarishū (11th-kan, 3rd story), and the Sanbō ekotoba (chūkan). See also Hisano, “Fuji shinkō to
bungei,” 131-132, and Kobayashi Hitoshin, “Fuji Shugendō,” in Hirano Eiji, ed., Fuji Asama Shinkō
(Tokyo: Yūzankaku, 1987), 34.
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The modern term for this movement is sangaku bukkyō 山岳仏教 (mountain Buddhism). Endō refers to
this period as ‘Shugenki’ (the Shugen period). Endō, “Fuji shinkō no seiritsu to Muramaya Shugen,” 25-30.
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been a monk around Sōtōsan 走湯山, in present day Izu.205 We learn from the Jissōji
shūto shūjo 実相寺衆徒愁状 of Bunei 5 (1268) that Matsudai was a disciple of Chiin 智
印 (also called Amida Shōnin), the founder and abbot of Jissōji in Iwamoto (Shizuoka
Prefecture).206 The Sengen daibosatsu engi 浅間大菩薩縁起 records the date of
Matsudai’s first successful climb to Fuji’s summit as occurring in the fourth month of
Chōshō 1 (1132).207 According to the Honchō seiki 本朝世紀 from Kyūan 5 (1149),
Matsudai had already climbed Fuji over one hundred times and built a Dainichi chapel on
Fuji’s peak.208 We also learn from this record that Matsudai recommended to the retired
Emperor Toba 鳥羽天皇 (1103-1156) that he transcribe part of the Daihannya-kyō 大般
若経 (Great Perfection of Wisdom sutra) for Matsudai to bury on Fuji’s peak.209 Kyoto’s
aristocratic class followed the retired emperor’s example, transcribing sutras for Matsudai
to bury, thereby gaining the karmic merit of climbing the mountain through Matsudai’s
proxy.210 The Jizō bosatsu reigen ki describes Matsudai as being confused about why
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Nishioka Yoshifumi, “Chusei no Fujisan “Fuji engi” no koso o saguru,” Nihon chūsei shi no saihakken
(Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kōbunkan, 2003), 112.
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「第一最初院主上人。智印。阿弥陀上人。世貴言者、鳥羽仙院之御帰依僧、末代上人之行学
師匠也。」Fujinomiya shishi, jōkan, 305.
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Nishioka, “Chusei no Fujisan “Fuji engi” no koso o saguru,” 112. This was during a period of calm,
Fuji’s last big eruption had occurred in Eihō 3 (1083) and it did not erupt again for nearly 400 years.
Fujinomiya shishi, jōkan, 302.
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Honchō seiki, Kokushi taikei, vol. 9 (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kōbunkan, 1999), entries for the 16th day of the
4 month and the 2nd day of the 5th month of Kyūan 5 (1149), 649 and 651. For a transcription of the
relevant passages see Fujinomiya shishi, jōkan, 302.
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Nishioka, “Chusei no Fujisan,” 112. Endō, “Fuji shinkō no seiritsu to Muramaya Shugen,” 27.
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In 1930 a number of buried sutras, some with the name ‘Matsudai Shōnin’, were discovered on t
he San shima ga take peak and are believed to be the ones referred to in the Honchō seiki. Hisano
Toshihiko, “Fuji shinkō to bungei,” 132.
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Dainichi, a male deity, manifests at Fuji as Asama Daimyōjin, a female deity.211 Seeking
an understanding, Matsudai sat on a rock beneath a tree in the mountains, fasting for one
hundred days while praying to the deity to reveal its true form. Finally, he received a
divine message from the deity instructing him to walk one hundred and eight steps and
then dig in the ground. There he found a brilliant crystal in the shape of Fuji. Upon seeing
the rock he understood that all deities transcend the categories of male and female, kami
and Buddha, and he was able to continue his teaching with a clear mind. The experience
allowed Matsudai to recognize that Asama Daimyōjin, Sengen Daibosatsu and Dainichi
Nyorai were all manifestations of the same universal deity, and that Fuji’s peak was the
location of both Dainichi’s paradise and Amida’s paradise.212 The Jizō bosatsu reigen ki
continues to describe that Matsudai built a temple in Murayama (present day Fuji no
Miya), where the rock was buried, and named it Kōbōji 興法寺. He then achieved
Enlightenment and offered his mummified Buddha body 肉身仏 to the temple, thus
becoming the protector deity of Mount Fuji, Daitōryō Gongen 大棟梁権現.213 As we will
see in our analysis of the Fuji sankei mandara, both the legacy of Matsudai’s climbing
practice and the worship of Dainichi as the supreme Buddha reigning over the mountain
are illustrated in two of the Fuji mandara (Hongū A and Takeuchi versions; Figs. 3.1,
3.3). We shall argue that these mandara illustrate the particular interests of Matsudai’s
Murayama Shugen successors and were likely commissioned by Murayama Sengen
Shrine-Kōbōji Temple or its dōshabō affiliates.
211

The full account is transcribed in Fujinomiya shishi, jōkan, 303-304.
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Dainichi nyorai was the honji butsu of Asama Daimyōjin, and Asama Daibosatsu was the kami’s
bodhisattva form.
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Hisano, “Fuji shinkō to bungei,” 130-131. Fujinomiya shishi, jōkan, 304.
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Climbing Fuji (Fuji gyō 富士行) became widely practiced by commoners in the
Muromachi period, pioneered by Matsudai’s most distinguished successor, Raison 頼尊
(active in the early 14th century). He and the Fuji gyōnin 富士行人 (Fuji ascetics, later
called yamabushi 山伏) made a business of climbing Fuji, leading expeditions of male
pilgrims (referred to as Fuji dōsha 富士道者)214 to the summit, for a fee, to perform
rituals and austerities. Since Fuji is accessible only two months of the year, the Fuji
gyōnin were based in Kōbōji Temple-Murayama Sengen Shrine, the temple established
by Matsudai at the southern base of Fuji.215 The temple was dedicated to Sengen
Daibosatsu and belonged to the Tendai sect, affiliated with Shōgoin in Kyoto. Murayama
Shugen controlled the area from Fuji’s 8th station to its peak and almost all climbing
related activities and profits until the early modern period.216 Along the Murayama route
to Fuji’s peak, the Murayama monks established a number of halls and rest stops (which
we will see illustrated in the Fuji sankei mandara). The temple also provided lodging for
dōsha on Murayama grounds and around the Ōmuro Dainichidō near the base of the

The climbers are called Fuji dōsha (導者) in the entry for Meiō 9 (1500) in the Myōhōji-ki 妙法寺記.
The entry is as follows: 明応九庚申六大六小也。此年マテモ大地動不絶。五月十八日大風吹。吉田
鳥居卯月廿日ニ立。六月四日大地動。上ノ午年大地震ニモ勝レタリ。惣而如何ナル日モ夜モ動事
不絶更ニ無限。此年六月。富士導者悉コト無限。関東乱ニヨリ須走ヘ皆道者付也。此年八月。勧
主様ヨリ当妙法寺ヲ賜ル也。御渡状共頂戴仕為後日示置。Myōhōji-ki, jōkan, Zoku Gunsho Ruiju
Kanseikai (Tokyo: NetAdvance, 2014), 290. See also Kobayashi, “Fuji Shugendō,” 36.
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The temple is referred to in the Surugakuni shinfūdoki 駿河国新風土記, the Kōboji engi 興法寺縁起
and the Fujisan engi 富士山縁起. Endō, “Fuji shinkō no hassei to Sengen shinkō no seiritsu,” 3. Kōboji
temple is also sometimes referred to as Fujine Hongū 富士根本宮. There are a number of entrances to Fuji:
the eastern entrance (Subashiri guchi), the southern entrance (Ōmiya guchi/Murayama guchi), the
southeastern entrance (Suyama guchi), and the north entrance (Yoshida guchi/Kawa guchi).
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Endō, “Fuji shinkō no seiritsu to Muramaya Shugen,” 40.
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mountain, in inns called dōshabō 道者坊.217 Though there were five entrances to climb
Fuji (from Suruga: Murayama/Ōmiya, Subashiri, Suyama; from Kai: Kawaguchi and
Yoshida, open from at least the Nanbokuchō Period218), in the 16th century the daimyō of
Suruga, Imagawa Yoshimoto 今川義元 (1519-1560), a strong supporter of Murayama
Shugen, instituted a policy in which those traveling from western Japan were permitted to
use only the Murayama entrance.219 In Kōji 3 (1557) Imagawa also issued an official
statement (朱印状) declaring himself the protector of Murayama and its dōsha.220
Murayama’s monastic community skillfully combined Matsudai’s religious tenets with
an entrepreneurial spirit and the temple flourished.
The aforementioned Asama Jinja was located just south of Murayama, in Ōmiya
(present day Fuji no Miya). From the early 16th century Asama’s priests established their
own inns (shukubō 宿坊) for visiting dōsha in the town of Ōmiya. According to the late
Muromachi period Ōmiya dōshabō kibun 大宮道者坊記聞, in the 16th century (KyōrokuTenbun Periods, 1528-1555) there were about thirty inns (bō) in operation.221 These were
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A number of documents refer to Murayama’s dōshabō as the ‘Murayama sanbō’, or the three bō of
Murayama: Daikyōbō 大鏡坊, Ikesaibō 池西坊 and Tsujibō 辻坊. A document from Bunmei 10 (1478)
lists Murayama as having six dōshabō, and later the number increased to 12. Fujinomiya shishi, jōkan, 542.
The Daikyōbō was founded by Raison and enshrined Matsudai’s remains and was responsible for the
worship of Daitoryō Gongen. Endō, “Fuji shinkō no hassei to Sengen shinkō no seiritsu,” 31.
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Endō, “Fuji shinkō no seiritsu to Muramaya Shugen,” 40.
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Horiuchi Shin, “Fuji ni tsudō kokoro,” in Amino Yoshihiko, Ishii Susumu, eds. Chūsei no fūkei o yomu,
vol. 3, Kyōkai to hina ni ikiru hitobito (Tokyo: Shin Jinbutsu Ōraisha, 1994-1995), 139-140.
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Fujinomiya shishi, jōkan, 557-558. Imagawa’s statement also included the following: Murayama was
deemed a sacred place, those who were impure could not enter or exit, other shukubō could not steal
Murayama’s dōsha, there was no fighting or quarreling allowed on the grounds, and while climbing Fuji no
one was allowed to bother or create obstacles for the dōsha.
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「大宮道者坊事、古へ享禄・天文年間ハ、凡三十ケ餘坊有之由伝フ」. Horiuchi Shin, “Fuji ni
tsudō kokoro,” 131.
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called the Ōmiya dōshabō. The Kibun records that in the middle of the 16th century (from
the Kōji-Eiroku Periods, 1555-1570), 7 additional bō were established, called the Otakibō
御炊坊, and another 12 or 13 bō made up the Shunchōbō 春長坊.222 We learn from this
account that Ōmiya’s dōshabō continued to grow larger and stronger over the course of
the 16th century, establishing dōshabō to the west of Suruga, in Mikawa, Owari, Ise,
Shinano and Mino Provinces.223 We are able to follow the spread of Fuji faith over time
and throughout the country from the Otakibō’s ledgers (dōsha chō), which list the names
and basic personal information of the dōsha who stayed at their inns.224 The spread of
Ōmiya’s dōshabō were the result of larger social changes that occurred in the medieval
period, which included the development of transportation, the circulation of money, and
an increase in high quality pilgrims’ lodges.225 Asama Shrine and Ōmiya profited from
the rise in pilgrimage traffic but so did all of Suruga. Except perhaps the Murayama,
whose dōshabō suffered as a consequence of the success of Ōmiya’s dōshabō; Murayama
now had to share dōsha, and profits, with Ōmiya.226 Moreover, the pilgrims who stayed
in Ōmiya’s dōshabō used the Murayama entrance to climb Fuji, and all of the halls and
rest stops the Murayama had established along the route. To compound the issue, a
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「御炊坊ノ事。弘治・永禄年間二七ケ坊許ヲ集メ合セタルト申伝フ。春長坊ハ十二三ケ坊集
メタルト申伝フ。」Horiuchi, “Fuji ni tsudō kokoro,” 131; Fujinomiya shishi, jōkan, 540.
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Horiuchi, “Fuji ni tsudō kokoro,” 132-138.
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Ibid., 132-136. Other ledgers from Ōmiya’s dōshabō list the number of people and the amount of money
paid by each party, Fujinomiya shishi, jōkan, 544.
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Kondō Yoshihiro, “Fuji Sengen mandara zusetsu,” Shintō shūkyō, vol. 65-66 (1972), 105.
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Horiuchi, “Fuji ni tsudō kokoro,” 141. For example, according to the Fujinomiya shishi a representative
from Ōmiya collected the Rokudō-sen 六道銭, a transit tax in the amount of 36 mon, while a representative
from Murayama collected a fee for climbing 山中役銭 near the Ōmuro Dainichi in the amount of 100 mon.
Fujinomiya shishi, jōkan, 545.
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roadside prohibition board from the Tenshō period (1573-1592) issued by Ide Shima no
Kami Masakatsu 井出志摩守 正勝 (Ide Masakatsu, the governor of Shima), appointed
by Ieyasu,227 declared that pilgrims traveling from western Japan (West of the Fuji River,
Tōkai region) must pass through Ōmiya in order to climb Fuji.228 Even though there was
a route directly to Murayama, pilgrims were required to take a detour and stop in
Ōmiya.229 Although the earliest Fuji sankei mandara predate this signboard, the policy
may have been in place from an earlier period. Nevertheless, traveling through Ōmiya
was certainly mandated at the time the later Fuji sankei mandara we will be examining
were executed, and a close reading of the paintings reflect this shift in power from
Murayama Kōbōji-Sengen Shrine to Ōmiya Sengen Shrine over the course of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
The diary of a Tōdaiji (Nara) monk, the Terabe meikyō roku 寺辺明鏡録,
describes a trip made to Fuji in Keichō 13 (1606). The first stop the monk made was in
Ōmiya, where he stayed overnight, purified in the Wakutama Ike 湧玉池 (the spring
from where the melted snow from Fuji’s peak purportedly gushed forth; for this he paid 6
mon) and then visited Ōmiya Sengen Shrine.230 From there he went to Murayama and
stayed overnight at the Muryama daikyōbō 村山大鏡坊 (for which he paid 200 mon),
purified under the Ryūzu no taki 竜頭ノ滝, a manmade waterfall (paying 6 mon), paid
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Fujinomiya shishi, jōkan, 646. Takeda Shingen and Tokugawa Ieyasu had formed an alliance and
captured Totomi Province in 1570.
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For a transcription of a later signboard that contained the same directives see Horiuchi, “Fuji ni tsudō
kokoro,” 138-139.
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Ibid. And Kondō Yukio, “Zenkōki ni okeru Murayama Shugen,” Chihōshi Shizuoka 13 (1985), 74.
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Fujinomiya shishi, jōkan, 545.
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for a pillow and a desk (for an undisclosed amount).231 He then bought a walking stick at
the Nakamiyadō (for 6 mon) and paid to take a rest along the way (8 mon).232 He also
paid mandatory climbing fees as he went: 36 mon for the Rokudō sen 六道銭 and 100
mon for the Sanchū yakusen 山中役銭 at the Ōmuro Dainichidō; the former tax went to
Ōmiya, the latter to Murayama.233 Although we learn from this description that the visitor
stayed in Ōmiya and Murayama (and paid quite a bit to both institutions), Horiuchi Shin
has pointed out that both sites were competing to attract the same pool of dōsha.234 With
the Imagawa and Ide Shima no Kami edicts the dōsha who had climbed Fuji via other
entrances were now all forced to go through Ōmiya and the area as a whole prospered,
but Murayama suffered from having to share dōsha with Ōmiya. Prior to this imposed
detour through Ōmiya, the Tōdaiji visitor would have likely spent all of his time, and
money, in Murayama.
By this time, Murayama’s decline had already begun, marked by Imagawa
Yoshimoto’s defeat by Oda Nobunaga in the 1560 Battle of Okehazama.235 Yoshimoto
had been a great ally of Murayama Sengen, and under his protection the Murayama
yamabushi had travelled the country engaging in ascetic practices while also serving as
his spies.236 Moreover, in 1569 Takeda Shingen 武田信玄 (1521-1573) seized control of
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Ōmiya Castle and the surrounding area, precipitating Murayama’s decline.237 In 1604
Tokugawa Ieyasu chose to support Ōmiya’s Sengen Shrine, rebuilding the grounds on a
grand scale (using a type of two-story construction called asama-zukuri, which we will
see illustrated in the later Fuji mandara examples).238 Control from Fuji’s 8th station to its
peak was transferred from Murayama Sengen to Ōmiya Sengen.239 The golden age of
Murayama Shugen thus came to an end. The sect eventually died out and another Fujiclimbing cult with a charismatic leader was formed, Hasegawa Kakugyō’s 長谷川角行
(1541-1646) Fujikō 富士講.
This history of Fuji faith and its associated institutions is essential to
understanding the Fuji sankei mandara’s details. The six surviving mandara reflect the
gradual decline of Murayama Sengen Shrine and the rise of Ōmiya Sengen Shrine over
the course of the 16th and 17th centuries. Applying the history of Fuji faith and the history
of its institutions to a close analysis of the paintings will allow us to hypothesize on
patronage and on the motivation for creating each of the mandara.
Before we turn to an analysis of the Fuji sankei mandara, we will review the
history of painting Mount Fuji, specifically how its image evolved over time into a gently
sloping, symmetrically formed, three-peaked mountain.
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History of Fuji Painting
Mount Fuji’s elegant shape and imposing height has been represented in paintings
since at least the Heian period (794-1185). The form of the mountain in early paintings,
while not faithfully capturing Fuji’s contours, was varied, with multiple peaks or rugged
edges. In the early Muromachi period (1392-1573) a standardized depiction of the
mountain emerged in which Fuji’s summit was represented with three peaks of more or
less equal height, a form found in all of the Fuji sankei mandara. This stylized rendering
of Fuji endures in all paintings of all traditions until the middle of the modern period.
Naruse Fujio has written extensively on paintings of Fuji and on the origin of the threepeaked representation of the mountain, an idealized representation of a mountain that in
reality has eight peaks of varying heights. He has found that a three-peaked Fuji may be
viewed only from the area of Fuji no Miya (specifically Ōmiya Sengen Shrine, present
day Fuji Hongū Sengen Shrine), and even from this perspective the central peak is taller
than the two flanking peaks.240 In fact, from no angle or perspective do the peaks ever
appear to be of equal height. Naruse proposes two possible reasons for painting the peaks
this way: 1) three peaks of equal height make the mountain look more beautiful and
elegant or 2) this rendering symbolizes Buddhist tenets such as sangan isshin 三観一心
(three viewpoints in a single thought, a concept important in Tendai meditation) or
sanmitsu dōtai 三密同体 (three mysteries of the same Buddha body).241
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The oldest surviving image of Fuji is found in a Heian period wall painting, the
Shōtoku Taishi eden (dated 1069), illustrating the life of Prince Shōtoku, and includes the
episode, described above, when Shōtoku, at the age of 27, rides on the back of a black
horse to Mount Fuji’s summit (Fig. 3.6).242 The mountain is badly damaged in the
painting but Akiyama Terukazu has shown that Fuji was represented with a flattened
peak.243
Fuji is also illustrated in a number of extant Kamakura period (1185-1333)
setsuwa ga (narrative painting) and emaki (handscrolls), such as the Shōtoku taishi eden
(Figs. 3.7, 3.8), the Ippen hijiri-e (Fig. 3.9), the Yūgyō shōnin engi-e (Figs. 3.10, 3.11),
and the Ise monogatari emaki (Fig. 3.12). In none of these paintings do we find a
particularly accurate representation of the mountain, yet the depiction of Fuji had not yet
been standardized and Fuji’s form and the shapes of its peaks vary from painting to
painting. The scene of Shōtoku riding the black horse to Fuji in the Kakurinji version of
the Shōtoku Taishi eden (7th scroll; Fig. 3.7), for example, illustrates Fuji as a Chinesestyle mountain with alternating layers of conical and rugged peaks of varying height,
painted with the azurite pigment of a Daoist paradise. Another Shōtoku Taishi eden, dated
1323 (Fig. 3.8), illustrates the same scene, but the mountain in this rendition is composed
of three protrusions, each with rugged snow-capped peaks. The trace of a single, curved
line above Fuji’s peaks suggests the mountain was originally intended to be a simple
cylindrical form. A similar but more refined Fuji appears in a Nanbokuchō Shōtoku
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Taishi eden (Fig. 3.13). The mountain is composed of three peaks, the central peak
standing slightly taller and with a more rounded-triangular form than the two flanking,
flat peaks (perhaps a visual reference to the Chinese character for mountain, 山). In the
13th century Ise monogatari emaki (Fig. 3.12), Fuji is as an oddly shaped mass of earth
emerging from the ground, its peaks roughly composed of four rounded, twisting rocky
mounds. The Yūgyō shōnin engi-e handscrolls from 1323 illustrate Fuji twice, in scrolls 2
and 8 (Figs. 3.10, 3.11). In its first appearance, Fuji’s towering white form is represented
as an elongated trapezoid, its base composed of four tentacle-like appendages and its
summit almost flat but for the suggestion of three subtly rounded peaks. The second
representation of the mountain is entirely different. Here we find a more polished Fuji:
the mountain has a graceful, triangular form with three peaks of almost equal height, a
swirling cloud of black smoke rising from its central peak. It is in this manifestation that
Fuji becomes iconicized in subsequent Japanese painting.
This refined, stylized vision of the mountain gradually becomes standardized
around the late Kamakura-early Muromachi period. Thereafter, all paintings of Fuji until
the modern period depict a tall, triangular mountain with three peaks of roughly equal
height. Also around this time, Fuji became freed from narrative contexts and emerged as
an independent subject of painting on hanging scrolls and folding screens. The Fuji
sankei mandara, for example, present a vision of the mountain as a powerful deity,
gracefully and magnanimously towering over the landscape, encouraging viewers to
climb to its peak and enjoy the resultant karmic benefits. The Tsukinami fūzoku byōbu
(screens illustrating activities associated with the months of the year) from the
Muromachi period presents a triangular Fuji with three rounded peaks towering behind a
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lively hunting scene (in the seventh panel from right), a popular annual activity
associated with the fifth month (Fig. 3.14).244
We also find Fuji represented in the Muromachi period using the new visual
language of Zen ink painting. Zen monk-painters drew inspiration from the Southern
Song (1127-1279) and Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) paintings brought to Japan by monks
who had traveled to China. Chūan Shinkō’s 15th century Fugaku zu (Fig. 3.15), for
example, depicts Fuji according to yamato-e precedent, but the mode of execution is
distinctly Chinese, influenced by the Chinese painting theme the Eight Views of Xiao and
Xiang, using the boneless technique (mokkotsu 没骨, to render motifs without outline)
with the soft forms and humid atmosphere characteristic of Muqi (late 13th century) and
the Ami School.245 Rather than representing a “true view” of Fuji’s landscape, which he
would have been able to see from his temple, Kenchōji, in Kamakura, Chūan Shinkō
defers to tradition in his rendition of a three-peaked Fuji. The compositional sensibility of
Chūan’s painting, specifically the vertical arrangement of the landscape and the view of
Fuji’s topographical markers, is similar to the Fuji sankei mandara, which suggests
Chūan may have been influenced by an earlier, no longer extant Fuji mandara (since the
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earliest example dates to the 16th century).246 Similarly, Zean’s Fugaku zu renders a
three-peaked Fuji on a vertical format, using the boneless technique and watery strokes
we observed in Chūan’s painting, but he has reduced the foreground motifs, resulting in a
more monumental Fuji (Fig. 3.16). Another Fugaku zu in monochrome ink, attributed to
the late 15th century Kenchōji monk-painter Kenkō Shōkei, is one of the few examples
from the period that depicts a more freely formed Fuji, tilted slightly rightward, with
three peaks of uneven height, and with a series of three mountains in the foreground (Fig.
3.17).247 Naruse Fujio believes the three mountains represent Hakone and that Shōkei
encountered this view of the landscape when he traveled on the Tōkaidō from Kamakura
to Kyoto, where he spent three years studying painting with Geiami (1431-1485).248 Still,
Shōkei follows precedent and depicts Fuji with three peaks, even though he surely
encountered a very different view of the mountain. This adherence to painting models is
not unique to representations of Fuji. Japanese painters have assiduously preserved ways
of painting particular themes and places with specific motifs and signifiers by closely
following copybooks (funpon). Indeed, Fuji signified by three peaks had become so
entrenched in the Japanese visual psyche that even the poem above Shōkei’s painting
includes a reference to the “excellence of the three peaks” (三峰卓絶 mitsumine
takuzetsu).
Fuji Seikenji zu, attributed to the master monk-painter Sesshū Tōyō (1420-1506;
but probably by one of his disciples), depicts a landscape of Fuji that includes the three
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motifs that became essential for later painters, and which we will find arranged in the
same topographical disposition in three of the five Fuji sankei mandara: Seikenji Temple
and the Miho Pine Forest in the left and right foreground, respectively, and a threepeaked Mount Fuji rising from clouds in the background (Fig. 3.18).249 Sesshū depicts
the mountain according to the established model, but employs the crisp, energetic axe-cut
strokes and the atmospherics and compositional conventions of the Southern Song
Dynasty and Ming Dynasty Zhe School.250 Sesshū was long believed to have painted this
work while visiting Ming China (between 1467-1469), at the request of the Chinese
literatus, Zhang Zhonghe, who then left an inscription on the painting, but the inscription
is now believed to date to after Sesshū’s lifetime.251
An abundance of paintings of Mount Fuji survive from the Momoyama (15731615) and Edo periods (1615-1868). It appears that Fuji was a necessary motif in every
painter’s repertoire, a cultural topos so constant and recognizable it could be remade
using different artistic languages. The image of Fuji as a three-peaked mountain persisted
until artists such as Soga Shōhaku (1730-1781), Nagasawa Rosetsu (1754-1799), and
Yosa Buson (1716-1783), not associated with the traditional painting schools, took on the
subject and upended the calcified model (Figs. 3.19, 3.20). The literatus-painter Ike no
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Taiga (1723-1776), for example, known for his “true views”, climbed Fuji multiple times
and painted the mountain as he saw it, from multiple perspectives (Figs. 3.21, 3.22).

Fuji Sankei mandara
Six paintings survive that have been categorized by scholars as Fuji sankei
mandara (Figs. 3.1-3.5, 3.23). The general composition and the perspective of the
mountain illustrated in all six paintings is more or less the same: Fuji is viewed from the
southern base of the mountain in Suruga Province (present day Shizuoka Prefecture),
where Matsudai Shōnin and his Shugendō successors established their shrine-temple
complex in Murayama, and where Tamuramaro moved Sengen Shrine in 806, in Ōmiya.
This prosperous area attracted many pilgrims in the medieval period, many of whom
traveled there on the Tōkaidō from western Japan.
The paintings all employ a similar compositional device in which the pilgrimviewer begins the journey to Fuji’s peak from the bottom of the painting and climbs
vertically up to the top. The compositions are divided horizontally into sections, the
sacred accumulating over the course of the ascent until we reach Fuji’s summit: the
foreground describes the outer secular realm, the shrines and temples around Fuji’s base
are illustrated in the middleground, while the upper area in the background captures the
numinous space of Mount Fuji.
Yet, as we will see, while all of the paintings illustrate Fuji from the same
perspective, each version differs in style and pictorial detail. While we may detect the
influence of different modes and lineages of painting in each version (ie: the Hongū A
version is cloaked in the visual language of a miya mandara, the Takeuchi version
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borrows from honji butsu mandara, the Shizuoka Museum mandara is stylistically
similar to a keidai ezu, etc.), the differences between the paintings also reveal clues to the
priorities of the commissioning party and the historical circumstances of their creation. I
will therefore describe each painting separately, supplementing the discussion with
additional history when appropriate. I will not devote a section to the version in the Nara
Yadawara Daisan-Nōka Kumiai, although it is commonly referred to as a sankei mandara,
because it is an Edo period painting associated with Kakugyō’s Fujikō, but I will bring it
into the discussion for comparison (Fig. 3.23).

Fuji sankei mandara—Hongū A version
The most famous and, arguably, the earliest and most skillfully painted extant Fuji
mandara is housed in Fuji Hongū Sengen Shrine (Tamuramaro’s Ōmiya Sengen Shrine)
and is designated a jūyō bunkazai (Important Cultural Property; hereafter I will refer to
this painting as the Hongū A version; Fig. 3.1).252 Fuji’s monumental yet gracefully
sloping form rises from bands of mist and clouds at the top of the painting, like a kami
quietly protecting the human realm below. Bands of mist throughout the painting conceal
and reveal discrete sections, compartmentalizing the space while allowing selected
glimpses into the scenes. Most scholars who discuss this painting employ Kondō
Yoshihiro’s method of dividing the composition into three “spiritual” spaces: secular
world (zokkai), the inside of the mountain (yama uchi; this section illustrates Ōmiya
Sengen Shrine and the complex of Muramaya Sengen Shrine-Kōbōji Temple), and the
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sacred mountain (ōyama).253 I too will follow this spatial division in my discussion of the
painting but will divide the yama uchi into two sections: 1) the area of Ōmiya Sengen
Shrine and 2) Murayama Sengen Shrine-Kōbōji Temple.

Description
Illustrated in the foreground section of the mandara are the three motifs we first
encountered in Sesshū’s painting of Fuji: the Tago no Ura coast in Suruga Bay and the
famous Miho Pine Forest (Miho no Matsubara) together with Seikenji Temple (Fig. 3.24).
Boats carrying pilgrims, fishermen and rice move across the bay; a tea vendor docked
beside a boat of pilgrims passes a cup of tea to one of the passengers (illustrating ippuku
issen, ‘a cup for a copper’). The roofs of houses in the town of Ejiri are visible along the
edge of the painting; locals carrying bales of hay walk up the path toward the gate of
Seikenji Temple and its distinctive three-storied pagoda. A group of warrior-pilgrims
make their way to Kiyomi ga Seki, an official checkpoint on the Tōkaidō. A soldier
stands guard beneath the gate and an official checks travel documents from inside the
guardhouse. The monk seated beside the official appears uncomfortably close to the wall.
Ōtaka Yasumasa believes he was added later to represent kanjin collection for
Seikenji.254 Two male pilgrims have stopped to talk to the official. Another man walks
towards the guardhouse. He is probably the guide for the three female pilgrims and two
children to the right (one child is strapped to the back of the woman in the center of the
253
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group). Four monks in zukin (hoods) walk in the opposite direction, towards Seikenji
Temple, and three locals carry buckets of water drawn from the bay, which they will boil
for salt.255 Behind this section of land flows the Fuji River, a boat filled with pilgrims and
a child guide glides across the water. Pilgrims with staffs walk eastwards along the Tago
no Ura coast, three have stopped for a ritual cleansing (misogi) in the Urui River 潤川
(also called the Mitarashi River 御手洗川).
Ōmiya Sengen shrine appears above the dividing mist (Fig. 3.25). Its honden
(main hall) is only one story high, represented as either a temporary structure (kariden) or
as it appeared before Tokugawa Ieyasu’s grand rebuilding following a devastating fire in
Tenshō 10 (1582).256 The reconstruction, completed in 1604, rebuilt the main shrine with
two stories, an architectural construction henceforth referred to by the term asama-zukuri
浅間造り. Twelve small auxiliary shrines surround the honden. Just above the mist, a
group of men walk alongside a white horse. Two of the men have quivers at their waist
and carry bows. Ōtaka has identified this scene as a part of the Hongū’s Yabusame 流鏑
馬神事, a ritual designed to entertain the gods where archers would shoot targets while
galloping at high speeds.257 Commoner and warrior pilgrims explore the grounds. Several
of the male pilgrims purify in the Wakutama Ike 湧玉池. Two bridges traverse the Urui
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River, leading pilgrims to the Ōmiya doshabō (pilgrims’ lodges run by Ōmiya’s priests,
discussed above).
An opening in the horizontal bands of mist reveals pilgrims taking the Rokkon
shōjō kori 六根清浄垢離, a purification ritual particular to Fuji Shugen ascetic practice
富士禅定 (Fuji zenjō) (Fig. 3.26).258 According to Hirano Eiji, pilgrims were not allowed
to climb Fuji if they did not purify in both the Wakutama Ike and the Ryūzu no taki 竜頭
の滝 (the manmade waterfall used for the Rokkon shōjō kori).259 Endō Hideo has argued
that the central placement of the two misogiba (purification places) signifies their role as
the point of connection between the secular world and the sacred mountain.260 The
pilgrim purifying to the right of the Ryūzu no taki appears to be a woman and, like the
monk in the foreground checkpoint, her awkward placement suggests she was added after
the painting was complete. Above the falls and extending to the base of the mountain is
the expansive complex of Murayama Sengen Shrine-Fujisan Kōbōji Temple, the
powerful center of medieval Fuji Shugendō. The Murayama yamabushi controlled the
road to Fuji’s peak, and provided lodging for pilgrims on the temple’s grounds and
around the base of the mountain.261 A high-ranking warrior-pilgrim kneels at the entrance
to the large, thatched roof Dainichidō while two attendants stand guard.262 To the left is
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Murayama Sengen Shrine’s honden; two pilgrims rest on the ledge of the haiden. To the
right of the Dainichidō, a miko mai (shrine maiden) dances to the beat of a drum in the
kaguradō (also called the Daitōryō Gongen haiden263) before four female pilgrims (one
carries a baby on her back). Ōtaka believes the miko mai is performing a divination
ceremony 卜占 or summoning a spirit 口寄, guided by the child standing before her.264
According to Ōtaka, before the medieval period this part of Murayama was the genkaiten
(furthest point of access) for female pilgrims and it was from here that women were able
to summon the spirits of the dead.265
Yet two female pilgrims walk along the path to the Nakamiya Hachimandō,
located at the ichi-gōme (first station) (Fig. 3.27).266 This is the location where Matsudai
Shōnin is believed to have died.267 To the right, two more female pilgrims emerge from
the trees and mist and walk towards the hall while another three female pilgrims prepare
to step inside. According to the abovementioned Terabe meikyō roku, the 1608 diary of
the Tōdaiji monk, the Nakamiya Hachimandō is where dōsha would pay 6 mon for the
walking stick they would use to climb Fuji.268 Unlike the pilgrims illustrated below,
several of the pilgrims in this section, including the women, carry walking sticks.
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Another opening in the mist reveals the Ken’ōji 釼王子, the furthest point on the
mountain accessible to women in the Tokugawa period (Fig. 3.28).269 Three female
pilgrims walk towards the barrier gate behind several male pilgrims, but they do not
emerge on the other side and do not appear again in the painting. We observe that all of
the female pilgrims in this painting wear white robes, the standard uniform of the dōsha,
even though women were prohibited from climbing the mountain. Moreover, only a few
of the male pilgrims in these lower sections of the painting are dressed in white. It seems
the majority of dōsha changed their clothes at the gogō-me, or fifth station of Fuji, just
before beginning the night climb.270
The mist parts again to reveal two men shooting arrows at a cedar tree (or a fir
tree), illustrating a popular custom of the period called yatate sugi, performed for safe
climbing.271 Numerous scholars have identified the large hall at the base of the mountain
as the Ōmuro Dainichidō, a place for dōsha to rest before climbing to Fuji’s peak, located
at the go-gōme (Fig. 3.29).272 But according to the Fujinomiya shishi, this hall was first
built in Tenshō 8 (1579), after this painting was presumably executed so it more likely
represents another one of Murayama’s halls or perhaps one of its dōshabō (below I will
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continue to refer to it as the Ōmuro Dainichidō for easy recognition).273 To the left,
pilgrims enter the Gyōshadō dressed in their everyday clothes and exit wearing the
dōsha’s white cotton kesa and carrying a lit torch, to illuminate the mountain path during
their night climb. Behind the Gyōshadō a man sits in a hall collecting a climbing fee from
dōsha. In the late Muromachi period, dōsha slept in this area, waking up in the middle of
the night to cross the shinrin chitai 森林地帯 (the forest boundary around Fuji’s base,
above which begins the sacred space of the mountain) and climb Fuji to reach its peak by
sunrise.274 Moving further up towards the mountain we encounter a man in a blue robe
seated before a fire, a collection box to his right, his open palm ready to accept a donation
from the dōsha who stands before him counting out the money in his hands.275
White clouds delineate the line between the sacred mountain above and the
mundane space below (Fig. 3.30). Riding just above the clouds are the sun and moon,
accentuating the awesome height of Fuji. In mandala, the sun and moon symbolize the
coherence of all worlds, and, more specifically, in suijaku mandara, the sun and moon
symbolize the Kontai Ryōbu 金胎両部 (Diamond Realm and Womb Realm).276 Fortyone dōsha and yamabushi (identifiable by their grey robes) climb up Fuji’s zigzagging
trail while presumably chanting the Rokkon shōjō 六根清浄(Purification of the Six Roots
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of Perception).277 As noted, the dōsha climb Fuji at night in order to reach the summit by
sunrise. While the area below the mountain is presented in the daytime, identifiable as
such by the pilgrims wearing conical hats, the mountain is represented at night—the
dōsha all carry torches and have abandoned their hats. Illustrated in each of Fuji’s three
peaks is a Buddha seated on a lotus. From left to right they are Yakushi Nyorai, Amida
Nyorai, and Dainichi Nyorai.278 Red and white lotus petals swirl around the Buddhas.
Endō Hideo has argued that Dainichi’s transcendent, ever-present form, the form that
appears with the sunrise and envelops the three Buddhas in the peaks is present in the
empty space, supervising everything.279 Endō also believes the lotus petals symbolize
Amida’s Pure Land.280 As we know, Matsudai identified Fuji’s peak as the location of
Dainichi and Amida’s Pure Lands. The pilgrim who reaches Fuji’s summit is believed to
be able to access these Pure Lands in this world.281

Attribution
Impressed in the bottom right corner of the painting is the seal of Kano Motonobu
(1476-1559). Much has been written about whether or not this painting is by Motonobu
or his studio or a later painter, without consensus.282 Judging from the exceptionally high
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quality of the painting, the materials used (silk and natural mineral pigments, iwae no gu,
unlike typical sankei mandara which are painted on paper with doroe no gu—color wash,
distemper, powdered paints or pigments), and the overall painting style, the Fuji mandara
was likely produced in the Kano studio in the late Muromachi period, when Motonobu
was active. According to Kondō, the ancestors of the Kano family lived near Fuji in Izu,
in the village of Kano, and had a close affinity with the mountain.283 In fact, according to
the Kano Goke-fu 狩野五家譜, Motonobu’s grandfather, Kano Kagenobu was asked by
Imagawa Yoshinori 今川義範 to paint Fuji in 1432 when visiting Yoshinori’s pavilion
with the sixth shogun, Ashikaga Yoshinori 足利義教.284 The image is no longer extant,
but perhaps it was the prototype for the Hongū A version. Another clue may be found in
an entry from the diary of the Kaichōji 海長寺 priest Nikkai, dated Eishō 1 (1504), which
records that a Kano painter with the title of Hōgen (eye of the law) visited the area of
Suruga.285 Kaichōji was famous for its views of Seikenji, Miho no Matsubara, and Fuji.
Important people such as the daimyō Imagawa Ujichika (1471-1526) and the aristocrat
Sanjō Sanemochi (1463-1530) visited the temple to view the scenery from its pavilion.
Ōtaka has pointed out that in 1504, the 28 year-old Motonobu had not yet been awarded
the distinguished title of Hōgen so the entry probably refers to his father, Kano Masanobu
clouds, figures and the slanted composition). Takahashi believes it was done in collaboration with Kano
Hideyori (1501-1557), pointing to comparable figures in the Maple Viewing screen, and therefore dates it
to between 1545 and 1559. Takahashi believes the mandara was commissioned by Imagawa Yoshimoto.
“Kano Motonobu-in ‘Fuji sankei mandra’ ni tsuite,” 184. According to Tsuji Nobuo the silk is too badly
damaged around the seal to reach a definitive conclusion about whether this is indeed Motonobu’s seal or
not. Senkoku jidai Kano-ha kenkyū: Kano Motonobu o chūshin to shite (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kōbunkan,
1994). Ōtaka believes it was painted by Motonobu’s studio; Ōtaka, Sankei mandara no kenkyū, 238.
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(1434-1530), who would have been 71 years old that year. The last recorded work by
Masanobu is the portrait of Hino Tomiko (the official wife of Ashikaga Yoshimasa),
dated Meiō 5 (1496), and the earliest dated painting by Motonobu is the portrait of
Hosokawa Sumimoto from Eishō 4 (1507), so perhaps Masanobu received the
commission to paint the Fuji sankei mandara and collaborated with the young Motonobu
on its execution.286
The Fuji sankei mandara is in very good condition, without any of the wear
typically found on sankei mandara. This suggests the Fuji sankei mandara was not
folded up and used in etoki performances by traveling kanjin collectors. The painting is
also significantly narrower than the average sankei mandara, which would make it more
difficult for large audiences to view at once. Moreover, there is no continuous road on
which an etoki performer could virtually guide the viewer through the painting; the
different areas are more or less independent, isolated sections separated by bands of mist.
There are also no episodes illustrated from Fuji’s engi or reigen. Nor do we find any of
the cast of characters we expect to encounter in sankei mandara and late medieval-period
genre painting such as Kōya hijiri, saru mawashi, and biwa hōshi. The appearance of the
honji butsu (the three Buddhas in the mountain) is also unusual. As we know, typical
sankei mandara do not depict the honji suijaku deities of the sacred place. While there
are many sankei mandara elements in the painting, particularly the lively energetic
atmosphere created by the movement of the many pilgrims and the detailed description of
the pilgrimage route, the above observations suggest the Fuji sankei mandara was
painted before the appearance of sankei mandara in the mid-16th century. The painting
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seems to anticipate sankei mandara and may be a direct predecessor to the genre, a link
between miya mandara and sankei mandara. And who better to provide the inspiration
for sankei mandara than the influential Kano school, the training ground for so many
town painters (machi eshi, those who presumably painted sankei mandara) and the
school that later standardized and branded their style through the systematic use of
funpon (copybooks)?
A number of corrections and modifications throughout the painting suggest the
artist was guided by the taste of a patron. For example, Fuji was originally narrower,
widened on either side only after the surrounding sky and clouds were painted (now
visible due to losses in the gold pigment). Many figures have also been added to the
painting (some already noted above). A trace of light pigment behind the two men
walking on the path to Fuji, to the rear of Ōmuro Dainichidō, for example, suggests the
band of mist originally extended across the entire section (Fig. 3.31). Similarly, the two
men standing in front of the Ōmuro Dainichidō and the three men in front of Murayama
Sengen’s Dainichidō were added after the surrounding architecture was complete, the
thick black lines of the buildings visible through the men’s robes (Fig. 3.32). These
pilgrims are painted in the same manner as the surrounding figures, suggesting the same
painter/studio carried out these modifications. However, the pilgrims that walk along the
Tago no Ura coast and all of the female pilgrims around the Nakamiya Hachimandō and
the Ken’ōji are later additions that are rendered in a different manner from the other
figures in the painting (Figs. 3.33, 3.34). The features, facial expressions and the style
and patterning of the robes of the male pilgrims along the Tago no Ura coast are more
bolder and more expressive than the surrounding figures, and the robes of the women in
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the upper sections drape differently and do not have the bold black outlines that define
the robes of the women below. These observations lead to the conclusion that the
painting was modified on two separate occasions. I would argue that the first
modification happened soon after the painting was complete, by the same artist or studio,
and the second modification occurred at a later date by a different artist.
This argument corresponds with Ōtaka Yasumasa’s theory that the mandara was
originally executed in the first half of the 16th century and that the female figures above
Murayama and the eastward bound figures along the Tago no Ura coast were added
sometime in the middle of the 16th century.287 He believes these added figures reflect the
historical circumstances in Katō 河東 (east of the Fuji River), where Murayama and
Ōmiya are located, a region which experienced continuous violence during the turbulent
16th century. The Imagawa Clan that controlled Suruga, and strongly supported
Murayama-Kōbōji Temple, abruptly switched allegiances from the Hōjō Clan to the
Takeda Clan in 1537, resulting in a series of violent disputes.288 A document from 1542
issued by Imagawa Yoshimoto to the Ōuchi Ansatsu shibō 大内安察使坊 requests that
the Kōbōji yamabushi spy on the yamabushi in the neighboring Hōjō-dominated Izu
Province.289 As we know, the dōshabō system was already firmly in place by the 16th
century and there was fierce competition between the different lodges over pilgrims. The
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yamabushi from different temples around Fuji’s base led their congregants (danna) to
Fuji’s summit and, based on their relationship with the individual dōshabō, decided
where their pilgrims would spend the night (and their money). Ōtaka notes that in the first
half of the 16th century, the fraught relationship between the Murayama yamabushi and
the yamabushi to the east of Suruga (Izu) would have made it difficult for the Murayama
yamabushi to attract these pilgrims to their temple and, even if they did, the Izu
yamabushi would not have recommended their pilgrims stay at Murayama dōshabō. The
dispute between the Hōjō and Imagawa eventually resolved with a marriage between the
families in 1554 and, as a result, the relationship between the Muramaya and Izu
yamabushi improved. Based on this history, Ōtaka believes the figures moving east along
the Tago no Ura coast represent the new crop of potential pilgrims that opened up to the
Murayama yamabushi with the Imagawa-Hōjō alliance. The Murayama yamabushi could
now appeal to pilgrims to the east of Suruga and recruit the Izu yamabushi to recommend
they stay in Murayama’s dōshabō.290
As for the female pilgrims, Ōtaka points out that 1560 was the Fuji goennen 富士
御縁年, an auspicious year for pilgrimage (climbing Fuji once in that year was equivalent
to having climbed it 33 times) that brought an even greater number of visitors to
Murayama and a year in which the genkaiten for women was extended from Kōbōji to
Ken’ōji (it is unclear if after that year women continued to be allowed to Ken’ōji; we
know that in the early modern period Ken’ōji was the genkaiten). Ōtaka believes the
women around the Nakamiya Hachimandō and Ken’ōji were added to the painting to
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illustrate this auspicious year for female climbers and encourage them to visit the
mountain.291 This may also be why the female pilgrim was added to the group of men
purifying beneath the Ryūzu waterfall.
In sum, the primary focus of the Hongū A Fuji sankei mandara is the complex of
Murayama Sengen Shrine-Kōbōji Temple and the priorities of Murayama Shugen,
promulgated by the yamabushi practitioners of Matsudai’s Fuji Shugendō. The painting
illustrates in great detail Murayama’s grounds, its many halls and its exclusive access to
the route to Fuji’s peak. In fact, all of Murayama’s main halls are illustrated along the
central vertical axis of the composition, creating a line leading straight to Fuji’s base and
the Murayama entrance to the mountain. In reality, the route to Fuji’s base via Murayama
halls was more circuitous. This compositional strategy, however, effectively conveys the
power of the Murayama institution. Moreover, Ōmiya Sengen Shrine is given
comparatively little space in the painting and a large portion of the shrine’s area
illustrates the Wakutama Ike, emphasizing the importance of purification before climbing
Fuji.292 The Ike even falls along the central axis of the painting, together with
Murayama’s halls, while its honden and haiden are pushed to the left. Illustrating the
Wakutama Ike on the central axis thus creates a visual connection between the
purification, Murayama Shrine and climbing Fuji, yet the ultimate end is Fuji’s summit
and the painting highlights the Murayama yamabushi’s critical role in getting pilgrims
there. As such, one may conclude that the Fuji sankei mandara was commissioned by
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Murayama Sengen Shrine-Kōbōji Temple or one of its affiliates when Murayama was
still ascendant in the early- to mid-16th century. I would argue that this affiliate was one
of Murayama’s dōshabō and that they commissioned the painting to display in their inns
(perhaps at the entrance or in a main room) to encourage and increase donations (which
were kokorozashi, or pay what you like), and to spread Fuji faith while advertising the
area and the benefits of climbing the mountain. The remarkably good condition of the
painting, however, suggests that it has always been highly valued and treated with great
care, and only displayed on special occasions.

Fuji sankei mandara—Hongū B version
A second mandara housed in Fuji Hongū Sengen Shrine is compositionally
similar to the mandara just discussed (I will refer to this mandara as the Hongū B
version; Fig. 3.2). Major differences in the focus and in various details nevertheless
suggest the patronage for this version differs from the Hongū A version. I will discuss
this painting in sections, as I did with the Hongū A version: 1) the outer zokkai (secular
world) in the foreground, 2) the space of the shrines in the center, and 3) Fuji in the
background.
The lower section of the Hongū B painting appears to be an enlarged, close-up
view of the left half of the Hongū A versions’s foreground, composed of the same
familiar elements: to the right is Miho no Matsubara and Suruga Bay; to the left is the
Tōkaidō’s Kiyomi ga seki barrier and Seikenji Temple (Fig 3.35). The temple’s pagoda is
illustrated as a tahōtō, or two-storied pagoda with a square base, rather than as the threestoried rishōtō type pagoda illustrated in the Hongū A version and as it appeared in
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reality.293 A much larger number and wider variety of figures populate this space:
yamabushi, biwa hōshi, saru mawashi, a gong player, male pilgrims, priests with child
attendants, warriors, animals, among others. Women are conspicuously absent from the
cast of figures.294 Ten boats filled with pilgrims and locals glide across Suruga Bay.
Locals carry buckets of water drawn from the bay, which they will boil for salt. The
majority of figures appear to move from east to west, which is surprising since, as we
know, the pilgrims who traveled to Murayama-Ōmiya in the medieval period were
primarily from western Japan, traveling east along the Tōkaidō. A small portion of the
Tōkaidō is illustrated in the left foreground, but unlike in the Hongū A version, no figures
appear to be traveling along it. Perhaps the eastward-bound figures represent the pilgrims
walking along the Tago no Ura in the Hongū A version, or maybe the painting was made
specifically to appeal to pilgrims from the east of Suruga. This outer foreground space
occupies almost a third of the composition; the same section in the Hongū A version
occupies only one sixth of the composition. Like typical sankei mandara, this painting
expresses some of the local flavor of the area but we do not find much of the town life or
commercial activity that would have been available to visiting pilgrims.
The winding Fuji River divides the composition horizontally, creating a clear
division between the outer secular realm and the inner zone of the shrines and mountain.
The river serves essentially the same function in this painting as the bands of mist in the
Hongū A version. It is probably significant that the water in Suruga Bay and Fuji River
293
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are painted differently: the former uses the stylized seigaiha 青海波 wave pattern, while
the latter is painted with swirling, flowing lines. Pilgrims cross the river by foot, boat,
and horse. On the opposite shore, representatives from Ōmiya Shrine and Murayama’s
yamabushi (likely from the respective dōshabō) wait to greet the incoming pilgrims.
Ōmiya’s grounds, which were given only a small section of space in the Hongū A version,
are enlarged dramatically (Fig. 3.36). In particular, the Wakutama Ike is prominently
displayed, its relative size exaggerated to emphasize and advertise the importance of
misogi before embarking on the climb, and the connection between Ōmiya’s Hongū and
Fuji’s peak (since the water in the Ike was said to derive from the snow on Fuji’s
summit).295
As in the Hongū A version, the Hongū’s honden is represented as a one-story
structure, an indication that this was painted either before Ieyasu’s 1604 reconstruction,
or that the painter referred to an earlier representation of the honden (or deliberately
illustrated an earlier form of the honden). Two priests wearing eboshi sit among white
robed dōsha outside of the honden. Betel nut trees 棕櫚 (shuro, also called “hemp
palms”) stand to the right and left of the hall. Ōtaka believes the trees symbolize the head
priests of Ōmiya, whose family crest was the betel nut tree.296 There are no betel nut trees
illustrated in the Hongū A version. The haiden is depicted in front of the honden. To the
right are two small halls, each with an aristocratic figure seated inside (these probably
represent statues inside the halls). The same two halls and figures are illustrated in
roughly the same location in the Hongū A version. Auxiliary shrines are depicted around
295
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Ōmiya’s grounds, a number of them appear to float on fluffy, vaporous clouds. In fact, all
of the clouds in the painting have a similar form and they all seem to be pulled towards
Fuji, though none is able to float past the mountain’s base and cross into its scared space.
Only dōsha and priests are depicted on Ōmiya’s grounds and they all wear white (there
are three priests, all of whom wear eboshi). This is in stark contrast to the wide array of
colorful figures illustrated in the foreground space below.
While Ōmiya Sengen’s grounds are expansively portrayed, Murayama’s complex
is barely illustrated, its grounds compressed and the majority of its halls represented only
by rooftops (Fig. 3.37). Just above the small hillock to the right, towards the uppermost
border of Ōmiya’s grounds, a miko mai (the only female represented in this painting297)
dances between two small buildings. She is likely the kagura dancer we saw in the
Hongū A version, and the area likely represents Murayama’s grounds. She appears in
roughly the same place in the spatial composition as she did in the Hongū A painting,
above and to the right of the Wakutama Ike. The buildings to the right of the miko mai
are the living quarters (shūtobō) of Murayama’s Kōbōji yamabushi.298 Above the third
hillock, six men shoot arrows at a tree, representing the practice of yatate sugi, discussed
above, although the place where they shoot is illustrated closer to Ōmiya Shrine than it
was in the Hongū A version.299 To the left is Murayama’s Nakamiya Jinja.300 The
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waterfall to the right of the shooters is probably Murayama’s Ryūzu no taki, seen also in
the Bunkazai version but, again, with a different location in this painting. No pilgrims
purify in its water. Beneath the waterfall a bridge traverses the Tatsugashira Ike. Ōtaka
has suggested that this represents the bridge that brought pilgrims from the southern
Murayama entrance to the southeastern Suyama entrance of Mount Fuji.301
Three conical mountains to the right represent either Hakone, as Kondō and
Miyake have suggested, or, as Ōtaka has asserted, Ashitaka Mountain, seen from the
entrance to the Suyama route (Fig. 3.38).302 Fuji and Ashitaka were closely connected in
medieval period literature.303 Ōtaka identifies the shrine at the top of the three mountains
as Ashitaka Myōjinja.
Fuji emerges resplendent from the clouds and mist. The mountain is empty: there
are no dōsha, no Buddhas, no sun or moon hanging in the sky beside it. The abstract
shape of the mountain, so perfectly straight and geometric, and its striking gold color
seems to represent the mountain itself as a majestic, transcendent kami, guarding over the
landscape. When we consider the large and detailed representation of the Hongū’s
grounds, this rendering of the mountain as a kami makes sense: Fuji was believed to
embody the Hongū’s enshrined kami, Asama Ōkami. The exaggerated representation of
the Wakutama Ike highlights the role of the Hongū in facilitating the pilgrimage to Fuji
by providing this essential preparation for the climb. According to Horiuchi, Asama
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Shrine was organized around the Wakutama Ike and it became the symbol of the shrine’s
sacred space.304 As we know, the Ike’s water was believed to originate from the melted
snow on Fuji’s peak, thus providing a point of contact between this world and the sacred
mountain peak. Since there are no Buddhas illustrated on Fuji, and no dōsha climbing the
mountain, the Ike is the only place in the painting where pilgrims experience a direct
connection to Fuji. While in the Hongū A painting we are provided with two options for
purification, the Ike or the Ryūzu waterfall, here we are presented with only one. The
Hongū mandara thus highlights Ōmiya Shrine’s connection to the mountain and its kami,
and the shrine’s ability to prepare dōsha for the climb by offering a magnificent place to
purify. Moreover, the pilgrims on Ōmiya’s grounds are all dressed in the white cotton
robes of dōsha, suggesting Ōmiya Shrine, not Murayama Sengen (as we saw in the
Hongū A version), distributed the robes (in fact, the dōsha likely bought them before they
arrived in Ōmiya).305 The dōsha are ready for the climb thanks to the Hongū, but their
presence on the mountain is only suggested, they refrain from defiling the image of the
mountain as deity. The above observations, particularly the strong focus on the Hongū
and the cursory depiction of Murayama, strongly suggests the Hongū’s priests or one of
Ōmiya’s dōshabō commissioned this painting and that they deliberately chose not to
illustrate Murayama and the route they controlled to Fuji’s peak. This theory is
strengthened by the presence of the betel nut trees on either side of the honden, which, as
Ōtaka suggested, likely symbolize the Hongū’s priestly family (and we do not find them
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illustrated in the Hongū A painting, which we have proposed was commissioned by
Murayama affiliates).
The historical background may help to illuminate further the circumstances
behind the creation of this painting. Ōmiya’s Hongū was destroyed after a series of
invasions and upheavals in Suruga in the mid-16th century. A document from 1576 with
the seal of the daimyō Takeda Shingen orders five of Ōmiya’s dōshabō to spearhead the
rebuilding of the Hongū’s grounds (Takeda had already defeated the Imagawa forces and
seized Ōmiya castle).306 Though Takeda’s letter does not specify how the dōshabō should
carry out his order, contemporary documents indicate that the dōshabō raised money
through kanjin collected from dōsha to build or rebuild structures around the Hongū and
pay for ritual services and annual ceremonies, and that they were given permission to do
this by Imagawa Yoshimoto (in 1560, to rebuild the Gomadō) and Takeda Shingen (in
1579, to build a stupa). The dōshabō also kept records of the kanjin they received (the
1583 Fuji sankei dōsha kanjin sen 富士参詣道者勧進銭).307 It is therefore likely that
collecting kanjin from dōsha for the rebuilding is implicit in Takeda’s order. The
dōshabō were successful and speedy in their endeavor (likely having already been in the
process of raising money for the sengū when they received Takeda’s order) and the
Hongū celebrated a sengū in 1578.
The details of the painting highlight the interests of the Hongū and its deity, Fuji,
while minimizing Murayama Sengen Shrine and its role in providing access to Fuji’s
summit. Though the painting has many sankei mandara features—the secular elements,
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the instructive quality (how one should visit the shrine), the simple, relatively unskilled
hand of the artist, and the lack of honji butsu—it is painted on silk and therefore probably
did not travel like typical sankei mandara, with an itinerant etoki performer. Instead, it
was likely displayed in a stationary place, such as the tokonoma of one of Ōmiya’s many
dōshabō to advertise the Hongū, visually highlighting the importance of visiting the
shrine and cleansing there before climbing Fuji. The similarity in composition and
placement of numerous elements and motifs suggests the painters of this mandara and
the Hongū A mandara were working from a common model or source, and so this
mandara likely dates to the mid- to late-16th century. Yet the quality of the painting itself
is greatly inferior to the Hongū A painting, indicating a different caliber of artist was
commissioned to produce this work. I propose it was commissioned by one of the
dōshabō following Takeda’s order to rebuild the Hongū to aid in their kanjin collection
for the 1578 sengū. The painting thus reflects the historical situation on the ground, the
push to rebuild the Hongū, and the impending decline of the Murayama.

Takeuchi Family Fuji sankei mandara
Little has been written about the Takeuchi family Fuji sankei mandara, now
housed in the Tokyo National Museum (Fig. 3.3).308 Like the previous examples, the
support for the painting is silk, and the view of Fuji comes from Suruga Province at the
southern base of the mountain. The compositional arrangement is also similar to the
previous mandara; the way the Fuji River snakes horizontally across the composition is
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particularly close to the Hongū B version. Yet unlike the other examples, this painting is
remarkably symmetrical and, as we will observe, is constructed with little concern for
geographical accuracy. Also, half of the painting is devoted to Fuji’s sacred space; in the
Hongū A and B versions, Fuji occupies only a quarter of the painted area. We shall now
closely analyze the Takeuchi mandara and draw out the clues that may help us to unravel
the circumstances of its creation. I will again discuss the painting in sections: 1) the outer,
secular world in the foreground 2) the temples and shrines and 3) Fuji.
Suruga Bay extends across the bottom edge of the foreground, creating a visual
barrier that the pilgrim-viewer must cross to enter the painting (Fig. 3.39). It appears to
be a difficult obstacle: four boats struggle among the Bay’s massive waves. Miho no
Matsubara, Kiyomi ga Seki and Seikenji appear above the Bay. A guard stands under
Kiyomi ga Seki’s gate, waiting to inspect the travel documents of the pilgrims and
travelers resting outside the checkpoint. The familiar figure of a man carrying buckets of
water drawn from Suruga Bay walks towards the group of travelers. Moving rightwards
past the gate we reach the Tōkaidō Road and pass three successive stations: Okitsu (17th
station), Yui (16th station) and Kanbara (15th station).309 All of the figures walking along
the road (and the entire painting) are male and most use walking sticks. Below Kanbara
station, two demons (oni), one red, the other blue, stand on either side of a flaming
chariot with a white-robed figure seated inside. Inscribed above the chariot is “Tōtōmi no
kuni sōsha no shinshi” (トウトウミノ国ソウシヤノ神祇; “the kami of Tōtōtomi’s
shrines”; Fig. 3.40). Kondō believes what we have identified as Kanbara station is
actually the Mitsuke shrines, in Tōtōmi Province (just west of Suruga Province), and that
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the inscription refers to them.310 The Mitsuke shrine priests had special permission to
distribute enza (round straw mat) and kesa (robes) to the Fuji dōsha and were also
powerful sendatsu (guides) in the area of Enshū/Tōtōmi.311 He argues that the painting is
related in some way to the power of this group of priests. The same two oni appear in the
bottom left corner of the painting, where they torture a naked figure with flaming lances.
The inscription above is difficult to decipher (カウヅ？国ウス？ガア; Fig. 3.41), but
Kondō suggests that if the writing on the right is about the Mitsuke shrines, then the
writing on the left is probably related to the Fuchū Fuji Shingū (today it is called
Shizuoka Sengen Jinja; to the east of Suruga). Like the priests of Mitsuke’s shrines, the
priests of Fuchū’s Asama Shrine had special permission to distribute kesa and enza to
dōsha. If Kondō is correct about the identification then the artist has completely
disregarded geography, placing the Mitsuke Shrines to the east of the Fuchū Shrines.
Moreover, Kondō does not address the appearance of the oni below each of the
inscriptions. It is hard to imagine they are not critical to understanding the inscriptions,
though how the text and imagery relate is still unclear.
A number of shrines and halls are illustrated above the Fuji River (Fig. 3.42).
There appear to be three separate complexes with three separate climbing paths to Fuji’s
peaks. Perhaps the three paths represent the three entrances to Fuji from Suruga: Suyama
(southeast), Subashiri (east entrance) and Murayama. Large shrine complexes are
illustrated to the right and left, separated by two groups of buildings in the center.
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There is only one point of entry to this central region of the painting, through a
gate on the shore of the Fuji River. Several dōsha have just arrived, and a boat full of
dōsha sails towards the shore. Two guards, one dressed in red, the other in green, stand
outside the gate. Buildings line the first part of a winding road that leads to a second gate,
guarded by another set of figures dressed in red and green robes, and several buildings.
Pilgrims walk up the path led by a yamabushi. This area may represent part of
Murayama’s complex or a group of dōshabō.
A second path to the left curves towards a shrine complex. It is unclear where this
path begins or how it is accessed, but several dōsha walk towards the shrine’s torii,
guarded again by two figures dressed in red and green robes. The arrangement of
buildings and the body of water correspond closely to Ōmiya Hongū Sengen Shrine and
the Wakutama Ike. The honden is represented as multi-storied, in the asama zukuri style
of Tokugawa Ieyasu’s 1604 reconstruction. While there are no dōsha purifying in the
Wakutama Ike, pilgrims’ hats, robes and backpacks lay on the ground in front of the
Mizuya Jinja (Mizu Myōjin is enshrined inside), the building to the left of the Ike,
depicted in the same location in the previous examples. There is a stable with a white
horse illustrated to the left of the honden. Though there was no stable on the Hongū’s
grounds in our previous examples, the Hongū keidai ōezu, dated Kanbun 10 (1670),
illustrates a stable, labeled “shinme-ya” (“sacred horse’s house”), on the Hongū’s
grounds in the area of the inner complex, as we see here, so the stable might date to
Ieyasu’s rebuilding (Fig. 3.43). Two dōsha kneel before a priest, wearing green robes and
an eboshi, performing an oharai (purification). Behind the shrine a winding path leads to
another torii and several shrine buildings and then continues to the shinrin chitai at the
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base of Mount Fuji. A yamabushi leads several dōsha up the path. The pilgrims then
reemerge from above the clouds to climb up Fuji’s left slope
Miyake Toshiyuki identifies the complex on the right as Yoshida Sengen Shrine,
based on its geographic placement in the painting.312 I disagree with this identification.
Yoshida Sengen Shrine is located on the north side of the mountain, in Kai Province, so
geographically the shrine more likely represents Sengen Shrine of the southeastern
Suyama or eastern Subashiri entrances. The complex is constructed much like Ōmiya’s
complex, with a set of auxiliary shrines behind and to the left of the main complex.
Pilgrims purify in the shrine’s misogiba; a priest performs an oharai for two pilgrims
standing before him. A bridge traverses the water, providing access to the group of
buildings to the right. Several pilgrims and a yamabushi have just crossed the bridge and
walk towards the torii, guarded by two figures. Dōsha walk up the winding path to Fuji’s
shinrin chitai, led by a yamabushi. Above the forest and a wisp of auspicious cloud, the
dōsha emerge to climb up Fuji’s right slope.
A third path to Fuji’s base is illustrated behind the central group of buildings
(which likely belong to Murayama). Dōsha and two yamabushi walk up the path towards
a hall in a clearing of the shinrin chitai. This may be one of the small cabins (shitsu
Kōya) around the shinrin chitai, where dōsha could rest before the climb, or Murayama’s
Nakamiya Jinja, which we saw in the Hongū A and Hongū B Fuji sankei mandara.
Above the trees, the path continues to wind through a dense patch of swirling clouds.
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Seven halls float among the clouds, in much the same way the Hongū’s auxiliary shrines
float in the Hongū mandara. The buildings likely represent Murayama’s Ōmuro
Dainichidō and the surrounding halls. Three dōsha walk up the path while two greenrobed yamabushi wait at the top of the road, just above the central clouds. The yamabushi
flank a larger central figure in red (Fig. 3.44). The painting is badly damaged so it is
difficult to read the details, but this central figure carries a shakujō (staff) on his back,
like the yamabushi on the right, and appears to be wearing the white yuigesa of his
companions so he is probably also a yamabushi (or maybe a tengu). The sun and moon
rest on auspicious clouds to the right and left of the mountain, respectively, and
karyōbinga (Sk. kalavinka; a fantastical bird that dwells in the Pure Land) perch on a slip
of clouds above. The low placement of the sun and moon, just above the base of the
mountain, is similar to the Hongū A version.
Dōsha climb up the third central path towards Fuji’s central peak (Fig. 3.45). This
is probably the same Murayama path depicted in the Hongū A version. In the central peak
one can faintly discern the legs and torsos of four figures holding walking sticks (Fig.
3.46). They are much larger than the other figures climbing the mountain, who get
progressively smaller the higher they climb and are therefore quite small when they reach
the same altitude around Fuji’s peaks. The four figures appear to be looking up at the
figure of a Buddha seated on a lotus, though the painting is so badly damaged that all we
can decipher is the lotus base and a round nimbus. Each of Fuji’s three peaks is crowned
with a small shrine. Above Fuji’s central peak is an eight-petal lotus, patterned after the
chūdaihachiyōin 中大八葉院 in the Taizōkai mandara 胎蔵界曼荼羅 (Womb World
Mandala). In Fuji shinkō, the mouth of the volcano and the eight surrounding peaks were
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believed to be a manifestation of the Taizokai mandara’s chūdaihachiyōin, with Dainichi
at the center surrounded by eight Buddhas and Bodhisattvas.313 Though badly damaged,
we may presume that Dainichi is the central figure in the eight-petal lotus, and that he is
surrounded by the eight Buddhas and Bodhishattvas residing in Fuji’s eight peaks: Jizō,
Amida, Kannon, Shaka, Yakushi, Monju, Nyorai, and Miroku.314 Dainichi of the Taizōkai
mandala was also believed to be the honji for Fuji’s Sengen Daibosatsu, according to
Murayama Shugen.315 The chūdaihachiyōin in the mandara visualizes the concept of
Dainichi-Sengen Daibosatsu encompassing Fuji, rising from the clouds in the form of the
sunrise. The Buddha world is thus brought to this world, and is accessible from Fuji’s
peak. The Buddha illustrated in the central peak, then, was probably Amida, thus
illustrating the peaks as Matsudai and his Fuji Shugen successors saw them, as the
location of Dainichi and Amida’s Pure Lands. The karyōbinga are likely related to this
vision of the mountain as Amida’s Pure Land.
Unique to this painting is the depiction of multiple approaches to Fuji’s summit. It
is unclear which routes the paths along Fuji’s right and lefts slopes are meant to represent.
As we know, Murayama and Ōmiya shared an entrance to the mountain so it is strange to
find two separate paths extending back to the base of the mountain from what we have
identified as Ōmiya and Murayama’s grounds. If the three paths are meant to represent
the three routes to Fuji from Suruga, then two of the routes should be to the east of
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Murayama (the Suyama and Subashiri entrances are located to the east of Murayama). As
noted, the painter created a symmetrical composition, and may have sacrificed
geographical accuracy to the desire to balance the image and place Murayama at its
center. While the dōsha climbing Fuji’s left and right slopes are small and appear to be
crawling towards the peak, the figures climbing along the central path appear to do so in
a more dignified posture (although it is not entirely clear due to the painting’s condition),
and the four that stand inside the central peak are significantly larger than the other dōsha.
These details suggest the Murayama, whose halls dominate the base of the mountain, and
its central path to Fuji, which appears to be guarded by yamabushi, is more powerful than
the surrounding institutions. Those who climb Fuji via Murayama’s route are also
illustrated as larger and more powerful than the dōsha who use the other routes.
Overall, the Takeuchi mandara has many elements of the honji butsu mandara we
examined in the previous chapter: the Buddhist honji of Fuji’s kami crown the
composition and the halls and shrines dedicated to their worship are illustrated in the
lower section of the painting. Unlike honji butsu mandara and miya mandara, however,
the secular world is also depicted with lively detail. The inclusion of so many figures and
such a large area of the Tōkaidō suggests that the painting was used in a way that was not
just for worship and ritual (it also does not have the physical evidence—soot, darkening
from incense, etc.—often found on paintings used in ritual). The painting also appears to
be strongly influenced by the Hongū B sankei mandara. The paintings have similar
compositions, particularly in the way the Fuji River winds across the surface and how the
clouds envelop or highlight certain buildings. However, the purpose and the lineage from
which they draw is clearly different. In the Hongū B mandara the emphasis is on Ōmiya
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Sengen Shrine and its relationship to Fuji, which appears in the painting as a majestic
deity. In the Takeuchi painting the Buddhist influence is much stronger and the ultimate
goal is to reach Fuji’s peak and experience Dainichi and Amida’s Paradise. The more
complex iconography suggests it required an etoki performer to decipher its contents. The
inclusion of sankei mandara characteristics such as the outer secular realm and a path to
follow through the painting, and the didactic quality (how to visit the shrines, what to
expect), suggests the painting may have also been displayed in a dōshabō and used in
etoki, perhaps to entertain the guests and generate additional donations. Since Murayama
appears so powerful in this painting, and there are so many yamabushi illustrated around
the shrines and temple halls, it seems likely that it was a Murayama dōshabō that
commissioned the painting, likely in the beginning of the 17th century, perhaps soon after
Ieyasu’s rebuilding of Ōmiya Sengen Shrine.
A final note on the two hell scenes: perhaps they relate to the cosmological vision
of the landscape that has been superimposed onto the topographical view of the area.
More apparent in this example than in the other Fuji sankei mandara is the compositional
structure we have noted in the first chapter, namely the sea-sacred space-mountain spatial
axis model that together with the sun and moon signifies a “complete universe.” The
placement of the demons on the right and left edges of the painting signify the hell worlds
of the lower realm, balancing out and visually completing the triangular form of
Dainichi’s Paradise and Amida’s Pure Land at the top of the composition, all motifs we
do not typically encounter in sankei mandara. We are thus presented with the realm of
the Buddhas at the top of the painting, the human realm in the center, to which we may
add the animal realm since there are unusually large deer galloping around the area
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between the two shrine complexes, as well as several large birds and monkeys illustrated
around the painting, and then the hell worlds at the bottom. An alternative explanation is
that the presence of the demons is related in some way to the Tateyama mandara
tradition. As has been pointed out by Anna Seidel, only the Tateyama cult developed a
mandara tradition that depicts the otherworldy realms of suffering or bliss by painting
them into the natural scenery of the mountain, side-by-side with the landmarks visible to
profane eyes.316 The relationship between the inscriptions and the oni still requires further
research.

Koezu-style Fuji mandara
Two more paintings that have been categorized as Fuji sankei mandara are
stylistically close to the keidai ezu (paintings of shrine-temple grounds) we explored in
Chapter 2 (Figs. 3.4, 3.5). The works are housed in the collection of Fuji Hongū Sengen
Shrine and the Shizuoka Prefectural Museum of Art. Both paintings likely date to the
early Edo period and are executed with light colors on paper. The composition, overall
format and placement of figures in both paintings are almost identical, indicating that the
artist/s of both works were drawing from a common source (or the same artist/studio
produced both works). While the perspective of Fuji comes again from the southern base
of the mountain, neither work illustrates the outer “secular” foreground space included in
our other examples, with the three motifs we first observed in Sesshū’s painting: Suruga
Bay, Seikenji, and Miho no Matsubara. It appears this section becomes less important in
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faith-related Fuji paintings as we reach the Edo period (the Yadawara Daisan-Nōka
Kumiai version in Nara, mentioned above, also does not include much of the outer
zokkai; Fig. 3.23). The paintings also do not employ visual devices such as clouds, mist
or river to divide the composition into sections and create a sense of distance, perhaps to
visually forge a sense of intimacy and direct connection with the shrine and sacred
mountain. Murayama’s complex is not illustrated and neither are its yamabushi
representatives, reflecting the shift in power from Murayama to Ōmiya over the course of
the late 16th-early 17th century, with the paintings commissioned to showcase the power
of the Hongū and its route to Fuji’s peak. Moreover, as we will observe, the dōsha in the
painting climb during the day, which suggests the Fuji shinkō practiced at the Hongū at
the time this was painted was not tied to viewing the sunrise from Fuji’s peak and
performing the accompanying Shugen austerities.
In the central foreground, a stone-lined path guides the viewer through two torii
(“Ichi no torii” and “Ni no torii”—labeled in the Hongū keidai ōezu) and a small hall
before reaching the rectangular Kagami Ike. The Kagami Ike is shaped like a gourd in the
1670 Hongū keidai ōezu and the pond still retains a rounded shape, which may be a clue
to a pre-1670 date for the paintings (or the artist simply got it wrong, perhaps confusing it
with the square-shaped Wakutama Ike represented in the Hongū A and Hongū B Fuji
sankei mandara). I have not located records or a history of the Kagami Ike, but since we
do not see it in the earlier mandara it likely dates to Ieyasu’s rebuilding. Nakajima Island
floats in the center of the Kagami Ike, accessible from the north and south by two bridges,
one in the distinctive form of a taikō bashi (drum-shaped bridge). A third torii stands on
the opposite side of the Ike (this torii is not illustrated in the Hongū keidai ōezu). To the
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left, a long, narrow canal flows up from the edge of the painting and extends back along
the left side of Ōmiya Shrine. The Mitarashi River (Urui River) flows into the painting
from the bottom right edge, running parallel to Ōmiya Shrine before joining the
Wakutama Ike.317
A three-sided mizugaki (fence) surrounds Ōmiya Sengen Shrine’s large complex.
Tanaka Fumio has observed that the east side of the fence extends to the Wakutama Ike,
while only a small portion of it is illustrated in the 1670 Keidai ōezu, which he reads as
evidence that the east side of the fence incurred damage in the intervening period
between the execution of the two paintings.318 Another four corridors (kairo) with a twostoried rōmon gate surround the central shrine complex.319 Once inside, a kaguraden
stands immediately to the right of the gate. The honden is an asama zukuri construction,
allowing us to date the painting to after Ieyasu’s 1604 construction. A tamagaki (shrine
fence) surrounds the honden. Auxiliary shrines appear outside the central complex. A
three-story pagoda (likely the one built by the Ōmiya dōshabō in 1579) and the
Wakutama Ike are situated to the east of the central complex. The misogiya is illustrated
to the left of the Ike (where we have seen it in the previous paintings); just above it is the
Mizuya Jinja. Three bridges traverse the Mitarashi River (from top to bottom): Mitarashi
Bashi, Miyuki Bashi (Kami Bashi) and Shimo no Hashi (the version in Fuji Hongū
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Sengen Shrine has a fourth bridge in the foreground).320 Shimo no Hashi in the Hongū
version leads to the Ōmiya dōshabo.
Groups of white-robed pilgrims walk along a gold, circuitous path that extends
from the shrine complex to the top of Mount Fuji.321 At the point where the road forks,
Jizō’s Sai no Kawara, the hell dedicated to children, is symbolized by a cluster of small
pagodas. According to the aforementioned Terabe meikyō roku, the author came across
the Sai no Kawara after visiting Ōmiya Shrine and staying in Murayama’s temple
lodgings, but before he reached the Ōmuro Dainichidō.322 The Sai no Kawara’s
placement in these paintings roughly corresponds to this location, even though Murayama
has been omitted. Auxiliary shrines dot the landscape. Two samurai operate out of a
small hut on the right side of the road: one sits inside, the other stands outside holding a
sword, monitoring the passing dōsha. The road continues through an opening in the
shinrin chitai at the base of the mountain, a number of empty halls and shrines line the
path. In the Shizuoka version, a figure wearing a robe exposing the left side of his torso
squats down, pulling the string of a large bow to, presumably, shoot an arrow at a cedar
tree (the area is badly damaged). This represents the custom of yatate sugi discussed
above. White-robed figures walk in groups up the mountain path, some sit and rest,
others have turned back. The dōsha operate independently without anyone leading them
along the route. Since all of the men wear hats, and none carry torches, we may assume
this is a daytime climb. The night climb was wrapped up in Shugendō-related ascetic
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practices of the Fuji gyō, so it is not surprising to find the Hongū’s dōsha, who were not
associated with Murayama Shugen, climbing during the day. The mountain itself is less
inviting in these works, the terrain depicted with an intimidating ruggedness. This makes
the viewer-pilgrim even more grateful for the clearly marked path to Fuji’s summit,
provided for by the Hongū.
The only major difference in these otherwise almost identical paintings is in the
area around Fuji’s peaks. In the Hongū version a single torii marks the end of the path to
the summit, the sun and moon ride slightly below the torii, to the right and left of the
mountain. In the Shizuoka version, an Amida Raigō hovers above the peaks, while the
sun and moon flank the deities on either side. The difference suggests two distinctly
different purposes in the creation of the paintings. The torii in the Hongū version
suggests the Hongū’s Oku no Miya shrine situated at the top of the mountain, thus
emphasizing the importance of Ōmiya Hongū’s enshrined kami, Fuji, while the presence
of a Raigō illustrates the belief that Fuji’s peak provides an entrance to Amida’s Pure
Land.
A number of figures populate the foreground section of the paintings: men on
horseback, blind lute players, Kōya hijiri, male and female pilgrims, child guides,
samurai, locals selling wares outside the gate, among others (Figs. 3.48, 3.49). The
clothes and overall form of the figures are rendered in the style typical of Momoyamaearly Edo period genre painting. The simple, abbreviated visual language used to paint
the buildings and figures would have been immediately familiar to the viewer, part of a
shared cultural visual memory.
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While the wide variety of figures is typical of sankei mandara, the paintings lack
the exuberance of the genre. The subdued palette and the small size and sparse placement
of the figures serve to enhance Fuji’s majesty and the power of the shrine, the conduit to
the sacred mountain. The paintings emit a quiet energy, with none of the frenetic activity
of standard sankei mandara, a glimpse of which is even captured in the earlier Fuji
sankei mandara examples discussed above. This quiet energy is typical of the keidai ezu
form we examined in chapter 2 and suggests the artists of these Fuji sankei mandara
were influenced by that genre. Yet if we take a moment to examine the 1670 Hongū
keidai ōezu, which is a typical example of the keidai ezu genre, with no figures, no
mountain, no sun or moon, and many labels identifying the shrine’s structures, the two
Fuji mandara begin to look more like sankei mandara by comparison (Fig. 3.43).
If we continue to compare the Hongū keidai ōezu with the two Fuji sankei
mandara, we observe a close correspondence between the placement of natural and
architectural elements (the trees in the main complex for example). While this is not
particularly surprising since the buildings remain in this configuration today, it indicates
the paintings present a fairly serviceable impression of the shrine as it appeared in the
17th century. Still, the close similarity in compositional structure, which has its roots in
the earlier Fuji sankei mandara, and the overall color and style of painting in both of
these mandara makes clear that the two works were either produced in the same studio or
were based on a common model.
Creases in the paper indicate these mandara were folded. Moreover, the similarity
we have noted between the two works and the abbreviated treatment of the figures and
landscape suggest this type of Fuji mandara was produced in large numbers. It seems
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likely therefore, that these paintings were used to spread Fuji shinkō as it was practiced at
Ōmiya Shrine and that wayfaring kanjin priests and oshi used them in much the same
way as sankei mandara, for itinerant etoki.323 As noted, the appearance of the honden
allows us to date the paintings to after Ieyasu’s rebuilding of 1604. Ōmiya’s power and
their control over the route to Fuji’s peak, thanks to Ieyasu, is displayed in the two
mandara. The omission of Murayama from the paintings also reflects the Fuji
yamabushi’s decline in the 17th century.

Summary
This chapter has examined the paintings commonly referred to as Fuji sankei
mandara in light of the social, political and religious history of the institutions they
illustrate and the larger historical background of the continuous violence in Suruga
Province over the course of the 16th century. I have proposed that the three paintings on
silk (Hongū A, Hongū B, and Takeuchi) were likely commissioned by the dōshabō of
either Murayama Sengen Shrine or Ōmiya Hongū Sengen Shrine (depending on which
institution is emphasized) to help raise money for rituals, ceremonies, and the
maintenance and rebuilding of the sacred grounds. The two examples on paper were
probably commissioned by Ōmiya’s Hongū and used much like traditional sankei
mandara, by traveling etoki performers to spread the faith and raise money for the shrine.
I have also observed how the changing fortunes of the two sites are reflected in the
paintings. Considered side-by-side, the five mandara visualize the decline of the
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Murayama and rise of Ōmiya Hongū over the course of the 16th and early 17th century,
while at the same time reflecting the particular interests of their patrons.
To return to the question of category posed at the beginning of the chapter,
namely, should the Fuji mandara be considered sankei mandara as we have defined the
genre? Scholars such as Hirano Eiji have argued that the three Fuji mandara on silk
should be considered sankei mandara (his article does not address the two on paper). He
believes the paintings were used by itinerant shajin and oshi in etoki performances to
spread Fuji shinkō and invite pilgrims from around the country to climb to Fuji’s peak.
For the many illiterate commoners, the benefits of climbing and the order and course of
the route would have been easy to understand with the aid of the mandara (the distortion
in the Takeuchi mandara, which could not have functioned like a map is not addressed).
He also believes the paintings were used as objects of worship.324 While I agree that all of
the paintings discussed fit our definition of sankei mandara since they were used to raise
money for the institutions illustrated, as I have argued above, I do not think the three
examples on silk traveled. Moreover, the examples on silk are closer to the suijaku
mandara tradition than typical sankei mandara. Still, the addition of figural and genre
elements give them a liveliness we have noted as a necessary ingredient for sankei
mandara. As such, I would categorize these as early expressions of the genre. If, as Ōtaka
has argued, sankei mandara represent a kind of renewal of the suijaku mandara tradition
then I believe the Fuji sankei mandara are an early form of this renewal, still more
suijaku mandara than sankei mandara. An alternative explanation for why the Fuji
sankei mandara are so different than typical sankei mandara is that they were produced
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in and illustrate an entirely different geographical area than the majority of sankei
mandara, which were produced and illustrate shrines and temples in the Kinki region
(Kansai) in western Japan (Fuji is in Kantō, near the eastern coast of Honshū).
A final observation is that each of the Fuji sankei mandara, while exhibiting a
shared visual structure and a number of formal features, including illustrating Fuji
according to convention, with three peaks of equal height, borrows the artistic expression
of different genres of religious painting and therefore appear quite different. The Hongū
A version borrows much of its expression from the miya mandara and suijaku mandara
tradition; the Hongū version, while the most sankei mandara-like painting of the group,
also shares much in common with miya mandara; the Takeuchi mandara is the most
iconographically complex of the group and the one most like a honji butsu mandara;
while the Shizuoka and Hongū mandara on paper use the visual expression of keidai zu.
We also note that the quality of the painting itself, particularly among the three versions
on silk, varies considerably, which may simply be due to the funds available for the
commission or the connections the institution had to specific artists. Nevertheless, we
observe from these examples how different artistic currents interlace and are further
inspired by local traditions and adapted to local needs, creating in their turn new
expressions of art and faith.
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Chapter 4
Ise sankei mandara

Introduction
In the previous chapters we examined painting traditions that preceded and
contributed to the development of the sankei mandara genre. We studied the artistic
language created for the genre, designed as it was to encourage pilgrimage to sacred
temples and shrines and inspire the contribution of funds towards their upkeep, and we
examined the painting traditions upon which the new genre was based, namely kakefuku
engi-e, sujiaku mandara, koezu, rakuchū rakugai zu, and kinsei shoki fūzokuga. We
analyzed the set of extant Fuji sankei mandara and concluded that the early examples are
a nascent form of the genre, bridging the suijaku and sankei mandara traditions, and were
likely displayed in pilgrims’ inns around Fuji to give visitors a sense of where and how to
worship and, more generally, to generate excitement for the upcoming climb.
We have also argued that sankei mandara can contribute to our understanding of
Japanese history at the time they were created. Beyond their primary role as temple
advertisements, sankei mandara record the large movements and dislocations in Japanese
society following the civil wars of the 15th and 16th centuries. They illustrate the newly
risen class of commoners in the role of pilgrim and patron as they visit the shrines and
temples and contribute to their upkeep. The customs and mores, pieties and pleasures of
this class are registered in the sankei mandara and constitute its main historical record.
Sankei mandara, as a genre that appeared in the mid-16th century, provide visual
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evidence that the temples and shrines were in need of new forms of patronage after the
collapse of the aristocratic order, their primary source of support until then.
In addition, we showed that sankei mandara contain a subtext of history, written
on a minor scale, which to decipher requires close inspection of the paintings’ details
together with an intimate knowledge of the history of the represented site. This subtext
encodes local conflicts among different religious sects and within the religious hierarchy
through subtle changes to the composition and to architectural and figural details. The
next two chapters will focus on this feature of sankei mandara, and will propose that the
paintings were used as a platform for the fundraising monks and nuns living on the
periphery of the institutions they served to affirm their status by manipulating the
compositions to highlight their indispensible role in the everyday functioning of the
sacred place. More generally, these chapters will argue that sankei mandara, in addition
to visually documenting major shifts in the socio-economic structure of late-medieval
Japanese society, also chronicle a fleeting moment in the sacral-social history of the site
represented. They do so not as transparent and objective historical records; this was never
their purpose. Rather, in their function as visual props in etoki performances, sankei
mandara appear to illustrate the larger social changes that occurred in the 16th century,
while at the same time they are layered with compositional manipulations that reveal a
worldview and betray specific interests and perspectives.
We now turn to an investigation of the four sankei mandara which illustrate the
landscape of and around the Ise Shrines (Figs. 4.1-4.4). We will begin with a history of
the Ise Shrines and Ise faith, and the complex relationship between Buddhism and Ise,
followed by formal analyses of the four surviving Ise sankei mandara. The subsequent
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sections are devoted to the close examination of each of the Ise sankei mandara examples.
In these sections we will focus on the subtle differences among the details of the Ise
sankei mandara, such as the presence or absence of particular figural types and temple
buildings which, we will argue, provide clues to changes in patronage and period of
production for each of the four paintings. These clues reveal the paintings to have been
commissioned by different Buddhist temples around Ise and to contain assertions
reflecting the commissioning institution’s positions and pretensions. The mandara
represent not how things necessarily were on the ground but how the patron envisioned
things ought to be, making them instrumental as well as expressive tools. These
differences show that sankei mandara are not static, formulaic representations, as they
are commonly perceived, but rather historically specific paintings that articulate changing
institutional claims.

History of the Grand Shrine of Ise
The term “Grand Shrine of Ise: 伊勢大神宮 refers to a vast institution of shrines
situated near the eastern seaboard of Kii peninsula in present day Mie prefecture. The two
principle shrines, the Naikū 内宮 (Inner Shrine or Kōdaijingū), devoted to Amaterasu
Ōmikami 天照大神, the Sun Goddess and legendary ancestor of the imperial family, and
the Gekū 外宮 (Outer Shrine or Toyouke daijingū), devoted to Toyouke Ōmikami 豊受
大神, the goddess of food and harvest, are surrounded by over 120 auxiliary shrines
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(massha) and sub-shrines (betsugū). Separated by a distance of 5 kilometers, the two
main sanctuaries were unified into a single institution in the 9th century.325
According to the Nihon shoki 日本書紀 (compiled in 720), Amaterasu Ōmikami
was originally enshrined in the imperial household. Emperor Sujin 崇神天皇 feared the
goddess’s power so he ordered she be moved to the village of Kasanui in Yamato (Nara).
The emperor sent his daughter, Toyosukiiri hime no Mikoto 豊鍬入姫命, with
Amaterasu to Kasanui to worship the deity on behalf of the Imperial family.326 Sujin’s
successor, Suinin 垂仁天皇, was dissatisfied with this location so he sent his daughter,
Yamatohime no Mikoto 倭姫命, to search for a more suitable place for Amaterasu’s
enshrinement. Yamatohime traveled through Ōmi and Mino searching for the perfect spot.
When the princess arrived in Ise, Amaterasu declared in an oracle: “The province of Ise,
of the divine wind, is the land whither repair the waves from the eternal world, the
successive waves. It is a secluded and pleasant land. In this land I wish to dwell.”327 A
shrine was then erected and it was there that Amaterasu first descended from heaven (this
was the Naikū, or Inner Shrine).328 The Naikū houses Amaterasu in the form of a bronze
mirror (yata no kagami 八咫鏡), which together with the sacred jewel (yasakani no
magatama 八尺瓊勾玉) and iron sword (kusanagi no tsurugi 草薙の剣), make up the
imperial regalia (sanshu no jingi 三種の神器) in which sovereignty over Japan is vested.
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The shrine that already existed at Ise is believed to have been renamed and redefined at
this time as the “Outer Shrine” (Gekū), dedicated to a food deity subservient to
Amaterasu.329
The architectural style of the Ise Shrines, called shinmei zukuri 神明造, is
characterized by an elegant simplicity, adapted from Japanese vernacular storehouses and
granaries (Fig. 4.5). The pillars and walls of the sanctuaries are made from untreated,
unpainted Japanese cypress wood (hinoki). The straight, gabled roofs are constructed
with thatched reed (kayabuki), and cylindrical wooden billets (katsuogi) are surmounted
by forked finials (chigi). Gold-copper sheet metal and enameled copper balls are used for
the decorative fittings and river-washed white pebbles cover the ground. Cassandra
Adams has observed that while the simple unfinished materials gathered from the
surrounding locale reflect the shrine’s humble agricultural origins, the precious metal
decorations and iron fasteners use materials, manufacturing technologies and Buddhist
motifs brought to Japan from Tang dynasty China (618-907).330
Surrounding the Shrines are four layers of fences. The outermost fence is called
the itagaki 板垣 followed by the sototamagaki 外玉垣 and the uchitamagaki 内玉垣.
The innermost fence is the mizugaki 瑞垣. Each side of the itagaki is punctuated by a
torii; a short timber fence, called a banbei 蕃塀, is placed before each of the four torii to
guard and shield the entrances. Only shrine priests and high-ranking court officials are
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permitted to enter the inner compounds of the shrines. Pilgrims may approach only the
itagaki.
Since the late 7th century the shrines have been renewed every twenty years in a
ceremony called the shikinen sengū 式年遷宮. Fabio Rambelli has organized the various
explanations for why the shikinen sengū is practiced as follows: 1) the official position of
the Ise Shrines is that ‘purity and cleanliness constitute the foundation’ of Shinto and a
basic feature of the Japanese national character (kokuminsei 国民性); the periodic
reconstruction ritual ensures that the kami are always enshrined in a clean place331; 2)
periodic reconstruction was an attempt, fostered by the wisdom of early emperors, to
preserve the pristine form of the Ise Shrines, the most important in the realm, from the
diffusion of Buddhism and foreign influences because these Shrines represent the “pure
keystone” (seiso 清楚 ) of Japan since ancient times;332 3) reconstruction is necessary in
order to preserve the “majesty” (songen 尊厳 ) of the Ise Shrines; 4) reconstruction is
based not on “overblown ideals such as the preservation of the past,” but on a more
realistic reason—fear of divine punishment and natural calamities.333 All of these
interpretations are based on the fundamental idea of Ise as the homeland of Japan’s native
religion and as the locus of the utmost purity, one that requires periodic renewal to ensure
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that its purity is not polluted by outside influences. Until the modern period the imperial
household or the military government had traditionally provided the funds for Ise’s sengū.
Only one major interruption occurred, in the Warring States period in the 15th and 16th
centuries, during which time the shrines were forced to seek new avenues of patronage
among the newly risen class of commoners.
A network of confraternities for the promotion and worship of Ise’s deities
formed during the 15th century and turned Ise into the most popular pilgrimage center in
the country. Low-ranking priests known as onshi 御師 traveled around the country
propagating Ise faith, distributing amulets, performing purification rituals (oharai) and
generating excitement and loyalty among the populace.334 The onshi also took care of all
travel arrangements (including where to stay and eat along the way, luggage
transportation, they arranged for horses and palanquins if requested, etc.), and saw to
pilgrims’ needs once they had arrived in Ise, guiding and hosting pilgrims and praying at
the shrines on their behalf. Traditionally, Ise could receive offerings only from the
emperor, so pilgrims made offerings and prayers to the shrines through the onshi.335 It
was thanks to the efforts of the onshi that Ise moved from a manorial system of support to
one supported by direct contributions from pilgrims and the faithful.336
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Buddhist monks, nuns, and mountain ascetics (yamabushi) also contributed to the
growing popularity of Ise. Like the onshi, they traveled around the country spreading Ise
faith, distributing amulets and collecting contributions for the maintenance and renewal
of the Shrines, visiting all strata of society including merchants, court nobles and local
bushi (warlords). It is believed that they are the ones who commissioned and used the Ise
sankei mandara to aid in this fundraising endeavor, employed as a visual accompaniment
to narrative recitation performances in which the myriad benefits of donating and
traveling to Ise were vividly described.
Once peace and economic stability had returned to the country with the
establishment of the Tokugawa shogunate in the 17th century, however, the military
government resumed financial responsibility for funding the Ise Shrines. The government
also imposed new travel restrictions, requiring travelers to carry a special license (called
an ōraitegata 往来手形) issued by their local authorities or temple in order to cross
designated “barrier-gates” (seki 関) set up throughout the country. Kanjin hijiri were not
issued these travel permits, which made it impossible for them to continue their itinerant
fundraising on behalf of the shrines and temples, and they soon disappeared together with
the sankei mandara they used.

Ise and Buddhism
The history of Ise’s relationship with Buddhism is complex and changed over
time. The perception of Ise today as the place of absolute purity untouched by Buddhism
is a notion promulgated by the Meiji government’s “shrine-temple separation edicts”
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(shinbutsu bunri rei), a notion that continues to be promoted by the Jinja Honchō
(Association of Shinto Shrines). But also earlier on, already in the late 8th century, there
was an effort to shield Ise from the influence of Buddhism, ban it from its precincts and
from all imperial ceremonies.337 Buddhism was a foreign religion, a religion whose
monks performed funeral rites and were thereby stained by the impurity of death.338 Yet
in spite of this outward rejection of Buddhism at Ise, the actual historical situation was
much more nuanced and interesting. We begin to see a relationship between Buddhism
and Shinto in the Nara period (710-794) with the founding of jingūji 神宮寺, temples
built near shrines for the purpose of serving their kami.339 In the case of Ise, the Shoku
Nihongi 続日本紀 (797) records that in 698 (Monmu 2, 12th month, 29th day), the shrinetemple of the imperial princess at Ise (saigū), the Taki daijingūji, was moved to
Wataraigun, and in 766 (Tenpyō-shingo 2, 7th month, 23rd day) an imperial envoy was
sent with the gift of a life-size Buddhist statue (jōroku butsuzō).340 In 767 (Jingo-keiun 1,
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10th monk, 3rd day), an imperial decree was issued declaring that Ōgaseji serve as the
state-sponsored jingūji of the Ise Shrines.341 While officially prohibited at Ise, we learn
from this record that Buddhist temples associated with the Ise Shrines already existed in
the 8th century.
The initial duties of the jingūji temples were to protect the shrines they served and
to alleviate the suffering of the kami and help them attain salvation through hōraku (a
ritual to “enjoy the Buddhist Law”; this typically involved reading a sutra or performing
music or dance).342 These duties gradually changed over the course of the Heian period
with the amalgamation of local kami and buddhas (a process described by the neologism
shinbutsu shūgō 神仏習合), resulting in new doctrines, rituals, and practices.343 The
amalgamation reached what Itō Satoshi calls “a first conclusion” in the late Heian period
with the development of the theory that kami are emanations or “traces” (suijaku) of
Buddhist deities who are the “original sources” (honji; referred to by modern scholars as
honji suijaku theory); buddhas and bodhisattvas were said to appear as kami to save
humanity.344 The notion that local kami are traces of the buddhas and bodhisattvas
endowed Buddhism, its deities and practitioners with a great amount of power. This
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amalgamation of buddhas and kami even reached Ise and Amaterasu, the imperial
ancestress, came to be identified as the suijaku of Dainchi Nyorai 大日如来. The earliest
records of this association between Amaterasu and Dainichi may be found in the 12th
century Daijingū shozōjiki 大神宮諸雑事記 and Tōdaiji yōroku 東大寺要録.345 The
texts describe a pilgrimage by Emperor Shōmu 聖武天皇(701-756) to Ise in Tenpyō 14
(742) to pray to Amaterasu for the successful completion of Tōdaiji. During his stay in
Ise, the goddess appeared to the Emperor in a dream and revealed her true form as
Dainichi (the Buddha enshrined in Tōdaiji).346
The idea that Amaterasu was the embodiment of Dainichi’s universal
enlightenment became more fully developed with the emergence of Ryōbu Shinto 両部
神道 in the 12th and 13th centuries. Early Ryōbu Shinto sought to combine and reconcile
Shinto doctrine with esoteric Shingon and Tendai Buddhism. It identified the Naikū with
Dainichi of the Taizōkai 胎蔵界 (Womb World) and the Gekū with Dainichi of the
Kongōkai 金剛界 (Diamond World).347 The location where the two worlds were unified
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and concentrated was believed to be the Amano Iwato 天岩戸 in Takakura Mountain, the
sacred cave where Amaterasu hid when she threw the world into darkness, as described
in the Kojiki 古事記 (711-712; this cave is illustrated in the upper right corner of three of
the Ise sankei mandara).348
Ryōbu Shinto’s impact on the monastic community may be seen in the increasing
enthusiasm for the Ise Shrines among its practitioners. From the late 12th century monks
began making large-scale pilgrimages to Ise. The first of these occurred in 1186, when
the monk Chōgen 重源 (1121-1206) traveled to Ise with 60 monks (shūto 衆徒) in order
to perform hōraku for the rebuilding of Todaiji’s Daibutsuden, which had been destroyed
by a fire in 1181 (the monks spent a month in Ise reciting the Daihannya sutra 大般若
経).349 Following Chōgen’s example, many monks from the Nara area made pilgrimages
to Ise in the Kamakura period, sometimes in response to an imperial request to pray for
the nation. The Nara Saidaiji monk Eison 叡尊 (1201-90), for example, made three
separate pilgrimages to Ise—in 1273, 1275 and 1280—by imperial order to perform
hōraku for the defeat of the Mongols.350
We also find a complex historical relationship between Buddhism and Ise’s
priests. Outwardly the priests rejected Buddhism, but their actual attitude was quite
from Ōmine, who were under the control of the Tendai temple Onjōji at the eastern foot of Mt. Hiei. Itō,
“The Kami Merge With Buddhism,” 85.
348
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the Ise shishi, Chōgen was a Daigoji monk.
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before the shrines but in the clan temple of one of Ise’s shrine priests.
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different. In the Heian period, many of Ise’s kannushi 神主 (priests) had clan temples and
it was common practice to take the tonsure after they retired from the shrines. These
priests turned monks were called shūke kannushi 出家神主.351 Moreover, members of
Ise’s prominent priestly lineages buried sutras on Asama Mountain, to the east of the
Naikū and at other sacred sites around the Inner and Outer Shrines, further evidence of
the Buddhist faith and practice of Ise’s kannushi. These 12th century burials coincide with
the age of mappō, the final age of the Dharma, when humans would no longer be able to
attain salvation. But the inscriptions on the sutras are also hopeful, expressing a wish to
be reborn in Amida’s Pure Land.352
In the late medieval period (15th and 16th centuries), however, the distinction
between Shinto and Buddhism grew stronger and the kannushi began to more forcefully
suppress Buddhism.353 Shinto writings from the period show a movement away from
Buddhism.354 Buddhist rituals and terminology were forbidden and monks and nuns were
prohibited from entering shrine grounds.355 Regular pilgrims were permitted to approach
Ise’s outer fences but Buddhist monks and nuns could not pass designated boundary lines.
Different sources identify the location of these boundaries differently. Some point to the
Naikū and Gekū’s second torii, other sources say it was the third torii, while others
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describe a huge pine tree, the Momoeda no matsu 百枝の松, on the side of the Naikū and
a large cedar tree, the Ioe sugi 五百枝杉, on the side of the Gekū.356 Kaze no Miya 風宮
is also often referred to as the location from where monks and nuns could worship the
Naikū.357 In Kanbun 9 (1669) an official directive was issued by the onshi of Sanbo kaigō
三方会合 forbidding monks and nuns from entering the shrines—apparently monks had
been sneaking into the shrines together with daimyō pilgrims.358 Soon after, in Kanbun 12
(1672), the sōni haisho 僧尼拝所 (monk nun prayer places) were established so that
monks and nuns could worship the shrines from a distance. The location of the sōni
haisho changed throughout the Edo period. For example, in Genroku 2 (1689) the
magistrate of Yamada, Okabe Masaru 岡部勝重, took pity on the monks and nuns who
had traveled long distances to Ise but were unable to see the Shrines so he had the sōni
haisho moved to face the Shrines.359 Although the earliest record of sōni haisho date to
the late 17th century, we find what appear to be sōni haisho in the Ise sankei mandara, a
clue that these types of halls already existed in the late 16th century.
Even though Buddhism and its practitioners were officially prohibited from
approaching the Ise Shrines, many Buddhist temples were located in Yamada and Uji, the
towns that served the Outer and Inner Shrines, respectively. According to the Ise shishi,
there were 57 temples in Uji in Kanei 20 (1643) and 227 temples in Yamada in Kanbun
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10 (1670).360 For the present study I would like to highlight four temples that appear in
the Ise sankei mandara and which will figure prominently in our analysis of the paintings.
That these four temples were chosen for illustration among the many temples active
around Ise in the late 16th and 17th centuries indicates their importance to the
commissioning parties, a point we shall address throughout the chapter.

Segidera 世義寺
Segidera’s grounds are illustrated in the lower right register of three of the Ise
sankei mandara, in Saka no seko 坂の世古, an area on the west side of the Gekū (though
it appears to be to the south of the Gekū in the mandara).361 The temple is now located in
the town of Okamoto, moved to this location after a fire in Kanbun 11 (1671).362 Very
little is known about Segidera and its origins. According to legend, it was established in
the Tenpyō period (729-749) and then revived in the Kamakura period by a monk named
Enkai 円海律師. The temple is referred to in the Kamakura period Shinshi hibyō 神祗秘
抄 and the Tsūkai sankeiki 通海参詣記. It is a Shingon Tōzan sect Shugendō temple,
affiliated with Daigoji Sanbōin in Kyoto 醍醐寺三宝院.363 Its honzon is Yakushi Nyorai.
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Only prayers and rituals are performed in Segidera; no funeral services are carried out on
the temple’s grounds. In the medieval period, the monks based in Segidera were
yamabushi, referred to as Omine shōdai sendatsu 大峰正大先達. Of particular interest to
our study is that the Segidera yamabushi traveled around the country collecting money
for the Ise Shrines and acted as guides for pilgrims once they arrived in Ise.364 According
to Nishiyama Masaru, Segidera’s grounds touched the sacred space of the Gekū and the
Segidera sendatsu used this close proximity to their advantage, drawing Ise pilgrims with
their tall pagoda. Nishiyama writes that the temple’s original function was as a lodging
place for Shugen practitioners (presumably to keep them close to the Ise pilgrims).365

Daijingū Hōrakuji 大神宮法楽寺 and Hōrakusha 法楽舎
Daijingū Hōrakuji was established in the mid-Heian period by the saishu 祭主
(chief priest) of Ise, Oonakatomi 大中臣, as his clan temple, and was originally called
Rengeji 蓮華寺 (located in Tanahashi 棚橋, Watarai district 度会). In the late Kamakura
period, Tsūkai 通海 (1234-1305), a Daigoji monk and the son of Ise’s saishu,
Oonakatomi Takamichi 大中臣隆道, inherited Rengeji together with a number of other
nearby territories (Wataraigun Ōhashi, Kawada, Tsukimoto Misono).366 Tsūkai rebuilt
Rengeji and changed the temple’s name to Daijingū Hōrakuji 大神宮法楽寺 to reflect
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his familial connection to the Ise Shrines (hōraku refers to Buddhist prayers on behalf of
the kami), and built a shrine on Rengeji’s grounds—in addition to his father, Tsūkai’s
siblings and nephews were also Ise saishu.367 Tsūkai expanded the temple, placing the
rural territory he had inherited under Daijingū Hōrakuji control. Hōrakuji became a place
for the nobility and bakufu to pray and make offerings and Tsūkai maintained a close
relationship with Emperor Kameyama 亀山天皇 (r. 1259-1274), who designated the
temple a chokuganji 勅願寺 (imperially sponsored temple).368 Tsūkai also continued his
affiliation with Daigoji and succeeded his master, Jōsai 定済, as abbot of the temple,
aligning Daijingū Hōrakuji with Daigoji’s Sanbōin, a Shingon institution.
During the Mongol invasions of Bunsui 11 (1274) and Kōan 4 (1281), the
emperor ordered Tsūkai to pray at Daijingū Hōrakuji for the defeat of the foreigner
invaders 異国降伏の祈祷.369 In Kenji 1 (1275), Tsūkai received imperial permission to
establish the two Hōrakusha chapels 法楽舎 near the Ise shrines for the purpose of
praying for the Mongol’s defeat. The Naikū’s Hōrakusha was located in Uji, in the area
of Naka no kiri machi; the Gekū’s Hōrakusha was built on the grounds of Segidera (both
of these institutions are illustrated in three of the Ise sankei mandara). As branch temples
of Daijingū Hōrakuji, the Hōrakusha were by extension also part of the Daigoji Shingon
network.370
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Also during the Mongol invasions, on the 1st day of the 7th month of Kōan 4
(1281), Tsūkai prayed for divine assistance at the Naikū’s Kazesha 風社 (Wind Shrine).
According to the Tsūkai sankeiki (Records of Tsūkai’s pilgrimage to Ise, written around
1287), a miracle suddenly happened: the wind grew and the ocean rumbled and the
enemy was engulfed by massive waves.371 Tsūkai attributed this miracle to the deity of
wind and rain enshrined in Kazesha and petitioned the imperial court to promote the
shrine to a “miya” 宮 (imperially designated shrine), insisting that this would increase the
deity’s authority and would leave the Mongols powerless (they would “sway like grass in
the wind”).372 After much debate and consultation with Ise’s priests, Kazesha was granted
miya status, and in Seiō 6 (1293) the imperial name Kaze no Miya was bestowed upon
both the Inner and Outer Shrines’ Kazesha.373 Kaze no Miya became a place from where
Buddhist monks and nuns would worship the Inner Shrine, and a fundraising hall
(kokuya) was established at the base of Kaze no Miya Bridge. The Hōrakusha chapels
and Kaze no Miya and its kokuya became important centers for yamabushi activity in Ise
during the medieval period and, as we will see in our analysis, these halls and their
affiliates figure prominently in the Ise sankei mandara.
371
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Keikōin 慶光院
Keikōin was a nunnery famous for spearheading the kanjin initiative that revived
Ise’s shikinen sengū during the Warring States period in the late 16th century. It was an
independent Rinzai Zen sect temple based in Uji’s Naka no kiri machi, next to the
Hōrakusha’s Myōōin.374 It had no honzon, no sutras and no Buddhist implements and its
nuns did not recite sutras.375 In the medieval period, Keikōin’s grounds consisted of a
small Daijingū shrine 大神宮祠 and a Benzaiten Hall 弁財天堂, where the nuns prayed
for peace 天下泰平 and distributed amulets.376 It was a politically powerful temple,
closely connected to the imperial household and the bakufu government.377 Its nuns
received the imperial name shōnin (saint) directly from the emperor and they were
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permitted to wear purple robes, the imperial color.378 The nuns were also the only
Buddhist clergy allowed to worship within shrine fences 内院 during the sengū.379
Keikōin was first established in Eiwa 2 (1376) by the nun Shūtoku 周徳 but little
is known about the temple’s activity until the nun Shuetsu’s 守悦 appearance in the late
15th century.380 Contemporary documents describe Shuetsu as an energetic and effective
fundraiser who traveled around the country raising money to rebuild Uji Bridge, which
had fallen into such disrepair from repeated floods that pilgrims and shrine affiliates were
unable to reach the Naikū. Shuetsu was assisted in her efforts by the head negi 禰宜
(shrine priest) of the Naikū, who provided her with an official letter to use as evidence
that her kanjin was approved by the Ise Shrines.381 A new bridge was completed in
Eitoku 3 (1491), but soon after it was washed away by another series of floods (together
with Kaze no Miya Bridge) and Shuetsu once again raised the money to rebuild Uji
Bridge in Eishō 1 (1504).382 Shuetsu was succeed by the enterprising and well-connected
nun Seijun 清順.383 Under Seijun’s leadership the Keikōin nuns raised the funds to
rebuild Uji Bridge in Tenbun 14 (1545) and rebuilt the Gekū in Eikyō 6 (1563); 129 years
had passed since the Gekū’s last rebuilding. Two letters survive from Emperor Go-Nara
後奈良天皇 (r. 1526-1557) to Seijun: one of the letters praises the nun for her
378
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achievements and encourages her to continue fundraising for the Shrines, the other
requests that she pray for the safety of the nation and the imperial throne.384 Seijun’s
activity was also approved by the head priest of the shrines and Ise’s provincial governor
and daimyō, Kitabatake Tomonori 北畠具教 (1528-1576,) who required the Yamada
sanpō 山田三方 (a self-governing organization in Ise that formed in the Muromachi
period) to cooperate fully with her kanjin and rebuilding program.385 Because she was a
nun, there were places Seijun was not allowed to fundraise. In these instances, the
Yamada onshi, Ajiro Hiroaki 足代弘興 (d. 1574), would carry out the kanjin in her
place.386 This record of support for and cooperation with Seijun’s kanjin activity from the
shrines, their onshi affiliates, the military government and the imperial household,
testifies to the stature of Seijun, admired and treated as an equal by her male collaborators.
Keikōin’s next chief nun was Shūyo 周養, an energetic and efficient fundraiser who
continued the rebuilding activity of her predecessors. Shūyo received kanjin from
commoners as well as from the court and powerful warlords, including Oda Nobunaga 織
田信長 (1534-1582) and Toyotomi Hideyoshi 豊臣秀吉 (1536-1598). Like Seijun,
Shūyo received letters of praise and encouragement from both Emperor Ōgimachi 正親
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町天皇 (r. 1557-1586) and Hideyoshi.387 She succeeded in rebuilding both shrines in
Tenshō 13 (1585), achieving the first shikinen sengū in nearly 200 years. Hideyoshi
donated a large amount of land to Keikōin and his wife, Yodogimi 淀君 (1569-1615),
provided the funds to rebuild the temple’s halls in 1601.388 With the establishment of the
Tokugawa government economic and political stability returned to the county and with it
returned government sponsorship for Ise’s sengū. Though kanjin was no longer necessary,
Keikōin was so deeply tied to the sengū that they remained in charge of Ise’s rebuilding
process, as evidenced by a letter from Tokugawa Ieyasu 徳川家康 (1543-1616) to
Shūyo’s successor, Shūsei 周精, dated Keichō 8 (1607), stating that “matters regarding
the reconstruction of the shrines will be left to precedent.”389 Though they no longer
participated in the sengū after Kanbun 9 (1669), Keikōin remained a powerful presence
around Ise until the Meiji period.390
Keikōin is illustrated in three of the four Ise sankei mandara. As will be observed,
the size of Keikōin’s Benzaiten Shrine relative to the Hōrakusha changes in the different
examples. These halls likely remained the same size (perhaps Keikōin even expanded)
during the period the Ise sankei mandara were produced, from the late 16th century to the
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first half of the 17th century. The size of the halls will therefore be one of the visual clues
we shall use to propose a theory for the patronage of each mandara.

Kongōshōji 金剛證寺
Located at the top of Asama Mountain to the northeast of the Naikū, Kongōshōji
was established by Emperor Kinmei 欽明天皇 (r. 539-571) for the purpose of protecting
Ise (神都).391 In the Tenchō Period (824-839), Kūkai 空海 (Kōbō Daishi, 774-835)
converted Kongōshōji into a Shingon temple.392 Though it was later converted to Rinzai
Zen by the Kenchōji monk Tōgakubuniku 東岳文昱 in the beginning of the Ōei period
(1394-1428), Kongōshōji retained many of its esoteric practices. The temple’s honzon is
the bodhisattva Kokūzō 虚空蔵菩薩; the deity is flanked by Myōjō tenshi 明星天子 and
Uhō Dōji 雨宝童子. The latter was the protector deity of Asama Yama and from the late
Muromachi period was believed to be the Buddhist original (honji) of Amaterasu. Uhō
Dōji-Amaterasu faith became very popular in the medieval period and many shrines
dedicated to this particular manifestation of Amaterasu were established throughout
Japan.
From at least the Edo period onshi led pilgrims to Kongōshōji as part of an Ise
pilgrimage. Kongōshōji became so integral to Ise that it was commonly referred to as the
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“Third Shrine.”393 A line from a popular Edo period folk song describes the necessity of
visiting Kongōshōji when visiting the shrines: A pilgrimage to Ise is incomplete without
a visit to Asama.394 The temple is illustrated in the top left corner of three of the Ise
sankei mandara and was likely the final stop on the virtual pilgrimage taken via etoki
performances before the paintings.
Before we begin our analysis of the Ise sankei mandara, I would like to take a
moment to discuss the relationship between Kongōshōji and Keikōin. Though there is
little extant textual evidence for this relationship, both were Rinzai Zen sect temples and
the Keikōin nuns used Kongōshōji’s Okunoin as their burial grounds—visitors to the
temple today will still find Seijun and Shūyo’s gravestones there.395 A painting recently
discovered in Keikōin’s kokuya (now in the collection of Gakushūin University) provides,
I believe, concrete visual evidence for the relationship between the two temples and the
Ise Shrines (Fig. 4.6). The painting depicts an old nun kneeling on what appears to be
white pebbles, suggestive of the stones surrounding the Ise Shrines. Her hands form a
mudra, possibly the ‘closed stupa’/heitō-in mudra, and support a large figure of Uhō Dōji.
The deity appears as it does at Kongōshōji, as a child with long black hair, balancing a
gorintō (literally, ‘Five-wheeled Stupa,” translated by John Rosenfield as “Five element
Pagoda”) on its head, holding a wish-fulfilling jewel (hōju) in its left hand and a staff
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(hōbō) in its right.396 Like Kongōshōji’s Uhō Dōji, the deity wears shoes and a white
robe; in the painting the robe is patterned with red and gold dharma wheels. The two
figures are framed by a large pine and plum tree. The pine tree may refer to the boundary
line for monks and nuns on the side of the Naikū; a similar pine is illustrated over the
Naikū’s Korakan in the Jingū Ise sankei mandara, a painting which, I will argue, was
commissioned by the Keikōin nuns. At the top of the painting the sun and moon ride on
golden clouds, a wish-fulfilling jewel perched on a pillow of golden clouds floats above.
This jewel likely symbolizes Kongōshōji’s Myōjō 明星 (morning light/star), a critical
component in the temple’s engi. In the Ise Kongōshōji sankei mandara we find a small
silver circle illustrated in the same relative position, between the sun and moon, and
riding the same golden cloud (Fig. 4.7). This is the only sankei mandara example in
which this form appears so it likely relates to Kongōshōji’s iconography.
The painting clearly links Keikōin with Kongōshōji and the Ise Shrines.
Discovered in Keikōin’s kokuya (many sankei mandara have been found in the kokuya of
temples), there is little doubt that the figure in the painting represents a Keikōin nun
(perhaps even a specific nun such as Shūyo), and she meditates before an emanation of
Kongōshōji’s Uhō Dōji, Amaterasu’s honji. Further tying together the institutions is the
floating jewel at the top of the painting. More research is required to better understand the
iconography and philosophical framework underpinning this rare and fascinating painting,
396
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but I believe it is the critical link that proves there was a spiritual relationship between
Keikōin, Kongōshōji, and Amaterasu-Uhō Dōji faith.

Now that we have established a foundation for understanding the geographic and
religious layout of Ise, we turn to the images themselves and explore how these are
visualized in the Ise sankei mandara.

Description of the Ise sankei mandara
The four surviving Ise sankei mandara are housed in the Jingū Chōkokan, the
Mitsui Bunko, the Kimiko and John Powers Collection and the Sugimoto Hiroshi
Collection (hereafter I will refer to them by their location). The Jingū, Powers and
Sugimoto versions were all conceived as a single hanging scroll (the Powers’ and
Sugimoto versions are now mounted on two-panel folding screens), typical of the sankei
mandara genre, while the Mitsui version is composed as a pair of hanging scrolls.
Because the Jingū Chōkokan, Mitsui and Powers Ise sankei mandara have similar
compositions, I will describe them first as a group, and will then provide a separate
description of the Sugimoto mandara.
In the three mandara, Ise’s grounds are accessed by a bridge crossing over the
Miya River in the lower right corner (Figs. 4.1-4.3, 4.8). This was a temporary bridge
built to honor the imperial envoy on the occasion of the vicennial sengū. After purifying
(misogi) in the river, the pilgrim-viewer passes through a wood gate and enters the lively
town of Upper Yamada 山田上之郷. The Seigawa River 清川 divides the town into two
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sections; according to Nishiyama Masaru, the river was believed to be the dividing line
between pure and impure spaces.397 After crossing Sujikai Bridge, the pilgrim passes
through Lower Yamada 山田下之郷, lined with shops selling shrine-related items
(possibly taima and amulets). To the right is the Outer Shrine’s Hōrakusha chapel and
Segidera Temple. Kitamikado Bridge crosses over the Toyo River 豊川 and brings the
pilgrim to the Gekū’s torii. The hall to the right is the Korakan 子良館, where young
girls of noble lineage lived and performed rituals and services for the Gekū. The pilgrimviewer then arrives before the Gekū’s fences and worships alongside pilgrims of various
classes. In the upper right register of the painting a shrine maiden (miko mai) performs a
kagura dance before the Ama no Iwato of Mount Takakura, the place Amaterasu
purportedly hid when she threw the world into darkness.398 Nishiyama has identified the
dance as the Amano Uzume no Kagura 天鈿女の神楽, the dance that drew Amaterasu
out from the cave and which symbolizes death and rebirth.399 A steep descent begins,
passing through the town of Okamoto, famous for its comb shops, crossing Oda Bridge,
and then continues down the Ai no Yama, the center for public entertainment and sex,
and ending in the outer town of Uji. Next, the pilgrim-viewer crosses Uji Bridge,
stopping along the way to throw small change into the Isuzu River and admire the
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imperial envoy being carried on a palanquin. Another steep ascent brings the pilgrim
through the outer town of Uji and past the Korakan on the right before reaching the Inner
Shrine on the left. Kaze no Miya Bridge leads to Kaze no Miya Shrine. The large stone at
the top of the paintings represents the Kagami iwa (“mirror rock”) from Ise’s foundation
story, described further below. A mountain path on the left brings the pilgrim past Futami
ga Ura’s famous Meoto iwa (“wedded rocks”) and to the final destination, Kongōshōji
and a distant view of Mt. Fuji’s iconic peak.
The composition of the fourth painting, the Sugimoto Ise sankei mandara,
employs a similarly winding path, however there is no Miyagawa Bridge, only the river
itself depicted on the right edge of the painting (Fig. 4.4). Pilgrims follow a route down
from the river’s shore, through the town of Yamada and then reverse course, walking up
and across Kitamikado Bridge, passing along the way Kōya hijiri, commoner pilgrims,
warriors, high-ranking monks and an assortment of locals, attendants and shrine affiliates.
After passing through the first torii the pilgrim reaches the Korakan on the right and
encounters a procession of negi and onshi as they approach the Gekū’s second torii. The
pilgrim then crosses the small stone bridge over the Goike 御池 and enters the town of
Okamoto. A winding path leads to the Kagami ishi and the old hollowed out tree stump
used for fortune telling.400 Remnants of an Amida Raigō (Descent of Amida Buddha) are
visible in the two golden bodhisattvas riding on white clouds overhead. From here begins
the descent along the Ai no Yama, past a performance of miko mai, to the foot of Uji
Bridge, where a kanjin monk seated in a kokuya holds out a collection ladle to a passing
pilgrim. One then arrives at a second point of access into the painting, from an inlet
400
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leading up to the town of Outer Uji in the lower left corner of the painting. After crossing
Uji Bridge and passing through the town of Uji the Naikū’s torii is reached. To the right
is the Korakan; to the left is a prayer hall for monks and nuns. Pilgrims pray before the
Naikū, two priests are seated inside. To the right, a kanjin monk collects the donation
from a passing pilgrim at the foot of Kaze no Miya Bridge. On the other side of the
bridge is Kaze no Miya Shrine. In the top left corner pilgrims climb Asama Mountain and
a tengu (bird-like goblin associated with yamabushi) flies overhead with a young girl
whose hair he grips with his right hand.401 Notably absent are Kongōshōji and Mount
Takakura.
Scholars have argued that the Jingū Chōkokan mandara is the earliest extant Ise
sankei mandara, followed by the Powers, Mitsui and Sugimoto versions. The Jingū
painting is the most perspicuous and easiest to follow—the figures are all of equal size
and without much variation in robes, the buildings are on a horizontal plane and point in
the same direction, the spaces are naturally compartmentalized using elements from
nature such as trees and rivers. This clarity would have been important for a successful
etoki performance. Shimizu Hiroshi has observed that the Powers painting shares
elements from both the Jingū mandara and the Mitsui mandara (from the Jingū painting,
for example, the distribution of mist; from the Mitsui painting, the way of depicting the
stairs), while the Mitsui version has much in common with the Powers mandara but not
the Jingū mandara, arguing therefore that the Powers painting is the link between the
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Jingū and Mitsui versions.402 As the Sugimoto mandara does not include Segidera below
the Gekū, Shimizu believes it dates to the time after the temple was moved to
Okamotochō in Kanbun 10 (1670). Dating the Sugimoto mandara based on the absence
of one temple is not valid in my opinion since the painting does not depict any of the
temples around Ise, with the exception of the two kokuya at the bases of Uji and Kaze no
Miya Bridges. Moreover, the kokuya at the base of Kaze no Miya Bridge was destroyed
in a fire in 1658 and then moved to Uji. Therefore, if we wish to date the work based on
the location or omission of architectural structures we should also take into consideration
the inclusion of Kaze no Miya’s kokuya.
Stylistically, the Jingū painting has much in common with the sankei mandara
produced in Shimosaka Mamoru’s Studio 2.403 The Powers, Mitsui and Sugimoto
versions are more difficult to place into one of Shimosaka’s three schools. The Mitsui
version in particular has the energetic, lively atmosphere and stylistic expression typically
found in rakuchū rakugai zu and may have been painted in a studio specializing in genre
painting. The representation of the yamabushi in the Ise sankei mandara, I believe, can
inform us about the artist/s of these works. In the Jingū mandara, eight of the ten
yamabushi wear red robes, white yuigesa (a kind of surplice composed of six white tufts),
kyahan (black leggings), and tokin (a small black cap). This is a stock form we find in
nearly all other sankei mandara examples, which further suggests the studios that
produced sankei mandara drew their figures from a model book. Yet in the Powers and
402
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Mistui Ise sankei mandara the yamabushi wear robes of various colors and patterns and
engage with their surroundings in a more active way than they do in the Jingū painting.
Also, in the Mitsui painting none of the yamabushi wear the standard red robes we are
accustomed to seeing. Later in the chapter I argue that the appearance and number of
yamabushi in the Powers and Mistui paintings signals a period of yamabushi
ascendency—or the pretension of ascendency—at Ise and identify them as the patrons for
the mandara. Their appearance in these paintings may also signify that the mandara were
produced outside the mainstream sankei mandara studios.
The composition and placement of natural and architectural landmarks in all four
Ise sankei mandara is nearly identical: the pilgrim-viewer follows a sinuous route that
begins in the lower right and ends in the top left corner, passing along the way the Outer
and Inner Shrines, Uji Bridge, the Isuzu River, and so on. The elevated perspective is also
common to all as is the inclusion of fundraising activity and Ise’s local landmarks (the
Kagami iwa, for example). The bustling market towns around Ise’s precincts and figures
of various classes making their way through the grounds are also included in all four
versions, as are the sun and moon hovering above.404 In short, we observe in these
paintings all of the hallmarks necessary for categorization within the sankei mandara
genre.
While this unified aspect of the Ise sankei mandara suggests there was a shared
common model and a common purpose, there are differences within the paintings’ details
404
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that reveal some of the power struggles among Ise’s religious institutions and authorities
at the time they were painted. These differences in turn provide clues regarding patronage
and period of production, as well as the power politics among Ise’s religious classes. The
following four sections highlight elements from each of the paintings which I believe
shed light on the circumstances behind their creation. Incorporating my observations with
those of Nishiyama Masaru and Shimizu Hiroshi, I will argue that the Jingū Chōkokan
version was commissioned by Keikōin Temple nuns in the late 16th century; the Powers
and Mitsui paintings by yamabushi associated with Daijingū Hōrakuji’s Hōrakusha and
Segidera Temple in the early to middle 17th century.405 The Sugimoto painting remains a
mystery but may have been commissioned by Esoteric-Pure Land priests some time in
the 17th century.
Before we begin our detailed analysis of the four Ise sankei mandara I would like
to introduce two related paintings, the Kongōshōji sankei mandara (Fig. 4.7) and the Ise
ryogū mandara (Fig. 4.9), that will aid in our reading of the iconographic details and
narrative elements depicted in the Ise sankei mandara.

Kongōshōji sankei mandara
The Kongōshōji sankei mandara illustrates the same area we have observed in the
Ise sankei mandara but presents it in reverse: Kongōshōji’s grounds dominate the space
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while Ise’s precincts are compressed in the foreground, stripped to the bare essentials.406
The Inner and Outer Shrines appear in the lower right and left corners, respectively,
angled just as they are in the Jingū, Mitsui and Powers examples. As in the Jingū version,
the shrines are composed of only two buildings and colorfully painted with red, gold and
black pigments. The horizontal Ai no Yama leads pilgrims from the Gekū to Uji Bridge.
A black robed official crosses Uji Bridge and likely represents the imperial envoy
depicted in the Jingū, Mitsui and Powers mandara. An onshi, wearing a white robe and
black eboshi, sits outside of the Naikū, greeting and directing incoming pilgrims. An
upward bend in the path leads to what appears to be the Korakan on the left followed by
an area to station horses. A yamabushi guides a pilgrim across Kaze no Miya Bridge; the
pair is posed just like the two commoner pilgrims crossing Kaze no Miya Bridge in the
Jingū painting. After passing through a large gate we arrive at Kaze no Miya Shrine and
the end of our journey in Ise (although the building to the right of Kongōshōji’s Niomon
looks a lot like the Gekū’s Hōrakusha in the Powers and Mitsui paintings). Two
horizontal bands of gold clouds create a boundary between the shrine and temple
complexes. A winding, upward ascent through these clouds brings the pilgrim past
Kongōshōji’s Niomon gate and onto the temple’s sprawling grounds. Identifiable
buildings found also in the Ise sankei mandara include the tahōtō (two-story pagoda), the
Myōjōdō and the Myōjōsui (Myōjō water/pond). Floating between the sun and the moon
at the top of the painting is the small silver disc riding the same two-tailed cloud form we
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noted in the Keikōin image of the nun and Uhō Dōji. The silver disc probably symbolizes
Myōjō 明星, an integral element of Kongōshōji’s engi.
The representation of the Ise Shrines in the Kongōshōji sankei mandara shares
much in common with the Jingū painting, which suggests the artist referred to it when
painting this section of the mandara. Stylistically, the Kongōshōji mandara fits well into
Shimosaka’s Studio 3 (the shape of the trees, clouds, and waves is similar to the Chōmeiji
sankei mandara, also categorized as a Studio 3 work; Fig 1.1), which was active in the
late 16th and early 17th century. We note that the five yamabushi represented in the
Kongōshōji sankei mandara wear different colored robes, similar to those found in the
Powers and Mistui mandara.
The Kongōshōji sankei mandara was long believed to depict Kyoto’s
Yoshiminedera.407 This misidentification exemplifies how tricky the task of assigning a
location to sankei mandara can be. Distinguishing the site represented in sankei mandara
requires a thorough knowledge of the geographical composition of the sacred grounds
and the surrounding area, as well as the architectural history of the various halls.
Complicated by its location in Yoshiminedera’s collection, the Kongōshōji mandara also
has compositional elements and features that appear similar to the surviving
Yoshiminedera sankei mandara (two sets of shrines in the foreground followed by a
horizontal road leading to a bridge, for example; Fig. 4.10). The differences between the
Yoshiminedera sankei mandara and the Kongōshōji sankei mandara were attributed to a
difference in the date of production, when the architectural layout was perhaps different,
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or to the artist having never actually visited the site, basing his representation instead on
oral description, drawing the various architectural and natural elements from studio
copybooks. Close examination of the Kongōshōji sankei mandara together with a survey
of Kongōshōji’s temple complex and the temple’s representation in the Ise sangū meisho
zue (Fig. 4.11), however, leaves no doubt that the site represented does indeed illustrate
Kongōshōji and the Ise Shrines, thus providing us with an additional contemporary image
of the shrines to use as a point of comparison in our analysis.408

Ise Ryogū mandara
Another pair of paintings that will be useful to our discussion is the Ise ryogū
mandara in the collection of Shōryakuji Temple in Nara (Fig. 4.9). While not a sankei
mandara, the Ise ryogū mandara may be categorized as a kind of miya mandara and
kakefuku engi-e, illustrating folklore and engi episodes related to the founding of the Ise
Shrines. The paintings date to the late Kamakura period (1185-1333) or early
Nanbokuchō period (1334-1392) and are the earliest extant paintings to depict the Ise
Shrines.
The mandara illustrate Ise’s Naikū and Gekū, each labeled above the sun and
moon, respectively. The representation of the shrines is relatively accurate: the Naikū and
Gekū are each composed of three halls (the main hall flanked by the east and west
treasure halls) and are left unpainted, surrounded by two square fences. The Four
Heavenly Kings (shitennō) stand with their palms together in prayer around the edges of
408
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each painting. Nishiyama Masaru has pointed out that these are the only paintings in
which the shitennō appear in this pose.409 Tsūkai’s Hōrakusha appear in both paintings:
the Gekū’s Hōrakusha is illustrated just outside the outer west fence, while the Naikū’s
Hōrakusha is in the foreground, near the foot of the bridge (presumably Uji Bridge). Kaze
no Miya is also illustrated in both paintings: to the right of the pond (labeled Goike) on
the side of the Gekū and just after the bridge (presumably Kaze no Miya Bridge) to the
right of the Naikū. The inclusion of these halls and shrines strongly suggests the patron
was a Shingon affiliate descended from Tsūkai’s lineage.
A number of vernacular expressions from Ise’s landscape are included, but they
are only identifiable by labels secured to the paintings. Futami ga Ura, for example, is
written above the rock in the top right corner of the Gekū painting, but is not illustrated
with the famous pair of “wedded rocks” (meoto iwa) that would make the site
immediately recognizable. Mount Asama is also identified by label in the upper right
corner of the Naikū painting, yet without Kongōshōji it is difficult to know if the
mountain was intended to be Asama or if the label was added later. It could be that at the
time the Ise Ryōgu mandara was painted Kongōshōji had been converted to a Rinzai Zen
temple and was disconnected from the Shingon network that likely commissioned the
mandara.
The paintings illustrate a number of scenes from Ise’s legendary history. The pair
of figures labeled Yamato hime 大和姫 and Yama gami 山神 near the bottom of the
Naikū painting, for example, represent an episode from Yamato hime no mikoto seiki 大
和姫の命世紀, a text describing the origins of the Ise Shrines. According to the legend,
409
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after traveling throughout Japan searching for a place to enshrine Amaterasu, Yamato
hime arrived in Ise and met Yama gami (lit. mountain deity) at the Kagami ishi (mirror
rock), illustrated to the left of the two figures, and there he pointed out the location for
Amaterasu’s enshrinement. Nishiyama believes the figure of Yama gami in this painting
is meant to represent Sarutahiko 猿田彦, a deity associated with the Inner Shrine.410
Nishiyama has noted that in the legend Yamato hime carries a mirror with her to use as a
primitive shrine (homorogi) and believes there is a connection between the mirror she
carried and the Kagami ishi.411 He also points to a reference to Yama gami’s true form
being the Kagami ishi—“like a mirror the deity reflects everything”—in Yamada Ōji
Motonaga’s Sankeiki monogatari 参詣記物語 (1486).412
The three cranes at the top of the Naikū painting carrying an ear of rice in their
mouths (the third cranes is barely visible inside the sun) depict another episode from Ise’s
history, a reference for which may also be found in Motonaga’s Sankei monogatari.
According to the text, a crane flew down from a heavenly shrine called Daibonten no
Miya 大梵天宮 carrying an ear of rice. Upon seeing Yamato hime, who was searching
for a place to establish Amaterasu’s shrine, the startled crane dropped the ear of rice into
a field on Asama Mountain and then offered it to the princess. In the place where the rice
fell Yamato hime built a gomikiden, a shrine for food offerings. Nishiyama believes the
cranes in the mandara represent this legend and that they are illustrated using the
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pictorial device of ijidozu (different time, same painting), in which the same figure is
repeated several times in a painting to illustrate narrative progression.413
Eight female deities ride on a cloud and surround a container for making sake in
the upper section of the Gekū paining.414 Below, a female figure labeled Yama gami 山神
looks up at the group from the mountains. Nishiyama has identified the source for this
scene in the 8th century Tango no kuni fudoki 丹後国風土記. The Yama gami illustrated
here is one of the heavenly maidens who has been left behind after wandering alone in
the mountains. According to the legend, this heavenly maiden transforms into Toyouke
Ōmikami 豊受大神, the deity enshrined in the Gekū.
Just outside and to the right of the Gekū’s fence a monk, identified by label as
Kōbō Daishi 弘法大師 (Kūkai, 774-835), flies on a cloud towards a cedar tree labeled
Ioe sugi 五百枝杉. As we know, the Ioe sugi was the designated place from where
Buddhist monks and nuns were allowed to worship the Gekū in the medieval period. As
the founder of the Shingon school, Kōbō Daishi would be an appropriate historical
representative to depict above this landmark, especially if the mandara was
commissioned by a Shingon sect temple or practitioner. Whether the artist originally
intended for the monk to represent Kōbō Daishi is unclear, but Nishiyama notes that the
monk’s head has the characteristic point found in representations of Kōbō Daishi.415
The large tree illustrated in the Naikū painting before the outer torii fence, though
unlabeled, likely represents the same designated boundary for monks and nuns on the
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side of the Inner Shrine. According to the Tsūkai sankeiki there was a large tree in front
of the Naikū’s Korakan underneath which monks and laymen would meet and talk.416
And the Genkōshakusho 元亨釈書 by the Zen monk Kokan shiren 虎関師錬, 1278-1346
describes being stopped by a priest under a large tree when visiting the Naikū and told he
was not allowed to go any further.417 The tree in this painting is conspicuously large and
clearly represents a different kind of species than the other trees in the painting. Its
placement on the road leading to the Naikū also suggests it is of special significance.
The diagrammatic representation of the Ise Shrines in the Ise ryogū mandara and
the amount of engi elements mixed with the vernacular landscape is similar to the
kakefuku engi-e discussed in chapter two. How the Ise ryogū mandara was employed is
uncertain; to decipher the various scenes would require a thorough knowledge of the
folklore, the legends, and the religious and institutional histories of Ise. For this reason
they were likely used in etoki performances, yet the content of the paintings seems
exceptionally rich and varied so perhaps they target a specific audience of adherents who
were already acquainted with Ise’s legendary histories. Leaving aside the question of
function and reception, the particular representation of Ise and its legends in the Ise ryōgū
mandara can help shape and texture our reading of the Ise sankei mandara.
We will keep the Kongōshōji sankei mandara and the Ise ryōgū mandara in mind
as we return to the four Ise sankei mandara and open our discussion by posing a simple
question: Why are the shrines represented as they are?
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Detailed analysis of the Ise sankei mandara

Painted Shrines
Scholars of Ise insist that Ise’s shrines and fences have from their inception been
left unpainted. And yet, in all five sankei mandara examples (this number includes the
Kongōshōji sankei mandara), Ise’s shrines are vividly painted with red, black and gold
pigments. This boldly inaccurate depiction of such a defining feature of the Shrines is
puzzling. Why would the artists represent the Ise Shrines, the protagonist of their painting,
incorrectly? We must begin with the assumption that the artists—probably Kyoto machi
eshi (town painters)—of the Ise sankei mandara never actually visited the shrines. So
from where or from whom did they receive their information? If Ise’s priests or onshi
commissioned the paintings they would most certainly communicate this essential detail
correctly. We must then turn to the kanjin nuns, priests and yamabushi, those who
presumably used the sankei mandara in etoki performances. The motivations of these
Buddhist nuns and priests are important to consider. As their prime motivation was to
raise money for the Ise Shrines, they may not have been particularly concerned with
providing an accurate impression of their appearance. So while it seems unusual to
cavalierly misrepresent the Shrines, it is plausible that the kanjin patrons did not consider
the lack of color to be an important feature to communicate. Perhaps they simply told or
wrote to the painter that the shrines were constructed using shinmei zukuri, a type of
shrine architecture that originated in Ise, made from untreated wood. If we look at other,
contemporary representations of shinmei zukuri shrines, we will notice that they too are
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colorfully painted. The economic historian, Chieda Daishi, has pointed to other sankei
mandara and rakuchū rakugai zu that depict shinmei shrines with red paint.418 In the
Tagasha sankei mandara, for example, the shrines in the upper left corner are of shinmei
zukuri construction and are painted red, gold and black (Fig. 4.12). We also find red,
green and gold paint on the shinmei zukuri shrines in the Kokawadera sankei mandara
and in the Uesugi rakuchū rakugai zu (Figs. 4.13, 4.14).419 This suggests the Kyoto
artists were working from a painting manual or there was a common misconception
perpetuated among the Kyoto painting studios about shinmei-type shrines. Or perhaps
contemporary shinmei shrines around Kyoto were painted red. Another possibility is that
artists were reading descriptions of the shrines in literature. Chieda has pointed to the
Takamine ryōdai jingū ochinza denki 高嶺両太神宮御鎮座伝記 (published in 1520), an
architectural diary describing the shinmei architecture of Takamine Daijingū (present day
Yamaguchi Daijingū) in Yamaguchi province, as possible evidence for the origin of the
painted shrines in the Ise sankei mandara. The Takamine shrines are modeled after the
Ise Shrines; they are composed of a Naikū and Gekū and enshrine Ise’s kami. According
to the Takamine denki, the pillars, stairs and hand railings of the Takamine Daijingū were
painted red, the walls, backboards and verandas were painted white, and the ridgepole on
the roof and the chigi (forked finials) were painted black.420 It also describes the shrine’s
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large torii as being made of black wood.421 Though not precisely describing the way the
shrines are painted in the Ise sankei mandara, a source such as this may have helped to
further spread an inaccurate conception of the Shrines’ appearance (the Yamaguchi
Daijingū are in fact also unpainted). In the Powers painting three of the torii are painted
black—the torii on either side of Uji Bridge and the one before the entrance to the Naikū
complex. This unusual representation could correspond to the torii made of black wood
described in the Takamine denki. While it is certainly possible that artists of the Ise
sankei mandara referred to this kind of textual description, the motive for painting the
Shrines may simply have been to make them stand out. As we know, the Ise sankei
mandara were displayed before large audiences so the bold coloring would have made
the shrines easy to identify from a distance. Painted shrines were also more commonly
encountered in Japan’s towns and cities so perhaps the artist or patron chose to depict the
Shrines in a form that was familiar to audiences. The roofs of the shrines are in fact
representative of Ise’s shinmei architecture—they are thatched (kayabuki) with chigi
(ornamental crossed rafter ends on shrine gables) and katsuogi (log on roof of a shrine set
perpendicular to the ridgepole)—so it could be that the roofs were intended to represent
Ise architecture as a whole.422 Though we have not satisfactorily answered the question
posed, namely why the shrines are imprecisely represented, we are able to conclude with
a fair amount of certainty that patronage for the mandara did not come from the shrines.
We shall now strengthen and refine this argument by moving our discussion to a
detailed analysis of the individual paintings. In the following four sections we will
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observe particular details in each of the Ise sankei mandara and point out how the details
differ from one mandara to another. We will investigate the reasons for these differences
and use them as clues to identify the patronage and date of production for each of the
mandara. The first section will focus on how the figures of Datsueba and a fundraising
nun in the Jingū Chōkōkan mandara represent female empowerment around Ise in the
late 16th century, and will argue that their appearance signifies Keikōin patronage. The
second and third sections will focus on the Powers and Mitsui mandara, respectively, and
will argue that the representation of the yamabushi and their headquarters, together with
the reduced size of Keikōin, indicates the paintings were commissioned by yamabushi
based in the Hōrakusha and Segidera. The last section will focus on three sections of the
Sugimoto mandara—the image of the tengu kidnapping a young girl, the raigō scene and
the two kokuya—and will argue that the painting was probably commissioned in the late
17th century by Jōdo or Shingon sect monks.

Buddhist Hell Figures and Fundraising Nuns: Jingū Chōkokan mandara
Just after crossing the Miyagawa Bridge the pilgrim enters the town of Yamada
and is confronted by Datsueba 奪衣婆 (the old woman who steals the clothes of the dead)
or Enma 閻魔 (king and judge of hell) in three of the Ise mandara (Figs. 4.15, 4.16, 4.17).
In the Jingū version Datsueba sits in an open hall before Sujikai Bridge; in the Powers
version, the hall also appears before the bridge but Enma sits inside while Datsueba
stands in the doorway; in the Mitsui version Enma is seated alone inside the hall, and it is
depicted on the opposite side of the bridge in Lower Yamada. Nishiyama has argued that
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illustrating Enma or Datsueba so close to the Seigawa River suggests the Sanzu no kawa
(River of Three Crossings), the threshold between this world and the next.423 These hell
figures force the viewer to immediately confront his or her own mortality at the start of
their virtual pilgrimage, before continuing on to the Gekū’s sacred space. Records
indicate there actually was a Hall of Ten Kings (Jūōdo 十王堂) located near Sujikai
Bridge, where an image of Enma would certainly have been enshrined.424 It is important
to make the distinction here between what actually existed in this particular location, the
Hall of Ten Kings, and which would therefore be a fairly accurate representation of the
site, and what seems to be the fictional appearance of Datsueba’s hall in the Jingū
painting; represented behind the hall is also the tree on which Datsueba hangs the
deceased’s clothes.425 We further note that even if there was an image of Datsueba in
Yamada’s Hall of Ten Kings, it is significant that the artist (or patron) chose to illustrate
only Datsueba—without Enma—in the Jingū painting.
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Moreover, if we closely examine the way Enma and Datsueba are portrayed we
will notice that Enma appears stiff, nestled securely within the space of his hall in both
the Powers and Mitsui paintings. Datsueba, by contrast, spills out of her hall in the Jingū
painting, colorfully and humorously represented with a vitality absent in the depictions of
Enma. In the Powers version, too, Datsueba’s left foot rests on the doorway of the hall
and falls partly outside of it. I propose the images of Enma in these paintings portray him
in the form of a statue, the way one would have found him in the Hall of Ten Kings
(perhaps a generic representation if we are to assume the artist never visited the site),
while Datsueba is depicted as an active, living deity, particularly in the way she is
portrayed in the Jingū painting.
The Jingū painting is also the only example in which we find a fundraising nun
(kanjin bikuni) (Fig. 4.18). Seated in a hut at the foot of Uji Bridge, she appears as a
visual echo of Datsueba—the buildings in which the two women are seated are the same
size, are angled in the same direction and fall on the same visual plane. I believe
Datsueba’s representation here is tied to another one of Nishiyama’s theories, that the
fundraising nun at the foot of Uji Bridge symbolizes the revitalization efforts of the
Keikōin nuns. As previously discussed, these Rinzai Zen sect nuns raised the funds to
rebuild Uji Bridge three times in the late 15th and 16th centuries.426 The fundraising
efforts of these enterprising nuns also led to the rebuilding of the Outer Shrine in Eiroku
6 (1563) and the Tenshō 13 (1585) shikinen sengū.427 Even Oda Nobunaga (1534-1582)
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and Toyotomi Hideyoshi (1537-1598) contributed to the cause, and in 1601 the nuns
raised the funds to rebuild their own temple’s halls.428 The letter from Tokugawa Ieyasu
(1543-1616) to the nun Shūsei dated Keichō 8 (1607) stating that ‘matters regarding the
reconstruction of the Shrines will be left to precedent’ is further testament to the temple’s
power. The two women in the Jingū painting, Datsueba and the fundraising nun, therefore,
appear to visualize the strong female presence around Ise in the late 16th century.429
To return to the Hall of Ten Kings, Chieda Daishi has found a document that
suggests the hall was a (male) yamabushi headquarters and that the Shugen practitioners
there protected the enshrined image of Enma.430 Moreover, the hall is located in an area
of Yamada that was populated by Ise’s powerful class of (male) onshi.431 These facts
render the choice to depict the female Datsueba in the hall even more meaningful. The
history of the relationship between Ise’s onshi and their Buddhist counterparts is complex
and seems to have changed over time. The two groups essentially served the same
function: they raised money for the maintenance and renewal of the shrines, distributed
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talismans, performed purification rites and propagated the faith, though the onshi also
provided pilgrims with lodging and prayed at the shrines on pilgrims’ behalf.432 While
there are documents describing territorial disputes and clashes between the Yamada onshi
and the Uji rokubō (the consortium of six Uji-based temples, including the Kaze no Miya
kokuya and the Naiku’s Hōrakusha), there is no textual evidence to suggest problematic
relations between the onshi and Keikōin.433 The nuns may even have collaborated with
the onshi when they required references from the shrines for their fundraising and, as
noted above, the Yamada onshi Ajiro Hirooki 足代弘興 occasionally helped Seijun with
her kanjin.434 The visual evidence in the Jingū painting would seem to support a
hypothesis that relations between the nuns and onshi were amicable in the mid-late 16th
century. It is the only one of our Ise sankei mandara examples to illustrate high-ranking
onshi, identifiable by their white robes lined with red at the shoulders, eboshi and fans.
They sit outside of the Inner and Outer Shrine fences engaging with pilgrims. Following
the same line of reasoning, the ten yamabushi, wearing kyahan (black leggings), tokin (a
small black cap) and yuigesa, along the pilgrimage route also suggests a cordial working
relationship between the nuns and yamabushi. Still, the decision to illustrate Datsueba in
place of Enma, and to represent her in such a large, prominent hall, a hall that was of
particular significance to the yamabushi, in this section of Yamada, suggests it was a
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deliberate choice and charged statement of female empowerment made by the Keikōin
nuns.
The large and frontal depiction of Keikōin’s Benzaiten Shrine in the town of Uji,
particularly when compared to the Shingon-sect Hōrakusha in front of it, further points to
Keikōin interests being represented in this painting and, as we will see, the size of the
shrine is drastically reduced in the Powers and Mitsui versions (Fig. 4.19).435 Based on
these observations, I propose that the Jingū painting was commissioned and used by the
Keikōin nuns in their etoki performances to raise funds for the renewal of Ise’s shrines,
illustrating a landscape in which they and their temple are dominant in order to give
authority to their efforts, and that they were making a visual declaration of their power by
illustrating the female Datsueba, instead of the male Enma, in the town of Yamada.
The theory that Keikōin commissioned the Jingū mandara is strengthened by the
exaggerated shape of Uji Bridge, found only in this painting, which brings to mind the
‘mountain of life’ in the Kanshin jikkai mandara (Fig. 4.20). The Keikōin nuns are
believed to have migrated from Kumano Shrine, where they were involved in fundraising
ventures through narrative recitation and the Kanshin jikkai mandara was one of four
paintings in the Kumano nuns’ arsenal.436 The similarity in appearance between the semicircular bridge and mountain—the defining feature of the Kanshin jikkai mandara—is
435
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another visual clue pointing to Keikōin patronage. Their first successful kanjin project,
after all, was rebuilding Uji Bridge. Highlighting the bridge thus leaves a visual trace of
their Kumano roots while also referring to the historical achievements of their
predecessors.
Finally, the section devoted to the Miyagawa Bridge in the Ise sangū meisho zue
states that the bridge was only constructed for the occasion of the shikinen sengū, to
honor the visit of the imperial envoy.437 We may thus conclude that Ise is represented in
this painting at the time of a shikinen sengū, the shrines freshly built, proudly exhibiting
the Keikōin nuns fundraising achievements, and therefore date to around, or possibly
before, their first successful sengū in 1585.438

Kaze no Miya: Powers mandara
We now turn our attention to the Powers painting and the group of twelve
yamabushi gathered in front of Kaze no Miya (Fig. 4.21). As previously discussed,
Tsūkai (1234-1305) prayed for divine assistance at Kazesha (Wind Shrine) during the
time of the Mongol invasions (1274 and 1281) and, for the same purpose, established the
two Hōrakusha chapels near the Ise Shrines.439 As we know, divine winds protected
Japan from these invaders and after strong petitioning from Tsūkai, the imperial name
Kaze no Miya was bestowed upon Kazesha.
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The Kaze no Miya kokuya at the base of Kaze no Miya Bridge became a center
for the Uji-based yamabushi living in the Inner Shrine’s Hōrakusha, many of them even
took up residence in the hall.440 And we learn from the Ise sangū meisho zue that monks,
nuns and yamabushi crossed Kaze no Miya Bridge to reach the “place from where they
could worship Ise’s Inner Shrine.”441 It seems significant, therefore, that the number of
yamabushi standing in front of Kaze no Miya in the Powers painting is the same as the
number of priests (negi) gathered around the Inner and Outer Shrines, seeming to imply
that the places where each group prayed were of equal status (the number of negi in the
service of the shrines was fixed). A closer look reveals yamabushi to be the most
prominent figural type represented—there are twenty-six yamabushi in this painting. By
comparison, there are twenty-one yamabushi in the Mitsui painting, nine in the Jingū
painting and five in the Kongōshōji sankei mandara. Moreover, as noted above, the
yamabushi in the Powers painting, and in the Mitsui painting, which will be discussed in
more detail below, are dressed in robes of different colors and patterns, unlike the red
robes uniformly worn by the yamabushi in the Jingū painting. The variety in robes
suggests a different kind of figure is being represented, one who is perhaps more free and
independent. Another interpretation is that the different robes identify the associates of
different sects or temples. Whatever the reason may be, the assortment and individuality
of the robes together with the large number of yamabushi suggests a period of yamabushi
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ascendency at Ise or, at the very least, the yamabushi’s aspiration to appear powerful by
projecting a large presence on Ise’s grounds.
Adding to this observation, the Toyouke Daijingū nenchū gyōji konshiki 豊受太
神宮年中行事今式 (published in 1730) describes the Hōrakusha’s Myōō Hall as having
a stage in the garden on which the play Ise Sarugaku was performed.442 This stage, and
the Hōrakusha complex, is prominently illustrated just before Uji Bridge. Shimizu has
identified the large kaguraden to the right of the complex as also belonging to the
Hōrakusha.443 Keikōin’s Benzaiten Shrine is pushed to the corner and is tiny by
comparison, and its kokuya at the base of Uji Bridge has been omitted (Fig. 4.22).444
Moreover, the composition has been altered so that the pilgrim is lead directly from
Kitamikado Bridge into the Hōrakusha-Segidera complex, rather than into the Outer
Shrine precincts as seen in the Jingū and Mitsui versions (Fig. 4.23). These details and
alterations illustrate the particular interests of the yamabushi associated with the Shingon
network of temples connected to the Hōrakusha and Segidera and indicate that the
Powers mandara served to visualize an idealized landscape in which this syndicate of
temples was dominant in order to give authority to their institutional narrative and
fundraising efforts. It is well known that the yamabushi were associated with the Ise
Shrines as sendatsu (guides) who traveled the country “persuading people to undertake
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pilgrimages.”445 The mandara would therefore constitute a useful visual component to
their verbal efforts. In fact, many of the surviving sankei mandara were discovered in the
kokuya (fundraising hall) of temples, the same kind of hall, at the base of Kaze no Miya
Bridge, where many Ise yamabushi resided.
In order to narrow down the dates of production for this painting, we will examine
some of the architectural details together with a comparison of the historical records. As
we have just observed, Segidera Temple is illustrated below the Outer Shrine. As we
know, the temple was destroyed in a fire in 1671, at which time it was rebuilt in the town
of Okamoto. The temple is represented before it was moved, thus allowing us to, very
carefully, date the painting to before 1671. A similar fate befell Kaze no Miya’s kokuya:
razed in a fire in 1658, it was then moved to the town of Uji.446 The Powers’ painting
illustrates the Kaze no Miya kokuya in its original location so, following the same line of
reason, we may further whittle down the date of production to before 1658.447
Another clue may be found in the Uji Yamada shishi 宇治山田市史. According
to this record, Okamoto-dori (Okamoto Road) was cleared in Kanei 17 (1640) to facilitate
movement between the Naikū and Gekū.448 Outside of the Outer Shrine fences in the
Powers painting there is what appears to be a wooden bridge or walkway laid across the
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I am aware that it is dangerous to date a work based on this kind of architectural analysis (the artist
could be copying an earlier work after the buildings were moved), but since there are other changes and
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forest of trees, connecting the Outer Shrine to Okamoto. The bridge may have been
intended to represent the small stone bridge crossing the Goike, illustrated in the Jingū
and Sugimoto paintings in roughly the same location, but the material is clearly not
meant to be stone and the bridge does not traverse a pond. The bridge-road was also not
part of the original composition: it is clumsy in appearance and was painted after the
forest was complete, the green of the trees still visible beneath the ochre-hued planks.
The bridge may simply be a correction by the artist at the time the mandara was painted
or, as Shimizu has argued, signifies that the painting was executed before the road was
built—the painted road added later to reflect the altered appearance of the site—and
therefore dates to before 1640.449 If we follow the line of trees down to the foreground of
the painting, however, we find a road that cuts across the same forest, connecting the
towns of Yamada and Uji. At the time the Powers painting was executed, there was no
direct passage between the two towns and we find no such road in any of the other
examples. I would argue, therefore, that the artist mistakenly painted Okamoto-dori
between Uji and Yamada, and then, upon realizing the error, added a second road
connecting the Gekū and Okamoto. If this is indeed the case, we can tentatively date the
Powers painting to between 1640 and 1658.
Finally, as noted in the previous section, the Miyagawa Bridge was a temporary
construction, built to honor the imperial envoy’s visit during the shikinen sengū. The
Miyagawa Bridge in the Powers painting may be copied from an earlier model, such as
the Jingū painting, and therefore unrelated to the renewal of the shrines, but if the
painting was intended to coincide with or commemorate or raise the funds for a renewal
449

Shimizu believes the painting dates to the shikinen sengū of either Keichō 14 (1609) or Kanei 6 (1627).
Shimizu, “Mitsui bunko-bon Ise sankei mandara,” 54.
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then it likely dates to around the time of the shikinen sengū of 1649. Keikōin was still in
charge of the sengū at this time. Moreover the Edo bakufu had contributed a large amount
of territory to the temple so the halls the nuns occupied in Uji (in the area of Uradachō)
were very prominent.450 When the Tokugawa families from Kii and Owari visited the Ise
Shrines they even stayed at Keikōin.451 Keikōin’s diminished hall in the Powers painting,
therefore, appears to be a deliberate distortion of the architectural landscape, further
supporting the theory that yamabushi based in Segidera and the Hōrakusha commissioned
the Powers Ise sankei mandara.

Monk-Nun Prayers Halls and Uji: Mitsui mandara
In the Mitsui paintings, only yamabushi pray before the thatched roof huts
furnished with two gold discs (possibly mirrors) just outside of the Inner and Outer
Shrine fences (in the Jingū painting only monks pray before them; in the Sugimoto
version there is a monk and a yamabushi praying on the side of the Inner Shrine) (Figs.
4.24, 4.25).452 These huts appear to be monk-nun prayer places (sōni haisho), where
Buddhist monks and nuns could worship the Shrines from a distance. As we know, the
450
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Nishiyama identifies these structures as monk-nun prayer places though in reality they were not so close
to the shrines. The Ise sangū meisho zue sections on the monk-nun prayers 僧尼拝所 halls describes them
as follows: on the side of the Outer Shrine, the hall is located just before the third torii, at the base of a
large sacred tree called the Ioe sugi 五百枝杉, only the trunk of the tree remains. To reach the hall one
must cross a small bridge and it will be on the left, facing the main shrine. It is a place for monks, nuns,
yamabushi and other Buddhists to worship. 三の鳥居の前、流水の小橋をわたりて左にあり。正殿に
向へり。僧尼・山伏・法體人、此において拜し奉る。 Ise sangū meisho zue, 315-316. To reach the
monk-nun prayer hall on the side of the Naikū, one must cross the Isuzu River [Kaze no Miya Bridge]; the
hall faces the Inner Shrine. 五十鈴川を隔てて本宮の向にあり。Ise sangū meisho zue, 422.
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actual location of these places in the medieval period was much farther away from the
Shrines: near the second torii, symbolized by the Ioe Sugi on the side of the Gekū and by
a large pine or broadleaf tree (kōyōju) on the side of the Naikū, as illustrated in the Ise
ryōgu mandara. Yet the Mitsui paintings do not depict an outer torii to designate a
boundary line for the Naikū’s sacred territory. They also do not depict the Naikū or
Gekū’s sacred boundary trees. In the Jingū painting there is a small mound in front of the
Naikū’s Korakan upon which four distinctive trees (unlike any of the other trees in the
painting) grow and a large pine tree towers over the Korakan from behind—these likely
symbolize the Naikū’s sacred boundary trees. Kaze no Miya was another location from
where the monastic community worshiped the Naikū. Yet, unlike in the Powers painting,
there are no yamabushi near Kaze no Miya in the Mitsui mandara. Instead, yamabushi
appear more brazenly close to both Inner and Outer Shrines than they are in either of the
paintings we have just examined; a yamabushi is even illustrated praying before the
Outer Shrine fences.
How are we to interpret these visual transgressions onto Ise’s sacred grounds? Do
they represent a period of yamabushi authority at Ise? Or do they illustrate the idealized
vision of the commissioning party, who we may presume were yamabushi? Perhaps the
reason there are no yamabushi depicted in front of Kaze no Miya in the Mitsui mandara
is because the yamabushi believed they should be allowed to worship from within the
Shrines’ precincts rather than from the distant Kaze no Miya. Or maybe the yamabushi
patrons intended these paintings to be used for kanjin and believed representing
themselves as a powerful constituent at Ise would inspire admiration, and thus larger
contributions, from their audiences.
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I believe the answer lies somewhere in between. As we know, the yamabushi
traveled the country advocating for the shrines and encouraging people to make donations
and pilgrimage to Ise. As such, it would behoove their cause to present themselves and
their institutions as essential components of Ise, concerned with the everyday upkeep and
operation of the shrines, in order to legitimize their efforts. The yamabushi’s Hōrakusha
complex in the town of Uji, for example, is given greater detail here than in any of our
other examples. An Amida triad and the Five Wisdom Kings (Godai Myōō) are
illustrated inside the Hōrakusha and its Myōō Hall, respectively, behind and to the right
of the elaborate Noh performance (Fig. 4.26). Keikōin’s Benzaiten Shrine is tiny beside
these two buildings, even though the temple was still a powerful and conspicuous
presence at Ise.453 Moreover, the Shingon sect Segidera-Hōrakusha complex is much
more prominently represented than it is in the Jingū version, and there is no wall dividing
the Hōrakusha from Segidera’s grounds. These observations lead to the conclusion that
patronage for the Mitsui paintings, like the Powers painting, came from yamabushi
associated with Shingon-network of temples tied to the Hōrakusha and Segidera.
Unlike in the Powers painting, however, there is no kanjin hijiri stationed at the
base of Kaze no Miya Bridge. As we know, the Kaze no Miya kokuya was destroyed in a
fire in 1658 and then moved to the town of Uji. As the Mitsui paintings appear to reflect
the architectural landscape after the fire (a kanjin monk is stationed in a kokuya in Uji)
and before Segidera was moved to Okamoto, the mandara may illustrate the landscape as
453

There is documentary evidence that there was at least a working relationship between the Naikū’s
Hōrakusha and Keikōin. Representatives from the two institutions co-wrote a letter to the head priest of Ise
in Genna 10 (1624) apologizing for the behavior of the hijiri/yamabushi living in the Kaze no miya kokuya.
We learn from the letter that the kokuya hijiri ‘hung Buddhist paintings, rang bells and swayed their staff’
and that women lived there as well as men. There is also an oblique reference to the Keikōin nun Shūsei as
shōnin (holy person). The letter is transcribed in Nishiyama, “Taikon Ryōbu sekai no tabihito: Ise sankei
mandara,” 169-170; and in Ise shinkō II, 247.
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it appeared between 1658 and 1671. Although we have been arguing throughout this
chapter that the architectural landscape is manipulated and idealized, we may still use the
fact of appearance or disappearance of architectural structures to assist in dating the
paintings. The argument for identifying the mandara’s patronage using architectural
details refers only to the relative size of the halls, whether they are enlarged and
expanded or diminished, not to their location, which remains the same. We note that the
change of location of the kokuya to Uji in the Mitsui painting may thus correspond to its
actual move there after the 1658 fire (in the Powers painting there is no Uji kokuya, only
the Kaze no Miya kokuya). The changed location further suggests that the artist either
lived around Ise and therefore knew about the kokuya’s new location, or that the artist
was told about it, in which case the argument for yamabushi patronage is further
validated since the yamabushi would have been the ones interested in communicating to
the artist the new location of their fundraising hall. If we continue the argument that the
inclusion of the Miyagawa Bridge suggests Ise represented at a time of renewal then the
mandara likely dates to around the time of the 1669 shikinen sengū.

Asama Mountain and Mount Takakura: Sugimoto mandara
The close relationship between the Ise Shrines and Asama Mountain’s
Kongōshōji Temple has been described above. The origins of this relationship date to the
Heian period, but in the late Muromachi period (1392-1573) the relationship deepened
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with the emergence of Ryōbu Shinto and the theory that Kongōshōji’s Uhō Dōji and
Amaterasu were two aspects of the same Buddhist potency.454
In the Jingū, Mitsui, and Powers Ise sankei mandara Kongōshōji is represented in
the top left corner while Takakura Mountain’s Ama no iwato (the heavenly rock cave in
which Amaterasu hid) is represented in the top right corner; depicted within the cave is
either a figure or a shrine. Placing Kongōshōji and the Ama no iwato on the same
horizontal plane visually connects the two sites, their sacrality secured by the sun and
moon floating beside them. While their positions provide balance and symmetry to the
compositions, the contemporary significance and historical relationship of and between
these two sites was the likely impetus for representing them in this way and may
therefore be understood as a reference to the complementary and combinatory nature of
Uhō Dōji and Amaterasu.
The exclusion of both Kongōshōji and Takakura Mountain in the Sugimoto
mandara, by contrast, suggests the artist is guided by a different system of faith.
Nishiyama has argued that the absence of Kongōshōji and the appearance in its place of
the karasu tengu, a representative of the yamabushi, with the young girl whose hair he
grips with his right hand indicates an unfavorable view of the temple and of the esoteric
Shugendō sects to which the yamabushi belonged (Fig. 4.27).455 My reading of the
painting is slightly different. Kongōshōji was converted in 1392 from Shingon to Rinzai
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In the Muromachi period the theory that Uhō Dōji and Amaterasu were two manifestations of the same
Buddhist deity quickly spread. Precisely how they were connected remains unclear. For more on
Amaterasu and Uhō Dōji see Kubota Osamu’s chapter, “Amaterasu Ōkami to Uhō Dōji,” in Ise shinkō I,
143-158. Uhō Dōji’s full name is Asamayama Kokuzō Bosatu Kenzoku Uhō Dōji 朝熊山虚空蔵菩薩眷属
雨宝童子.
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Nishiyama, “Taikon Ryōbu sekai no tabihito,” 153-154. Nishiyama believes the patron was a Jōdo (Pure
Land) hijiri who hated Shugen.
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Zen, but documentary evidence indicates esoteric practice there remained strong into the
17th century.456 There was even a large image of a tengu in Kongōshōji’s Myōjō Hall.457
And while none of Ise’s Buddhist temples are represented in this painting, we do find
kanjin hijiri seated in kokuya collecting donations at the bases of Uji and Kaze no Miya
Bridges (Figs. 4.28, 4.29). These institutions, as we know, belonged to the Inner Shrine’s
Shingon-sect Hōrakusha chapel.458 There are also several yamabushi pilgrims depicted
wandering through the painting; one even respectfully worships before the monk-nun
prayer hall outside the Naikū’s second torii. Moreover, according to the Asama yama giki,
when Kōbō Daishi finished writing Kongōshōji’s engi, a tengu carried it to Kyūshū and
enshrined it on the peak of Hiko Mountain.459 The deity of Hiko Mountain was believed
to be Amaterasu’s son.460 Since Amaterasu was identified as the suijaku of Uhō Dōji
perhaps what is depicted here in place of the temple is a scene representing Kongōshōji’s
origin history as it relates to the tengu, overlaid with Uhō Doji-Amaterasu faith. The
figure carried by the tengu may symbolize the dōji form of Uhō Dōji-Amaterasu.461 More
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“Chusei no Ama no Iwato to Uhō Dōji Shinkō,” 276-294.
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research needs to be done to understand what this scene represents but I believe the
situation is more complex than Nishiyama suggests.
Remnants of an Amida Raigō (Descent of Amida) at the top of the painting
further complicate a precise reading of the painting. According to the Uji Yamada shishi,
there were 156 Jōdo (Pure Land) temples active in the town of Yamada in the Genroku
Period (1688-1704), by far the dominant Buddhist sect in the area (there were 95 Zen
temples, 68 Shingon, 8 Tendai and 1 Jishū).462 Many of the surviving sutra burials along
Asama Mountain include mirrors illustrating Amida’s Paradise, indicating a widespread
belief in Amida’s Pure Land among monks and nuns of various sects, as well as Ise’s
priestly class.463 These burials date to the 12th century, much earlier than the painting in
question, but with so many Jōdo temples active around Ise in the 17th century it is
plausible that what we find illustrated in the Sugimoto painting is related to some
hypothetical aspect of a combined Shingon-Pure Land faith at Ise in the early to middle
17th century.464 Further research is required to decipher the complex iconography in this
painting.
The composition and general flow of the Sugimoto mandara as well as the
placement of identifying features such as Uji Bridge, the Outer and Inner shrines, the
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Korakan and horse stables is more or less the same as our other Ise sankei mandara
examples. It is an altered and drastically compressed representation of Ise that bears little
resemblance to reality; two artists could not independently paint such similar
compositions of the landscape. For this reason, though the style of painting and many of
the details are quite different from the other Ise sankei mandara examples, the painter of
the Sugimoto mandara must have been aware of an Ise sankei mandara prototype or a
painting based on that prototype.

Summary
Close observation of the Ise sankei mandara has led to the conclusion that the
Jingū Chōkokan painting was commissioned by the Rinzai Zen sect Keikōin nuns in the
late 16th century, and the Powers’ and Mitsui paintings by Shingon-sect yamabushi
associated with the Hōrakusha and Segidera in the early to middle 17th century. The
enigmatic Sugimoto painting suggests a connection to both Shingon and Pure Land
traditions, and was probably produced sometime in the 17th century.
We have observed a large degree of similarity in compositional movement and
various details among the four paintings, which suggests there was a standard painting
model from which artists drew. The way Segidera’s buildings are angled in the Powers
and Mitsui paintings, for example, is too similar to be merely coincidence and the pair of
monks on the temple’s grounds is included even in the Jingū version (Figs. 4.30, 4.31,
4.32) The group of three female pilgrims in both the Powers and Mitsui paintings is also
too alike to not have a common origin (Figs. 4.33, 4.34). What that origin was remains
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unclear. Perhaps the later versions are simply based on earlier versions, modified to reify
institutional claims to power and presence at the site.
In this chapter, however, we concentrated on the subtext of the paintings, reading
and interpreting the subtle differences between the four images. This close reading of the
Ise sankei mandara has revealed that the patrons have interwoven messages into the
paintings concerning institutional claims to status and priority. These paintings are thus
instrumental as well as expressive tools, created both for fundraising among the newly
risen class and to declare institutional authority.
I have only begun to scratch the surface of these rich and complex paintings.
Continued research into Ise’s history and mythologies is necessary to further unravel and
decipher the visual clues embedded within the Ise sankei mandara. The aim of this
chapter was to demonstrate how these paintings, which upon first glance appear to be
generic and formulaic copies of the same common prototype, were personalized, each
containing a trove of visual information that sheds light on the history of the site and the
circumstances behind their creation. As this analysis of the Ise sankei mandara has
demonstrated, sankei mandara, in addition to visually documenting fundamental changes
in Japan’s social structure, are overlaid with the more subtle history of the site
represented, making them invaluable primary sources that can enhance and broaden our
understanding of a range of historical issues left murky by the textual records.
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Chapter 5
Kiyomizudera sankei mandara

Introduction
In the previous chapter we studied the four surviving Ise sankei mandara,
analyzing their purpose, their artistic language, and the circumstances surrounding their
creation. We showed that the Ise sankei mandara cast light on a transitional period in
Japanese history, marking the weakening of the military government and court
aristocracy and the rise of the commoner class, which is illustrated for the first time in the
role of pilgrim to and patron of the Ise shrines. We then focused on the small differences
between the four Ise sankei mandara, using them as clues which allow discussion of such
issues as patronage and meaning, and the relationships between different Buddhist sects
around Ise in the late 16th and 17th centuries.
We now turn to a similar examination of the sankei mandara that depict the
landscape of and around Kiyomizudera 清水寺 (Figs. 5.1, 5.2). Again we discuss the
artistic language that was created for the purpose of fundraising and explore the way the
images were conceived to fulfill this fundamental task of motivating people to visit the
temple and contribute to its upkeep. We will pay particular attention to how the images
worked, applying Christian Jacob’s observation that “all maps contain a certain number
of ‘markers’…These markers can be defined as semiological crossroads, creating a link
between a point on the map and something external—other maps, texts, shared
knowledge.”465 We will uncover some of the mnemonic markers in the Kiyomizudera
465
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sankei mandara and examine how they were devised to target specific tastes and interests,
and how, we may presume, the narrative performer would draw out and expound upon
the particular markers according to the composition of his audience. For example if the
audience consisted of male warriors perhaps the focus would be on the luxury teashopbrothels; if the targeted audience were women or couples, maybe the performer would
focus on rituals for safe childbirth.
Before we explore how the mandara were deployed, we will review the history of
Kiyomizudera and the relationship between Kiyomizudera’s monastic community. We
will then examine the mandara and find that a similarly subtle phenomenon is at work as
the one we discovered in the Ise sankei mandara and the Fuji sankei mandara, namely
that the commissioning institution left encoded messages of claim and authority in the
paintings. This chapter will argue that the Kiyomizudera sankei mandara illustrate the
uneasy relationship between the kanjin hijiri living in Jōjuin 成就院 and Kiyomizudera’s
temple monks, the jike 寺家.
We begin with an overview of the history and legendary origins of Kiyomizudera
followed by a history of painting the temple and the motifs that make it instantly
recognizable to viewers. We will then turn to the two surviving Kiyomizudera sankei
mandara. After a visual analysis of the paintings’ formal qualities, we will examine
specific details that reveal visual clues about the patronage for these paintings and the
tensions within the religious hierarchy at Kiyomizudera. The final section will consider
how etoki performers may have used these paintings, focusing on different areas and
details to appeal to a subset of tastes and audiences.
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As we explore its history and appearance in the Kiyomizudera sankei mandara,
we will keep in mind that Kiyomizudera is a temple located in Kyoto, the capital at the
time the mandara were painted, making it relatively accessible to Kyoto’s residents and
visitors. From the time it was established Kiyomizudera welcomed pilgrims, unlike the
imperial Ise shrines. Moreover, a visit to Ise or to Fuji typically required a huge
commitment of time, money and energy. We will therefore also consider how the
location of Kiyomizudera effects its representation in the Kiyomizudera sankei mandara.

History of Kiyomizudera

I. Kiyomizudera engi
There are four versions of Kiyomizudera’s legendary origins, which have been
categorized in the Kiyomizudera shi 清水寺史.466 The protagonists in each version
remain the same so for our purposes I will give only a general outline of the history that
is common to all, drawing primarily from the popular Kanbun version 漢文縁起本,
believed to have been written in the late 12th century.467
According to the engi, in the fourth month of Hōki 9 (778), the Hossō priest
Enchin 延鎮 (originally known as Kenshin 賢心) had a dream that moved him to travel
north to Yamashiro Province in search of the “golden stream” flowing from the
466
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Yodogawa River (also called the Kizugawa).468 He began his journey the next morning
and upon finding the stream, he followed it to its source, the Otowa Waterfall in Kyoto’s
Higashiyama Hills, arriving at a thatched hut hermitage above the waterfall where he
encountered the hermit Gyōei Koji 行叡居士, who had been waiting there for Enchin for
over 300 years. After a brief exchange, Gyōei handed Enchin a piece of sacred wood and
then abruptly vanished. Enchin waited for him to return, but eventually realized that
Gyōei had been a manifestation of Kannon. Enchin then carved an eleven-faced,
thousand-armed Kannon from the sacred wood and enshrined it in the hut.
Two years later, in Hōki 11 (780), the warrior Sakanoue Tamuramaro 坂上田村
麻呂 (758-811) was hunting for deer in the Higashiyama Hills at the request of his
pregnant wife, Miyoshi Takako 三善高子, who believed the sacrifice would be rewarded
with a safe childbirth. During the hunt, Tamuramaro came upon the sacred water at the
valley of Ennenji near Otowa Falls, and met Enchin, who remonstrated the warrior for
killing and instructed him on the compassionate teachings of Kannon. A remorseful and
repentant Tamuramaro returned to his wife and taught her what he had learned. In
Enryaku 7 (788) the now pious couple donated their former residence to be used as a
temple, which they called Kita Kannonji (this would later be called Kiyomizudera) and
enshrined Enchin’s Kannon inside.469

II. History
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Kiyomizudera is located at the foot of Mount Otowa in the Higashiyama Hills of
Kyoto, Japan’s cultural and political capital from 794 until the modern period (Fig. 5.3).
The temple is famous for its association with love, wish-granting and easy childbirth. Its
historical association with the warrior Tamuramaro and his pregnant wife has made it
popular among warriors, women, and commoners since its foundation in the late 8th
century and it has remained a popular pilgrimage destination to this day. In the medieval
period Kiyomizudera was designated the sixteenth temple on the Saikoku sanjūsan kasho
Kannon reijō 西国三十三ヶ所観音霊場 (the thirty-three sacred places dedicated to the
bodhisattva Kannon in the Western Provinces) pilgrimage circuit. The temple is also
famous for its ancient cherry trees, drawing multitudes of pilgrims when the trees
blossom in the springtime.470 Kiyomizudera was originally a branch temple of Kōfukuji
in Nara, affiliated with both the Shingon and Hossō sects, but it is now the head temple of
the Kitahossō sect.471 The temple is dedicated to the bodhisattva Kannon and its hondō
(main hall) enshrines an eleven-headed, thousand armed hidden image (hibutsu) of the
deity (presumably the one carved by Enchin). Most of the present structures, including
the hondō, date to the rebuilding by Tokugawa Iemitsu 徳川家光 (1604-1651) in Kan’ei
10 (1633).
Kiyomizudera’s hondō is 18 meters high and 10 meters wide, with a simple hipped
roof construction. It is built on the side of a sloping cliff and has a large, stage-like
veranda held aloft by an elaborate system of wood supports. The impressive panoramic
views of Kyoto from Kiyomizudera’s veranda have continued to attract visitors to the
470
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temple since it was founded. A common expression of Kyoto residents when making an
important decision is “Do boldly as if you were jumping from the stage of
Kiyomizudera”.472
As the engi claims, Tamuramaro and his wife established the temple in the late 8th
century and called it Kita Kannonji. Soon after, in Enryaku 13 (794), Japan’s capital city
was moved from Nagaoka to Kyoto and the former shishinden (ceremonial hall of the
imperial palace) was donated to Kita Kannonji as a Kannondō (Kannon Hall). By
Enryaku 17 (798) the temple had greatly expanded and, according to the Daijōkanpu 太
政官符, in Enryaku 24 (805) the temple was given additional land by Emperor Kammu
桓武天皇 (737-806) and designated a chokuganji 勅願寺 (imperially sponsored
temple).473 At this time it was renamed Kiyomizudera. In Kōnin 2 (811) Emperor Saga
(786-842) named Kiyomizudera a dōjō 道場 (literally “place of the way”) for protecting
the state. 474 Successive emperors worshiped at Kiyomizudera and the temple thrived.
Kiyomizudera’s increasing popularity brought more monks, who lived on site, as well as
private citizens who built houses around the temple’s grounds.
Between the Heian (794-1185) and Kamakura (1185-1333) periods Kiyomizudera
burned down and was rebuilt twelve times.475 Typically, fires originating in a kitchen or
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hearth would quickly spread from the living quarters to the temple. Kiyomizudera was
also deliberately burned down twice in the 12th century, in 1146 and 1165. Because of its
relationship to Kōfukuji, Kiyomizudera became entangled in the vicious battles between
Kōfukuji and Enryakuji (located on Mount Hiei), and because of its close proximity to
Enryakuji, each time a new dispute erupted between the temples Kiyomizudera was the
first to be attacked.476 These battles are portrayed in the Heike monogatari 平家物語 (vol.
1) as Kiyomizu enjō 清水炎上 (the great fires of Kiyomizu). Each time Kiyomizudera
burned down during these periods, the government—either court or military—quickly
supplied the funds for rebuilding.
The economic situation changed dramatically during the Warring States period
(1467-1603) following the Ōnin War 応仁の乱 (1467-77), when the court and military
government could no longer financially support the temples and shrines. The razing of
Kiyomizudera in this period of economic uncertainty is of particular interest to our
present discussion. On the 10th day of the 7th month of Bunmei 1 (1469), the Hosokawa
Forces (Eastern Army) burned down all of the temples in the Higashiyama Hills,
including Ungoji 雲居寺, Chinkōji 珍皇寺, Kenninji 建仁寺, and Kiyomizudera.477
Kiyomizudera’s honzon was saved but its halls were completely destroyed.478 The
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prolonged fighting and resulting devastation, both physical and economic, drained the
bakufu government of its resources and left it unable to provide the funds for rebuilding.
It is in this context that the charismatic kanjin monk Gan’ami 願阿弥 (d. 1486) entered
the scene and offered his services. Gan’ami, a Ji sect (Pure Land) practitioner, was
already well known for the tireless energy he put into feeding the starving masses who
poured into Kyoto during the great famine of Kanshō 2 (1460) and for raising the funds
to rebuild both Gojō and Shijō Bridges, and Nanzenji’s butsuden (Buddhist hall).479
Records show that Gan’ami received permission from the shōgun Ashikaga Yoshimasa
足利義政 (1436-1490) to carry out these various fundraising ventures, and that he was
able to move successfully among the commoner classes and the aristocratic and military
elites in his effort to raise money for his projects.480 Gan’ami turned his attention to
Kiyomizudera in Bunmei 10 (1478), raising the funds to cast a new bronze bell for the
temple.481 The bell was inscribed with the names of over 80 donors and includes a line of
script in Gan’ami’s own hand, advertising the monk’s wide network of patrons and
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signaling that kanjin for Kiyomizudera had officially begun.482 The following year,
Kōfukuji officially appointed Gan’ami to the position of kanjin monk for
Kiyomizudera.483 With the help of the courtier Kanroji Chikanaga 甘露寺親長 (14251500), Gan’ami also received imperial sanction to rebuild Kiyomizudera’s halls, thus
making the rebuilding of the temple a national enterprise.484 Evidence of Gan’ami’s many
powerful donors from around the country may be found in the Kiyomizudera saikō
hōgachō 清水寺再興奉加帳; the names and donations of over 149 bakufu affiliates,
including Ashikaga Yoshimasa’s wife, Hino Tomiko 日野富子(1440-1496), the Asakura
family of Echizen province, and members of the Azai family in Ōmi province, are listed
as contributing to the hondō’s rebuilding.485 There is also an entry from Bunmei 11
(1479) in the Muromachi bakufu bugyōnin rensho hōsho 室町幕府奉行人連署奉書
recording that when Gan’ami went to Kyushū to collect kanjin for Kiyomizudera,
Shimazu Tadamasa 島津忠昌(1463-1508) was ordered to protect him.486 These various
documents testify to the esteem with which Gan’ami was regarded by the military
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government and the imperial household. In the 8th month of Bunmei 14 (1482), only three
and a half years after he had begun his kanjin for the temple, Gan’ami had raised enough
money to begin rebuilding Kiyomizudera’s hondō. Two years later, on the 16th day of the
6th month of Bunmei 16 (1484), Kiyomizudera’s honzon was reinstalled in the hondō;
fifteen years had passed since it had been removed from the temple.487 Ever the savvy
fundraiser, Gan’ami capitalized on this unprecedented event to maximize the amount of
contributions for the rebuilding of Kiyomizudera’s remaining halls. Sparing no expense
for the ceremony, he paid an exorbitant sum to have an imperial representative and an
imperial gagaku performer present for the ritual transfer of the honzon.488 In order to
keep the momentum—and kanjin—from waning, Gan’ami devised a way to have the
festivities continue after the transfer of the honzon by inventing a ceremony, called Senbu
kyōkai 千部経会, in which one thousand monks chanted for ten days.489 Pilgrims flocked
to the temple to witness the transfer and hear the monks chanting. Even the shōgun
Ashikaga Yoshihisa 足利義尚 (1465-1489) was present. In the fourth month of Bunmei
18 (1486), Gan’ami proposed unveiling Kiyomizudera’s hibutsu honzon as a means to
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dramatically increase donations. He received imperial permission one month later.490
Unfortunately Gan’ami passed away before he was able to see the unveiling through and
it never took place. Gan’ami died on the thirteenth day of the fifth month of Bunmei 18.
Despite his success on behalf of the temple, Gan’ami’s relationship with
Kiyomizudera’s jike was turbulent. Though they acknowledged it was a necessity, they
refused to regard Gan’ami’s fundraising efforts as little more than contract work.491 The
temple monks obstructed Gan’ami’s efforts and opposed him whenever they had the
opportunity, as evidenced by an entry from Chikanaga’s diary describing a tense meeting
with Kiyomizudera’s jike about the ceremonial transfer of Kiyomizudera’s honzon into
the newly rebuilt hondō, described above.492 In the medieval period, kanjin monks were
regarded as temporary workers and were thus not permitted to participate in the rituals
performed at the shrines and temples they collected money for, which is why Gan’ami
required the help of the jike to carry out the ritual reinstallation of the honzon.493 We
learn from Chikanaga’s diary that the monks not only refused Gan’ami’s request, they
also would not help with any of the fundraising-related activities. Chikanaga eventually
convinced the jike to perform the ritual by pointing to precedent: the jike of Rokkakudō
(Chōhōji) carried the honzon when it was reinstalled in Bunmei 4 (1470). Chikanaga’s
490
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entry provides not only anecdotal evidence of the troubled relationship between Gan’ami
and Kiyomizudera’s monks, it also makes a distinction between the kanjin no hijiri 勧進
之聖 and the jike 寺家, further textual evidence of the clear division between the two
groups.494
Gan’ami’s successors continued raising money to rebuild and maintain
Kiyomizudera’s halls and Gojō Bridge (the bridge that led pilgrims across the Kamo
River and onto the path to Kiyomizudera). The monks lived in Jōjuin, a hall on
Kiyomizudera’s grounds, and set up fundraising stations outside of the hondō and on
Gojō Bridge (in the Dainichidō on Nakajima Island).495 They also traveled around the
country soliciting contributions from powerful warlords including Takeda Shingen 武田
信玄 (1521-1573) and Mōri Terumoto 毛利輝元 (1553-1625).496 By 1545, the Jōjuin
monks had rebuilt all of Kiyomizudera’s halls.497
Like Gan’ami, the Jōjuin monks were treated with disdain by Kiyomizudera’s
temple monks: they were ostracized and despised for their work, and they were not
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permitted to participate in Kiyomizudera’s rituals and services.498 They also received
threats from the jike, who actively tried to obstruct their efforts. The situation apparently
was so bad that the bakufu intervened by issuing two official statements: in Entoku 1
(1489) it ordered the successful building 造功 of Kiyomizudera’s seven halls 清水寺七
堂 (Sanjūnotō, Tamuradō, Hondō, Jizōdō, Shakadō, Amidadō and Okunoin) by the kanjin
monk Sen’a 宣阿 (Gan’ami’s direct successor), the implication being that he was having
trouble carrying out his duties; the second statement was issued a year later and more
forcefully supports and protects Sen’a’s kanjin activity, forbidding the jike from
threatening the Jōjuin monks and deliberately intervening in their work.499 In spite of
such strong support by the bakufu government, the jike continued attacking Jōjuin’s
monks and obstructing their fundraising efforts.500 Though there is no explicit
explanation as to why the jike so vigorously opposed the kanjin hijiri, we may presume it
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was grounded in the threat the low-ranking monks posed to the dignity, integrity and,
most importantly, the power of Kiyomizudera’s monks.
Over time, however, Jōjuin and the Gan’ami lineage became increasingly
powerful. In Eishō 7 (1510), Emperor Go-Kashiwabara 後柏原天皇 (1464-1526)
designated Jōjuin a chokugansho 勅願所 (imperially sponsored temple).501 Surviving
letters and documents reveal how Jōjuin’s network of patrons continued to grow and its
fundraising activity became increasingly organized and systematic. Jōjuin frequently sent
representatives to bring gifts to powerful warlords around the country and received gifts,
money and protection from these warlords in return. The Jōjuin monks would perform
Buddhist services and rituals for these powerful people, on whose patronage they became
increasingly reliant with the decline in power of the central bakufu government over the
course of the Warring States period.502 Kiyomizudera was particularly popular among the
warrior class during this period because it was established by one of their own, Sakanoue
Tamuramaro. The warriors who gave money to the temple wished to see it restored to its
original form, and they often would request that Jōjuin perform prayers related to victory
in battle (senshō kigan).503
Even though Jōjuin’s power continued to grow, Jōjuin’s monks continued to be
excluded from participating in the rituals performed in Kiyomizudera’s hondō.504 For this
reason, the monks established an independent hondō to carry out their rituals, with funds
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donated by the daimyō of Echizen province, Asakura Sadakage 朝倉貞景 (14731512).505 The Asakuradō (also called the Hokkesanmidō) was built next to the hondō, had
the same large stage and enshrined an image of Kannon that was purportedly a copy (on a
smaller scale) of Kiyomizudera’s honzon by Emperor Go-Kashiwabara.506 With the
establishment of the Asakuradō, Jōjuin finally secured its position at Kiyomizudera. After
enduring decades of persistent attacks from the jike, who even tried once more to rid the
monks from the temple once the rebuilding of the halls was complete in 1545, Jōjuin
became officially responsible for the building, maintenance and everyday operations of
Kiyomizudera, though they were still not permitted to participate in the official
ceremonies of the temple.507
This history of the Jōjuin monks will help us to better understand the iconography
and compositional arrangement of the Kiyomizudera sankei mandara. As will be argued
below, the fraught relationship between the Jōjuin monks and Kiyomizudera’s jike is
reflected in the mandara, discernible through subtle details and alterations to the
representation of certain halls, painted to emphasize the central role of Jōjuin in the daily
activities and operations of the temple. Before we begin our close analysis of the
mandara, let us first look at paintings that illustrate Kiyomizudera and gain a firm grasp
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of how the temple has been represented and the salient motifs for identifying it in
painting.

Kiyomizudera in Painting
Until its appearance as the primary subject of painting in sankei mandara in the
late 16th century, Kiyomizudera typically served a supporting role in the background of
narrative painting. The earliest extant image of the temple is found in the 14th century
handscroll Hōnen shōnin eden (Illustrated Biography of Hōnen) and provides only a
partial view of the temple to establish the setting for the ceremony taking place in the
narrative (Fig. 5.4). The viewer looks down on the hondō’s veranda from a close vantage
point; illustrated to the right is the stone staircase connecting the main hall with the three
spouts dispensing Otowa’s sacred water. The temple continued to appear in illustrated
books and handscrolls as part of the narrative setting and was typically represented with
the same motifs: the hondō’s veranda, the stone staircase and Otowa Falls (Fig. 5.5).
From the first half of the 16th century, Kiyomizudera became a symbol of the
Higashiyama district in rakuchū rakugai zu, large compositions on six-panel folding
screens illustrating panoramic, bird’s eye views of Kyoto (discussed in chapter 2).
Kiyomizudera is usually depicted in the upper right corner of the right screen, and is
illustrated on a diagonal axis. Nishiyama Masaru has referred to this diagonal view
(shakeizu) of Kiyomizudera as its “special pose” 得意のポーズ; we will see the temple
take this pose in the majority of extant paintings.508 Beginning with rakuchū rakugai zu,
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Nishiyama Masaru, “Gisō no ‘fūkei’—Kiyomizudera sankei mandara o tekusuto ni shite,” Geinō 30.7
(1988), 11.
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representations of Kiyomizudera always include the same four motifs, three of which we
have already identified: 1) the distinctive hondō, with its large deck held aloft by tall
wood supports, 2) the long staircase leading from the hondō to 3) Otowa Falls (and the
Taki no Miya shrine above), and 4) the Sanjūnotō (three-story pagoda) to the left of the
hondō. The late Muromachi period (16th century) Sanjō rakuchū rakugai zu, for example,
includes all of the necessary motifs, on a diagonal plane pointing slightly eastward: the
hondō is immediately identifiable by its large stage, pilgrims walk down the staircase to
the right to purify below Otowa Falls and the three-story pagoda appears to the left (Fig.
5.6).509 The Uesugi rakuchū rakugai zu, thought to date to around 1565, illustrates
Kiyomizudera on a more dramatically tilted plane pointing westward, with the majority
of its complex covered by gold clouds (Fig. 5.7). Still, the hondō remains recognizable by
its tall stilts and large deck. Three pilgrims walk up the staircase to the main hall; two
figures purify under Otowa’s sacred water. The upper tiers of the Sanjūnotō and the
Koyasunotō (“easy delivery pagoda”) rise above the gold clouds. Other rakuchū rakugai
zu from this period illustrate Kiyomizudera in the same way, with only these essential
identifying motifs (Figs. 5.8, 5.9).
Over the course of the 16th century Kiyomizudera was illustrated more and more
frequently and as an independent subject of painting on a variety of mediums. The two
surviving Kiyomizudera sankei mandara, which are this chapter’s subject of study and
will be discussed in more detail in the following section, date to the second half of the
century and present a detailed account of the temple’s grounds and its surrounds. The
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Japanese scholarship as Rekihaku Version A (Sanjō screens) and Rekihaku Version B (Takahashi).
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Kiyomizudera meisho zu depicts the temple on a folding fan striking its “special pose” on
a gold ground, its hondō partly covered by gold clouds (Fig. 5.10). Illustrated together
with the temple’s salient motifs is the Saimon (West Gate), to the left of the three-story
pagoda. Pilgrims of all classes explore the grounds and locals go about their daily
activities in the foreground. Of particular interest is the group of figures standing on the
edge of the hondō’s stage: two high-ranking monastic figures gaze out at the view of the
city while a young disciple shields them from the sun’s rays with an umbrella. A similar
group is illustrated in this location in other paintings of Kiyomizudera, including the
Kiyomizudera sankei mandara, and must have been part of the figural iconography of the
temple. This suggests there was a handbook or common prototype for illustrating
Kiyomizudera, or that the same studio produced all of these works. It also strengthens
Iwahana Michiaki’s claim that different types of figures were placed in particular
locations in paintings based on their social status or purity (a high-ranking monk, or nun
as the figure appears to be in some cases, would be both high status and pure).510
We also find Kiyomizudera depicted in the 16th century as a backdrop for genre
paintings on six-panel screens. These screens are often part of a pair illustrating famous
sites or temples. The Higashiyama meisho zu byōbu from the late Muromachi period is
one such example, though it survives as a single six-panel screen and illustrates only
Kiyomizudera (Fig. 5.11).511 The painting has much in common with the sankei mandara
genre, illustrating the energetic activity of the Higashiyama district. It also shares many
formal features with the two Kiyomizudera sankei mandara. Kiyomizudera is illustrated
510

Iwana Michiaki, “Sankei mandara kotohajime,” Gekkan hyakka 313 (1988), 26.
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For a detailed analysis of this screen see Ueno Tomoe, “Higashiyama meishozu byōbu nit suite,” Kokka
1331 (2006.9), 32-45.
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with great detail in the right half of the screen. Its hondō is filled with pilgrims of all
classes enjoying themselves and the views from the large deck. We again note the
presence of the high-ranking monk with attentive pupil gazing out from the edge of the
deck. The painting also illustrates the long staircase between the hondō and Otowa Falls,
with people relaxing inside the Koridō (purification hall) as they watch pilgrims purify
below the spouts. Nearby, a local woman wearing an apron around her waist and carrying
a bucket of water on her head collected from the falls walks in the direction of the
teahouses outside the temple gate. She likely represents the same figures (the tea vendors,
who use the water from the falls to make tea), illustrated in roughly the same location, in
the Kiyomizudera sankei mandara.512 The Asakuradō and Jinushi Shrine are depicted
behind the hondō. To the left are the Tamuradō and Jōjuin. These two buildings appear to
be attached, just as they do in the two Kiyomizudera sankei mandara (they even include
the same monk sweeping outside Jōjuin’s gate), even though in reality there was a
distance between the two structures, a point that will be discussed further in the following
analysis. In the fourth panel from the right a group of warriors leading a palanquin and
two female pilgrims walk towards Kiyomizudera’s Niōmon gate. Taisanji is to the right;
a kanjin monk sits in a hut at the temple’s entrance extending a ladle to collect a donation
from a female pilgrim (in the Kiyomizudera sankei mandara it is a nun who sits in the hut
collecting donations). Two teahouses catering to the aristocratic classes are depicted to
the left of Taisanji. Inside the house on the right, a man drinks tea and chats with three
attentive young women. Illustrated on the opposite side of the road are three commoner
teahouses, all run by women. To the left, Gojō Bridge is depicted in two sections,
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The water was believed to have healing qualities, as described in a number of sources including the Edo
period Unpyō zasshi 雲萍雑志. Kiyomizudera shi, dai 1-kan, 178.
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separated by Nakajima Island. Hōjōji and its Daikokudō are illustrated on the island.
Inside the Daikokudō a kanjin monk is seated beside a statue of the eponymous deity.
Crossing the bridge in the opposite direction of the incoming pilgrims are two inujinin 犬
神人, identifiable by their masks and persimmon robes (these figures are illustrated in the
same location in the Kiyomizudera sankei mandara and the Yasaka Hōkanji sankei
mandara).513 The long, winding Kiyomizuzaka we find in the Kiyomizudera sankei
mandara is compressed; only the sutra hall, Rokuharamitsuji and the second wood gate
are depicted to signify the road leading to Kiyomizudera. As will become apparent in the
following analysis, this screen is remarkably similar to the Kiyomizudera sankei mandara
and must be related to them—either the same studio produced all three paintings or the
artist copied the sankei mandara (which likely came before the screen though they all
date to the late 16th century), or perhaps the patron of the screen experienced an etoki
before the mandara and commissioned the artist to produce a close copy.
In the Momoyama and Edo periods, Kiyomizudera continued to appear in genre
painting as the setting for the display of beautiful, fashionable people enjoying the
temple’s grounds and its famous cherry blossoms. The essential identifiers for the temple
are there—the distinctive hondō, staircase (which appears in these paintings to be made
of stone), three-story pagoda, and Otowa Falls—often together with other Kiyomizudera
halls, but they are all depicted with minimal detail; the subject of these paintings is not
Kiyomizudera but its visitors. The Kano school Kiyomizudera keidai zu byōbu from the
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The inujinin were a class of Kyoto artisan-merchants who specialized in the manufacturing of
bowstrings. They also cared for the lepers living in the Chōtōdo on Kiyomizuzaka. For more on the inujinin
and on the lepers living on Kiyomizuzaka see Shimosaka Masaru’s chapter, “Chūsei hinin no sonzai
keitai—Kiyomizuzaka ‘Chōtodō’ ko,” in idem. Egakareta Nihon no chūsei: ezu bunsekiron (Kyoto:
Hōzōkan, 2003), 224-256.
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early Edo period, for example, illustrates the temple on a gold leaf ground with golden
clouds stretching across the composition, highlighting discrete scenes and areas from a
distant perspective (Fig. 5.12). In the left two panels of the screen pilgrims amble around
the town outside the Niōmon gate, which is relatively quiet and depicted with
surprisingly little detail; only two teahouses appear to be open for business and there are
no customers inside. The horse stable is also empty and only the top of Taisanji’s pagoda
is visible above the clouds. The Niōmon and Saimon gates are also illustrated with
minimal detail; the Niō guardian figures (the Kongō rikishi) are not even included in the
Niōmon’s bays. To the left, a large group has gathered for a picnic in front of the
Tamuradō and sutra hall—both of which are shuttered. The hondō is filled with pilgrims
young and old, male and female, though all appear to be of the same social status. The
long stone staircase leads pilgrims to Otowa Falls, and the Koridō. Above, pilgrims pray
before the Okunoin and look out at the scenery from its large deck. This screen has the
character of a meisho-e (famous place painting) but lacks the enthusiasm and energy of
that genre. The artist is not concerned with providing a detailed representation of the
temple, its rituals or its visitors. Rather, the screen is a vehicle for the rich display of
materials and leisurely pilgrimage. Another screen painting, the Kiyomizudera yūraku zu
byōbu, by contrast, presents not a particularly detailed view of the temple’s grounds but
the perspective is closer and more intimate, the figures slightly larger and more
expressive, inviting the viewer to participate in the lively atmosphere of the pilgrimage
(Fig. 5.13). The composition is similar to the previous example, with the town outside the
Niōmon gate depicted on the left panel and Kiyomizudera’s grounds illustrated across the
remaining panels. Still, the primary subject of the screen is the variety of pilgrims
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enjoying the beautiful spring day at the temple. Kano Naizen’s Hōkoku sairei zu also
illustrates Kiyomizudera as location and background scenery for the energetic festivities
of the figures in the foreground (Fig. 5.14). The temple is relegated to the upper left
corner of the right screen, illustrated with its essential signifiers (with the addition of
what appears to be either the sutra hall or the Tamuradō behind the pagoda), its hondō
faces forward while the other motifs slant rightwards. Similarly, the Higashiyama yūraku
zu screen depicts Kiyomizudera in the distant background, a backdrop for the various
amusements of the many figures in the foreground (Fig. 5.15). This is just a small sample
of the many extant meisho-e screens in which Kiyomizudera makes an appearance.
Kiyomizudera also continued to be illustrated in Momoyama and Edo period
rakuchū rakugai zu. The temple retains its diagonal pose and is typically illustrated with
greater detail, particularly the area to the left of the hondō where we can expect to find a
variety of halls such as the Tamuradō, the Asakuradō, and the Kyōdō (sutra hall),
together with the temple’s usual signifiers (Figs. 5.16, 5.17).
Now that we have a basic understanding of the ways and forms of depicting
Kiyomizudera, we turn to a detailed analysis of the Kiyomizudera sankei mandara.

Kiyomizudera sankei mandara
The two surviving Kiyomizudera sankei mandara illustrate the temple after
Gan’ami and the Jōjuin monks’ restoration and date to the latter half of the 16th century
(Figs. 5.1, 5.2). Shimosaka Mamoru has narrowed down the dates of production to
between the time Kiyomizudera’s halls were rebuilt after it was destroyed in the Ōnin
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War, 1545, and Toyotomi Hideyoshi’s moving and rebuilding of Gojō Bridge in 1589.514
Nishiyama Masaru has attempted to further narrow down the dates to between 1583 and
1590 based on the appearance of the hondō and Gojō Bridge.515 The paintings are housed
in Kiyomizudera and in the collection of the Nakajima Family in Shiga province.516
The two mandara provide a fairly faithful representation of Kiyomizudera’s grounds
as they appeared in the late 16th century, although space has been compressed and
distorted and, as will be argued in the following section, some of the buildings have been
deliberately pushed closer together.517 Both the local pleasures and the rites and rituals
performed at the temple are on view, at the height of spring, the ideal time to visit
514

Shimosaka, “Chūsei hinin no sonzai keitai—Kiyomizuzaka ‘Chōtodo’ kō,” in idem., Egakareta Nihon
no chūsei, 225.
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Nishiyama argues that the paintings illustrate the roof of the hondō’s gakuya 楽屋 (the two small open
rooms on either side of the stage—these were special viewing areas for the nobility, where they could sit
and enjoy whatever rituals or entertainments were happening in the hondō) with an irimoya (hip-and-gable)
construction. The gakuya are illustrated with this construction in the 1517 Kiyomizudera engi emaki by
Tosa Mitsunobu and in the Sanjō rakuchū rakugai zu from the early 16th century. He points out that in the
slightly later rakuchū rakugai zu in the Tokyo National Museum, and the Uesugi and Takahashi versions,
the roof is illustrated with kirizuma (gable roof) construction. The Funaki rakuchū rakugai zu, executed
after political unification, illustrates the roof again as irimoya. Nishiyama argues that the architectural
construction likely occurred under Hideyoshi’s appointed deputy over Kyoto, Maeda Gen’i (deputy from
1583-1600). For Gojō Bridge, Nishiyama points to Seta Katsuya’s research, specifically that Nakajima
Island was removed from the area in 1590. Since we find both the irimoya constuction and Nakajima Island
in the Kiyomizudera mandara, Nishiyama argues that the paintings were executed between 1583 and 1590.
Nishiyama, “Gisō no ‘fūkei’,” 8-9. This is an interesting but dangerous method to use for dating a painting
since the artist could have been copying Kiyomizudera from an earlier work or deliberately painting an
earlier appearance of the area. Still the period he points to is the height of sankei mandara production and
corresponds to Shimosaka’s dating so we can maintain a late 16th century date for the paintings.
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On the box of the Nakajima version is written Rakutō Otowa yama Kiyomizudera Jinushi gongen ezu 洛
東音羽山清水寺地主権現絵図. Naniwada, “Shinkō to koezu 10,” 107.
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Contemporary documents and a description of a pilgrimage made by the warrior Shimazu Iehisa 島津家
久 in a diary entry from the 28th day of the 4th month of 1575 confirm that the order of the buildings in the
mandara correspond to their positions along the pilgrimage road. Shimazu Iehisa, Chūsho Iehisa-kō
gojōkyō nikki (Diary of Lord Iehisa’s journey to the capital) in Sankeiki, ed., Shinjō Tsunezō, Shintō taikei,
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Kiyomizudera and enjoy the cherry trees in bloom. The viewer thus gains a sense of what
to expect when visiting the temple.
Compositionally, the mandara are nearly identical (Fig. 5.18). The viewer-pilgrim
enters the painting and begins the journey to Kiyomizudera by crossing Gojō Bridge
(present day Matsubara Bridge) in the lower left corner of the scroll. The bridge is
illustrated with an ornate form, its railings painted red and its finials gold. The island of
Nakajima divides the bridge into two sections; Hōjō Temple and its Daikoku Hall face
the viewer.518 Inside the hall a kanjin hijiri (fundraising monk) extends his ladle to collect
contributions from pilgrims; beside him is an image of Daikoku, one of the Seven Gods
of Good Fortune 七福神. In the Nakajima version two dueling warriors are depicted on
the left side of Gojō Bridge, illustrating a famous scene from the setsuwa Hashi Benkei
橋弁慶 in which the monk Benkei 弁慶 (Musashibō Benkei, 1155-1189) and the young
Ushiwakamaru 牛若丸 (Minamoto no Yoshitsune, 1159-1189) first meet. After a
prolonged sword fight, Benkei is so impressed with the young warrior that he becomes
his faithful retainer.519 Upon crossing Gojō Bridge, the pilgrim-viewer passes through the
first wood gate and reaches the beginning of Kiyomizuzaka (Kiyomizu hill), and embarks
on the winding road to Kiyomizudera together with an assortment of pilgrims and locals.
Immediately to our left is a small hut with two men seated inside. Behind the hut is a long,
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narrow building believed to be the Chōtōdō, a hospital for lepers managed by the inujinin,
a class of Kyoto artisan-merchants who specialized in the manufacturing of bow
strings.520 Two inujinin, identifiable by their persimmon-colored robes, white
headscarves and masks, and carrying cylindrical containers which they used to transport
their bow strings, are illustrated walking across Gojō Bridge, in the opposite direction of
Kiyomizudera’s pilgrims (just as we saw them in the Higashiyama meisho zu byōbu; Fig.
5.11).521 Roofs of commoners’ houses line the lower edge of the mandara followed by
Rokuharamitsuji.522 A bend in the road brings the pilgrim onto an ascent, past three
stupas, the Yasaka Pagoda and a sutra hall (also called Raigōin; this is the sutra hall
illustrated outside the Niōmon in the Higashiyama meisho zu byōbu). Set between two
wood gates is the Dainichidō (also called Shinfukuji)—moved to this location in 1534.523
The road then enters into a lively town and is lined with teashops: those catering to
commoners are on the right facing the viewer, while those on the left are for the
aristocratic and military elite.524 A fundraising nun sits in a hut beside the gate to Taisanji,
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a sub-temple of Kiyomizudera, illustrated just after the commoner teashops. The nun
extends her collection ladle to a male pilgrim; before her are omamori (amulets) she sells
to those seeking the benefits of the enshrined thousand-armed Kannon, popularly known
as Koyasu Kannon (Safe Childbirth Kannon). Inside the temple’s grounds two women
pray before the three-story Koyasu no tō.525 Another bend in the road brings us past the
umatodome (stable for horses) and through Kiyomizudera’s Niōmon gate: the Kongō
rikishi guardians are enshrined in the right and left bays of the gate and “Kiyomizudera”
is written vertically in cursive script in the central panel above.526 To the left of the gate,
a monk prays before Kasuga Shrine.527 From here, the pilgrim continues the upward
ascent, past the Saimon (West Gate), the Roku Jizōdō (hall with six images of the
bodhisattva Jizō), and the Sanjūnotō. Behind the pagoda is Jōjuin, the living quarters for
the temple’s fundraising monks. Directly in front of Jōjuin is the Tamuradō (also called
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Naniwada believes the Nakajima version depicts a couple (the husband is the one with a child strapped
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The Kasuga deity was transferred to its current location in Jinushi Shrine with the separation of
Buddhism and Shinto (神仏分離) in the Meiji period and replaced with an image of Marishi tenzō 摩利支
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the Kaizandō or founder’s hall), Kiyomizudera’s original hondō.528 Statues of
Kiyomizudera’s founders (Sakanoue Tamuramaro, Tamuramaro’s wife (Miyoshi Takako),
Gyōei, and Enchin) and an image of Amida Buddha are depicted inside.529 The pilgrimviewer then washes her hands in the famous ‘owl’ (fukuro) water basin, made from the
stone of a hōkyōin-tō (a type of Chinese pagoda that enshrines the Hokyōin darani) with
owls carved in relief around the base, and passes another kanjin monk seated in a hut
with his collection ladle extended.530 Todoroki Bridge leads the pilgrim through
Kiyomizudera’s Todorokimon (Todoroki Gate) and into the hondō. Inside the hall
pilgrims and monks of various social and ecumenical ranks admire the temple and the
views from its balcony. Behind the hondō’s kairō (corridor) is the Asakuradō, modeled
after Kiyomizudera’s hondō and with the same deities enshrined within (Kannon, Jizō
bosatsu and Bishamonten).531 A path to the right leads pilgrims to Jinushi Shrine (also
pronounced Jishu), famous for its cherry blossoms and its association with fortune, luck
and love. The enshrined Ōkuninushi is the “land master deity” (jinushi 地主) of
Kiyomizudera. To the right of the shrine is the aforementioned bell tower, built in
Bunmei 10 (1478) with kanjin collected by Gan’ami.532 Across from the hondō, a row of
temple buildings represent (from the left) the Jizōdō, the Shakadō, the Amidadō, the
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Okunoin (Oku no Senjudō) and the Taki no Miya, which contains a ryūjin, or dragon
deity, that protects Otowa Falls (placed there by Enchin), located just above the three
spouts dispensing Otowa’s healing water.533 The Okunoin has a large deck, which is
similar in form to the deck of the hondō. This is the location of the hut in which Gyōei
and then Enchin is believed to have lived; enshrined inside is an image of a standing
thousand-armed Kannon.534 The buildings behind the Jizōdō are guesthouses for pilgrims
who stayed at Kiyomizudera for an extended period of time (those that came for a sanrō
参籠 as opposed to a sankei 参詣).535 The pilgrim then follows the path down the flight
of stone stairs to purify beneath Otowa Falls. Warriors relax and play music in the Koridō
together with commoner pilgrims. Men in white robes holding shikimi branches perform
sanjūsando no kori, a ritual consisting of running back and forth between the hondō and
Otowa Falls thirty-three times via the stairs.536 This custom is believed to physically
connect the practitioner (gannin 願人) with the two sources of Kiyomizudera faith: the
sacred water of Otowa Falls and the hondō’s Kannon.537 Women wearing aprons carry
buckets of water on their head collected from the falls. Otowa’s water was referred to as
konjikisui 金色水 (“golden water”) and was believed to have curative powers; one of the
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area’s great attractions was drinking the tea made with Otowa’s water, served in the
teahouses outside the temple gate. The local women carrying Otowa’s water walk up a
path below the hondō’s deck, moving in the opposite direction of visiting pilgrims. A
group of buildings on the left side of the path represent the living quarters of
Kiyomizudera’s jike.538 In the bottom right corner, in a space divided from the
composition by bands of mist, a hunter and a monk cross a bridge. The two men have
been identified as Sakanoue Tamuramaro and Enchin, and the location is believed to be
the valley of Ennenji, where, according to the engi, the two men first meet.539 They
appear on the same horizontal plane as the historical-literary figures Benkei and
Ushiwakamaro (in the Nakajima version only). Both of these legendary scenes are
depicted on bridges, a point we shall return to later.
The two paintings employ common pictorial devices typically found in sankei
mandara. These include a canopy of mountains crowning the composition, bands of
floating mist, a winding composition that begins in the lower corner of the painting, and a
foreground body of water or bridge that must be crossed to enter the painted space. Both
mandara draw the same circuitous route up into the temple’s precincts, compressing and
distorting space to create a sense of distance and perspective. Kiyomizuzaka, which in
reality is a straight road, is illustrated with twists and turns, stretching and elongating the
journey to the temple’s hondō and conveying a sense of the time it takes to walk—an
essential aspect of Japanese pilgrimage—from Gojō Bridge to Kiyomizudera. The bands
538
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of mist enhance this effect, while also hiding and revealing discrete sections and spaces
along the road. In particular, the vertical line of mist in the lower register of both
paintings hides the area that would geographically correspond to the large burial ground,
Toribeno 鳥辺野. While the space illustrating the pilgrimage road is extremely compact
and compressed, the temple’s grounds are relatively sprawling and painted with great
detail—this kind of juxtaposition and distortion of spaces is another typical feature of the
sankei mandara genre.
In their analyses of the Kiyomizudera sankei mandara, Kuroda Hideo and
Nishiyama Masaru divide the compositions diagonally into two sections, from the bottom
right corner to the top left corner, and discuss the paintings in terms of the sacred area
above and the pilgrimage road below.540 Nishiyama observes that the temple’s main halls
are all pointing in the same direction, on a diagonally tilted plan, in an orientation similar
to the one captured in other paintings of the temple discussed above. Nishiyama also
notes that the three structures marking the end of the pilgrimage road (and the entrance to
the temple)—the umatodome (horse’s stable), Niōmon and Saimon—all point eastward
while those along the pilgrimage road change direction together with the winding road, a
visual device Ueno Tomoe believes was deliberately contrived to create the feeling of
moving along a straight road.541 Nishiyama further argues that the thick diagonal band of
mist is meant to accentuate the division between the sacred space above and the
pilgrimage road below, and ensure that the two spaces remain separate and distinct.542 He
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points out that the mist is also used in the Nakajima version to create a separate space for
Shijō Bridge and Gion Shrine, and to highlight the hondō of Rokuharamitsuji, institutions
that were independent from Kiyomizudera but which were indispensible elements for
representing its scenery. Ueno adds to Nishiyama’s observation that the three pagodas in
the Kiyomizudera mandara (Yasakatō, Koyasutō and Sanjūtō) are visual devices used to
trick the viewer into believing in the accuracy of the representation.543 She argues that
because pagodas are uniform on all sides and therefore appear the same from any
direction, they can be used in painting as a rotational axis or joint for creating the illusion
of a continuous, consistent space.
Now that we have provided a general description of the mandara, we will proceed
to examine them more closely and will draw out some of the clues that reveal (a) the
patronage and (b) the audience for these paintings. The first section (a) will consider the
issue of the mandara’s patronage by combining close visual analysis with what we know
about Kiyomizudera’s social and economic circumstances at the time they were painted.
The second section (b) will consider how the etoki monks may have utilized the mandara,
focusing on different details or markers to appeal to particular audiences.

Detailed Analysis of Kiyomizudera sankei mandara:
(a) Patronage and tensions among the religious classes
Idealization of Gojō Bridge
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As noted, the virtual pilgrimage to Kiyomizudera begins by crossing Gojō Bridge,
prominently represented in the lower left corner of the paintings (Figs. 5.19, 5.20). The
amount of space devoted to illustrating the bridge is equivalent to the amount given to
Otowa Falls, Jishu Shrine and other important Kiyomizudera landmarks. Moreover, the
bridge itself is depicted in an idealized form, painted with red railings and gold finials.544
Gojō Bridge was never so ornate and it does not appear this way in any other extant
painting (Figs. 5.21-5.24).545 One must therefore raise the question why the bridge is so
lavishly represented in these paintings.
The most obvious answer is that a beautiful bridge is more likely to attract
potential pilgrims, thus fulfilling the purported aim of the sankei mandara genre.
However, if the mandara were used by etoki performers in their fundraising pleas for the
renewal of Kiyomizudera’s grounds, would such an extravagant portrayal of the bridge
not hurt their cause? Would the viewer not conclude that the temple was doing well and
did not need additional funds? And if the paintings were to be used as a kind of guide
map for potential pilgrims, giving them an idea of what to expect when visiting the site,
would they not want to show the grounds as they actually appeared? Perhaps the viewer,
having just experienced an etoki performance and thus a virtual pilgrimage to the site,
contributed funds regardless, as simply an offering and not for the specific purpose of
544
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renewing the grounds, the contribution being a means of acquiring additional karmic
merit. Maybe Gojō Bridge was presented this way to show what it would look like after
rebuilding, what Shimosaka Mamoru refers to as a “forecast painting” 完成予想図.546 Or
perhaps the bridge was idealized to highlight the belief that it was the threshold between
this world and the next.547 Another possibility is that this idealized form best represents
the bridge’s symbolic function as a liminal zone between outer secular and inner sacred,
transporting the pilgrim-viewer both symbolically and literally to Kiyomizudera’s path.
The bridge is not only the entry point into the sacred area, it is also the entry point into
the painting.548 Idealizing it thus throws into relief its essential role in the mandara.
If any of these were the actual reason for idealizing Gojō Bridge then we should
expect to find it depicted in idealized form in other sankei mandara as well. But if we
look at the contemporaneous Yasaka Hōkanji sankei mandara, a painting that was also
used for fundraising and which also illustrates Kiyomizudera, we note that although there
are a number of similar inclusions (such as the inujinin crossing the bridge, the man
seated in a hut with arm outstretched at the base of the bridge, Rokuharamitsuji and the
gorintō—five-tier pagoda—next to three stupa) and Gojō Bridge provides an entryway
into the painting, the bridge itself is not idealized and appears more similar to its
depiction in rakuchū rakugai zu (Fig. 5.24). This suggests the motivation for idealizing
the bridge in the Kiyomizudera sankei mandara lies elsewhere. I propose the motivation
was a desire to highlight and celebrate the achievements of the fundraising monks living
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in Kiyomizudera’s Jōjuin and that the unusual representation of the bridge provides us
with a valuable clue to their being responsible for the production of these paintings.
The Jōjuin monks were the followers of Gan’ami, the savvy, business-minded
monk who raised the funds to rebuild Kiyomizudera after it was destroyed in a fire during
the Ōnin War. The monks continued Gan’ami’s fundraising activity in the service of
Kiyomizudera, and like Gan’ami they were dismissed by Kiyomizudera’s jike and
excluded from participating in the temple’s rituals and ceremonies.
In spite of this treatment, the Jōjuin monks traveled around the country
advocating for Kiyomizudera and collecting donations to rebuild and maintain its halls.
They also set up fundraising stations on and around temple grounds. One of these stations
was located in the Daikokudō on Nakajima Island, depicted in both Kiyomizudera sankei
mandara with a fundraising monk seated inside (Figs. 5.19, 5.20).549 If we compare the
depiction of Gojō Bridge in contemporaneous painting we find that the fundraising hall is
either not illustrated or, if it is, its function as a fundraising hall is unclear.550 The Yasaka
Hōkanji sankei mandara, for example, depicts only the second part of the bridge;
Nakajima Island and its Daikokudō are outside the frame of the painting (Fig. 5.24). And
the Sanjō rakuchū rakugai zu illustrates only the back of the hall from an oblique
perspective (Fig. 5.21). The Uesugi and Takahashi rakuchū rakugai zu provide a frontal
view of the hall from a similarly distant and oblique perspective, but in these examples
549
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too it is impossible to discern what the hall was used for (Figs. 5.22, 5.23). Moreover, as
mentioned above, the bridge itself is not idealized in any of these paintings. It appears as
a simple plank bridge, unadorned and unpainted. Based on these observations, I believe
the particular rendering of Gojō Bridge and the Daikokudō in the Kiyomizudera sankei
mandara indicates that the Jōjuin monks commissioned these paintings to use in their
fundraising efforts, and that they idealized and emphasized the bridge to highlight and
celebrate their role, and Gan’ami’s legacy, in building and maintaining it.

Tamuradō
This argument is strengthened by the representation of the Tamuradō, the hall
dedicated to the historical founders of Kiyomizudera, and its close proximity to Jōjuin
(Figs. 5.25, 5.26). The two buildings appear as though they are physically connected, the
Tamuradō an appendage of Jōjuin.551 Jōjuin itself looms larger relative to the surrounding
buildings than it was in reality. Other representations of the temple sometimes include
Jōjuin or the Tamuradō (sometimes both), but never are they depicted so close together
(except for in the Higashiyama meisho byōbu zu, which we have noted bears a close
relationship to the mandara). The Muromachi period Sanjō rakuchū rakugai zu, for
example, illustrates a building that appears to be Jōjuin peeking out from the gold mist
behind Kiyomizudera’s three story pagoda and we see the roof of what is probably Jōjuin
in the Uesugi rakuchū rakugai zu—the Tamuradō is not illustrated in either of these
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works (Figs. 5.6, 5.7). Both halls are illustrated in the Momoyama period rakuchū
rakugai zu in the Kyoto National Museum, but this depiction is unusual in that it includes
many of Kiyomizudera’s halls, squeezed tightly together to fit the compact space allotted
to the temple (Fig. 5.16). In the case of the mandara, though we have noted that the
pilgrimage road has been distorted and condensed, the temple complex itself is left
relatively intact. The extreme proximity of the Tamuradō and Jōjuin, and only these two
buildings, therefore, seems to be a deliberate distortion. By presenting Jōjuin and the
Tamuradō so close together, the Jōjuin monks appear to be visually connecting
themselves to the founder’s hall and, by extension, to the temple’s origin history, thus
elevating their status and claiming a more dignified position within the temple’s
hierarchy.552
Moreover, inside the Tamuradō a figure of Amida Buddha is depicted together
with images of the temple’s founders. The inclusion of Amida in Kiyomizudera’s original
hondō, the hall that once housed the temple’s thousand-armed Kannon honzon, is
particularly surprising. There is no textual evidence to suggest there was ever an Amida
statue inside the Tamuradō and all extant images of the Tamuradō illustrate the hall with
its doors closed (Figs. 5.12, 5.13, 5.27). Today only images of the four founders are
enshrined there.553 Amida’s representation in the hall may therefore be another clue to
Jōjuin patronage. Since Gan’ami and his followers were Ji sect (Pure Land) practitioners,
552
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it is possible that they instructed the artist/s of the Kiyomizudera sankei mandara to
illustrate Amida inside the Tamuradō as a way to further tie Jōjuin, visually, to
Kiyomizudera’s founders, while at the same time emphasizing their own doctrinal
affiliations.554 Another possibility, of course, is that there was a statue of Amida inside
the hall at the time the Kiyomizudera sankei mandara were painted. As Jōjuin was fully
responsible for the everyday operation and general maintenance of most of
Kiyomizudera’s halls, including the Tamuradō, it is conceivable that they had an image
of Amida placed inside the hall.555 Whether or not this was the case, illustrating the
Tamuradō open with an image of Amida surrounded by Kiyomizudera’s founders further
supports the theory that Jōjuin interests motivated the production of these paintings.

Kiyomizudera engi
Similarly, the two scenes illustrating Kiyomizudera’s legendary origins visually
connect Jōjuin to the temple’s historical founders (Figs. 5.28, 5.29, 5.30. 5.31). Enchin
and Tamuramaro are depicted in the lower right corner of both paintings and then again
on the path leading to the Tamuradō. The two scenes are represented on the same
diagonal plane, making it easy for the narrator to locate and identify them for the viewer.
The diagonal plane also creates a spatial-temporal relationship between the scenes, which
suggests a narrative strategy for illustrating the development of time. In their second
position, Enchin is centered just below the Tamuradō and the pair appears to be walking
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towards it. As we know, the Tamuradō is the hut in which Enchin purportedly lived so
perhaps the etoki performer, when describing the engi, guided the pilgrim-viewer to the
Tamuradō when recounting the episode of Enchin and Tamuramaro seated in discussion
inside, Jōjuin’s connection to the Tamuradō implied by its placement directly behind it.

Asakuradō
The depiction of the Asakuradō further points to Jōjuin patronage (Figs. 5.32,
5.33). As mentioned, the monks built this hall to perform Buddhist rituals and memorial
services since they were not permitted to participate in those held in Kiyomizudera’s
hondō. It is a small-scale replica of the hondō established during the Eishō Period (150421), with the same deities enshrined within (Kannon, Jizō bosatsu and Bishamonten). 556
If we compare its appearance in the mandara with its representation in contemporaneous
painting, we find that the Asakuradō appears more prominently in the Kiyomizudera
sankei mandara (Figs. 5.34, 5.35). Moreover, the same high-ranking couple is depicted
praying before the main altars of both halls, and some of the same pilgrims enjoy the
views from both verandas (Figs. 5.36, 5.37). The Asakuradō is thus visually elevated to
appear almost on par with Kiyomizudera’s hondō, further pointing to the Jōjuin monks
guiding the artist’s representation of the site.
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Warriors
A final clue to Jōjuin patronage is the large number of warriors (bushi) depicted
throughout the paintings (Fig. 5.38).557 Kiyomizudera was an important temple in the
heart of the capital but if we look again at the Yasaka Hōkanji sankei mandara, which
also represents an important Kyoto temple, we find there are not nearly as many warriors
depicted (Fig. 5.39). As already discussed, a major source of economic support for
Gan’ami and the Jōjuin monks came from the warrior class; the monks maintained close
personal ties with military commanders in the provinces (the central bakufu government
had by this time lost most of its power), traveling around the country visiting and
collecting money from them for the upkeep of Kiyomizudera’s halls. Surviving records
indicate the monks also received physical protection and land ownership rights from
these military commanders.558 The bushi in the Kiyomizudera sankei mandara, therefore,
may have served the same function as the white-robed couple in the Nachi sankei
mandara.559 The couple in the Nachi mandara is believed to have helped guide the
viewer and the narrator through the painting, and likely represents the same commoner
class demographic as the primary audience of viewers for the mandara.560 Applying this
argument to the Kiyomizudera sankei mandara, the prominent appearance of warriors
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would seem to indicate that the audience for etoki performances of these paintings came
largely from this class and that it was the Jōjuin monks who commissioned and used
these paintings in their fundraising efforts among them.561 This is not to suggest that the
narrative performances did not also target the commoner classes; they too are featured in
these paintings and were certainly part of the audience of viewers for them.
In the Kiyomizudera version there are no warriors illustrated on Gojō Bridge or in
the first section of Kiyomizuzaka (there are several warriors on Kiyomizuzaka in the
Nakajima version). Given the number of times and the variety of places these figures
appear in the mandara, their absence from this area of Kiyomizuzaka is conspicuous. As
will be addressed in more detail below, this part of Kiyomizuzaka was inhabited by hinin
非人 (outcastes/undesirables), in particular lepers and their caregivers, the inujinin.562
Perhaps there are no high status figures illustrated along this section of the route in the
Kiyomizudera version because the aristocratic and military elite preferred not to be
reminded of the disease and decay that occurred under their rule, and the performer did
not wish to remind them of it during their etoki narrative. This may also be why Toribeno,
the large burial ground along Kiyomizuzaka, has been omitted from the mandara. The
viewer is presented with an idealized, cleaned up version of the area, shielded from the
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degradation, hardship and poverty that was very much a part of the life outside the temple
gates (and which was ironically controlled by the Jōjuin monks).563

Now that we have established a theory for the patronage and internal politics
driving the particular expression of the Kiyomizudera sankei mandara, we shall continue
our close analysis and imagine how the Jōjuin monks may have harnessed the power of
these paintings by focusing their performances on particular details, altering their etoki to
appeal to the tastes of different sets of audiences.

Detailed Analysis of Kiyomizudera sankei mandara:
(b) Appealing to a wide range of audiences
Kiyomizudera as a place to pray for a child and for an easy childbirth
Kiyomizudera’s Kannon is perhaps best known for aiding couples trying to
conceive and, once this is achieved, as a place to pray for safe childbirth. In the legend of
Shintokumaru 信徳丸, for example, a wealthy childless couple (Nobuyoshi Chōja and his
wife) is granted a child after praying in Kiyomizudera’s hondō.564 Numerous otogizōshi
(prose narratives) from the Muromachi period similarly describe the deity granting
children to the old, sick, weak, and poor who pray before it. This type of story, known as
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mōshigo-tan 申し子譚, spread widely and rapidly, and made Kiyomizu’s Kannon
extremely popular among commoners.565
Both of the Kiyomizudera sankei mandara illustrate a couple praying before the
altar of Kiyomizudera’s hondō and before the altar of the Asakuradō, dedicated to the
same manifestation of Kannon. We may assume from what we know of Kannon faith and
the stories surrounding that faith that the couple is praying to Kannon for a child. The
etoki performer would have likely described the deity’s ability to facilitate conception
when pointing out the couples’ presence in the painting, and would perhaps recount one
of the deity’s legendary successes.
We also find women praying on Taisanji’s grounds (Figs. 5.40, 5.41).566 According
to legend, the temple was founded by Empress Kōmyo 光明皇后 (701-60) in the 8th
century, after she dreamt that faith in Kannon would result in the safe birth of her child
(she was pregnant at the time).567 She awoke to find a gold image of the deity on her
pillow. The empress then ordered Taisanji be built and enshrined the gold Kannon
together with a picture of herself inside. The temple is dedicated to Koyasu Kannon 子安
観音 and has been popular among pregnant women from the time it was established. In
the Nakajima version two women, one with a child strapped to her back, pray before the
temple’s hondō, the Koyasutō. In the Kiyomizudera version the women pray before a
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pillar, which might represent the pillar donated to the temple by Shimazu Iehisa to give
thanks for the safe delivery of his child.
One can imagine the etoki performer, when standing before an audience
composed of young women or couples, would emphasize the childbearing benefits of
Kiyomizudera’s Kannon, pointing out the three institutions, explaining their histories and
describing their successes. Perhaps the narrator-monk would offer the audience omamori
(amulets) for conception and safe childbirth, similar to those sold at the temple today.

Kiyomizudera as a place to drink, relax and find love
The paintings also target audiences more inclined to relaxation, love and worldly
amusements. In the garden of Jinushi Shrine, for example, a monk dances and sings for a
group of warriors at a drinking party under the shrine’s famous cherry blossoms,
highlighting the immediate pleasures that may be experienced on Kiyomizudera’s
grounds (Figs. 5.42, 5.43). As Tokuda Kazuo has pointed out, this scene illustrates lines
from popular cotemporary music lauding the beauty of Jinushi Shrine’s cherry blossoms.
The 19th song from the 1519 Kanginshū 閑吟集, for example, is as follows:
面白の花の都や

What a refined city of flowers!

筆に書くとも及ばじ

It is beyond description,

東には祇園、清水

To the east is Gion and Kiyomizudera

落ちくる滝の音羽の嵐に

the wind echoes with the sound of Otowa’s crashing waterfall

地主の桜はちりぢり

Jinushi’s cherry blossoms scatter beautifully568
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The etoki performer would have likely sung one of these songs for the audience when
describing this section of the painting.
The performer might also have described the scene, located behind the drinking
party, of a warrior walking between the famous mekura ishi (blind stones), two large
stones set 18 meters apart. As we know, Jinushi Shrine is dedicated to Ōkuninushi 大国
主, the god associated with, among other things, love and matchmaking. According to
shrine lore, if one is able to walk the distance between the stones with both eyes shut
while repeating the name of the intended spouse future nuptials are guaranteed.569
There is also an amusing pickup scene illustrated in the center of the painting: a
young monk runs down the hill leading to Otowa Falls, towards a group of female
pilgrims (Figs. 5.44, 5.45). In one hand he holds a branch of cherry blossoms, with the
other he points to a group of male pilgrims (see Fig. 5.38), indicating that the romantic
overture comes from them. The scene is on the same vertical axis as Jinushi Shrine. As
noted above in the discussion of the placement of the engi episodes, these are well
constructed and carefully conceived paintings; the artist organizes the composition in a
way that keeps related scenes and elements clear and easy to read, presumably so the
etoki performer can quickly locate and identify them. We may therefore infer that the
placement of the pick-up scene at the center of the painting is no accident: love and
matchmaking is an essential component to the paintings and to the site.570
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Kiyomizu Kannon’s matchmaking prowess is also recorded in literature. Many of
these stories may be found in the 12th century Konjaku mongatari shū 今昔物語集
(Collection of stories old and new) and describe Kannon coming to the aid of a poor,
beautiful, and deeply faithful woman by rewarding her with a rich husband.571
Kiyomizu’s Kannon does not help only female devotees, however. There are numerous
stories in the same compilation describing the deity bestowing on male believers rich,
beautiful wives.572 This particular benefit of Kannon faith, referred to as “taking a wife”
(tsuma metori), became popular among the commoner classes in the Muromachi period.
Kyōgen and otogizōshi from the period recount the many men whose faith in Kiyomizu’s
Kannon was rewarded with a beautiful wife.573 In Monokusa Tarō (Lazybones Tarō),
even a lazy man is granted a rich, noble bride. We learn from these stories the kinds of
benefits contemporary pilgrims may have expected to receive in exchange for their faith
in Kiyomizu’s Kannon and their pilgrimage to the temple.
The kanjin monks knew the universal appeal of love, and they capitalized on its
power in the Kiyomizudera sankei mandara. If there were many young, single people in
the audience perhaps the narrator would spend less time describing Koyasu Kannon and
more time describing the many propitious matches made on the temple’s grounds or as a
result of successfully walking between the mekura ishi. They might also have recounted
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one of the popular romantic legends of Kannon rewarding a faithful devotee with a
spouse.

Teahouses
Also catering to the earthly pleasures of Kiyomizudera’s pilgrims are the
teahouses, which in Muromachi period Kyoto often doubled as brothels.574 Although
there was only one sanctioned public quarter for prostitution in Kyoto, a keisei-chō 傾城
町 called Shimabara 島原, records indicate there were four other districts tacitly
understood as “places of play” 遊所.575 All of these districts were located just outside the
main gates of Kyoto’s temples and shrines: Kiyomizudera, Gion, Yasaka, and Kitano.
The location of these districts on the border of sacred sites reinforces the observation that
pilgrimage in medieval Japan was not simply a solemn, pious endeavor but a rich,
complex and multifaceted experience.
The row of teahouses, empty of human figures (except for the single warrior
seated inside the second teahouse from the left in the Nakajima version), on the southern
end of Kiyomizuzaka in the Kiyomizudera sankei mandara suggest the presence of
teahouse courtesans 茶立て女 (chatate onna) by their high-end accoutrements,
associated with literature, the arts, games and expensive tastes: a hand drum (tsuzumi),
flower vase, books, and a hisage (ceremonial sake decanter).576 The courtesans of these
teahouses catered exclusively to high-ranking warriors and courtiers, and they served
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their customers more than just tea.577 The courtier Yamashina Tokitsugu 山科言継
(1507-1579) describes in a diary entry from Tenbun 13 (1544) drinking sake and eating
mochi in a Kiyomizudera teahouse.578
Ueno Tomoe has suggested that the empty rooms and instruments in the
Kiyomizudera sankei mandara refer to the tradition of rusu moyō 留守模様 (“absent
design”), found primarily in paintings illustrating episodes from the Tale of Genji.579 The
empty room in the Genji paintings connects to a hidden narrative that only members of
the nobility, with a shared cultural knowledge based in literature, were equipped to
recognize. Because it requires an accurate iconographic reading to unlock the hidden
narrative, rusu moyō is a self-selective visual device. Ueno argues that the empty rooms
in the Kiyomizudera sankei mandara serve a similar function, there for the well-informed,
sophisticated viewer to recognize as an area catering to their particular fancies. When the
narrator reached this part of the painting, we may presume that those equipped with the
appropriate cultural knowledge would have immediately understood what these empty
rooms were for. Other than the Higashiyama meisho zu byōbu described above, which
shares much in common with the Kiyomizudera sankei mandara, paintings of
Kiyomizudera do not illustrate these high-end teahouses. Only the more lively teahouses
catering to commoners are depicted in works such as the 17th century Kiyomizudera
keidai zu byōbu and the Kiyomizudera yūraku zu byōbu (Figs. 5.12, 5.13), illustrated on
the north side of the road in the Kiyomizudera sankei mandara. Inside these teahouses
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commoner pilgrims are portrayed drinking matcha made with the sacred water drawn
from Otowa falls. The tea made in these houses would certainly have been one of the
many unique attractions of the area touted by the etoki performer. It is interesting to
observe that in the Kiyomizudera version there are female proprietors standing outside of
the commoner shops beckoning customers to come try their tea. Their presence may
suggest the yūjo (prostitutes) that operated inside Kiyomizudera’s teahouses, and who
would have certainly been yet another draw for a particular type of viewer.580
The unusual inclusion of both commoner and aristocratic teahouses in the
Kiyomizudera sankei mandara further supports the claim that these paintings were used
as marketing material for Kiyomizudera, loaded with as much visual information as
possible in order to appeal to a broad range of tastes and audiences.

For those interested in literature and history
The scenes illustrating episodes from Kiyomizudera’s engi, and Hashi Benkei in
the Nakajima version, provide additional narrative content for the performer to draw out
and describe for the audience. At the start of the virtual tour of the Nakajima mandara
one can imagine the etoki performer leading his audience into the painted space and onto
Gojō Bridge by recounting the popular tale of the fateful meeting between the young
warrior Ushiwakamaru and his loyal retainer Benkei. The story is as follows: After
Yoshitsune’s father, Minamoto Yoritomo 源頼朝 (1147-1199), was killed by the Taira
forces, the young warrior resolved to avenge his death by killing 1,000 Taira warriors. He
hid on Gojō Bridge, and killed all who attempted to cross. By the end of seven days he
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had killed 999 people. Hearing about what Ushiwakamaru was doing, the warrior-monk
Benkei went to Gojō and engaged Ushiwakamaru in a prolonged duel. So impressed was
Benkei with Ushiwakamaru’s skill that he pledged to be his loyal retainer and thenceforth
remained by his side until they died together in battle.581 This story of revenge, loyalty
and war hits many appealing notes and would have been an exciting way to begin the
etoki performance, particularly for an audience composed of warriors. It also illustrates
yet another layer of Kiyomizu Kannon faith, bringing together not only lovers but also
other kinds of fateful encounters.
The placement on the opposite side of the painting of Kiyomizudera’s founders,
Enchin and Sakanoue Tamuramaro, provides further narrative material for the etoki
performer to point out and expound upon. Tamuramaro is dressed as a hunter, carrying a
bow in his hand and a bag of arrows on his back. Enchin walks in front, guiding
Tamuramaro; he turns to speak to the warrior-hunter, and carries a cane over his right
shoulder. The same two figures are illustrated again near the Tamuradō, styled and posed
in more or less the same way as in their first appearance. In the Nakajima version Enchin
wears a white hood in the second scene, which Tokuda Kazuo believes symbolizes a
transformation, either into a sacred person or death.582 In the Kiyomizudera version
Enchin carries Tamuramaro’s bow and arrow in the second scene, symbolizing the
warrior’s surrender to Kannon’s pacifying influence. These scenes illustrate episodes
from the Kiyomizudera engi and the 11th volume of the Konjaku monogatarishū,
described earlier, in which Tamuramaro goes hunting for deer in Higashiyama at the
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request of his pregnant wife and meets Enchin, who guides him through the sacred
grounds and instructs him in Buddhist doctrine.583 The two scenes illustrated in the
mandara are unusual episodes to choose to represent the engi. The extant handscrolls
illustrating the Kiyomizudera engi by Tosa Mitsunobu (1434-1535; Tokyo National
Museum) represent Enchin and Tamuramaro’s encounters indoors, usually inside
Enchin’s hut, which was located above Otowa Falls. In these representations
Tamuramaro is dressed either as a nobleman or as a warrior, never as hunter. It is unclear
exactly which episodes in the story are illustrated in the mandara, but presenting the
scenes in this way was probably deemed the simplest and clearest to describe in words
and pictures and, as argued above, helps visually to fuse Kiyomizudera’s origin history
with Jōjuin. The narrator could easily distill the story through these two scenes: the
warrior-hunter transformed by Kannon’s teachings then donated his fortune to build
Kiyomizudera. Depending on the makeup of the audience, the etoki performer might
linger on the more exciting details of the engi or would leave it after only a few words.
A final observation concerns the placement of these legendary scenes—they
appear on the same horizontal plane in the right and left corners of the Nakajima
mandara. Moreover, both scenes appear on the liminal, transitional space symbolized by
the motif of the bridge.
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For those who aspire to help others
The Kiyomizudera sankei mandara also include material for those seeking to
accrue karmic merit through piety and charity. In the lower section of Kiyomizuzaka, just
after Gojō Bridge, two men sit on the floor of a thatched-roof hut. One of the men wears
persimmon colored robes, the other wears white robes (in the Nakajima version his robes
are grey) and a hat (Figs. 5.46, 5.47). In the Kiyomizudera version the man in white robes
holds a straw basket; in the Nakajima version the man in persimmon robes holds the
basket. It is unclear from their presence in the mandara who these men are and what they
are doing. Unlike the kanjin monk in the Daikokudō who holds his ladle out to collect
donations from pilgrims, these men do not appear to overtly solicit contributions from
pilgrims. Of the contemporary paintings illustrating Gojō Bridge, only the Yasaka
Hōkanji sankei mandara includes this hut and only the man in the light-colored robes and
hat is illustrated, seated on a straw mat, holding a straw basket out to collect a donation
from a passing pilgrim (Fig. 5.48). Shimosaka Mamoru has pointed out that the man in
the Yasaka sankei mandara is a leper: his face and hands are covered in red spots. He has
also argued that the men in the Kiyomizudera sankei mandara are lepers.584 In the
medieval period, lepers typically wore persimmon or blue-grey colored robes.585
Moreover, according to historical documents there was a leper colony in this section of
Kiyomizuzaka, established in this location because the water from Otowa Falls was
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believed to cure leprosy, and because it was believed to be the border between this world
and the next (it is next to Toribeno, the large burial ground).586
In the Heian period, the saka hinin lepers living on Kiyomizuzaka were given the
exclusive right to carry out funerary purification rituals for Kyoto’s residents, and they
managed and maintained Toribeno’s grounds.587 They worked under the authority of
Kiyomizudera until the late medieval period, at which time they switched allegiance to
Gion Shrine and took the name inujinin.588 As we know, the inujinin cared for lepers in
the Chōtōdō, the long building behind the hut that was both a hospital and a Buddhist hall.
According to Shimosaka, the inujinin also built the hut we see in the painting for the
lepers to use for begging, so that they would not have to go out in the streets to beg (it is
not clear whose benefit this was for, the lepers or Kyoto’s residents).589
Kiyomizudera was also associated with lepers in popular literature. The 14th
century setsuwa collection, the Kiyomizu reigen ki 清水霊験紀, for example, includes the
story of Fujinami, about a woman who faithfully visited Kiyomizudera and prayed to
Kannon while caring for her sick mother. When her mother passed away, Fujinami was
overcome with grief that turned into madness and nothing could cure her. One night,
Kannon visited her in a dream disguised as a leper and gave her three round pills of
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medicine. When she awoke, Fujinami took the medicine and was cured of her madness.
Upon hearing this story the leper Shibuya Heijirō resolved to find Fujinami and make her
his wife, believing that marrying Fujinami would cure him. He turned out to be right.
Though Shibuya was extremely ill when he found Fujinami, his leprosy was completely
cured after marrying her. The couple had a child and lived happily ever after.590
In a painting that so embraces love and life it is surprising to find this morbid
reminder of physical decay and disease. Indeed, even Toribeno is hidden behind a
diagonal strip of heavy mist. The Yasaka Hōkanji sankei mandara includes Toribeno and
excludes most of the lighthearted pursuits found in the Kiyomizudera sankei mandara
(there is no sign of the teahouse brothels outside Yasaka or Kiyomizudera’s gates). What
then, might be the purpose of including these figures and their halls? If these were
essential signifiers of the area we might expect to find them in other paintings that
illustrate this area, such as rakuchū rakugai zu and various Higashiyama meisho zu byōbu.
Though we do find lepers walking along the streets of Kyoto in rakuchū rakugai zu, we
do not see them around Gojō Bridge and we do not find the Chōtōdō or the begging hut
illustrated in any other painting.591 Illustrating them so prominently in the Kiyomizudera
mandara therefore seems significant, particularly because the lepers and inujinin were
not Kiyomizuzaka’s only residents. There were shopkeepers, monastics, and ordinary
people also living in the area, and a great amount of commercial activity took place on
Kiyomizuzaka, none of which is illustrated in the paintings. For example, there were
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several luggage transportation companies to assist pilgrims with their belongings.592 And
according to an entry from Kanō 1 (1350) in the Gion shikkō nikki there were many
different kinds of shops on Kiyomizuzaka.593 A later entry from the same diary dated
Kōei 2 (1396) describes a thriving banking business in the district.594 There were also six
sake shops on Kiyomizuzaka, as recorded in the Sakeya kōmyō from Ōei 22 (1426).595 All
of these businesses were run by the hinin living on Kiyomizuzaka and were under the
management of Kiyomizudera.596 In addition to all of the business activity, there were
also performers and prostitutes who lived on Kiyomizuzaka and catered to pilgrims.597
With so much commercial activity and entertainment on Kiyomizuzaka it is surprising to
find such a large amount of space devoted to the Chōtōdō and lepers. As we know, sankei
mandara were used to advertise temples and shrines. We can therefore presume that all
of the details in the mandara were carefully considered choices made by the kanjin
monk-patrons to appeal to a wide range of tastes in order to maximize contributions.
With this goal in mind, the inclusion of the Chōtōdō and lepers was probably part of this
fundraising strategy to appeal to a particular type of viewer. In the medieval period lepers
were regarded in two very different ways: sometimes they were worshiped as the
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incarnation of Monju bosatsu (the bodhisattva of wisdom), sometimes they were treated
as already dead.598 So perhaps the Chōtōdō and the lepers target the more pious viewer,
the viewer who believes in salvation through charity and goodwill, and who will
contribute funds to help support the continued care of the lepers. The narrator might pick
up on this inclination of the audience members and focus his narrative on the idea that
these figures are manifestations of Monju or on the aid given to the lepers in the Chōtōdō.
Providing aid to the needy was also part of Gan’ami’s legacy. As we know, he risked his
own health and safety to feed the starving masses during the great Kanshō famine.

This is just a sample of the ways in which the Kiyomizudera sankei mandara
targeted a range of tastes, interests and social classes and how they may have been used
by the Jōjuin monks to raise money for Kiyomizudera. This analysis has also shown how
sankei mandara were essentially advertising tools for the temples and shrines, packed
with an extraordinary amount of visual information in order to capture and entice any and
all potential pilgrims and patrons. One can imagine the fundraising monk standing beside
the mandara and, before beginning the etoki performance, quickly sizing up the audience,
tailoring the virtual tour to highlight what he believed would most interest the majority
and bring the highest financial reward. It seems that not much has changed from
medieval times.
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Summary
A primary purpose of sankei mandara was to encourage pilgrimage and
contributions to sacred sites. As such, examining how the mandara may have been
deployed by the fundraising monks has been of particular interest to this chapter on the
Kiyomizudera sankei mandara. The rich visual imagery and complexity of these
paintings require a guide to physically point out and verbally decipher and develop the
threads embedded within the image. Sankei mandara, therefore, rely on both the visual
and oral spheres. These are not passive paintings to be experienced alone; they are
paintings that must be read and unpacked, and which necessitate narrative adaptation and
manipulation. As this chapter has argued, the narrator would size up his audience and
style his performance accordingly; the mandara was his instrument. By addressing
different social classes and appealing to different tastes and desires, sankei mandara
provide a visual snapshot of the society that emerged with the collapse of the old
aristocratic order after the civil wars ended. We learn about the commoners, their habits
and aspirations, we see them rubbing shoulders with soldiers and noblemen, we learn
about their amusements and their habits as they have first emerged into the light of art.
Even if the snapshot presented is one constructed by the patron institution we may
presume it is one that was carefully devised to reflect contemporary pleasures and
interests to fulfill the primary goal of attracting pilgrims and donations.
We have further argued that the Kiyomizudera sankei mandara encode the more
hidden history of the temple through clues embedded within the images. Through the
minute inspection of the architectural and figural details, we have discerned a visual
record of the tense relationship between the fundraising monks living in Jōjuin and
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Kiyomizudera’s temple monks, thus providing a visual complement to the historical
records. In other words, beyond documenting the rise of the commoner class in latemedieval Japan, this novel genre of painting illustrates specific institutional claims and
assertions through manipulations to the composition or to architectural and figural details.
These changes serve to visually elevate the presumed commissioning party’s temple and
associates. In the case of Kiyomizudera sankei mandara, we have argued that the Jōjuin
monks who commissioned the paintings tied themselves visually to the historical
founders of Kiyomizudera by illustrating their living quarters attached to the Tamuradō
(Founder’s Hall). They also highlighted, idealized or enlarged all of the halls and
structures around Kiyomizudera for which they were directly responsible. In the case of
the Ise sankei mandara, we find a similar sort of visual trickery but, unlike the
Kiyomizudera mandara, which were commissioned and used by a single institution living
on Kiyomizudera’s grounds, the Ise sankei mandara were commissioned by different
Buddhist sects active around Ise. Like the Kiyomizudera sankei mandara, the
commissioning institution’s buildings are highlighted and enlarged, but we have noted
that in these paintings they also diminish the halls of their rival institution. These
observations have led to the conclusion that sankei mandara have a point of view; they
are biased, visual declarations that document and reveal the inner workings, social
dynamics and internal politics of the represented site at a particular moment in history.
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Epilogue

This dissertation has closely examined the medieval genre of painting commonly
referred to as sankei mandara, paintings that were commissioned by low-ranking
wayfaring monks, nuns and priests to use as visual accompaniments in narrative
recitation performances in their efforts to encourage pilgrimage and to raise funds for the
upkeep of Japan’s temples and shrines. The paintings include for the first time commoner
pilgrims enjoying the spiritual and temporal benefits of the site alongside the military and
aristocracy, thus reflecting the historical changes in the socio-economic structure of
Japanese society in the late medieval period.
To achieve the larger goal of attracting patronage and pilgrimage a new artistic
language was created, formed by combining strands of older painting traditions in a bold
new way. We located these strands in kakefuku engi-e, miya mandara, shaji ezu and
rakuchū rakugai zu, noting how formal and conceptual elements from each of these
earlier painting genres informed the development of sankei mandara.
We further observed that sankei mandara were both functional guide maps to
sacred sites and highly constructed images, imbued with a cosmic, numinous view of the
landscape while at the same time charged with partisan views of the represented site. We
studied how these seemingly incongruent features exist and intertwine in sankei mandara
and by what means artists have achieved this effect, viewing the paintings as a palimpsest,
constructed on several levels. On the primary level they appear to be tourist maps and
religious advertisements, providing a workable impression of the local scenery, the layout
of the sacred territory and the rituals and ceremonies of the represented site. We then
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observed that this pilgrimage guide map is overlaid with another map, a cosmological
map of a sacred universe that is manufactured through compositional manipulations: the
spatial topography has been reshaped and molded in order to create the appearance of a
sacred world, an image of a divine, inexistent landscape that cannot be experienced
directly. We subsequently moved to a close study of the sankei mandara devoted to
specific sacred sites and found that on top of these cosmological manipulations lies
another, more worldly manipulation. We observed subtle differences and distortions in
detail and emphasis as they appear in the mandara devoted to illustrating the same sacred
site—Mount Fuji, the Ise Shrines, and Kiyomizudera, respectively. Having read the
social, political and economic histories of these three sacred sites we applied our
historical knowledge to a close visual analysis in order to tease out the meaning
underlying these differences and distortions. These differences, we found, are not related
to the mandara’s primary function as a pilgrim’s guide to the actual site or its
cosmological correspondent. They do, however, provide clues to more human concerns
such as internal politics and institutional struggles for power and authority at the
represented site at the time the sankei mandara were painted. These differences reveal
how rival institutions map out the same space differently, instilling small changes and
substitutions to otherwise similar images in order to make visual arguments against one
another and against other images. Recognizing these subtle visual clues allowed us to
speculate on issues such as patronage, intended message and period of production for
each of the sankei mandara in our study. Such observations have led to the conclusion
that sankei mandara are not passive paintings that represent an objective reality. They
have a point of view, and express a worldview and often a wishful thinking on the part of
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the commissioning agent, and through the relative emphasis or omission of particular
halls, temples or figures we may identify that particular worldview and, by extension, the
patron temple for individual sankei mandara. Thus, by closely reading, mining and
unpacking the sankei mandara devoted to an individual site we may enrich and enlarge
our understanding of a particular moment in Japan’s social and religious history, making
these images invaluable primary sources that can enhance and supplement research from
a wide range of fields.
There are still many open questions regarding how sankei mandara were
perceived and conceived at the time they were painted. What this dissertation has tried to
show is how the mapping agent, the kanjin monks and nuns, overlaid sankei mandara
with their particular worldview and their specific aspirations, a phenomenon not unique
in the history of representation but one still not fully addressed in the history of
representing Japanese religious landscapes.
In a larger sense, this study has also contributed to the notion that any
representation of a landscape, and perhaps also narrative and genre painting, is inevitably
imbued with the worldview of its creator. The choices made such as the particular scene
depicted, the mode of execution or the framing of the landscape, reveal a perspective and
a vision, a way of relating to the represented subject. Whether it is an idealized view of
the landscape, a territorial claim, or a means—perhaps unconsciously—of presenting
one’s perception of social relations or power dynamics through the representation of a
story or scene - there are no purely objective views. The role of the historian is not only
to uncover the intellectual and artistic climate but what has motivated a particular
expression, what is buried beneath the surface of a work or art. As Mary Elizabeth Berry
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has written in the context of rakuchū rakugai zu, “the challenge, in the end, is to enter the
mental landscape as best we can to try to recover the imagination that made it
possible.”599 This is what we have tried to do with sankei mandara, and we have
discovered that each example is stamped with the intention of its maker. We have thus
observed through this study how history leaves behind faint fingerprints that allow a
deeper understanding of a range of issues left untouched by textual analysis alone.

599

Mary Elizabeth Berry, The Culture of Civil War in Kyoto (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1994), 295.
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CHAPTER 1 Figures

Fig. 1.1 Chōmeiji sankei mandara. 16th century. Hanging scroll now mounted as two-panel screen;
ink and color on paper. 161 x 148.5 cm. Private Collection.

Fig. 1.2 Nachi sankei mandara. Late Muromachi period (16th century). Hanging scroll;
ink and color on paper. 147.5 x 175.1. Fudarakusanji, Wakayama.
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Fig. 1.3 Yoshiminedera sankei mandara. Late 16th-17th century. Hanging scroll;
ink and color on paper. 153 x 166.2 cm. Yoshiminedera, Kyoto.
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Fig. 1.4 Atsutasha sankei mandara. Muromachi period (16th century). Hanging scroll mounted as a twopanel screen; ink and color on silk. 179.2 x 162.5. Tokugawa Museum, Nagoya.
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Fig. 1.5 Nariaji sankei mandara. Late Muromachi-Momoyama period. Hanging scroll; ink and color on
paper. 150.3 x 126.8 cm. Nariaiji, Kyoto.
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Fig. 1.6 Kiimidera sankei mandara. Late Muromachi-Momoyama period. Hanging scroll;
ink and color on paper. 148.6 x 170.3 cm. Kiimidera Temple, Wakayama. Detail.

Fig. 1.7 Chōmeiji sankei mandara. 16th century. Hanging scroll now mounted as two-panel screen; ink and
color on paper. 161 x 148.5 cm. Private Collection. Detail, Kōya hijiri.
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CHAPTER 2

Figures

Fig. 2.1 Shigisan engi emaki. ~1175. Set of 3 handscrolls; ink and color on paper. Chōgosonshiji, Nara. Detail.

Fig. 2.2 Tamadare miya engi-e. Kamakura period (14th century). Pair of hanging scrolls;
ink and color on silk. 230 x 148 cm. Tamadera Shrine, Hakone.
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Fig 2.3. Onsenji engi-e. Muromachi period. Hanging scroll; ink and color on silk. 189.6 x 153.5 cm.
Kyoto National Museum, Kyoto.
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Fig. 2.4 Tōdaiji engi-e. Kamakura period (14th century). Pair of hanging scrolls; ink and colors on silk.
153.8 x 83.8 cm. Tōdaiji, Nara.
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Fig. 2.5 Zenkōji sankei mandara. Late 16th-17th century. Hanging scroll; ink and color on paper.
174.2 x 178.2 cm. Koyama Zenkōji, Osaka.

Fig. 2.6 Taima mandara. 15th-16th century. Hanging scroll; ink, color and gold on silk. 102 x 91 cm.
Machida City Museum of Graphic Arts, Tokyo.
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Fig. 2.7 Kumano kanshin jikkai mandara. 16th-17th century. Hanging scroll; ink, color and gold on paper.
138.5 x 128.0 cm. Takehisa Collection, Okayama.
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Left: Fig. 2.8 Kasuga miya mandara. Kamakura period, ca. 1300. Hanging scroll; ink, color and gold on silk. 79.1 x
28.2 cm. Harvard University Art Museums, Cambridge, MA.
Right: Fig. 2.9 Sannō miya mandara. Muromachi period (15th century). Hanging scroll; ink and color on silk. 168 x
79 cm. Nara National Museum, Nara.
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Fig. 2.10 Kumano miya mandara. Kamakura period (c. 1300). Hanging scroll; ink and color on silk.
134 x 62 cm. The Cleveland Museum of Art, Ohio.
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Fig. 2.11 Gionsha keidai ezu. Kamakura period (14th century). Ink and color on paper.
167.1 x 107.5 cm. Yasaka Shrine, Kyoto. Detail.

Fig. 2.12 Yoshino sankei mandara. 16th century. Hanging scroll; ink and color on paper.
225.7 x 181.5 cm. Nyoirinji, Nara.
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Fig. 2.13 Kitanosha sankei mandara. Muromachi period (16th century). Hanging scroll; ink and color on silk.
127.1 x 72.6 cm. Kitano Tenmangū, Kyoto.
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Left: Fig. 2.14 Yoshino mandara. Nanbokuchō period (14th century). Hanging scroll; ink and color on silk. 94.2 x
40.0 cm. Saidaiji, Nara.
Right: Fig. 2.15 Yoshino mandara. Muromachi period (16th century). Hanging scroll; ink and color on silk. 79.6 x
38.7 cm. Taisanji, Hyōgo.
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Fig. 2.16 Usa hachimangū keidai ezu. Ink on paper. 135 x 139 cm. Usa Jingū, Kunisaki.

Fig. 2.17 Shimogamo jinja keidai ezu. Ink on paper. 214 x 193.5 cm.
Kyoto National Museum.
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Fig. 2.18 Jingoji ezu. Ink on paper. 199.2 x 160. 8 cm. Jingoji Temple, Kyoto.

Fig. 2.19 Kōzanji ezu. Ink on paper. 163.7 x 164.6 cm. Jingoji Temple, Kyoto.
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Fig. 2.20 Gokurakuji keidai ezu. Ink on paper. 77.7 x 74.4 cm. Gokurakuji, Kanagawa.

Fig. 2.21 Masumidasha sankei mandara. Late 16th-17th century. Hanging scroll;
ink and color on paper. 205 x 148 cm. Masumida Shrine, Aichi Prefecture.
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Fig. 2.22. Hiyoshi-Sannōsha ezu. Muromachi period (16th century). Ink and color on paper.
53.0 x 72.1 cm. Enryakuji, Shiga.
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Fig. 2.23 Ōyamazumi jinja keidai ezu. Ink on paper. 207.5 x 103.6 cm. Ōyamazumi Shrine, Ehime.
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Fig. 2.24 Kano Eitoku. Rakuchū rakugai zu. Uesugi Screens. Muromachi period, ca. 1565. Pair of six-panel folding
screens; ink, colors and gold on paper. Each 160.4 x 365.2 cm. Yonezawa City Uesugi Museum, Yamagata.

Fig. 2.25 Kano Eitoku. Rakuchū rakugai zu. Uesugi Screens. Detail, left screen, biwa hōshi.
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Fig. 2.26 Hōrinji sankei mandara. 16th-17th century. Hanging scroll; ink and color on paper.
167.9 x 166.8 cm. Hōrinji, Kyoto.

Fig. 2.27 Kano Eitoku. Rakuchū rakugai zu. Uesugi Screens. Detail, left screen, second panel.
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Fig. 2.28 Kano Hideyori. Maple Viewing at Mount Takao. 16th century.
Six-panel folding screen; ink and colors on paper. 149.1 x 363.9 cm. Tokyo National Museum, Tokyo.

Fig. 2.29 Kano School. Merrymaking Under the Cherry Blossoms. Momoyama period (late 16th century). Pair of
six-panel folding screens; ink, color and gold on paper. Kobe City Museum, Kobe.
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Left: Fig. 2.30 Chōmeiji sankei mandara. Late 16th century. Hanging scroll now mounted as two-panel screen; ink
and color on paper. 161 x 148.5 cm. Private Collection. Detail.
Right: Fig. 2.31 Ise sankei mandara. 17th century. Hanging scroll now mounted as two-panel folding screen; ink
and colors on paper. 151.1 x 180.3 cm. Kimiko and John Powers Collection, Colorado. Detail.
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Figures

Fig. 3.1 Fuji sankei mandara. Early 16th century. Hanging scroll; color on silk. 186.6 x 178.2 cm.
Fuji Hongū Sengen Shrine, Shizuoka.
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Fig. 3.2 Fuji sankei mandara. 16th century. Hanging scroll; color on silk. 91.5 x 67.3 cm.
Fuji Hongū Sengen Shrine, Shizuoka.
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Fig. 3.3 Fuji sankei mandara. Early 17th century. Hanging scroll; color on silk. 109.4 x 80.3 cm.
Takeuchi Family Collection, Tokyo (Tokyo National Museum).
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Fig. 3.4 Fuji sankei mandara. 17th century. Hanging scroll; light color on paper. 126 x 103.2 cm.
Fuji Hongū Sengen Shrine, Shizuoka.
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Fig. 3.5 Fuji sankei mandara. 17th century. Hanging scroll; light color on paper. 132 x 67 cm.
Shizuoka Prefectural Museum of Art, Shizuoka.
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Fig. 3.6 Shōtoku Taishi eden. Dated 1069. Panel paintings; ink and color on paper. 189.2~190.5×137.2~148.2 cm.
Tokyo National Museum. Detail.

Fig. 3.7 Shōtoku Taishi eden. Kamakura period. Hanging scroll; ink and color on silk. 148.5 x 78.8 cm.
Kakurinji, Hyōgo. Detail, 7th scroll.

Fig. 3.8 Shōtoku Taishi eden. Dated 1323. Hanging scroll; ink and color on silk. 150.3 x 83.5 cm. Shitennōji, Osaka.
Detail, 3rd scroll.
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Fig. 3.9 Ippen hijiri e. Kamakura period. Shōkōji, Kanagawa. Detail, 6th scroll.

Fig. 3.10 Yugyō shōnin engi-e. Dated 1322. Handscroll; ink and color on silk. 33.7 x 1351.0 cm. Shinkōji, Hyōgo.
Detail, 2nd Scroll.

Fig. 3.11 Yugyō shonin engi e. Dated 1322. Handscroll; ink and color on silk. 33.7 x 1351.0 cm. Shinkōji, Hyōgo.
Detail, 8th scroll.
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Fig. 3.12 Ise monogatari emaki. Kamakura period (13th century).
Kuboso Memorial Museum of Arts, Osaka. Detail.

Fig. 3.13 Shotoku Taishi eden. Nanbokuchō period (14th century). Hanging scroll; ink and color on silk. 165.1 x 61.2
cm. Tokyo National Museum, Tokyo. Detail, 2nd scroll.

Fig. 3.14 Tsukinami fūzoku byōbu. 5th month. Muromachi Period (16th century). Eight panel screen;
ink and color on paper. 67.3 x 41.8 cm. Tokyo National Museum. Detail, Fuji hunt.
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Fig. 3.15 Chūan Shinkō. Fugaku zu. 15th century. Hanging scroll; ink on paper. 60.8 x 31.4 cm.
Nezu Museum, Tokyo
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Fig. 3.16 Zean. Fugaku zu. Muromachi Period. Hanging scroll; ink on paper. 53.4 x 36.0 cm.
Private Collection.

Fig. 3.17 Attributed to Kenkō Shōkei. Fugaku zu. Dated 1490. Hanging scroll; ink and slight color on paper.
66.0 x 29.9 cm. Tokyo National Museum, Tokyo.
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Fig. 3.18 Attributed to Sesshū Tōyō (1420-1506). Fuji Seikenji zu. Muromachi Period. Hanging scroll; ink on paper.
43.0 x 102.0 cm. Eisei Bunko Museum, Tokyo.

Fig. 3.19 Soga Shohaku (d. 1781). Fuji miho zu byōbu. Late Edo period. Pair of six-panel screens;
ink and color on paper. Private Collection. Left screen.
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Fig. 3.20 Yosa Buson (d. 1783). Mt. Fuji. Edo period (18th century). Hanging scroll; ink and colors on paper.
51.1 x 89.8 cm. Sato Art Museum, Toyama.

Fig. 3.21 Ike no Taiga (1723-1776). Summer cloud, sacred mountain. Edo period. Pair of six panel screens;
ink and light color on paper. Abe Sakae Memorial, Shimane. Left screen.
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Left: Fig. 3.22 Ike Taiga (1723-1776). Sekisui Fugaku zu. Hanging scroll; ink and color on paper. Tokyo University
of the Arts, Tokyo. One scroll from set of 12 scrolls entitiled Fuji jūni keizu.
Right: Fig. 3.23 Fuji sankei mandara. Edo period. Hanging scroll; ink and color on paper. 128.5 x 76.8 cm.
Nara Yadawara Daisan-Nōka Kumiai, Nara.
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Details of Figure 3.1

Jūyō Bunkazai

Fuji sankei mandara

Fig. 3.24 Foreground area: Tago no Ura coast, Miho no Matsubara, Seikenji Temple.

Fig. 3.25 Ōmiya Sengen Shrine.

Fig. 3.26 Murayama Sengen Shrine-Kōbōji Temple.
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Fig. 3.27 Murayama, Nakamiya Hachimandō.

Fig. 3.28 Ken’ōji and yatate sugi.
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Fig. 3.29 Ōmuro Dainichidō.

Fig. 3.30 Fuji.
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Fig. 3.31 Figures walking up path behind Ōmuro Dainichidō

Fig. 3.32 Figures in front of Murayama Sengen’s Dainichidō.
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Fig. 3.33 Pilgrims along Tago no Ura Coast.

Fig. 3.34 Female pilgrims around the Nakamiya Hachimandō.
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Details of Figure 3.2

Hongū Fuji sankei mandara

Fig. 3.35 Foreground: Tago no Ura coast, Miho no Matsubara, Seikenji Temple.

Fig. 3.36 Ōmiya Sengen Shrine.
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Fig. 3.37 Murayama Sengen Shrine.

Fig. 3.38 Fuji.
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Details of Figure 3.3 Takeuchi Fuji sankei mandara

Fig. 3.39 Foreground: Tago no Ura coast, Miho no Matsubara, Seikenji Temple.

Fig. 3.40 Inscription (right side).

Fig. 3.41 Inscription (left side).

Fig. 3.42 Shrines
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Fig. 3.43 Hongū keidai ōezu. Dated 1670. Hanging scroll; color on paper. Fuji Hongū Sengen Shrine, Shizuoka.
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Fig. 3.44 Murayama and yamabushi.

Fig. 3.45 Dōsha climbing central path.
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Fig. 3.46 Figures in central peak.

Detail of Figure 3.4 Fuji Hongū Sengen Shrine Fuji sankei mandara

Fig. 3.47 Foreground.
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Details of Figure 3.5 Shizuoka Prefectural Museum of Art Fuji sankei mandara

Details 3.48, 3.49 Foreground figures.
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Figures

Fig. 4.1 Ise sankei mandara. Late 16th century. Hanging scroll; ink and colors on paper. 171.4 x 186 cm.
Jingū Chōkokan, Mie Prefecture.
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Fig. 4.1 Ise sankei mandara. 17th century. Hanging scroll now mounted as a two-panel folding screen;
ink and colors on paper. 151.1 x 180.3 cm. Kimiko and John Powers Collection, Colorado.
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Fig. 4.2 Ise sankei mandara. 17th century. Pair of hanging scrolls; ink and colors on paper. Each 127 x 87.3 cm.
Mitsui Bunko Collection, Tokyo.
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Fig. 4.3 Ise sankei mandara. 17th century. Hanging scroll now mounted as a two-panel folding screen;
ink and colors on paper. 154.3 x 156 cm. Hiroshi Sugimoto Collection, Tokyo.
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Fig. 4.4 Ise Grand Shrines (Inner Shrine on left). Shinmei-tsukuri construction.
Computer generated image. Chieda Daishi.

Fig. 4.6 Ise no Ōkami rairin ga (title from Kogire-kai auction catalog vol. 80). Late 16th century. Hanging scroll;
ink, color and gold on paper. 34 x 81 cm. Gakushūin University, Tokyo.
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Fig. 4.5 Kongōshōji sankei mandara. 17th century. Hanging scroll; ink and colors on paper. 146.2 x 150.4 cm.
Yoshiminedera, Kyoto.
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Fig. 4.8 Tracing of Jingū Chōkokan Ise sankei mandara by Nishiyama Masaru.
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Fig 4.9. Ise ryogū mandara. Nanbokuchō period (14th century). Pair of hanging scrolls; ink and color on paper. Inner
shrine: 118 x 60.2 cm, Outer Shrine: 117.5 x 59.3 cm. Shōryakuji, Nara.
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Fig. 4.10 Yoshiminedera sankei mandara. 17th century. Hanging scroll; ink and colors on paper. 153 x 166.2 cm.
Yoshiminedera, Kyoto.

Fig. 4.11 Kangetsu Shitomi. Ise sangū meisho zue. First published between 1794-97.
Depiction of Kongōshōji, Mie.
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Fig. 4.12 Tagasha sankei mandara. 17th century. Hanging scroll now mounted as a two-panel folding screen; ink and
colors on paper. 153.2 x 169.6 cm. Private Collection, Nara.
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Fig. 4.13 Kokawadera sankei mandara. Late 16th-17th century. Hanging scroll; ink and colors on paper.
150 x 139.7 cm. Kokawadera, Wakayama.
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Fig. 4.14 Kano Eitoku. Rakuchū rakugai zu. Uesugi screens. Muromachi period, ca. 1565. Pair of six-panel folding
screens; ink, colors and gold on paper. Each 160.4 x 365.2 cm. Yonezawa City Uesugi Museum, Yamagata. Detail,
Takamatsu Shinmei Shrine.

Fig. 4.15 Jingū Chōkokan Collection. Datsueba.

Fig. 4.16 Powers Collection. Enma and Datsueba.

Fig. 4.17 Mitsui Bunko Collection. Enma.
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Figs. 4.18, 4.19 Jingū Chōkōkan Collection. Kanjin bikuni (left); Keikōin’s Benzaiten Shrine and Hōrakusha (right).

Fig. 4.20 Kumano kanshin jikkai mandara. 16th-17th century. Hanging scroll; ink and colors on paper. 138.5 x 128.0 cm.
Takehisa Collection, Okayama.
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Fig. 4.21 Powers Collection. Kaze no Miya Shrine.

Fig. 4.22 Powers Collection. Keikōin’s Benzaiten Shrine.

Fig. 4.23 Powers Collection. Kitamikado Bridge-Segidera Complex.

Figs. 4.24, 4.25 Mitsui Bunko. Monk Nun Prayer Halls.
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Fig. 4.26 Mitsui Bunko. Hōrakusha and Myōō Hall, Keikōin’s Benzaiten Shrine (top right).

Fig. 4.27 Sugimoto Collection. Tengu.

Fig. 4.28 Sugimoto Collection. Uji Bridge kokuya.

Fig. 4.29 Sugimoto Collection. Kaze no Miya Bridge kokuya.
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Fig. 4.30 Jingū Chōkōkan. Segidera-Hōrakusha.

Fig. 4.31 Powers Collection. Segidera-Hōrakusha.

Fig. 4.32 Mitsui Bunko. Segidera-Horakushua.

Fig. 4.33 Powers Collection. Female pilgrims.

Fig. 4.34. Mitsui Bunko. Female pilgrims.
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Fig. 5.1 Kiyomizudera sankei mandara. 2nd half of 16th century. Hanging scroll; color on paper. 171.2 x 177.5 cm.
Kiyomizudera Collection, Kyoto.
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Fig. 5.2 Kiyomizudera sankei mandara. 2nd half of 16th century. Hanging scroll; ink and color on paper. 168.5 x
176.8 cm. Nakajima Family Collection, Shiga Prefecture.
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Fig. 5.3 Kiyomizudera's Main Hall (hondō). Photograph. Spring 2005. Kyoto.

Fig. 5.4 Hōnen shōnin eden. Kamakura period (14th century). Handscroll; ink and colors on paper. 32.5 x 1070.2 cm.
Chionin, Kyoto. Detail (third section of volume thirteen).

Fig. 5.5 Nezumi zōshi emaki. 16th century. Handscroll; ink and color on paper. Suntory museum, Tokyo.
Detail, 2nd scroll.
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Fig. 5.6 Rakuchū rakugai zu. Sanjō screens. Muromachi Period (16th century). Pair of six-panel screens; ink, color
and gold on paper. Each 138.0 x ~58 cm. National Museum of Japanese History, Sakura. Detail.

Fig. 5.7 Kano Eitoku. Rakuchū rakugai zu. Uesugi screens.Muromachi period, ca. 1565. Pair of six-panel folding
screens; ink, colors and gold on paper. Each 160.4 x 365.2 cm. Yonezawa City Uesugi Museum, Yamagata. Detail.

Fig. 5.8 Rakuchū rakugai zu chō. Muromachi-Momoyama periods (16th century). Album leaf (24 in total); ink, color
and gold on paper. Each 24.0 x 33.7 cm. Nara Prefectural Museum of Art, Nara. Detail, Kiyomizudera.
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Fig 5.9. Rakuchū rakugai zu. Takahashi screens. Momoyama period (late 16th century). Pair of six-panel screens. Ink,
colors and gold on paper. Each 158.3 x 364.0 cm. National Museum of Japanese History, Sakura. Detail.

Fig. 5.10 Kiyomizudera meisho zu. Muromachi period (16th century). Folding fan; ink, color and gold on paper.
48.2 x 18.7 x 18.5 cm. Tokyo National Museum, Tokyo.
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Fig. 5.11 Higashiyama meisho zu byobū. Late Muromachi period (late 16th century). Six-panel screen; ink and color
on paper. 86.4 x 263.1 cm. National Museum of Japanese History, Chiba.

Fig. 5.12 Kiyomizudera keidai zu byobū. Early Edo period (17th century). Six-panel screen;
ink, color and gold on paper. 104.6 x 302.0 cm. Kiyomizudera Collection, Kyoto.

Fig. 5.13 Kiyomizudera yūraku zu byobū. Edo period (17th century). Six-panel screen;
ink and color on paper. Kiyomizudera Collection, Kyoto.
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Fig. 5.14 Kano Naizen. Toyokuni sairei zu. Early Edo period (Early 17th century). Pair of six-panel screens;
ink, color and gold leaf on paper. Each 167.5 x 365.0 cm. Hōkoku Shrine, Kyoto.
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Fig. 5.15 Higashiyama yūraku zu. 17th century. Pair of six-panel screens; ink, color and gold leaf on paper.
Each 84.0 x 276 cm. Kōzu Kobunka Museum, Kyoto.

Fig. 5.16 Rakuchū rakugai zu. Momoyama period (17th century). Pair of six-panel screens;
ink, color and gold leaf on paper. 153. 6 x 360.0 (each). Kyoto National Museum, Kyoto. Detail.
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Fig. 5.17 Rakuchū rakugai zu. Momoyama period (17th century). Pair of six-panel screens;
ink, color and gold leaf on paper. Each 155.4 x 351.5 cm. Shōkōji Temple, Toyama.

Fig. 5.18 Tracing of Kiyomizudera sankei mandara (Kiyomizudera version). By Ueno Tomoe.
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Fig. 5.19 Kiyomizudera sankei mandara. Kiyomizudera Collection. Detail.

Fig. 5.20 Kiyomizudera sankei mandara. Nakajima Family Collection. Detail.
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Fig 5.21. Rakuchū rakugai zu. Sanjō screens. Muromachi Period (16th century). Pair of six-fold screens; ink, colors
and gold on paper. Each 138 x 54 cm. National Museum of Japanese History, Sakura. Detail.

Fig. 5.22 Rakuchū rakugai zu. Takahashi screens. Momoyama period (late 16th century). Pair of six-panel folding
screens; ink, color and gold leaf on paper. Each 158.3 x 364.0 cm. National Museum of Japanese History, Sakura.
Detail.
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Fig. 5.23 Kano Eitoku. Rakuchū rakugai zu. Uesugi screens. Muromachi period, ca. 1565. Pair of six-panel folding
screens; ink, color and gold leaf on paper. Each 160.0 x 364.0 cm. Yonezawa City Uesugi Museum, Yamagata.
Detail.

Fig. 5.24. Yasaka Hōkanji sankei mandara. Late 16th-17th century. Hanging scroll; ink and color on paper.
147 x 169 cm. Hōkanji Collection, Kyoto. Detail.

Fig. 5.25 Kiyomizudera sankei mandara.
Kiyomizudera Collection. Detail, Tamuradō.

Fig. 5.26 Kiyomizudera sankei mandara.
Nakajima Collection. Detail, Tamuradō.
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Fig. 5.27 Rakugai zu. Edo period (17th century). Pair of six-panel screens; ink, color and gold leaf on paper.
Each 127.2 x 80.6 cm. Private Collection. Detail.
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Figs. 5.28, 5.29 Kiyomizudera sankei mandara. Kiyomizudera Collection. Detail, engi (left, first appearance; right,
second appearance).

Figs. 5.30, 5.31. Kiyomizudera sankei mandara. Nakajima Collection. Detail, engi (left, first appearance; right,
second appearance).
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Fig. 5.32 Kiyomizudera sankei mandara.
Kiyomizudera Collection. Detail.

Fig. 5.33 Kiyomizudera sankei mandara.
Nakajima Collection. Detail.

Above: Fig 5.34 Rakuchū rakugai zu. Momoyama Period (late 17th century). Pair of folding screens; ink, colors,
and gold on paper. Each 153.6 x 360 cm. Kyoto National Museum, Kyoto. Detail.
Below: Fig 5.35 Rakuchū rakugai zu. Momoyama Period (late 17th century). Pair of folding screens; ink, colors, and
gold on paper. Each 155.4 x 351.5 cm. Shōkōji Collection, Toyama Prefecture. Detail.
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Fig. 5.36 Kiyomizudera Collection. Detail.

Fig. 5.37 Nakajima Collection. Detail.

Fig. 5.38 Kiyomizudera Collection. Detail.
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Fig. 5.39 Yasaka Hōkanji sankei mandara. Late 16th-17th century. Hanging scroll; ink and colors on paper.
147 x 169 cm. Hōkanji, Kyoto.

Fig. 5.40 Kiyomizudera Collection. Detail.

Fig. 5.41 Nakajima Collection. Detail.
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Fig. 5.42 Kiyomizudera Collection. Detail.

Fig. 5.43 Nakajima Collection. Detail.

Fig. 5.44 Kiyomizudera Collection. Detail.

Fig. 5.45 Nakajima Collection. Detail.

Fig. 5.46 Kiyomizudera Collection. Detail.

Fig. 5.47 Nakajima Collection. Detail.
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Fig. 5.48 Yasaka Hōkanji sankei mandara. Detail.
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